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Executive Summary

The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) is in the Concept Exploration Phase of its Deepwater Capabilities
Replacement Project. This project will define the next generation of surface, air and command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence, sensors, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) assets
used to perform the Coast Guard's missions in the Deepwater environment (>50 NM off the U.S.
coastline). A ship's crew represents a major life-cycle cost of operating and maintaining a USCG
ship. To reduce shipboard work requires an understanding of the mission and support
requirements placed on the ship and its crew; how these requirements are currently met; and how
requirements might otherwise be met to reduce workload and crew size. As part of early
technology investigations, the need exists to (1) analyze the workload requirements of the
Deepwater system, (2) identify means to control the amount of work performed aboard Deepwater
Cutters, and (3) to optimize ship manning in accordance with the extent of ship's work and
mariner work productivity. In view of these needs, the overall objective of this effort was to
support the development of an optimized crewing strategy for the Coast Guard's Integrated
Deepwater System (IDS) by surveying work-reducing approaches of other maritime fleets.

The approach followed in this project was to examine currently implemented workload and
manpower-reducing strategies of commercial maritime fleets, U.S. and foreign navies, and
foreign coast guards. Existing crew reduction efforts were surveyed and assessed according to:

"* Strategies employed to reduce workload
"* Effects of those strategies on mission effectiveness and safety
"* Effects of technology and automation on work reduction
"* Costs of implementation
"* Life-cycle costs implications of reduced work/crew platforms, and

"* Implications of crew reduction techniques on human and system performance.

From these data, strategies for shipboard work reduction that may be considered for adoption by
the Deepwater Project were identified and analyzed according to performance and costs factors.
Strategies can reduce crew by: (1) reduction of workload via application of automation, or (2)
task and procedure redesign.

Ten workload reducing strategies were generated, as follows:

"* Damage Control Strategy 0 Bridge Strategy
"* Multiple Crewing Strategy 0 Engineering Strategy
"* Risk Acceptance Strategy * Modularity Strategy
"* Deck Strategy 0 Use of Enabling Technologies
"* Ship / Personnel Readiness Strategy 0 Design for Operability and

Maintainability
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This report does not advocate the adoption of any strategy. Rather, what is reported is simply
what other fleets have tried, and what may be: (1) considered by the USCG for possible
acceptance within the IDS, (2) selected for further review and analysis, or (3) rejected.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The overall objective of this effort was to support the development of an optimized crewing
strategy for the Integrated Deepwater System (ID S). Optimized crewing is the minimum crew
level for a ship consistent with human performance and safety requirements, available
technology, affordability and risk. Optimized crewing also encompasses optimized crew
performance, workload, and safety. Optimized crew performance means that each crew member,
acting alone or in a team, will be capable of performing all tasks as required, to the required
accuracy and throughput, and within time constraints, in all expected mission conditions.
Optimizing performance requires Human-System Interfaces (HSI) to be designed to facilitate
human performance and paying close attention to the detailed Human Factors Engineering (HFE)
aspect of HSI design. Optimized workload refers to the level of sustained workload that will not
lead to human errors, either through fatigue or boredom. Optimized safety means zero accidents.

The basic approach of this effort was to: examine already implemented workload and
manpower-reducing efforts of maritime fleets (commercial fleets, the US Navy and Coast Guard,
and foreign navies and coast guards); assess their success at workload and crew reduction, and;
identify potential approaches that may be adopted by the IDS. Existing crew reduction efforts
were assessed according to:

"* Strategies employed to reduce workload and crew

"* Effects of those strategies on mission effectiveness and safety

"* Costs of implementation

"* Life-cycle costs of reduced crew platforms

"* Applicability to the IDS
"* Implications of crew reduction techniques on human and system performance

The effort was comprised of four tasks, as follows:

"* Conduct Literature Search. The objective of this task was to perform a literature survey
addressing ship crewing. The search covered government and merchant fleet acquisition
programs worldwide.

"* Develop Survey Plan. The objective of this task was to publish a survey plan designed to:
specify the means by which surveys were performed; determine how information collected was to
be analyzed; identify how alternate manpower reduction strategies for the IDS were to be
developed, and; identify means to estimate the level of workload/crew reduction that may be
realized for each strategy, if adopted and implemented by the IDS.

"* Perform Survey of Successful Manpower Reduction Programs. The objective of this task was to
implement the plan generated in Task B and identify specific characteristics, approaches, and
lessons learned from successful crew reduction programs. Successful programs were originally
defined as those that resulted in manpower reductions of at least 15% and that had a minimum of
a three year history of implementation in working fleets.

"* Identify the Impacts of Staffing and Maintenance Strategies on Life-Cycle Costs. The objective
of this task was to identify the impact on life-cycle cost of the crew and maintenance strategies
identified by the Coast Guard as being viable for the Deepwater Surface Platform.



1.2 Issues
Reducing workload on ships at sea typically involves three components:

"* Application of automation technology

"* Modification of operational and maintenance procedures and protocols

"* Imposition of new knowledge, skill and abilities (KSAs) on the crew, which in turn can impose
new training requirements.

In addition, as part of the design process, tradeoffs are made that significantly influences the ship
and it's performance. These represent issues that must be addressed in the design of reduced
workload and crew for the surface platform of the IDS. In the surveys, these encompassed
factors such as:

"* Cost Factors *Performance Factors
- R&D - Operational changes
- Acquisition and implementation - Shore infrastructure
- Logistics and life cycle support - Readiness

"* Operations and Support - Reliability

"* Personnel Factors - Maintainability

-Readiness - Safety

- Fatigue
- Training

1.3 Objectives of the Survey Plan
The objectives of the survey plan were to:

"* Develop the tools and a schedule for conducting surveys of maritime organizations that have
established workload and crew reductions for ships at sea

"* Apply the surveys at a total ship and ship function level

"* Assess the information in the context of a matrix of functional areas by issues

"* Identify' concepts for crew reduction that are applicable to the surface platform of the IDS
"* Database the information in a form such that a tool can be used to support the cost assessment and

tradeoff process in the design of the surface platform of the IDS.

The survey instrument addressed manpower and workload reduction that has been achieved for
overall ship crew, and for crew/workload reduction in specific ship functional areas. These specific
fuinctions areas are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Functional Areas for Reduced Workload Surveys

Mission Operations Special Operations

Boat Handling/Boarding Underway Replenishment

Area Surveillance Electrical Failure

Communications - Internal Extreme Weather

Communications - External Fire - Large and Small

Weapon and /Combat Information Flooding/Ballast control

Helicopter/UAVs Collision/ Grounding/ Stranding

NOAA/Weather services Internal Security

Oceanographic Loss of Propulsion

SAR Search and Rescue

Deck Operations Boarding/Law Enforcement

Anchoring Anti-Terrorism

Docking Undocking Man Overboard/Rafters

Helo Operations Fuel Spills/Environment Hazards

Boat operations Lifeboat

Line Handling/Mooring General Operations

Anchor Bridge - Housekeeping

Towing Operations Bunkering

Underwater Lighting Deck Equip Maintenance
Navigation/Bridge Direct Shore Gangs

Approach Berth Docking/Undocking
Berthing Line/wire Maintenance

Collision Avoidance Medical

Depart Berth Stores Breakdown
Hull Performance/Station Keeping Steering Gear Maintenance

Maintenance Stores Handling/Breakdown

Maneuver Structure Maintenance

Lookouts Wash down - Deck and Engineering

Signals Administration

Position Fixing Reporting

Record/chart Keeping Health Care

Track Keeping Ships Meetings

Voyage Planning Finance/Payroll

Weather Monitoring Mission Planning

3
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Table 1. Functional Areas for Reduced Workload Surveys (continued)
HotelFUnit Support Shore Operations

Catering/Messing Stores loading

Laundry Port Logs/Records
Provisioning Maintenance - Ship area

Space Cleaning Vital Systems Test

Waste Disposal Equipment Surveillance
Maintenance - Overview Computers

Maintenance Philosophy Electric System
Depot/Shoreside Evaporators
Intermediate Fuel Oil

Hull Fuel Transfer

Unit Generators
Training and Personnel Support Inert Gas

Off ship and Schools Propulsion

OJT PumpsNalves
Cross training Tools/Test Equipment

Engine and Auxiliaries Operations Communications
Record Keeping Boat Maintenance
Routine Operations HVAC
Watch Standing Housekeeping (common and rec areas)

2.0 SURVEY METHOD/APPROACH

The approach followed is described below and is summarized in Figure 1.

2.1 Survey Activities
The survey consisted of two parts. The first established an overview of the missions, operations and
maintenance characteristics of the ship(s) with reduced workload and crew. It was intended to
capture the typical elements of life-at-sea aboard the ship under review. The first portion of the
survey required about one hour to complete and addressed:

"* Total ship crew size * Support functions

"* Overall crewing/crewing philosophy * Maintenance (unit, intermediate, depot)
"* Mission * Training (on board)
"* Watch Standing and Duty Stations 0 Applications of automation
"* Normal and special operations and * Emerging technologies

evolutions e Environments
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Figure 1. Survey Task Process
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The second part of the survey addressed strategies associated with reducing functional workload
(Table 1). Each function of Table I was discussed with survey participants to solicit their
comments related to:

"* Organizational experience related to the function and work reduction, including safety, cost,
system performance and effectiveness.

"* Work-reducing technologies or approaches, addressing what has been tried in order to reduce
workload, including application of automation, reallocation of functions, and redesign of
procedures and policies.

"* Evidence of success or failure of approaches, and methods/metrics by which success or failure
has been assessed. Soft measures (such as "crew morale"), as well as hard measures (such as cost
and direct measures of workload) were solicited.

"* Costs associated with reducing workload or manpower, including RDT&E costs, acquisition
costs, and support cost data were solicited.

2.2 Participation

Government. A cognizant spokesperson from the USCG was required to:

"* Provide support-gaining cooperation from management of reduced manned fleets (commercial or
military), particularly in soliciting commercial or other sensitive information (related to cost,
proprietary designs, and security classifications).

"* Make formal requests for participation of reduced crew ship organizations.
"* Provide liaison among the contractors, the USCG and representatives of reduced crew fleets

(foreign and domestic, military and commercial).
"* Participate in the conduct of all surveys in order to: preserve project memory; support real-time

issue resolution, and; support evaluation of reduced crew concepts that result from the
information attained in the interviews.

Contractor. Contractors were responsible to:

"* Generate the survey plan.
"* Identify potential survey participant.
"* Provide direct support in collecting reduced crew information.
"* Collect and maintain the data.
"* Maintain contract files.
"* Analyze the survey data.
"* Develop crew reduction strategies/concepts for the IDS.
"* Identify cost factors associated with each concept.
"* Assess life-cycle cost impacts for the IDS for each concept.

2.3 Sources of Information
Twelve organizations with an established history of ship operation with a reduced workload and
crew size participated. Each organization was contacted and requests were made to secure and
schedule participation in this survey. Criteria for selecting potential candidates initially were:

* Must have operated ships with a crew reduction of at least 15%
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*Must have a minimum of three years operating experience with a reduced crew size.

These criteria were amended as it became clear that many fleets surveyed use crew sizes that are
significantly fewer than. is typical of the U.S. Coast Guard, and that those fleets did not experience a
manning reduction of 15%. Therefore, it was decided that the criteria would require that reduced
crew ships have operated ships with a crew reduction of at least 15% compared to ships of similar
size and mission requirements of a comparable Coast Guard cutter. In two cases, the criterion
requiring three years experience was not adhered to. The ships in this case were the SmartShip of
the USN, and the Coast Guard Cutter DEPENDABLE. These two ships were included because their
missions are comparable to the missions of the National Security Cutter of the IDS, they provided
proof of concept for very new technology and procedural approaches to reduce work, and they
provided a good source of cost data.

Interviews were conducted via telephone or in face-to-face interviews aboard ship. In each session,
the following types of personnel were requested to be present:

"* Shore support or management - this included commercial operators/agents or base support personnel
for military ships.

"* Ship management - this includes a reduced crew ship officer (military) or Master/Mate (commercial).
"* Working crew - Chiefs or Petty Officers for military vessels, or licensed mariners for commercial

ships.

In all interviews, either a shore management representative or a ship manager was present to support
the interview. Surveys were not completed using working crew only.
Protocol for Soliciting Participation. The protocol for soliciting participation was as follows:

"* Identify candidate organizations for participation:
"* from literature review where efforts to reduce ship workload were identified
"* via analysis of ship data (Length overall and displacement divided by crew size was used as a metric

of reduced manning. See Appendix B for a summary). Selected ship types generally had ratios
smaller than operational USCG ships.

"* Identify, in each organization, cognizant personnel as initial Points-of-Contact.
"* USCG representatives made initial contact:

- Introduction, stated nature of request for participation and summarized study objectives.
- Guaranteed information privacy if requested. Offered to share information gathered.
- Provided USCG points-of-contact for verification of request and identification of contract

personnel.
- Stated information required/requested of participant.
- Stated that interviews were to be recorded (unless the participant objected).
- Estimated support required by participants (personnel needed, for how long, and when and where

needed).
- Promise information package to be forwarded to participants detailing contents of the surveys.
- Get agreement from organizations management to participate.

"* Persons conducting the interviews followed up by telephone, arranging schedules, meeting places,
and related details of participation.
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Protocol for Conduct of Survey/Interviews. With the exception of the information collected from
the French Navy, the Japanese Coast Guard, and the Royal Netherlands Navy, all interviews
were recorded. Data was collected using the forms contained in Appendix A.

The procedure for conducting the interviews was as follows:

1. Initiated conference call at agreed upon time. Participants were:
"* USCG representative who initiated all calls
"* Contractor personnel who conducted the interviews and who documented the data
"* Representatives of the participating organization

2. Made introductions
3. Verified that the right people are attending

"* Contractor: data analyst, data entry clerk
"* USCG team leader
"* Participant: management representative, ship management (officer or mate), and

crewmember (optional)
4. Summarized objectives, schedules, and information requirements.
5. Set up and verified recording equipment working.
6. Began with the overview survey (about one hour)
7. Completed the detailed survey (about one hour)
8. Once done, verified that surveys were complete
9. Identified and documented open items or action items (what - who - when).
10. Arranged for follow-up conversations as needed.

2.4 Data Analysis and Concept Development
The surveys were targeted at identifying manpower-reducing techniques that have been applied in
ship design and that have a history of ship operational use. Total ship crew reduction results from:

* workload reductions at the level of the function (automation and procedures),
* integration and synthesis of new functional requirements with new allocations to existing crew

members (deriving total crewing),
0 development of total ship procedures, protocols and doctrine, and
0 new training and certifications of those new crew member allocations.

A total ship crew concept of operations was not developed as part of this effort, however, a notional
crew was generated to support cost comparisons of each strategy.

The reduced crew concepts developed in this task address alternatives at the functional or
departmental level, e.g., crew concepts for bridge, engineering and auxiliaries, deck, and for
special evolutions such as damage control.

Strategies were developed according to the following steps:

Step 1 For each functional area, identify common approaches and experiences.

Step 2 For each fuinctional area, identify recurrent themes.

Step 3 Identify any conflicting approaches (for example, automating a function and eliminating a
function).

Step 4 Identify actual or estimated workload or crew reductions for each work-reducing technique.
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Step 5 Express workload reduction techniques as logical strategies.

Step 6Package each strategy into:
- A crewing or workload reduction (for example, in a bridge strategy, identify watch

stations, rotations, types of personnel required, numbers required)
- General procedures of operations or applications of technology
- Personnel Implications
- Special cost factors that may have been identified (maintenance, shore support,

implementation)

Ten workload-reducing strategies were generated:

"* Damage Control Strategy 0 Bridge Strategy
"* Multiple Crews 0 Engineering Strategy

"* Risk Acceptance o Modularity

"* Deck Strategy 0 Enabling Technologies

"* Ship / Personnel Readiness o Design for Operability and
Maintainability

Each of these is discussed in greater detail in section 3.2.

2.5 Cost Analysis Approach
The crewing and maintenance strategies identified by the Coast Guard as being viable for the
Deepwater Surface Platform were analyzed for life-cycle cost impacts. For each selected
strategy, the cost analysis considered:

"* change in number of assigned crew.

"* change in number of shore support personnel.
"* acquisition, maintenance, and training costs of applicable automation technology.

"* maintenance cost impacts of the selected strategy.
"* costs of developing and implementing the strategy.

The crewing strategy survey identified the crew reductions achieved and costs of implementing
and operating the strategies. Government-furnished standard Coast Guard personnel cost data
for both afloat and ashore were used to quantify the personnel cost impact of the selected
strategies. The personnel impacts (reductions and increases) were combined with the acquisition
and implementation costs of the strategies to determine the life-cycle cost impacts.

Cost estimation tools used were (1) U.S. Coast Guard's Project Analysis & Cost Estimation
(PACE) and (2) the United States Navy Center for Cost Analysis' Cost of Manpower Estimating
Tool (COMET) model.

PACE was the primary cost-modeling tool used. PACE handles a variety of one time costs,
annual recurring costs and periodic costs to automatically calculate total costs for alternative
approaches. USCG standard personnel costs are imbedded in the model along with default
values for general detail, discount rates, etc. The model is structured so that a model will consist
of a baseline reference crew and a number of alternatives, each with their associated costs and
assigned personnel. PACE compares the alternatives to the reference crew and ranks the
alternatives based on costs. The model also includes an environmental ranking feature that was
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not used for this study. COMET was used to validate and update the USCG personnel cost data
contained in the PACE model database.

3.0 SURVEY FINDINGS

3.1 Literature Search
A literature review was performed to help identify experiences of maritime operators with
reduced workload technologies and reduced crewing. A full-time librarian with a Masters degree
in Library Science performed the literature search. The activities in conducting literature
searches were as follows:

"* Identify Topic and Search Strategy: A candidate list of search keywords was developed with
Boolean operators to create meaningful combinations of keywords. Search terms included: Ships
or maritime and any of reduced crew, reduced workload, reduced manning, automation,
manning, manpower, workload, fatigue, accidents.

"* Conduct Search: Relevant technical journals, trade magazines, book, and newspapers, were
searched.

"* Acquire Documents: Documents were acquired from commercial database services directly and
from on-line sources.

"* Abstract Material: Documents acquired were reviewed and abstracted by one or more members
of the technical staff. The relevant experimental, technical and/or design characteristics identified
in each document were highlighted and included in a literature database. This database is
presented in Appendix C.

A significant amount of literature was found that addressed the:

"* issues associated with reduced workload and crew aboard ships,
"* approaches to resolve workload problems, and

"* tools for analysis of reduced workload and crew.

Very little was identified that discussed the experiences of specific fleet operators with reduced
workload technologies and reduced crewing. This is not'surprising, and information of the kind
being sought in this effort (fleet experiences with reduced workload and manning) is termed
"gray information" within the library sciences. Gray information is that which is unlikely to be
in the public domain because of any of the following reasons:

"* It is considered to be proprietary to a company or state.
"* Efforts leading to the information were based on need and pragmatism, and results of efforts to

address needs have not be offered publicly.
"* The impetus to reduce work and manpower on ships is relatively new in the United States, and

suitable U.S. studies are recently completed or are now being performed.

3.2 Strategies
Each strategy developed during the effort was based on the approaches and techniques observed
by the maritime organizations surveyed. This report does not advocate the adoption of any
strategy. Rather, what is reported is what other fleets have tried, and what may be (1) considered
by the USCG for possible acceptance by the IDS, (2) selected for further review and analysis, or

10



(3) rejected. Appendix D contains a summary or the work-reducing approaches of each of the
organizations included in the study.

From the approaches used in other maritime organizations, workload reducing strategies were
identified for the IDS. These strategies:

* Interact and are interdependent, and many assume presence of "enabling" technologies or
practices.

*Are conceptual and are very general in their descriptions.

*Were all developed based solely on survey findings.

What is not provided in the descriptions of strategies are:

"* Total ship definition/conceptual ship designs.

"* An overall manning organization.

"* Total ship watchstations and station bill.

"* Specific roles and responsibilities of individual crew.

"* Needed legal and cultural changes that are required to implement any specific approach.

"* An analysis of technological or operational risks.

The strategies developed for the IDS are presented below.

3.2.1 Damage Control (DO) Strategy.

A reduced crew makes fire fighting difficult and timely response to fire onset uncertain. An
example of automation technology is a series of point-source fine spray mist fire suppression
systems at key points throughout the ship. These systems have been shown to be highly
effective in putting out petroleum based fires. Points where these systems should be installed
include those that offer both the greatest probability of fire and the greatest potential damage.
These include: fuel transfer stations, bilges, lube oil cooling and filtering stations, main and
auxiliary diesels, paint lockers, and galleys. Dry goods lockers and habitability spaces are also
candidates. Thermal and smoke detection systems should be capable of automatically actuating
these fire suppression systems during non-day work periods. Some control can be exercised
from the bridge via use of closed circuit television (CCTV) to monitor critical spaces and control
-the fire suppression systems. CCTV is also essential for remote AFFF fire suppression of engine
room fires (to make sure the space is clear of people and barriers are closed). A fire control
station is needed on the bridge, or other manned station, and use of fire protection / fighting
procedures must be developed, particularly for engineering spaces. The main elements of this
strategy include:

"* Remote sensing of spaces - This included smoke, Carbon Monoxide (CO), heat and trends in
heat, motion detection, and acoustic monitors in spaces.

"* CCTV - With remote control pan/tilt mechanisms to allow crew to monitor spaces for personnel
presence, smoke and fire, and equipment status.

"* Ship wide alarm systems - (see enabling technologies).

"* Remote fire fighting - In conjunction with remote sensing, CCTV, and ship wide alarms, remote
fire fighting can be controlled from the bridge or damage control central. Capability for remote



light-off of HALON, AFFF, mist sprays, and/or CO2 can be provided to reduce (1) response time,
and (2) number of crew needed to respond.

"* Flex response DC teams - This requires modifying organizational strategies to responding to
damage control situations.

"* Enhanced fire suppression methods - For example, mist spray systems.

None of the interviews noted any work-reducing technologies associated with DC activities such
as dewatering, desmoking, or grounding. The Netherlands ship the VAIN NES, however, does
provide much remote control of systems vital to DC. These include systems such as ventilation,
electrical, and fluid systems; these are controllable not in response to DC issues as much as to
support routine plant operations. This work-reducing automation is discussed in section 3.2.7
"Engineering Strategy." Several efforts that are underway which may have extensive work-
reducing benefits to IDS, include:

a advanced remote sensing of spaces via the US Navy's Reduced Staffing through Virtual Presence
(RSVP) program

* the US Navy's Damage Control Automation for Reduced Manning (DC-ARM), and,

* the US Navy's firefighting philosophy in the DD 21 program for automated inerting of the
atmosphere and combustibles in unmanned spaces.

3.2.2 Multiple Crews. In this strategy, each ship has more than one crew, with a corresponding
reduction in the total number of ships in the fleet. Ships would be operated at a higher tempo to
achieve the same number of fleet-wide underway days as there would be with a one crew per
ship strategy, each ship being at-sea fewer days per year. (Whether a reduced number of ships is
adequate to meet national needs,- such as surge operations when a requirement exists to put as
many ships to sea as is possible, is an issue outside of this report). Other elements of this
strategy include the following.

"* 2:1, 3:2 or other crew-to-ship ratios can be considered.
"* Technical Representatives and maintenance riders may be required to support some of the more

technical, high workload aspects of maintenance. Use of technical maintenance representatives
aboard was a common theme among the fleets surveyed.

"* Watch rotations other than three sections may be considered for this strategy. Diverse watch
rotations were noted in the course of the surveys. One that may be a candidate for the surface
platform of the IDS is that used by the Dutch for bridge watchstanders. They use a 7 on, 5 off, 5
on, 7 off rotation for a port/starboard watch rotation. This allows bridge watchstanders a seven-
hour interval to amass continuous sleep.

"* Technical support staffs may be provided for maintenance or other work normally performed
ashore. Expertise can be maintained ashore and accessed via video conferencing. The types of
support staffs that could be provided include: medical emergency, legal consultation, equipment
diagnostics, mission planning, and logistics.

"* The ashore crew may be able to support maintenance and support of ships in port, and may lead
to reduction of shore personnel.

3.2.3 Risk Acceptance. Many of the fleets surveyed seemed to have a higher threshold of risk
tolerance than the USCG. The most predominant risk area involved the ability to conduct
multiple missions simultaneously, their manning - mission performance trade-offs have
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emphasized operational manning reduction. For most fleets, a system of prioritizing missions
and operations is achieved such that high priority mission elements are performed first (given
available manpower), then successively lower priority missions are attended to. Of course, all
maritime fleets must make manning/cost/systemn performance trade-offs, but the tendency among
those fleets interviewed seemed to afford greater emphasis to the manning/cost factors than the
occurrence of infrequent or unlikely mission conditions and situations.

The main elements of this strategy include:

* Tolerate some inability to meet operational "what if s."

* Serial vs. parallel mission area accomplishment:
- Based on assessments of threats and mission element priorities.
- Legal / Doctrine changes may be required to institute this in the USCG.

0 Advanced mission planning based on risk analysis is required.

3.2.4 Deck Strategy. Overall, there were few approaches discovered that reduce work associated
with dck operations (other than the bridge). The main elements of this strategy include:

"* Mooring - use of automated line tensioners to obviate the need for humans to tend mooring lines
as tides rise and fall, and to support berthing and mooring operations.

"* Cross training - use of engineering personnel to support low frequency or special deck operations.
These operations include: line handling during berthing; helicopter deployment and recovery
(using the ship's crew to tie down, fold rotors, set lanyards and stantions, etc.); and line handling
(painters) for small boat deployment and recovery.

"* Anti corrosion control/coatings - use of advanced coatings on high corrosion surfaces to reduce
facility and structures maintenance, and to reduce (even'eliminate) the need to grind, chip, and
paint surfaces when underway.

"* Operating procedures and processes:
- Communications - team activities (anchoring, berthing) is facilitated by use of hand held

UI-F or VHF radios, obviating the need to rig or access deck sound powered phones or other
communications devices.

- Remote monitoring - use of CCTV systems to monitor deck (anchor windlass, mooring lines,
various tied down components, personnel) and spaces (personnel presence, presence of
hazards, smoke, fire).

No approaches were noted during the interviews that specifically addressed reduction of
workload or personnel requirements for underway replenishment (fuels or dry stores), or small
boat deployment, operations, and recovery. With regards to replenishment, the CGC
DEPENDABLE did make use of a portable conveyor to load stores from the weather to below
decks, reducing the size of that work party from six to four. For all organizations interviewed,
technology and procedures for small boat deployment were found to be highly similar to those
used by the USCG. The USCG Barracuda class coastal patrol boat employs a ramp stern launch
system for it's single small boat. This system is reported to require only a single person (other
than those being deployed on the small boat) to launch, and also a single person to aid in boat
recovery. This can be compared to four to six required to launch and recover small boats using
standard boats on davits.
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3.2.5 Ship / Personnel Readiness Strategy. Fewer crew members aboard ship means that overall.
ship manning is less tolerant of personnel shortages (due to incapacitation or sailing short).
Fewer crew also often means that each crew member must maintain a broader set of skills and
abilities. The main elements of this strategy include:

"* Extensive cross training of personnel.

"* No deck/engineering/aviation barriers - This involves scenario/event based work allocations
across departments. For example, engineering department personnel participating in helicopter
recovery, or using mess cooks as line handlers when conducting boat operations. This requires
that (1) operational scenarios be generated, (2) functions be identified, analyzed, and allocated,
and (3) for main evolutions/mission segments, personnel must be assigned tasks based on
availability, regardless of department or rank.

"* 100% manning allowance - This means that the cutter does not leave the pier with a crew less
than the manning allowance (of course, there will be exceptions, such as simply transiting from
point to point for overhaul, but these situations should be expressed in manning allowance
documents).

"* Control of crew fatigue - Crew fatigue must be monitored and controlled. Mechanisms to
monitor fatigue must be part of the ships operational procedure, as well as specify'ing means to
reduce fatigue once it has been identified. It is also noted here that none of the fleets surveyed
has imposed a mechanism to formally assess crew fatigue. In all cases, ad hoc judgements on the
part of the crew and officers was relied upon to assess fatigue.

"* Use of civilian crew, in part or in whole.

3.2.6 Bridge Strategy. Two main bridge themes emerged from the data, those being (1)
reduction of workload via application of automation, or (2) reduction of personnel by virtue of
task and procedure redesign. In the latter, work was not removed, but was simply consolidated
into the responsibilities of fewer people. Higher risk tolerance was also noted in the task
redesign approach, as bridge lookouts were often consolidated with helmsmen and command
authority.

Essential bridge automation strategies include:
"* Integrated Bridge System - These generally include radar sets, electronics charts, Global Positioning

System (GPS) data feed to electronic charts, Closest Point of Approach (CPA) computation software,
summary displays (helm displays, depth under keel, propulsion).

"* Engineering Control - This entails direct control of main engineering functions (prop pitch, engine
speed).

"* Bridge Watch Station Design - Port-Starboard watchstanding (see also Multiple Crews strategy, above).
"* Client CPU to Ship's Network - Allows control of auxiliary systems such as ballast control and ship to

shore communications via electronic data links.
"* Deadman Alarm - In the event of a one-man bridge watch, an alerting device that times control inputs

(helm control or use of radar touch screen) is required. In the event that a specified interval elapses
(nominally ten minutes) without some control use (including use of radar touch screen) an alarm sounds
in the CO/XO quarters, the mess area, and the lounge/recreation areas.

"* Ship-wide Surveillance (CCTV and monitors) - CCTV surveillance of engineering spaces and the deck
(particularly anchor windlass, ship entry points, and boat handling areas).

"* Bridge - Operations Rooms located together.

"* Cleaning and Maintenance - Bridge facilities maintenance by shore gangs.
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*Damage Control/Fire Fighting Controls Station (CO2 light-off, engine room deluge).

Other automation such as Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMvDSS),
communications devices, and autopilots common to state-of-the-art bridge designs have been
omitted from the list.

3.2.7 Engineering Strategy. The engineering spaces will be unmanned a significant portion of
the time when underway. Significant watch station labor is saved by using an intelligent
computerized monitoring system, consisting of separate and redundant computers
communicating with a number of substations and displays. The engineering watch will be
maintained in an engineering control room or the bridge. High criticality alarms (alarms that if
not responded to, could lead to loss of propulsion, electrical, or navigation systems) will be
routed to the engineering control room and bridge. Alarms should be supplemented by decision
aids.
Corrective maintenance will be reduced by provisions for a high levelI of redundancy in vital
systems. Preventive maintenance workload will be reduced through use of a reliability based
and/or a condition based maintenance philosophy. This requires the use of extensive Built-In-
Test (BIT) and systems monitoring hardware. The concept for surveillance and alarm systems
is:

"* Alarms are prioritized to support unmanned engine room operations.

"* All alarms are announced in engineering watch station.
"* All alarms logged in the engineering watch station.
"* All critical alarms announce in engineering control room, engine room, bridge, engineer's

stateroon!1 and ship's office.
"* Unacknowledged critical alarms are also announced in the galley and captain's stateroom.

This strategy is also tied to the watchkeeping element of unmanned engineering spaces. Status
monitoring and alarm systems will need to be integrated within the total ship, such that alarms
(engineering and piloting/navigation) are repeated throughout the vessel. This is of particular
importance at night when the engineering space will be unattended and only a few watchstanders are
available on the ship. Critical engineering and piloting/navigation alarms need to be presented in the
following spaces:

* CO/XO stateroom (navigation and piloting alarms, general alarms, vigilance/dead man alarm from
bridge)..

* Chief Engineers stateroom (engineering alarms).
* Lounges, other recreation areas (gym).
* Messing area.

* Operations room.

Only high priority alarms need to be presented in these spaces, and low priority alarms should be
sounded only in the main spaces affected (engineering and bridge).

In some cases, additional elements of this strategy can include:

*Shore support for preventive maintenance (PM) - major PM can be handled by shore components
who board when the ship is in port.

*Bulk of logistics support is provided by shore personnel.
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*Engineering facility maintenance (elements of cleaning, painting) provided by shore personnel.

3.2.8 Modularity Stratey There were several examples of modularity of design in the fleets
participating in the survey. Modularity encompasses the following two components:

Hardware. In this case, the ship can be configured to accomplish different missions depending
on the payloads and hardware installed. For example, an air defense missile system (that exists
as a warfare area module) can be removed from the ship and replaced with an anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) module (or a research module, or a weapon module). Depending on mission
need, hardware modules are removed and replaced with modules that support the mission at
hand. Using this approach in the Deepwater project, a standard surface platform could similarly
be configured to support different operations, such as National Security (by adding weapons and
ASW hardware), drug interdiction (by adding a brig and surveillance modules), or alien migrant
interdiction operations. Workload and manpower reduction occurs in hardware modularity
because mission specialists are required only for the specific missions to be accomplished during
a deployment.

Shore infrastructure. The modular ship concept requires that shore facilities be available for the
storage, handling, and change out of ship mission modules. In addition, the shore infrastructure
needs to support the personnel associated with modules that are not assigned to a ship and
support any system maintenance required for modules that are in ready storage. Although not
absolutely required, assigning major cutters to homeports collocated with module storing and
handling facilities would be very beneficial to implementing this strategy.

3.2.9 Enabling Technologies. Enabling technologies represent ship infrastructure that (1)
provide ship services that support (or are required to implement) other work-reducing strategies
and (2) can directly, in and of themselves, reduce workload. For example, provision of hand
held radio devices (UHF/VHF) facilitating communications for all ship activities, thereby
reducing overall workload. Specific enabling technologies include:

Network and Client-Server Architectures - The major element of this enabling technology is a ship's
network and advanced internal communications. Provisions for a network of computers in a client-
server architecture including: bridge, main engineering, -ship's office, CO's stateroom, XO's stateroom,
conference room/library, and other working spaces. Both legacy and new software should be
accommodated by the networked computers. The ships network represents a ship's infrastructure
element that enables numerous work-reducing strategies, including systems monitoring and control,
communications, area surveillance, and redundancy. The objective is to permit access to ship
monitoring and control functions from many locations aboard. The main uses of the ship's network
and computing system include:

"* Engineering and auxiliaries status displays.
"* Logistics data base maintenance and PM scheduling.
"* Ship-shore communications (logistics data, completed forms such as weather observations to NOAA,

operations summaries, mission plans, etc.).
"* Machinery condition monitoring.

"* Summary navigation displays (course, speed, etc.).
"* Alarms and status monitoring.

"* Administrative duties.
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*Storage and presentation of training material.

Ship Surveillance Systems / Space Monitors - Ship wide monitoring entails the installation of
CCTV in main spaces as well as compartment monitoring of smoke, toxic gases, and heat. The
objective of this is to reduce the time spent by roving personnel checking spaces. CCTV can be
used to support visual inspection of spaces on routine basis or in response to alarms. Space
sensors would be incorporated in ship-wide alarm systems (network based) for presentation in
various spaces (see other strategy areas).

Wireless Ship Communications - Provision of hand held UHF and VHF radios to facilitate
communications.

Shore Establishment (logistics, maintenance, operations planning) - Implementation of any of the
work-reducing strategies will have an effect on the requirements for support from ashore. A well
planned and adaptive shore establishment will be required to reduce work, and crew, aboard the
surface platform of the IDS .

3.2. 10 Design for Operability and Maintainability. The thrust of human engineering as applied
to ship design is to reduce human workload, and consequently manning levels, and to reduce the
incidence and impact of human error. In the reduction of workload and manning, human
engineering is focused on four specific approaches.

Automation of System Functions - Human engineering provides a process for the analysis of
functions and the allocation of function performance to human or automation. The major
concern here is to establish the roles of the human and automation in completing each system
function, and to define the interactions between automated systems and human operators.

Elimination of Functions - Functions are offloaded from shipboard to shore, such as
administrative activities and maintenance support, and training (distance learning).

Consolidation of Functions - Consideration is given to combining functions which are separated
in existing systems.

Simplification of Functions - Human engineering design standards are applied to equipment
design to reduce workloads and error potential. Decision aids are provided to further reduce
cognitive workloads, and human engineering simulation exercises are conducted to determine the
impact of design concepts on human performance. Function or task simplification requires that,
for critical tasks assigned to a specific operator or maintainer, the demands that these tasks make
must be reduced to the greatest extent possible. Task demands include physical, cognitive, and
perceptual-motor demands. Specific techniques for simplifying tasks in terms of task demands
include design approaches to reduce:

"* the amount of information to be processed. *extent and complexity of
"* complexity of information processing. communications.

"* the number of decisions and options to be *task performance accuracy required.
handled. *special skills and knowledge required.

"* complexity of actions. *level of stress associated with the
"* needs for interactions with other operators. performance of tasks under

representative mission condition
The Naval Research Advisory Council (198 1) has estimated that application of human
engineering to navy systems will result in a manning reduction of at least 20%. The U.S. Army
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recently completed an assessment of the expected benefits of application of human systems
integration (HSI) on the Comanche helicopter development program. The analysis indicated that
through HSI, the Comanche would realize a cost saving over its lifetime of $3.2 billion, most of
which is directly attributable to maintenance manpower reduction through maintenance
simplification. HSI initiatives in the Army's Comanche program (compared to baseline
comparison systems) include: a 40% reduction in engine maintenance man-hours due to a
modular engine design and human engineering design approach; a drive train with 73% fewer
parts; and an engine tool kit reduced from 136 to 6 tools (Anderson et al, 1998).

Several of the organizations contacted in this study had implemented human engineering
processes, principles and data reducing workload. Organizations reporting that the application of
human engineering in ship design was explicit included the Canadian Coast Guard, the Royal
Netherlands Navy and the British Royal Navy. The DOORMAN Class of Dutch frigates, for
example, has reduced total ship manning by 16% as compared with the earlier S Class. In
designing these ships, the Netherlands Royal Navy had relied on the expertise of TNO Human
Factors Research Institute in S6esterberg to design human machine interfaces, assess human
performance using full-scale mockups, and improve ship's communications. The result was a
design that not only reduced workload, manning, and human error incidence, but also expanded
mission capability and is highly acceptable to the crew.

3.3 Comparison of Strategies to Assigned Crews
The various organizations surveyed have different combinations of reduced crewing strategies
and mission areas as shown in Table 2. Each organization has its own national culture and
demographics, and organizational training and personnel administration programs that determine
how crews are assigned to ships. Detailed information on how these organizations assign their
crews based upon the survey is contained in Appendix D. A "baseline" crew for each strategy
for purposes of comparison is shown in Appendix E. Table 2 and Appendices D and E may be
used to identify and compare crewing strategies of the various organizations. For example, an
important consideration is the duration of the time at sea in adopting crewing strategies and
watch schedules; this information can be obtained in Appendix D.
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Table 2. Primary Mission Areas and Strategies by Participating Organization

*
.2 U

Statg U 0 U U ý

Damage Control Strategy
Multiple Crews

Risk Acceptance q • /•
Deck Strategy z u

Ship / Personnel Readiness 4 4 4 --

Bridge Strategy 7 - - T 7 7 7
Engineering Strategy 4 - 4 4 4 4 -

Modularity

Enabling Technologies 4 7 7 7 - T 7 7 7 7
Operability/Maint design 7 7 7 - 7 7

Primary Mission Areas

Commercial Use---

Search and Rescue 7 7 - 7 7 7 7 -

Fisheries Inspection 7 7 7--------
National Defense/Patrol - 7 7 7 7 - 4 4 7
Environmental Protection 7 7 7 - -- -
Law enforcement 7 - - 7 - 7 7 4
Ice Breaking- - - ---
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4.0 COST ANALYSIS FINDINGS

The Life-Cycle Cost (LCC) impacts of the crew optimization strategies need to be investigated in
order to make an informed cost-benefit decision regarding implementation. Where possible, data
from crew optimization surveys has been used to estimate strategy implementation costs and as a
basis for describing unquantifiable opportunity costs and organizational efficiency improvements
associated with the crewing strategies identified during the study.

4.1 Cost Data Quality

With few exceptions, organizations surveyed were unable to accurately quantify either the costs
associated with providing automation to reduce work, or the level of workload imposed on the
crew after implementing the work-reducing approaches.

Sparse Data. The crewing surveys turned up good information on techniques being used in
various fleets to reduce crew workload. Unfortunately, little data was available on costs
associated with implementing the strategies and techniques, particularly from organizations that
met the original screening requirement of 15% crew reduction and program(s) in place for
greater than 3 years. A number of organizations had been operating with reduced crews for
greater than 3 years, but they had largely been continuing historical operating practices, so there
was no basis for cost comparison.

Wide Range for Data Obtained The majority of cost data for strategy implementation came
from the U.S. Navy's SmartShip program and the U.S. Coast Guard's PARAGON project.
SmartShip and PARAGON are both trials evaluating the potential for a variety of technology
implementation and procedural changes to reduce crewing requirements aboard ship. The
SmartShip platform is the USS YORKTOWN (CG-48), a 10,000 ton cruiser and the PARAGON
platform is the USCGC DEPENDABLE (WMEC-626), a 1000 ton cutter. The SmartShip
program is ongoing. The PARAGON trial completed in January 1999.

In addition to SmartShip and Paragon, cost data from the crewing surveys was from the Swedish
Coast Guard where it was estimated that high automation to reduce crewing levels would
increase the acquisition cost of a ship by an estimated 20% over a traditional approach (the
estimation provided by Swedish CG). The Canadian Coast Guard provided a cost worksheet for
engineroom automation, and the Royal Netherlands Navy provided information on the frequency
of engineroom automation maintenance and software update requirements.

Where cost data from SmartShip and PARAGON was available for similar functional
automation, SmartShip costs were typically higher by more than an order of magnitude. Possible
explanations include differences in the ship sizes, differences in crew size, mission area
differences, and differences in accounting for program costs. For example, PARAGON cost data
typically includes equipment purchase and installation cost only, while SmartShip includes
equipment, installation, test and evaluation, and program management costs.

Sensitivity / Bracketing. Since little directly applicable cost data is available for the crewing
strategies, three cost estimates are developed for each strategy, a nominal, pessimistic and
optimistic scenario. By running three scenarios, the sensitivity of strategy rankings can be
determined. The nominal case is the best estimate of the implementation costs and the crew
reduction achieved through implementing a strategy. The pessimistic scenario represents a high
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implementation cost and low crew reduction. The optimistic scenario represents a low
implementation cost and high crew reduction.

4.2 PACE Model Setup and Assumptions
As discussed above, PACE needs a baseline reference crew (in the terminology used by PACE, a
"Status Quo") alternative to compare the other alternatives against. Since a nominal or baseline
crew was not assumed for this study, no true reference crew exists for comparison. Therefore, a
baseline reference crew was established in PACE. The reference case was set up such that
PACE would not return any negative costs or crew numbers. It is important to realize that the
reference crew case used does not represent any cutter, either existing or planned, but only serves
as a reference point to compare the crewing strategies.

Further, the PACE Model setup employed the use of strategies as alternatives, meaning that by
comparing each strategy to a common reference, the cost / payback performances can be ranked
by relative performance against the reference. Because of this, the costs reported by PACE for
each strategy are not absolute costs, but can only be used to compare the strategies to each other.

As discussed above, three cases are established for the analyses, consisting of a nominal,
optimistic and pessimistic case. Each establishes a common reference, against which the eight
strategies are compared. All three cases use the same reference crew alternative as baseline.

Where a new system replaces an item that would be present with a traditional crewing approach,
the implementation cost represents the difference between the traditional system and the system
being installed for the crew optimization strategy. For example, under Deck Strategy, the cost
for advanced corrosion controls are estimated increases over using a conventional paint system.

4.3 Cost Analyses for Each Strategy
Cost analysis data for each strategy is presented below. For each, a discussion of the cost
elements and personnel impacts is provided

4.3.1 Damage Control Strategy

Cost Elements. A number of systems are required to be installed aboard ship to reduce workload
associated with damage control evolutions. Key aspects are eliminating the need for sound
powered phone talkers, fire and smoke alarm systems, automating damage control closures and
valves, and closed circuit television (CCTV) monitoring systems. Cost data for these systems
varied tremendously between the USCG PARAGON study and USN SmartShip. Where data for
similar functional equipment exists from both sources, the values are averaged for the nominal.
The exception is for the Fire and Smoke (F/S) Detection and Alarm System. SmartShip doesn't
break the F/S Detection and Alarm System cost out separately from other alarm and networking
costs, so the nominal cost estimate has been skewed heavily towards the PARAGON value.
Nominal estimates for increased system costs for these technologies per ship are:

"* Advanced/Wireless Interior Communications System $320K

"* Fire and Smoke Detection and Alarm System $500K

"* Automated Closures and Valves $200K
"* CCTV System (costs included with F/S Detection and Alarms) (see note to left)
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No data was available on maintenance costs associated with these systems. The Canadian Coast
Guard used an estimate of needing to upgrade or replace an engineering monitoring system after
10 years at 75% of it's original acquisition cost, which is used as the nominal case. The nominal
case also assumes $5K per year of maintenance expenses over what traditional systems would
require.

In addition to any possible personnel reductions, these systems offer the potential to improve
response time to emergencies and reduce the amount of damage sustained in the event of fire,
flooding or other damage to the ship.

While the DC strategy does afford a crew reduction, the life cycle savings associated with the
crew reduction are not enough to offset the increased acquisition and system maintenance costs
for the automated DC systems and equipment, at least in the nominal and pessimistic cases,
using the PACE model.

Personnel Impacts - Damage Control (DC) represents an area where routine ship manning is not
heavily affected, but that requires personnel be allocated to DC tasks and teams in the event of
flood, fire, grounding, etc. DC therefore represents a risk area in terms of a crew's ability to
respond in sufficient force and in time. The technologies applied in the area of DC are intended
to enhance automated responses and remote responses to casualties such as fire. In other words,
the tradeoffs are associated with reduction or tolerance of risk. With regard to general manning
levels, there are no implications due to DC automation. Regarding operations under high
readiness levels, USCG cutters already employ an approach similar to the SmartShip Flex
concept, and therefore little procedural reduction of manning is afforded. However, given
automation, there is the probability that the size of a Flex DC team may be reduced, or DC team
members may be allocated concurrent tasks and functions when no casualty conditions occur.

An overall reduction of two crew is estimated for the nominal case.

4.3.2 Multiple Crewing Strategy

Cost Elements. Multiple crewing may allow the U.S. Coast Guard to accomplish the same cutter
operations level with fewer ships. There are some possible crew efficiency improvements due to
reduced fatigue, available 'off-ship' time, and because additional personnel from the off ship
crew(s) could be available for facility maintenance when the ship is in port. These, however
have not been counted on in the cost analysis.

The cost analyses assume that cutters are crewed with three crews for two cutters. This ratio
would require that the cutters be underway 270 days per year to achieve the same operations
tempo as a one crew for one cutter approach achieves with 185 days underway per year. This
results in a savings of one-third of a ship for each crew compared to a one-for-one crewing
strategy. Obviously, other ratios of crew to cutters are possible. This saving is significant. The
PACE model shows that for a notional $250 million dollar national securing cutter with a crew
of 110, the cutter acquisition cost greatly exceeds the discounted life-cycle cost of the crew.

There is a cost assumed for developing the crewing policies associated with a multi-crew
strategy. For the nominal case, it is assumed policy would be developed in a six-month study
staffed by six U.S. Coast Guard officers with a support team contracted at an expense of $250K.
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Total cutter operations and maintenance (O&M) costs are assumed to be unchanged by this
crewing strategy. Most operations and maintenance expenses are connected either directly or
indirectly to operating hours and this strategy does not change the total fleet wide operating
hours per year. The assumption is that maintenance costs per cutter would increase, but the
number of cutters is decreased by the same factor so that the total system O&M costs remain the
same.,

Multi-crewing involves a number of non-quantifiable and opportunity costs. With a smaller
number of hulls, the U.S. Coast Guard's capability to respond to short duration, high tempo
operations is reduced. For example, in the current fleet it is theoretically possible to have twelve
WHECs underway at the same time for special situations. If a multi-crewing strategy were in
place at 3 crews to 2 cutters ratio, there would be a theoretical maximum of eight WHECs
available. Multi-crewing also increases the operational cost of ship time lost to casualties since it
is less likely that a cutter will be available to cover a hole in the patrol schedule caused by
unscheduled emergency maintenance.

Personnel Impacts. There are no assumed onboard personnel reductions as a result of this
strategy, however, reductions in shore support personnel may be achieved. Total crew per ship,
however, increases by about 50%. Cost savings result from procuring fewer ships.

4.3.3 Risk Acceptance Strategy

Cost~ Elements Risk acceptance does not necessarily require any systems/technology investment,
although systems discussed in Enabling Technologies and some of the other strategies can serve
to mitigate increased risks associated with reduced crewing 'Levels. The concept is to eliminate
watchstanding or other workload that is associated with unlikely events that have an acceptable
risk associated with them. As a hypothetical example, if crew size was driven by a notional
scenario involving concurrent law enforcement boarding, helicopter operations, and a fire, the
Coast Guard could decide to reduce the crew size and accept the risk. If that scenario were to
occur, helicopter operations could not be conducted until one of the boarding teams was back
aboard or the damage control party was secured.

The assumed implementation cost for the Risk Acceptance is an analysis/study to evaluate
mission scenarios that are crew size drivers and evaluate the implications of not being able to
perform selected scenarios. The nominal case cost for the Risk Acceptance study is assumed to
be a one year study staffed by six U.S. Coast Guard officers with a support team contracted at an
expense of $500K.

Personnel Impacts. Work avoided due to tolerance of risk is difficult to estimate. Work
reduction will depend on the operational situation and the level of risk tolerated for each
situation. Risks can be tolerated in terms of:

"* Conduct of damage control activities and assumptions concerning extent of casualties and
effectiveness of automated systems.

"* Assumptions regarding reliability and availability of hardware.

"* Assumptions concerning the effectiveness of the mission.
"* Assumptions concerning operational intensity and the ability to conduct simultaneous

operations.
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Assumptions concerning crew readiness and availability.
A crew reduction of 10 is assumed for the nominal case. However, it is impossible to estimate
what reduction might be possible through careful study of watchstanding and work routine to
identify fuinctions that could be eliminated with tolerable risk to the U.S. Coast Guard.

4.3.4 Deck Strategy

Cost Elements. Equipment and systems associated with implementation of the deck strategy are
automatic mooring winches, automatic anchoring equipment and advanced corrosion control
systems. Automated equipment for boat handling would be an ideal fit for this strategy.
However, no systems with a proven track record of greater than three years were discovered that
would reduce workload beyond what is already in use in the U.S. Coast Guard (with the
exception of a stem launch boat on a current USCG Coastal Patrol Craft).

The nominal cost case assumes automated mooring winches and anchoring equipment would add
$ 1lOOK to the cost of the ship, would add $5K per year in equipment maintenance expenses, and
the deck machinery would be overhauled at a cost of $20K every 5 years. Advanced corrosion
control system costs were estimated based on SmartShip. Since the USCG National Security
Cutter will likely be a smaller ship than the USS YORKTOWN, the nominal first cost for
advanced corrosion control systems is estimated at $1 OOK, approximately half the reported
SmartShip expense. It is assumed the coating system(s) will need to be reapplied every 7 years
for the nominal case.

Personnel Impacts. For the nominal case it is assumed that the net impact of this strategy allows
a crew reduction of three.

4.3.5 Ship / Personnel Readiness

Cost Elements. The Ship / Personnel Readiness strategy involves crewing cutters with a smaller
number of more experienced, highly trained personnel. Costs and benefits of this strategy are
not quantifiable without creating a specific application tailored to the U.S. Coast Guard.
Organizations adapting this approach include the Swedish Coast Guard, Canadian Coast Guard,
and the Royal Netherlands Navy (RNLN).

Personnel Impacts. The most highly developed application of this strategy found was the
Swedish Coast Guard. The Type 181 offshore patrol vessel (51 meter, 900 ton) is operated with
a crew of 11. Crews are assigned to stations, not to specific ships, but do tend to stay with the
same ship. Watches are a one in three rotation with a mate, deck officer and engineer
comprising the watch section. The only non-watchstanders in the crew are the Captain and the
cook-steward. All crewmembers are officers with an average salary of approximately $65,000
per year. In addition, Swedish Coast Guard personnel typically have prior naval or maritime
experience and go through over two years of training before being assigned to ships.

The Canadian Coast Guard is a civilian organization. Ship crews are typically over 50%
officers.

The Royal Netherlands Navy does not assign their most junior personnel to ships. A RNLN
sailor would typically have at least two years of experience in shore and training assignments
before serving aboard ship.
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All three organizations have some form of collective representation and pay overtime and/or
allow compensatory time off for extended work hours and extended underway periods. Most
major maintenance is performed through either contract or organizational shore support. The
level of shore support varied among the organizations. As expected, the smallest crew (Swedish
Coast Guard) relied most heavily on shore support. The RNLN performed routine maintenance
with ship's crew, but utilizes shore support for major maintenance. For example, a diesel engine
overhaul would not typically be performed by the RNLN ship's crew.

4.3.6 Bridge Strategy

Cost Elements. Reducing workload on the bridge is accomplished primarily by application of
automation. An Integrated Bridge System with automated navigation plotting, voyage planning,
and radar plotting is required to achieve the reduced level of watchstanding. In addition, a
number of organizations rely on variations of a port and starboard watch rotation to reduce the
total number of crew required to support bridge watches. Costs for an Integrated Bridge System
are based on retrofit costs reported for a number of ship types. The nominal case assumes a first
cost of $500K with a major upgrade of $375K at 10-year intervals. Annual maintenance
expenses are assumed to be the same as for a traditional bridge configuration.

Personnel Impacts. Bridge automation can reduce bridge watchstanding dramatically, the extent
to which is closely related to risk acceptance (see above). Reductions cited here assume
moderate tolerance for risk and provision of highly automated bridge.

With a highly automated bridge, it is feasible to operate with three bridge watchstanders
(command, navigation/communications and lookout). The nominal case assumes reduction from
five bridge watchstanders in a one-in-three rotation, resulting in a crew reduction of six.

4.3.7 Engineering Strategy

Cost Elements. A number of systems are required to be installed aboard ship to reduce workload
associated with engineering watchstanding and maintenance. Key aspects are reducing the
number of watchstanders by employing remote alarm and machinery monitoring systems,
automated system control, and implementing Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) and
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM). Cost data for these systems varied widely between
USN SmartShip and a Canadian Coast Guard cost comparison. The nominal first cost for an
automated alarm, monitoring and control system is estimated to be $2,OOOK, which is slightly
skewed toward the Canadian Coast Guard estimate for the system. In addition, $1 OK per year is
estimated for maintenance of the automated system. This is based on a report from one survey
participant that software upgrades and system maintenance are performed every 6 months. The
nominal case cost for developing CBM / RCM procedures is assumed to be a one year study
staffed by five U.S. Coast Guard officers with a support team contracted at an expense of $500K.

Personnel Impacts. Engineering automation can reduce watchstanding dramatically. The extent
is closely related to risk acceptance (see above). Reductions cited here assume moderate
tolerance for risk and provision of a highly automated engineering plant monitoring and control
system. With a highly automated system, it is feasible to operate with two engineering
watchstanders. The nominal case assumes reduction from five engineering watchstanders in a
one-in-three rotation resulting in a crew reduction of nine.
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4.3.8 Modularity Strategy

Cost Elements. Modularity involves construction of the ship such that systems that are not
needed for every patrol are modularized, allowing them to be reconfigured for specific mission
scenarios, thereby offloading those modular systems that will not be used in the mission. Costs
and benefits of this strategy are not quantifiable without creating a specific application tailored to
the U.S. Coast Guard. Expected benefits are (1) the ability to perform the tailored mission
capabilities available for a smaller ship size, (2) the potential to create new modules in the future
to meet new mission requirements, and (3) potential for crew reduction based on highly tailored
mission requirements.

Costs would need to include those associated with developing the shore infrastructure to store,
handle, and maintain modules that are not deployed on any particular mission.

Personnel Impacts. Immediate crew reductions are provided for those DW capabilities that are
not deployed on any particular patrol. Another personnel benefit is that modules, while in ready
storage ashore, can be maintained ashore, reducing the maintenance burden aboard. Specific
crew makeup (and therefore, crew size and any reduction) are entirely dependant on the extent of
modularity and the modules deployed on any specific mission.

4.3.9 Enabling Technologies

Cost Elements. - Enabling technologies represent ship infrastructure that (1) provide ship
services that support (or are required to implement) the other work-reducing strategies and (2)
can directly in and of themselves reduce workload. For example, provision for hand held or
wearable radio devices (UHFNHF) will facilitate communications for all ship activities, thereby
reducing overall workload. A variety of automation technologies can be installed aboard ship
that enable workload reducing policies to be implemented. Key aspects are Local Area Network
and Wide Area Network installations, wireless interior communications systems that eliminate
the need for phone talkers and reduce the time spent contacting people, fire and smoke alarm
systems, automated damage control systems, CCTV monitoring systems, and integrated bridge,
engineering and command and control systems.

Nominal estimates for increased system costs for these technologies per ship are:

"* LAN/WAN Installation. $1,OOOK

"* Advanced/Wireless Interior Comms System. $320K

"* Integrated Bridge System. $500K

"* Automated Monitoring and Alarm Systems. $2,OOOK

"* Fire/Smoke Detection and Alarm System. $500K

"* Automated Closures and Valves. $200K

"* CCTV System (Costs included with F/S Detection and Alarms). (see note to left)

No data was available on maintenance costs associated with these systems. The Canadian Coast
Guard used an estimate of needing to upgrade or replace an engineering monitoring system after
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10 years at 75% of it's original acquisition cost, which is used as the nominal case for this type
of equipment. The nominal case also assumes $95K per year of maintenance expenses over what
traditional systems would require. The nominal case for the LAN/WAN system also includes
$ 150K every 3 years for software and hardware upgrades.

Personnel Impacts. The nominal case crew reduction is assumed to be 17, which is based on the
aggregate reduction from the Damage Control, Bridge, and Engineering Strategies.

4.3. 10 Design for Operability and Maintainability Strategy
The Naval Research Advisory Council (198 1) has estimated that application of human
engineering to navy systems will result in a manning reduction of at least 20%. The costs
associated with implementing Design for Operability and Maintainability stem from having
human factors engineers involved in the ship design process beginning during the early stages of
ship design. Assuming a 3-year concept-preliminary-detail design process for the ship, this
would add approximately $500K - $ 1,500K to the ship design costs. Those costs would be
spread over the number of ships in the class to get the acquisition cost impact.

4.4 Cost Summary
Figure 2 shows potential crew reductions by strategy, but does not show costs of strategy
implementation. For example, the Damage Control strategy shows a crew reduction, but the life-
cycle costs of implementing and maintaining the automated systems exceed the life cycle savings
of the crew reduction, as projected by PACE. Similarly, the Multi-Crewing strategy does not
show any crew reduction, but has a substantial life-cycle cost savings due to the acquisition cost
savings resulting from purchasing fewer ships. Estimated crew reductions are described under
Personnel Impacts for each strategy in section 4.3.

The discounted net value of each strategy, as calculated by PACE, over a 30-year cutter life is
shown for the nominal, optimistic and pessimistic cases in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

Positive values represent life cycle savings of the strategy. As can be seen, the value of the
strategies relative to each other remains fairly constant across the three modeling cases. Costs
shown are 30-year net discounted savings of the strategy per notional crew.

The Multiple Crewing Strategy shows the greatest life cycle savings. This is particularly
interesting since Multiple Crewing generates all its savings in the form of lower up front

* acquisition costs (fewer cutters are purchased). There are several organizational and opportunity
costs associated with this strategy (discussed above) that could not be included in the cost model.
For example, there is value associated with the ability to respond with a greater number of ships

* in a crisis and there is value associated with the operational flexibility to deal with unplanned
downtime that is provided with a larger number of ships. However, the potential savings are
great. Comparing replacement of the 378' WHEC fleet with a hypothetical one-for-one vs. a 3:2
multi-crew strategy, 4 fewer ships need to be procured, resulting in a total acquisition cost
savings of roughly $600 million to $1 billion.

The only strategy investigated that shows a negative return in the nominal case is Damage
Control. This is largely because the Damage Control technologies reduce crew requirements
during emergency evolutions, but do not greatly reduce routine workload aboard ship. Crewing
requirements for special evolutions and short-term emergency type scenarios were beyond the
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scope of this study. It should be noted that Damage Control automation technology
implementation may be required in order to adequately respond to emergency situations with
reduced crews.
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Figure 2. Potential Crew Reductions by Strategy

During review of the results, it was noted that the personnel cost figures from the PACE model
seemed low. Therefore, they were compared to the personnel costs and default inflation and
discount rates used in the U.S. Navy COMET model. The COMET model personnel costs,
default inflation value and default discount rates produced a 30-year life-cycle cost for personnel
that ranged from approximately 2.6 to 3.0 times greater than the PACE model.

This is the result of three key differences in the models: (1) COMET uses a default inflation rate
of 3.0% for personnel costs, the PACE default inflation rate is less than 1%; (2) COMET uses a
discount rate of 5.0%, the PACE default is 7.0%; and (3) COMET applies a much wider range of
indirect expenses to personnel costs, which results in current year personnel costs that are nearly
twice what is found in PACE. PACE applies a 15% default general detail to account for indirect
expenses while COMET explicitly calculates indirect expenses. Of significant interest, even
with the higher personnel costs from COMET, the discounted present value of a notional 106
person crew over 30 years is still less than the acquisition cost of a notional $250 million cutter.
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To investigate the impact of higher personnel costs on the strategies, the nominal cases were
loaded in a spreadsheet and the total 30-year discounted personnel costs multiplied by a factor of
2.8, the average difference between COMET and PACE costs. The result is shown in Table 6.

Table 3. Nominal Strategy Values

StrategyNominal Discounted Present Value of
StrategyStrategy per Crew

Reference crew
Multiple Crew $82,436,719

Risk Acceptance $6,101,641
Design for $,2,0

Operability/Maintainability $,2,0
Enabling Technologies $2,978,653

Bridge $2,721,287
Engineering $2,169,123

Deck $742,395
Damage Control ($737,669)

Table 4. Optimistic Strategy Values

StrategyOptimistic Discounted Present Value
Strategyof Strategy per Crew

Reference crew
Multiple Crew $101,123,736

Risk Acceptance $13,605,076
Design for$1,712

Operability/Maintainability$1,712
Enabling Technologies $11,822,037

Bridge $6,569,714
Engineering $6,003,440

Deck $1,647,577
Damage Control $1,254,106
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Table 5. Pessimistic Strategy Values

StrategyPessimistic Discounted Present Value
Strategyof Strategy per Crew

Reference crew
Multiple Crew $49,857,445

Risk Acceptance $3 ,43 4,004
Design for $,7,1

Operability/Maintainability $,7,1
Bridge $103,448
Deck ($331,620)

Engineering ($3,595,219)
Damage Control ($7,350,875)

Enabling Technologies ($8,506,698)

The Multiple Crewing Strategy still shows the greatest life-cycle cost savings, but by a narrower
margin than that with the unmodified PACE costs. Also, as the cost of personnel increased, the
relative ranking of high investment alternatives to reduce crew, such as Enabling Technologies,
improves.

In summary, all the strategies investigated show good potential to reduce crewing and generally
show positive benefits to cutter or ship life-cycle costs through those crew reductions.

Table 6. Nominal Strategy Values with Estimated COMET Personnel Costs

Nominal Discounted Present Value of Strategy per
Strategy Crew (using estimated USN COMET personnel

costs)

Reference crew N/A
Multiple Crew $82,381,646

Enabling Technologies $19,800,971
Risk Acceptance $15,496,612

Design for Operability/Maintainability $14,730,820
Engineering $10,401,852

Bridge $8,999,274
Deck $2,989,536

Damage Control $2,287,928
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5.0 RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

All the strategies investigated show good potential to reduce crewing and generally show
positive benefits to cutter or ship life-cycle costs through those crew reductions. The strategies,
however, need to be carefully assessed for applicability to the USCG missions and operating
environments. The workload and manning strategies of other fleets evolved based on the
specifics and peculiarities of their missions, operating environments, economics, and political
and social values. It is almost certain that some strategies, while highly effective in other
environments, will be simply and completely unsatisfactory for use by the USCG. Given this,
several areas have been identified where additional research is needed to help determine the
usefulness and applicability of each strategy to the USCG and the SP-IDS. These are
summarized below:

Mission/Function analysis. Mission profiles should be developed to support development of a
total ship-manning concept. Mission profiles with resulting crew tasks will then provide the
baseline for veritying and validating manning and workload concepts. Part of mission analysis
should include a top-down requirements analysis including a man-machine allocation effort.
Mission, function, and allocation information will be needed to develop notional crewing
concepts, support crew level validations, and support operational testing. Topics that should be
addressed as a result of the Mission/Function Analysis include:

"* Risk Analysis. The history of other fleets workload and crew reduction efforts were looked at in
this study, but we did not look at the tradeoff processes and assumptions that led to reduced
workload designs. Specific risks to USCG missions need to be assessed for each candidate
strategy addressed in this report.

"* Validation of workload, sustainability, and fatigue levels. None of the fleets surveyed were able
to accurately assess crew workload, accumulation of fatigue, or sustainability of high paced
operations for their ships and crew. Simulation or other analysis methods should be considered to
verify that applying work-reducing techniques and any resulting crew reductions do not result in
unacceptable levels of crew fatigue.

"* Identify crew size drivers. Identify those mission elements and characteristics that induce high
work requirements.

"* Develop notional multi-crew plan. Analyze USCG mission areas and high surge operations
history to evaluate the feasibility of operating with a multi-crew concept for various cutter
classes. This could include analyzing modifications to USCG away from homeport policies.

* Training Requirements Analysis. Apply analysis portions of the Instructions Systems
Development (ISD) process to identify training requirements, training plans, and verification and
validations procedures.

-0perations Analysis. Strategies need to be compared to USCG missions and operations.
Mission/operations analysis need to be performed for the following:

"* Deck operations. There was little uncovered to reduce work associated with a high driver
function, that of deploying and recovering small boats. There is a need to examine further means
to automated deck operations and to provide advanced deck features.

"* Air operations. Little was identified to reduce work associated with air operations. Policy and
procedures changes were noted in the area of cross training personnel to support launch and
recovery, but nothing in the area of maintenance and conduct of ongoing air operations.
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Shore infrastructure. Implications of reduced workload and crewing for shore establishments
need to be fully analyzed and the shore capability required to support implementation of
strategies must be'better understood. Failing to do so might dramatically increase risk and
mission reliability during deployments.

Long term training and force maintenance. Cross training of a crew may severely impact current
training pipeline and on-board training. A training requirement analysis is needed for any
strategy selected for development and implementation. Impacts on long term force structures
and sustainability must also be investigated.

Notional crew for National Security Cutter. Strategies were developed within specific functional
categories since a total crewing concept is not at hand. Strategies need to be examined within a
total ship/crew concept of operations.

Human engineering design requirements and guidelines. A significant amount of human work
aboard ships can be traced to poor design of human interfaces, accesses, and maintenance design.
Means should be instituted such that human engineering design efforts are directed at human
performance, safety, and workload reduction.

Crew cost validation. Model crew costs in other military cost models, such as COMET, for
comparison to PACE results and sensitivity of strategy payback to personnel costs.
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1.0O INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The overall objective of this plan is to support the development of an optimized
staffing strategy for the Coast Guard's Deepwater Project (DWP). Optimized
staffing is the minimum crew level for a ship consistent with human performance

* and safety requirements, technology availability, affordability and risk. Optimized
staffing also encompasses optimized crew performance, workload, and safety.
Optimized crew performance means that each crew member, acting alone or in a

* team, will be capable of performing all tasks as required, to the required
accuracy and throughput, and within time constraints, in all expected mission
conditions. Optimized workload refers to the level of sustained workload which
will not lead to human errors, either through fatigue or boredom. Optimized
safety means zero accidents.
The effort is comprised of four tasks, as follows:

Task A. Literature Search. The objective of this task is to the state of
knowledge concern ing ship staffing in the published and unpublished
literature for government and merchant fleet acquisition programs
worldwide.

Task B. Survey plan. The objective of this task is to publish a survey plan which
is designed so as not to replicate readily available, and applicable,
information identified in Task A, above. This plan has been generated
in response to Task B, and details: the means by which surveys will be
performed; how information collected will be analyzed; how alternate
manpower reduction strategies for the DWP will be developed, and;
estimates of the level of workload/crew reduction that may be realized
for each strategy, if adopted and implemented by the DWP.

Task C. Survey Successful Manpower Reduction Programs. The objective of
this task is to implement the plan generated in Task B and identify
specific characteristics, approaches, and lessons learned from
successful crew reduction programs. Successful programs are defined
as those that resulted in manpower reductions of at least 15% and is at

* least 3years old.
Task D. Identify the Impacts of Staffing and Maintenance Strategies on Life

* Cycle Costs. The objective of this task is to identify the impact on life
cycle cost of the crew and maintenance strategies identified by the
Coast Guard as being viable for the Deepwater Surface Platform

The basic approach reflected in this plan is to examine already implemented
workload and manpower-reducing efforts of maritime fleets (commercial and US
and foreign Navies), assess their success at workload and crew reduction, and
identify potential approaches that may be adopted by the DWP. Existing crew
reduction efforts will be assessed according to:
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Strategies employed to reduce workload and crew
*Effects of those strategies on mission effectiveness and safety
*Costs of implementation
*Life-cycle costs of reduced crew platforms
*Applicability to the DWC program
*Implications of crew reduction techniques on human and system

performance.

1.2 Issues
Reducing crew on ships at sea typically involves three components:

*Application of automation technology
*Modification of operational and maintenance procedures and protocols
*Imposition of new skill, knowledge, and abilities (KSAs) on the crew,

which in turn impose new training requirements.
In addition, as part of the design process, tradeoffs are made that significantly
influences the ship and it's performance. These represent issues that must be
addressed in the design of reduced crew for the DWC. These encompass
issues related to:

aCost

" R&D
"* Acquisition and implementation
"* Logistics and life cycle support
"* Decommissioning
"* Personnel (by rating, paygrade, series)

*Performance
- Operational changes
- Shore infrastructure
- Readiness

- Reliability

- Maintainability
- Safety

*Personnel
- Readiness
- Fatigue
- Training
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Since many fleets have experience with reduced crew, their experiences will be

surveyed.

1.3 Objectives of the ResearchlSurvey Plan

The objectives of this research/survey plan are to:

" Develop the tools and a schedule for conducting surveys of maritime
organizations that have established workload and crew reductions for ships at
sea.

9 Apply the surveys at a total ship and ship function level

"* Assess the information in the context of a matrix of functional areas by
issues.

• Identify concepts for crew reduction that are applicable to the DWC.

* Database the information in a form such that a tool (under Task D) can be
used to support the cost assessment and tradeoff process in the design of
the DWC.

The survey instrument will address manpower and workload reduction that has been
achieved for overall ship crew, and for crew/workload reduction in specific ship
functional areas. These specific areas are presented in Table 1, below:

Table 1. Functional Areas for Reduced Crew Surveys

Mission Operations Special Operations

Boat Handling/Boarding Underway Replenishment

Area Surveillance Electrical Failure

Communications - Internal Extreme Weather

Communications - External Fire - Large and Small
Weapon and /Combat Information Flooding/Ballast control

Helicopter/UAVs Collision/ Grounding/ Stranding

NOAA/Weather services Internal Security

Oceanographic Loss of Propulsion

SAR Search and Rescue

Deck Operations Boarding/Law Enforcement

Anchoring Anti-Terrorism

Docking Undocking Man Overboard/Rafters

Helo Operations Fuel Spills/Environment Hazards

Boat operations Lifeboat

Line Handling/Mooring General Operations

Anchor Bridge - Housekeeping

Towing Operations Bunkering

Underwater Lighting Deck Equip Maintenance
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Table 1. Functional Areas for Reduced Crew Surveys (continued)
NavigationlBridge Direct Shore Gangs

Approach Berth Docking/Undocking
Berthing Line/wire Maintenance
Collision Avoidance Medical
Depart Berth Stores Breakdown
Hull Performance/Station Keeping Steering Gear Maintenance
Maintenance Stores Handling/Breakdown
Maneuver Structure Maintenance
Lookouts Wash down - Deck

Signals Wash down - Engine

Position Fixing Administration
Record/chart Keeping Reporting
Track Keeping Health Care
Voyage Planning LAN Maintenance
Weather Monitoring Finance/Payroll

HotellUnit Support Ships Meetings
Catering/Messing Mission Planning
Laundry Shore Operations
Provisioning Stores loading
Space Cleaning Port Logs/Records
Waste Disposal Maintenance - Ship area

Maintenance - Overview Vital Systems Test
Maintenance Philosophy Equipment Surveillance
Depot/Shoreside Computers
Intermediate Electric System
Hull Evaporators
Unit Fuel Oil

Training and Personnel Support Fuel Transfer
Off ship and Schools Generators
OJT Inert Gas
Cross training Propulsion

Engine and Auxiliaries Operations PumpsNalves
Record Keeping Tools/Test Equipment
Routine Operations Communications
Watch Standing Boat Maintenance

HVAC
Housekeeping (common and rec areas)
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2.0 METHODIAPPROACH

The approach to perform the reduced crew surveys is described below and
presented as Figure 1.

Stify issues aey Prepare surveyAppend ra.dW seo archmissions andtrd of at r functions instrument

Contact
Identify reduced organizations and Conduct about 15

staffing fleets slctupotsurveys

Rdeduce data and
enter into a data

base ý

Analyze staffing DvlpWCAnalyze costs
reduction by staffing reduction associated with

functional area concepts concepts

Identify technology Gnrate reports
gaps and research and

requirements. recommendations

Figure 1. Survey Task Process
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2.1 Survey Activities
The survey consists of two parts. The first is a summary that establishes an
overview of the missions, operations and maintenance characteristics of the ship(s)
with reduced crew. It is intended to capture the typical elements of life-at-sea
aboard the ship under review. Specifically, this portion of the survey summarizes:

*Total ship crew
*Overall staffing/crewing philosophy
*Missions
*Environments
*Watch Standing and Duty Stations
*Staffing Philosophies and Crew sizes
*Normal and special operations and evolutions
*Support functions
*Maintenance (unit, intermediate, depot)
*Training (on board)
*Applications of automation
*Emerging technologies.

This portion of the survey is estimated to require about one hour to complete. The
data collection form for this portion of the survey is presented in Attachiment A.
The second part of the survey addresses strategies associated with reduced crewing
by functions (see Table 1).
Each item presents a summarizing statement of the issue or topic, and then solicits
comments from participants concerning issues related to:

* Organizational experience related to issue, including safety, cost, system
performancie and effectiveness

0 Work reducing technologies or approaches, addressing what has been tried in
order to reduce workload, including application of automation, reallocation of
functions, and redesign of procedures and policies.

0 Evidence of success or failure of approaches, and methods/metrics by which
success or failure has been assessed. Soft measures (such as "crew morale),
as well as hard measures (such as cost) will also be solicited.

* Costs associated with reducing workload or manpower, including RDT&E
costs, acquisition costs, and support cost data will be solicited.

There are potentially many observations that could be made using these forms,
however, only those functional areas that are relevant to a particular fleets reduced
crew effort will be surveyed. For example, if a fleet operator has no specific activity
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related to reduced workload or crewing in the Environmental safety function, then no
survey forms will need to be completed for that function.
From the above, workload and crew reducing strategies will be identified, efficacy of
each will be assessed based on user group experiences, and cost factors identified.
The data collection form for this portion of the survey is presented in Attachment B.
2.2 Survey Schedule and Milestones
The specific schedule for completion of surveys will evolve based on the
schedules and availability of the participating organizations. The overall
schedule for the project is presented below.

Tasks Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Task A. Literature SearchA

Task B. Research PlanA

Task C. SurveyA

Task D. Cost Analyses A
Final ReportA

2.3 Participation
This section addresses government and contractor responsibilities in the
application of this research/survey plan. Section 2.4 addresses the expected
participation from ship operators (industry and government).
At least two project personnel should be present during the conduct of each
survey, at least one of which must officially represent the USCG. Others can be
representatives of either the contracting organization or the USCG.
2.3.1 Government. A cognizant spokesperson from the USCG is required to:

e Provide support gaining cooperation from management of reduced
manned fleets (commercial or military), particularly in soliciting commercial
or other sensitive information (related to cost, proprietary designs, and
perhaps security classifications).

0 Submit formal requests for participation of reduced crew ship
organizations under USCG letterhead.

0 Provide liaison among the contractors, the USCG and representative of
reduced crew fleets (foreign and domestic, military and commercial).

0 Participate in the conduct of all surveys in order to: preserve project
memory; support real-time issue resolution, and; support evaluation of
reduced crew concepts that result from the information attained in the
interviews
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2.3.2 Contractor. Contractors are responsible to:
*Generate the survey plan (this document)
*Identify potential survey participant (underway)
*Provide direct support in collecting reduced crew information by

participating in application of survey instruments
*Input and maintain the information obtained
*Maintain contract files, including any Non-Disclosure agreements that may

be needed to entice organizations to participate.
*Analyze the survey data
*Develop crew reduction strategies/concepts for the DWP

*Identify cost factors associated with each concept
*Assess life cycle cost impacts for the DWP for each concept.

2.4 Sources of Information
Approximately 15 organizations with an established history of ship operation with a
reduced crew size are being identified. Each organization will be contacted and
requests made to secure and schedule participation in this survey. Criteria for
selecting potential candidates are as follows:
"* Must have operated ships with a crew reduction of at least 15%
"* Must have a minimum of three years operating experience with a reduced crew

size.
In person interviews, using the survey instrument, will be conducted. In each
session, the following types of personnel will be asked to be present:

"* Shore support or management - this included commercial operators/agents or
base support personnel for military ships.

"* Ship management - this includes a reduced manned ship officer (military) or
Master/Mate (commercial).

"* Working crew - Chiefs or petty officers for military vessels, or licensed
mariners for commercial ships. Based on the main whip areas where crew
reduction has be achieved (comma nd/control, surveillance, engineering, etc.)
requests for specific rates to support the interview/survey process will be
made.

In all interviews, either a shore management representative or a ship manager must
be present to support the interview. Surveys cannot be completed using working
crew only.
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Table 2, below presents a logging form where participation in the survey will be
documented. The website http://carlow.com contains this form with cell filled in
documenting contact history.

Table 2. Reduced Crew Survey Contact Log Form

Organization Point of Contact Log and
Contact Schedule

Organization name POC Initial Contact:
Materials sent:

Survey Date:
Survey Place:

Survey Conduct:

Follow up:

Organization name POC Initial Contact:
Materials sent:

Survey Date:
Survey Place:

Survey Conduct:

Follow up:

APL Etc.

2.4.1 Protocol for Soliciting Participation

The protocol for soliciting participation will be as follows:

", Identify candidate organizations for participation

"* Identify, in each organization, cognizant personnel as initial Points-of-
Contact.

"• Make initial voice contact:
- Introduction, state nature of request for participation and summarize

study objectives
- Guarantee information privacy. Offer, if needed, to sign Non-

Disclosure statement.
- Provide USCG points-of-contact for verification of request and

identification of contract personnel
- State information required/requested of participant
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- State that interviews will be recorded (unless the participant objects)
and that participant observations will be entered into an electronic
database during the course of the interviews.

- Estimate support required by participants (personnel needed, for how
long, and when and where needed)

- Request surveys be conducted at the participants location, preferably
aboard the reduced crew level ship.

- Promise information package to be forwarded to participants,
submitted under USCG letterhead and signature.

- Point person to URL containing additional information and a summary
of what is required in this plan [under development]

- Get agreement from organizations management to participate.
"* Follow-up with postal mailing from USCG, under USCG letterhead, and

telephone contact from USCG.
"* Follow-up with voice contact, arranging schedules, meeting places, and

related details of participation.
"* Modify project schedules

2.4.2 Protocol for Conduct of Survey/Interviews.
All interviews will be recorded. Data will be collected using the forms c~ontained in
Appendices B and D, or completed using internet front end to a database.
The procedure for conducting the interviews will be as discussed in Table 3:

Table 3. Protocol for Conduct of Surveys
Step Personnel Responsible

Meet at the arranged time and place. all (USCG, contractors, participants)
Make introductions USCG
Verify that the right people are attending Contractor

* Contractor: data analyst, data entry
clerk

*USCG team leader
*Participant: management

representative, ship management
(officer or mate), and optionally
crewmember (noncom or certified)
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Table 3. Protocol for Conduct of Surveys (continued)
Summarize objectives, schedules, and USCG or Contractor
information requirements.
Set up and verify recording equipment: video or Contractor
tape, and laptop (or other computer) for typed
entry.
Begin with the overview survey (about one Contractor
hour)
Complete the detailed survey (up to six hours Contractor
Once done, verify that surveys are complete Contractor
Identify and document any open items or action All
items (what - who - when) __________________

[Arrange for follow-up conve 'rsations All
2.5 Data Analysis and Concepts

The objective of this task is to specify the means by which survey information will be
stored, and how reduced crew concepts will be generated.
2.5.1 Data Storage. All survey data will be entered into a flat data base, using
Filemaker Pro version 4.0 as the data-basing program. This program will be used
since (1) it is multi-platform (Macintosh and Intel machines), (2) it can generate
output td numerous database interchange formats, and (3) it is internet publishable,
updateable, and searchable.
2.5.2. Reduced Crew Concept Development.
The surveys are targeted at identifying manpower reducing techniques that have
been imposed in ship design and that have a history ship operational use. Total
ship crew reduction results from:

"* workload reductions at the level of the function (automation and procedures)
"* integration and synthesis of new functional requirements with new allocations

to individual crew members (deriving total staffing)
"* development of total ship procedures, protocols and doctrine, and

"* new training and certifications of those new crewmember allocations.
Development of a total ship crew concept requires, therefore, the development of a
total ship engineering and operational concept (or several alternate concepts).
Development alternate total ship reduced crew concepts cannot be developed in a
timely fashion to support the overall schedule of this task, nor can these concepts
be adequately developed within the projects resources.
The reduced crew concepts developed in this task will address alternatives at the
functional or departmental level, e.g., crew concepts for bridge, engineering and
auxiliaries, deck, and for special evolutions such as damage control.
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Reduced crew concepts in at least ten areas will be generated. Since the survey
has yet to be performed, it's difficult to designate where specific crew reductions
concepts will be generated. Likely areas include:

Functional/Operational areas:
- Bridge
- Engineering
- Auxiliaries
- Stores handling
- Shore support

Command and control
Deck operations
Hotel and personnel support
Damage Control

"* Maintenance strategies
Philosophy
System surveillance and diagnostics

"* Total Ship
Computing
Watchstanding
Ship surveillance and control

Concepts will be developed according to the following steps:
Step 1 Collapse (in the database) observations across functional areas (for

example, all observed approaches to reductions in workload for
engineering activities)

Step 2 For each functional area, identify common approaches and experiences.
Step 3 For each functional identify recurrent themes
Step 4 Identify any countermanding approaches (for example, automating a

function and eliminating a function)
Step 5 Identify actual or estimated workload or crew reductions for each

techniques in each functional area
Step 6 Express workload reduction technique within a functional area as a list (of

workload reducing opportunities)
Step 7 Package each concept into:

"* A staffing strategy (for example, in a bridge strategy, identify watch stations,
rotations, types of personnel required, numbers required)

"* General procedures of operations
"* Applications of technology (automation) or procedures required
"* Implications on training and personnel categories required
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Special cost factors that may have been identified (maintenance, shore support,
implementation)

Where strategies cannot be developed in functional areas due to the information
collected, but where it is believed that additional workload reduction can be
realized, requirements for additional research will be specified.

2.6 Cost Analysis
The staffing and maintenance strategies identified by the Coast Guard as being
viable for the Deepwater Surface Platform will be analyzed for life-cycle cost
impacts. For each selected strategy, the cost analysis will consider:

a) change in number of assigned crew,
b) change in number shore support level,
c) acquisition, maintenance, and training costs of applicable

automation technology,
d) maintenance cost impacts of the selected strategy, and

costs of developing and implementing the strategy
The staffing strategy survey will identify the crew reductions achieved and costs
of implementing and operating the strategies. Government furnished Standard
Coast Guard personnel cost data for both afloat and ashore will be used to
quantify the personnel cost impact of the selected strategies. The personnel
impacts (reductions and increases) will be combined with the acquisition and
implementation costs of the strategies to determine the life-cycle cost impacts.

3.0 REPORTING
A final report will be prepared that documents:
* The survey procedures
0 Participating organizations
0 Survey results
0 Crew reduction concepts
0 Cost Analyses
0 Requirements for additional research.
Drafts of all reports will be generated for USCG review and comment. The final
report will be submitted only after complete review and acceptance of drafts.
Electronics versions of all data will be provided, including:
"* Database of survey results (Filemaker Pro for Macintosh and Windows95)
"* Final reports (Microsoft Word version 6.0)
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Attachment A

Overview Survey
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Overview and Objectives
The overall objective of this effort is to support the development of an optimized
staffing strategy for the Coast Guard's Deepwater Project (DWP). Optimized
staffing is the minimum crew level for a ship consistent with human performance
and safety requirements, technology availability, affordability and risk. Optimized
staffing also encompasses optimized crew performance, workload, and safety.
Optimized crew performance means that each crew member, acting alone or in a
team, will be capable of performing all tasks as required, to the required
accuracy and throughput, and within time constraints, in all expected mission
conditions. Optimized workload refers to the level of sustained workload which
will not lead to human errors, either through fatigue or boredom. Optimized
safety means zero accidents.
The basic approach reflected in this plan is to examine already implemented
workload and manpower-reducing efforts of maritime fleets (commercial and US
and foreign Navies and Coast Guards), assess their success at workload and
crew reduction, and identify potential approaches that may be adopted by the
United States Coast Guard and the DWP. Existing crew reduction efforts are
sought to be surveyed according to:

*Strategies employed to reduce workload
*Effects of those strategies on mission effectiveness and safety
*Costs of implementation
*Life-cycle costs of reduced crew platforms
*Applicability to the OWO program
*Implications of crew reduction techniques on human and system

performance.

Participation Solicited
The United States Coast Guard is requesting assistance by providing information
and data related to implemented, and successful, workload reducing techniques and
methods. These can stem from military or commercial ships, and associated shore
infrastructure required to implement reduced ship workload.
The mechanism for collecting these data is an interview, conducted either person-to-
person, video conferencing, or by telephone call. Two interviews are performed.
One consists of questions intended to gather ship system wide workload reducing
strategies, for example, heavy use of ship wide alarms or restructuring of
watchstanding organizations. The second interview examines system/function
specific workload reducing technologies and strategies, for example, use of
automated line tensioners for mooring or provision of automated navigation
systems.
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In each interview session, the following types of personnel are asked to be present,
as applicable:

* Shore support or management - this includes base support personnel for
military ships where shore infrastructure is effected by reduced workload
efforts.

* Ship management -this includes a reduced manned ship officer.
e Working crew - Chiefs or petty officers for military vessels, or licensed

mariners for commercial ships are requested to discuss function/system
specific workload reducing approached.

Survey Components
The survey consists of two parts. The first is a summary that establishes an
overview of the missions, operations and maintenance characteristics of the ship(s)
with reduced crew. It is intended to capture the typical elements of life-at-sea
aboard the ship under review and the overall workload reducing strategies
employed. Specifically, this portion of the survey summarizes:

*Total ship crew
*Overall staffing/crewing philosophy
*Missions
*Environments
*Watch Standing and Duty Stations
*Staffing Philosophies and Crew sizes
*Normal and special operations and evolutions
*Support functions
*Maintenance (unit, intermediate, depot)
*Training (on board)
*Applications of automation

Thi portion of the survey is estimated to require about one hour to complete. The
data collection form for this portion of the survey is presented in Appendix A.
The second part of the survey addresses strategies associated with reduced crewing
by specific functions or systems (see Table 1). In this survey, the functions listed in
the table are reviewed, and where workload associated with a function has been
reduced, the specific means by which that reduction is accomplished is discussed.
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Begin by getting information on those being surveyed:_________

Name Rates and Years Experience Reduced Crew
Certifications Experience

Ship Information:
LOA:
Crew size:
Displacement:
Mission Summary:
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Missions
Typical Scenario:

Typical evolutions:

Special Evolutions:

Sustained operational periods:

Per Week Legs at sea Port stops Stop Crew In port
___________ __________ ___________ Duration's obligations

* Crowing Philosophy
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Watch Standing and Duty Stations:
Watch Stations:

Watch rotations:

Variability (readiness conditions, short crews, special crews):

Crewing:
Officers

Non-commissioned

Enlisted

Crew continuity

Working riders (counted as part of crew?)

"All Hands" evolutions
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Environment
Seas sailed:

Weather conditions encountered:

Stand downs:

Crew Support
Berthing

Laundry

Food service

Recreation

Family

Safety
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Fatigue Monitoring and Control
Are attempts made to monitor crew fatigue? If so, what are the tools and
mechanisms used?

Is there a Crew reporting system in place related to fatigue?

Are mechanisms in place to control fatigue?
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Operations
Workday

Workweek

Stand-down periods

Ship-Shore collaboration

Internal communications

Deck

Command

Engineering
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Applications of Automation
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Procedural/Doctrinal approaches to reduce workload
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Cost Factors
Identify cost factors associated with reducing workload and manpower. Please
Identify costs associated for each approach used to reduce workload, including:
"* automation technology
"* changes in procedures
"* changed in philosophy
"* modifications to ship and shore infrastructure

For each area above, please identify costs associated with:
*Investment (e.g., R&D, acquisition and purchasing) costs
*Effects on annual Operations and Maintenance costs
*Equipment life expectancy
*Impact on crew structure (e.g., number of crew, training costs, retention

costs)
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Attachment B

Functional Survey
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In this survey, following the Overview survey, we are interested in identifying
function or system specific efforts to reduce workload. This survey is performed in
two parts: (1) specific functionslsystems where work has been reduced, and (2) for

each function or system, identifying the specific work reducing approach taken.

Step 1. Identifying specific functions. From the table below, review the functions and
identify any specific functions or related systems where workload has been reduced. Place
a check or other mark by each appropriate function.

Mission Operations Special Operations

Boat Handling/Boarding Underway Replenishment

Area Surveillance Electrical Failure

Communications - Internal Extreme Weather

Communications - External Fire - Large and Small

Weapon and /Combat Information Flooding/Ballast control

Helicopter/UAVs Collision/ Grounding/ Stranding

NOAA/Weather services Internal Security

Oceanographic Loss of Propulsion

SAR Search and Rescue

Deck Operations Boarding/Law Enforcement

Anchoring Anti-Terrorism

Docking Undocking Man Overboard/Rafters

Helo Operations Fuel Spills/Environment Hazards

Boat operations Lifeboat

Line Handling/Mooring General Operations

Anchor Bridge - Housekeeping

Towing Operations Bunkering

Underwater Lighting Deck Equip Maintenance

NavigationlBridge Direct Shore Gangs

Approach Berth Docking/Undocking

Berthing Line/wire Maintenance

Collision Avoidance Medical

Depart Berth Stores Breakdown

Hull Performance/Station Keeping Steering Gear Maintenance

Maintenance Stores Handling/Breakdown
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Maneuver Structure Maintenance

Lookouts Wash down - Deck

Signals Wash down - Engine

Position Fixing Administration

Record/chart Keeping Reporting

Track Keeping Health Care

Voyage Planning LAN Maintenance

Weather Monitoring Finance/Payroll

Hotel/Unit Support Ships Meetings

Catering/Messing Mission Planning

Laundry Shore Operations

Provisioning Stores loading

Space Cleaning Port Logs/Records

Waste Disposal Maintenance - Ship area

Maintenance - Overview Vital Systems Test

Maintenance Philosophy Equipment Surveillance

Depot/Shoreside Computers

Intermediate Electric System

Hull Evaporators

Unit Fuel Oil

Training and Personnel Support Fuel Transfer

Off ship and Schools Generators

OJT Inert Gas

Cross training Propulsion

Engine and Auxiliaries Operations PumpsNalves

Record Keeping Tools/Test Equipment

Routine Operations Communications

Watch Standing Boat Maintenance

HVAC

Housekeeping (common and rec
areas)
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Step 2. Complete (as appropriate) the following survey for each functional area
identified above. ________________

Mission Operations Considering this grouping of
functions, collectively or
individually, address the following
items.
Frame your answers, if possible, by
comparing to experience with a
baseline level of workload or crew
size.
Hard data (or estimates) expressed
as hours, dollars, MTBFs, etc. are
preferred over soft estimates.

Boat Hand ling/Boarding
Area Surveillance
Communications - Internal
Communications - External
Weapon and /Combat Information
Helicopter
NOAH/Weather services
Oceanographic__________________

SAR

Workload Reduction/Crew Reduction Observed
How was crew/workload reduction achieved for this function?

How much workload (expressed in personnel hours per week) or how many crew
members were reduced by this approach?

Application of automation:

Vendors/suppliers:

Redesign of operating procedures or Philosophy

Other or concurrent approach?:
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What were the cost implications for this workloadlcrew reduction?

R&D:

Acquisition and implementation:

Logistics and life cycle support:

Decommissioning:

Personnel (by rating, paygrade, series):

Are there any observed or suspected risk factors?
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Have any performance implications been observed for this functional
workload/crew reduction? If so, how are they being addressed?
Operational changes:

Shore infrastructure:

Readiness:

Reliability/availability:

Maintainability:

Safety:

Personnel Readiness:

Personnel Fatigue:

Training:
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Is there an approach or technology under development to reduce crew
workload related to this function?

Are there any knowledge gaps related to this function or activity such that
research is required?
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DEEPWATER CREWING PROJECT. Foreign/Commercial Ship Crewing from Jane's Fighting Ships 1997-98
Country Type Class Reduce Crew Personnel Length Displace- Compl.J Compl./

d ment Length Displ.
Crew O+E (ft.) (tons)

Denmark CG Frigate Niels Juel 94 ? 275 1320 0.34 0.07

Thetis ** 60 369 3500 0.16 0.02

Hvidbjornen * 56 245 1970 0.23 0.03

Patrol Willemoes * 25 151 260 0.17 0.10

Flyvefisken * 29 177 480 0.16 0.06

"0" 19 84 155 0.23 0.12

USCG WHEC Hamilton 167 military 378 3050 0.44 0.05

WMEC Reliance 75 " 210 1130 0.36 0.07

Famous 100 " 270 1825 0.37 0.05

US Navy DD Burke IIA 380 military 509 9217 0.75 0.04

Burke I&II 303 " 504 8422 0.60 0.04

Kidd 363 " 563 6950) 0.64 0.05

Spruance 339 " 563 8040 0.60 0.04

FF Perry 206 " 445 4100 0.46 0.05

MCM Avenger 81 224 1312 0.36 0.06

MHC Osprey 51 " 188 918 0.27 0.06

PCF Cyclone 28 " 170 334 0.16 0.08
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Country Type Class Reduce Crew Personnel Length Displace- ComplJ Compl./
d ment Length Displ.

Japan MSA PLH Shikishima * 110 ? 492 9350 0.22 0.01

Mizuho * 100 426 5204 0.23 0.02

Soya * 71 323 3744 0.22 0.02

PL Shiretoko ** 41 255 1360 0.16 0.03

Ojika ** 38 300 1883 0.13 0.02

Japan MSDF DD Yamagumo 220 military 377 2150 0.58 0.10

DDG Kongou 307 528 7250 0.58 0.04

DD Murasame 166 495 4400 0.34 0.04

DE Abukuma 120 357 2550 0.34 0.05

Sweden CG KBV 181 ** 11 ? 184 800 0.06 0.01

171 ** 8 164 375 0.05 0.02

Norway CG OPV Nordkapp * 52 ? 346 3240 0.15 0.02

Canada CG 500 Reid ** 14 civilian 164 836 0.09 0.02

600 Grenfell ** 20 224 3753 0.09 0.01

FPV Cowley ** 19 236 2080 0.08 0.01

France FSMC PC P 400 * 26 military 178 477 0.15 0.05

PG ** 46 278 2800 0.17 0.02
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Country Type Class Reduce Crew Personnel Length Displace- Compl./ Compl./
d ment Length Displ.

France Navy DDG Horizon * 200 military 486 6500 0.41 0.03

FFG La Fayette 139 407 3600 0.34 0.04

FFG Floreal * 86 307 2600 0.28 0.03

Ireland OPV Eithne 73 265 1760 0.28 0.04

OPV Deirdre 47 184 972 0.26 0.05

UK Navy FFG Duke 174 military 436 4200 0.40 0.04

MHC Sandown * 34 172 484 0.20 0.07

Germany FFG Brandenburg 199 military 456 4700 0.44 0.04
Navy

FFG Sachsen 230 469 5600 0.49 0.04

Germany CG PC Bredstedt ** 18 ? 214 673 0.08 0.03

PC Sassnitz 33 160 369 0.21 0.09

S-- small length or
displacement ratio

** -- small length and
displacement ratio
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Matthew A. Green. The Future of Minimal Manning and Its Effects on the Acquisition and Life-Cycle Costs of Major
Coast Guard Cutters. (January 1999)

Abstract: Since the 1970's, the world's merchant fleets have been pursuing crew reductions as a way to cut costs:
however, the United States military has been slow to adopt this trend. In the current age of tight budgets and defense
cutbacks, the Coast Guard and Navy can no longer afford to continue in this manner Both services have now initiated
research and acquisition projects which address minimal manning. These projects must be carried out and minimal
manning practices implemented if our sea going services are expected to maintain their edge as world leaders. This
paper presents a study designed to research the quest for minimally manned crews and its applicability to military
vessels. It is meant to provide guidance to the United States Coast Guard and other interested parties on future surface
combatant acquisition projects including but not limited to the Coast Guard Deepwater Program. Emphasis is placed
on the theory behind automation and the organizational impacts associated with minimal manning.

http://www.dt.navy.mil/smartship/Smartship.html. US Navy Smart Ship Home Page. (1999)

In October 1995, the Naval Research Advisory Committee (NRAC) briefed reduced manning concepts applicable on
U.S. Navy ships. Based on the NRAC findings, the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command and the Commanding
Officer, NSWC Carderock, stood up a team of volunteers in November 1995 to research labor and manpower saving
ideas. This Project, title Smart Ship, was endorsed by the CNO in February 1996. From the outset, the Smart Ship
Project has used the USS YORKTOWN (CG 48) as the platform for demonstrating innovative technology aimed at
reducing manning requirements and life cycle costs. The Smart Ship Project currently has 61 initiatives on board
YORKTOWN, within the categories of Combat Systems, Hull Mechanical & Electrical, Own Unit Support and
Manpower Personnel Training & Assessment. These initiatives continue to support the Smart Ship Charter - reduction
of manning and related cost savings on present and future U.S. Navy Surface Ships. The methodology that has been
developed by the Smart Ship Project for reviewing, testing, evaluating and reporting new ideas will continue in the
outyears. The Project has also begun to leverage the success of YORKTOWN onto other AEGIS Cruisers through the
Integrated Ship Controls (ISC) Program. It is clear that reduced manning is an essential element, if not the essential
element, in affording the Navy of the future.

http://www.strath.ac.uk/Departments/ShipMarine/masis.htm. Human Element in Man/Machine Interface and
Interaction to Improve Safety and Effectiveness Transport for the European Fleet. (1999)

Project Summary: MASIS II is a European Commission sponsored project under DGVII of the commission. Human
Element in Man/Machine Interface and Interaction to Improve Safety and Effectiveness Transport for the European
Fleet It consists of five Work packages:

Workpackage 1: Human Behaviour in Emergency Situations and when Operating with Multi-cultural and Small
Crews

Workpackage 2: Socio-Economic Impact of the Development of New Shipboard Management Conceptsj

Workpackage 3: New Management Structures based on ISM Code for Ship owners and Ship Operators

Workpackage 4: Workplace Design Requirements Under Ergonomic Aspects

Workpackage 5: Performance Standards for Shipboard Hand Book on "Small" Crews In Emergency Situations

The use of reduced numbers of crews aboard ship has been the trend over the past decades in shipping World-wide. In
the past ships may have operated with 60-100 crew members, while now a similar vessel may be operated by only 10-
30. The reasons for this trend are relatively simple and are mainly economically driven.

Alden M. Hayashi. Scientific American: Technology and Business: Rough Sailing for Smart Ships (web-site). ROUGH
SAILING FOR SMART SHIPS. Does commercial software such as Windows NT compromise naval ship performance?.
(November 1998)

Three years ago the U.S. Navy commenced a bold plan for slashing costs while preparing its fleet for the next century.
The program, dubbed "Smart Ship," called for a reduction in crew levels through increasingly computerized ships.
Additional savings would be achieved by using commercial off-the-shelf products, such as Pentium-chip computers,
instead of expensive custom parts to build the now automated systems. But Smart Ship has recently encountered rough
waters. A major computer crash on board the first of the automated ships has led to harsh criticisms of the navy
initiative, and the dispute has touched off ugly accusations that important technical decisions are being controlled by
politics-not by engineering.
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David W. Aha and Leonard A. Breslow. Comparing Simplification Procedures for Decision Trees on an Economics
Classification. Navy Center for Applied Research in Artificial Intelligence Information Technology Division. (May 1998)

Abstract: Several commercial case-based reasoning (CBR) shells now use decision trees to index cases, including
ReMind (Cognitive Systems, Inc.), Kate (AcknoSoft), and The Easy Reasoner (The Haley Enterprise). These trees
serve to expedite case retrieval and to generate comprehensible explanations of case retrieval behavior. Unfortunately,
induced trees are often large and complex, reducing their explanatory power. To combat this problem, some
commercial systems contain an option for simplifying decision trees. However, while many methods for simplifying
decision trees exist, they have not been systematically compared and most have not been applied to case retrieval. This
report builds on our previous survey and initial empirical comparison of tree simplification procedures. In this report,
we compare them on a specific, challenging task that is the focus of an existing CBR effort. We examine which tree
simplification procedures are useful for this task and suggest which ones should be included in a commercial CBR
tool.

A. Anderson, A. Macander, M. Mulhern, 11, Walls, A. Matulich, ABHC(SW) T. Quillen, S. Torfin. DeckOps 2020 - A
Vision for Future Deck Operations. (January 1998)

Present-day weather deck equipment often requires intensive manpower for operation and maintenance, which
conflicts with reduced-manning requirements on future ships. In addition, present systems increase radar cross section
(RCS) "clutter." The shape, orientation, and surface area of ship hull structures and exterior equipment will require
changes to control radar, acoustic, and infrared signatures. Furthermore, total ownership cost must be reduced. The
DeckOps 2020 Innovation Team examined the anticipated future ship requirements, and developed a number of
innovative concepts to accomplish the necessary deck operations, The team developed a process to identify
shortcomings as well as alternative solutions for specific operational components. Several solutions were integrated to
form the concept of Zero Manning On Deck (Z-MOD); essentially a philosophy for submarines applied to surface
combatants. Eliminating the need for personnel topside significantly decreases manning requirements, weather deck
maintenance, and radar cross section clutter. The DeckOps 2020 team laid the foundation for the future of deck
operations in a world of low manning and low signatures while maintaining affordability. This report documents the
systems engineering process as well as alternative solutions to deck operation problems.

US Coast Guard Engineering Logistics Center, Naval Architecture Branch for Deepwater Surface Matrix Project Team.
Comparative Practices of European Frigates and Offshore Patrol Vessels. (January 1998)

The Deepwater Project Surface Matrix Product Team met with shipbuilding industry executives and Naval and Coast
Guard leaders of Italy, Denmark, The Netherlands, France, England, Norway, Germany and Sweden to investigate
seventeen multi-purpose frigates and offshore patrol vessels.

The objectives of this trip were to identify and compare design and operational practices and technologies which
would assist the U.S. Coast Guard in performing their missions more effectively in the Deep water environment. In
addition methods for reducing life cycle cost through the use of current, non-developmental technologies were sought.

During the meetings the discussions focused on Mission Profiles of the Vessels, Crewing of the Vessels, Habitability,
Maintenance Issues, Propulsion Systems, Design Criteria, Boat Launch and Recovery Systems, Aircraft Launch and
Recovery Systems, and Damage Control Technology.

American Bureau of Shipping. Guidance Notes on the Application of Ergonomics to Marine Systems. (January 1998)

The study of the human element and its impact on industrial safety has greatly expanded in recent years. It has moved
from just the study of human factors to considering management, organizational and social factors. The applications of
this body of knowledge, however, has not been as widely applied as the volume of literature would suggest.

Its application in the marine industry is particularly scarce. Fortunately, the importance of the human element in
maritime safety has been recognized by the shipping community and has received more attention due to the efforts of
the International Maritime Organization (IMO). These Guidance Notes are prepared as a step in fostering the
application and understanding of this knowledge.
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William Nickerson. 501-K(34 Maintenance and Diagnostic Requirements WORKSHOP Meeting Minutes. (February
1998)

Executive Summary: This document describes the results of a workshop to identify maintenance and diagnostic
opportunities in the Allison 501 -K34 Ships Service Gas Turbine Generator (AGT-9140). This workshop was targeted
at determining the location, type and hierarchical structure of health monitoring technology being developed under a
Future Naval Capabilities Option (FNCO) for Machinery Diagnostics and Prognostics under sponsorship of the Office
of Naval Research. The approach of the workshop was consistent with, but not a direct application of, the Reliability-
Centered Maintenance (RCM) process. RCM was developed for the purpose of defining a preventive maintenance
philosophy. Our intent is to investigate the application of condition-based maintenance (CBM) to a complex
mechanical system. While many of the concepts and tools of RCM apply and should be used, the "weighting factors"
at decision points and some of the considerations should be different. Certainly the technology available for
monitoring and diagnostics of mechanical systems is dramatically different than that available when RCM was
developed. One of our intents was to evaluate an alternative, "CBM-centric" application of RCM principles in an effort
to establish new tools and techniques for an updated look at the process of establishing "applicable and effective"
maintenance practices in the context of available and developmental diagnostic technology. The workshop brought
together experts from all aspects of the life cycle of the application equipment, AGT-9 140. The attendees included the
Original Equipment Manufacturer, In-Service Engineering Agent, Life-Cycle Manager, Direct Fleet Support
Activities, and end users from the USS TH{E SULLIVANS. The combined experience of these experts interacting with
the technology developers provided an interesting discussion of the real problems experienced with the AGT-9 140
during it's life cycle and allows the development community to address specific issues. The attendees are listed with
contact information in Table 1, the meeting is summarized, and presentations made by the ENCO team are included as
appendices. Experienced problems, rationale for attention to them and potential approaches discussed during the
workshop are listed according to subsystem in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4. The FNCO developers are using this
information to refine specific technology developments for the current project.

Bost, R.J. et al.. Human-Centered Automation in Total Ship Engineering. (1998)

To achieve required reductions in life cycle costs, combatant ships acquired in the future will be manned at
significantly reduced levels as compared with existing ships. The major engineering method for achieving shipboard
manpower reductions is to increase the level of automation in the control of ship system and total ship functions. A
major engineering challenge to this approach is to effectively integrate human performance,,with automation. Lersons
learned from a wide variety of complex system developments indicate that increasing the level of automation without
adequately considering the roles and requirements of humans in the system results in higher human error rates, greater
potential for accidents, extended personnel training pipelines, and degraded system performance effectiveness to the
extent that human performance contributes to system performance.

Ship manpower reduction concepts are being developed through the application of human systems integration (HSI).
An element of HSI concerned with the design of human machine interfaces to support the performance of humans in
highly automated systems is designated Human-Centered Automation (HCA). This initiative has been in use by the
FAA and NASA in their concern for pilot performance on the flight deck of highly automated commercial passenger
aircraft. Essentially, HCA is an extension of HSI applied to automated systems. HCA is the systems engineering
approach to automation focused on the roles and requirements of humans interacting, cooperating, coordinating, and
collaborating with automated processes. HCA is concerned not only with human requirements in automated processes,
but also with requirements for automation to support human performance, such as with decision support systems and
operator's associates. The approach to addressing HCA in system design and development requires a 7 step process:
(I1) allocating functions to identify which system functions should be performed by humans or should require
interaction between human and automation; (2) identifying human and machine roles for system functions; (3)
conducting task analyses to identify task sequences and requirements to support assigned roles; (4) developing design
concepts for ensuring effective interaction and coordination between human performance and automation; (5)
identifying technologies needed to support design concepts; (6) assessing design concepts through modeling and
simulation; and (7) defining human-machine interface design and evaluation requirements. This paper will discuss the
HCA process and how its application will result in safe and effective ship manning reduction, workload reduction, and
human error reduction.

Malone, T.B., Anderson, D.E., Williams, C.D., and Baker, C.C.. REQUIREMENTS TO ENSURE CREW SAFETY IN
REDUCED MANNING SHIPS. (1998)

In the interest of reducing the life cycle costs associated with operating Navy ships of the future, and even some ships
of the present, emphasis is being placed on reducing the manpower complement of these ships, thereby significantly
reducing operational and support costs. The SC 21 and CVX are being designed for major reductions in required
manning as compared with the baseline ships. Future Fast Sealifi ships are also being designed to operate with
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significantly smaller crews. The Smart Ship Program is demonstrating how manning on existing ships can be reduced
through applications of technology, and changes in culture, tradition, policies, and procedures.

A major concern with ship manpower reduction is the potential deleterious effect that these reductions may have on
crew safety. The major concern for safety in a reduced manning ship is the adverse impact that reductions may have
on workloads of remaining crew. Increased workloads lead to fatigue, impaired judgment, reduced decision making
time, and stress, all of which have a negative impact on human performance, and ultimately, on human safety.

Reduced manning ships will be made safer through a design approach that strives to reduce the workloads imposed on
remaining crew. This approach consists of three major steps: 1) implementation of a systems engineering top-down
analysis of system functions, to achieve an understanding of the requirements associated with performance of functions
by the ship/system; 2) development of alternative design concepts based on function automation, consolidation,
simplification, and elimination; and 3) modeling of human performance, measurement of human workloads, and
assessment of the potential for human error and fatigue in simulations of systems operations under selected scenarios
for alternative design concepts.

Malone, T.B., Anderson, D.E., and Baker, C.C.. RECAPITALIZING THE NAVY THROUGH OPTIMIZED MANNING
AND IMPROVED RELIABILITY. (1998)

Reduced manning is the process and the result of removing human functions from a system while retaining or
improving system operability and effectiveness. Reliability and maintainability characterize a system's operability and
effectiveness. Reduced manning impacts system reliability by changing the characteristics of (1) human error
associated with system operation and maintenance, (2) time to repair failed components, and (3) mean-time-between-
failures (MBTF) in a reduced manning environment.

Simply reducing manning without compensating for system dependence on human involvement generally has a
negative impact on system maintainability. Methods to address this include (1) human-system integration design of
maintenance interfaces and (2) design of operations activities that are closely related to device failures. Examples of
design approaches that benefit system maintainability are: reducing the need for maintenance through use of highly
reliable equipment, employing device redundancy, providing automated test and diagnostics, and designing to enhance
human reliability by providing decision support tools which assist in making diagnostic decisions while reducing skill
requirements and training burden. Combined design and operational actions to enhance'system maintainability
include: improving maintenance accessibility, improving usability and readability of maintenance procedures, and
providing workplace conditions which enhance maintainer safety and health. Operational methods that enhance
maintainability are: reducing maintainer workload and increasing productivity, and reducing the time to repair. After
demonstrating reliable performance through testing and operation, ship commanders can be assured that fewer people
can effectively operate and maintain Navy ships and systems.

Malone et al. Payoffs and Challenges of Human Systems Integration (HSI) Modeling and Simulations in a Virtual
Environment. (1998)

To ensure that the human component is adequately addressed in system de-sign, requirements for human performance,
manning levels, training, and safety, the elements of human systems integration (HSI) must be considered early in the
design process. HSI requirements are integrated through implementation of HSI modeling and simulation (M&S).
Objectives of HSI M&S are to: (1) assess alternative concepts in terms of human performance, productivity, workload,
and; (2) provide human performance in-puts to system level simulation, and determine the impact of system design and
organization on human performance and safety; (3) quantify relationships between human capabilities and system
characteristics; and (4) visualize and quantify spatial relationships between humans and system elements. Payoffs of
HSI M&S are the ability to: (1) acquire data on human performance, skills, and safety provisions in advance of system
construction; (2) model human performance in system concept alternatives; (3) assess human performance as a
function of human machine interface (HMI) design concepts; and (4) assess team performance as a function of HMI
design, communications design, and collaborative problem solving. Challenges of HSI M&S in a virtual environment
include problems associated with: (1) virtual interfaces (of the simulated system); (2) human perception and cognition
in virtual environments; (3) virtual object manipulation; and (4) quality of data acquired during simulation.
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USCG. Marine Safety Manual. Volume III Marine Personnel. 1998. Chapter's 20 to 24 Manning Requirements. United
States Coast Guard. (1998). Dept. of the Navy. Smart Ship Project. USS Yorktown (CG-48). "Smart Ship" Assessment
Report. (September 1997)

OBJECTIVE: Our objective was to identify, document, and report all costs relating to Smart Ship innovations
installed and implemented onboard the USS YORKTOWN (CG-48).

BACKGROUND: The Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) established the Smart Ship Project in December 1995. The
project's objective was to evaluate and select solutions that demonstrate potential reductions in a crew's workload that
can be achieved on an operational surface combatant. The USS YORKTOWN was selected as the prototype platform.
The primary goal of the Smart Ship Project was to accomplish the ship's mission with a smaller crew, thereby reducing
costs. The goals also include improving mission readiness and maintaining safety. innovations were installed and
implemented onboard the USS YORKTOWN through December 1996, when the ship began a 5-month deployment
during which achievement of project goals would be assessed. Assessment is to include a determination that the ship
meets its required operational capabilities and that the concept can be sustained. Assessment will also include a cost-
benefit or return-on-investment analysis.

In August 1996, the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command (COMNAVSEA) invited the Auditor General of the
Navy to participate on the project. As part of an innovative teaming arrangement, Naval Audit Service provided
advisory/consulting services to management on assessment planning, and a review of pre-deployment integrated
logistics support. COMNAVSEA requested that the Naval Audit Service assist the team in collecting cost data needed
for the cost-benefit analysis portion of the assessment. In January 1997, COMNAVSEA and the Auditor General of the
Navy agreed the cost collection effort would comply with generally accepted government auditing standards (to the
extent practical), but would not be an audit. COMNAVSEA and Commander, Naval Surface Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet
(COMNAVSURFLANT) would assume responsibility for access to information. The results of the effort would be part
of the Smart Ship assessment report due to CNO by the end of June 1997.

Davis, S.C., Hamilton, K., Heslegrave, R.J., and Cameron, B.J. Ergonomics and Human Factors Group-BC Research
Inc. Study on Extended Coast Guard Crewing Periods. (February 1997)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: To enhance the efficiency and productivity of its operations, the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans/Canadian Coast Guard (DFO/CCG) wished to investigate whether crewing periods could be extended from
28 to 42 days without compromising crew and vessel safety. To examine the level of risk to crew and vessel safety,
crew state was examined during 28- and 42-day periods aboard the icebreakers Sir Wilfrid Laurier and Pierre Radisson
respectively. Specific human performance measures for bridge and engineering watch-keepers included measures of
cognitive performance, sleep, fatigue, and socio-psychological well-being. In addition to the central question
concerning extended crewing periods, a number of other issues were explored to determine whether various aspects of
CCG operations might promote or inhibit the onset of performance impairment. Factors included: watch type; the
impact of prolonged versus shorter icebreaking operations; the relative time (early or late) of icebreaking operations
within the patrol; the influence of workload; and the physiological adaptation of persons to different watch schedules.
These issues are potentially significant modifiers of fatigue effects. As part of the study, a task analysis was conducted
on bridge and engineering watchkeepers to identify the types of tasks and modes of operation (e.g., icebreaking, SAR
(Search and Rescue)) in which fatigue effects are of the greatest potential concern. Using Fleet Activity Information
System (FAIS) data, levels of vessel workload were compared to determine if the workload observed during the data
collection period in 1996 was representative of that for the previous year. The results of the investigation can be
summarized as follows:

Signs of apparent deterioration in crew state began to emerge when the crewing periods were extended from
28 to 42 days. These included: perceptions by the crew that their performance was starting to degrade;
increased frustration, withdrawal, irritability, and apathy; and some indication of reduced sleep, particularly
after week 4.

Compared to the 4&8, crew state appeared moderately better on the 12&12 watch, based on the measures of sleep,
fatigue, mood, and group dynamics and morale. Although personnel on the 12&12 watch schedule reported higher
workloads, they were more satisfied with their performance, more cheerful, and recorded better group, dynamics and
morale.. The personnel on the 4&8 ship reported greater frustration, degraded task and mental performance, more
withdrawal, and greater irritability.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Based on the results of this study, the following recommendations are provided:

-Extended crewing periods should be implemented in an organized manner including continued evaluation of the
effects of extended crewing on human performance.
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-Introduction of a 12&12 watch schedule should be considered for Arctic icebreaking operations because it offers a
better opportunity for improved watch management through modifications to procedures during relatively low
workload periods. The 12&12 watch schedule also provides the opportunity for a longer, uninterrupted period to sleep.

-Crewing requirements should be matched to anticipated workload so that the crew can achieve maximal sleep and
rest.

-Crew should be provided with opportunities for strategic rest periods or to take naps so that they can achieve maximal
sleep and rest.

-Opportunities for crew to rest should be provided during periods of extended icebreaking.

-If icebreaking is late in the duty cycle, additional rest and extra precaution are required.

-Crew preference must be considered before implementing a 12&12 schedule, particularly if it is in a region unfamiliar
with this type of watch.

-If 12& 12 watches are implemented, vigilance testing is recommended to assess the impact on human performance.

-During weeks 5 and 6 of an extended crewing period, tasks identified by the task analysis as sensitive to fatigue
should be minimized wherever possible.

-Tasks identified as sensitive to fatigue by the task analysis should be minimized at night until further circadian rhythm
data are collected.

-A training program should be implemented to provide crew with information about coping strategies that will help
them deal effectively with extended crewing periods.

-Older crew members should be assigned to day watches, as aging affects an individual's ability to adapt to changes in
their sleep pattern.

-Sufficient time off needs to be provided between successive 42-day cycles, to ensure that crew can recover
adequately.

US Coast Guard HQ, Naval Engineering Division G-ENE-5a. WAGB-20 Polar Icebreaker Crewing Study Update.
(April 1997)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: This report, as an update of the Crewing Study for Polar Icebreaker Replacement Cutter,
of 10 November 1992 (re-issued 24 January 1994) and the WAGB 20 Polar Icebreaker Shore Support Impact Analysis
Continuation of I June 1995, analyzes the workload and manpower impacts based on a clearer definition of the ship
design, and changes in the projected operating schedule, the crew rating mix and the equipment to be installed. This
effort consisted of a re-development of the preventive maintenance (PM) workload, facilities maintenance (FM)
workload, operational manning (OM) and evolutions, as well as improvements in the manning models.

Based on Project Office guidance, the annual deployment schedule was changed from our previous studies from 147
days deployed and 217 days in home port to 200 days deployed and 165 days in home port., It was assumed that the
time spent in foreign port would remain at 35 days, with 165 days at-sea, since this would maximize the time available
for science operations at sea. The increased time at-sea results in the accomplishment of more workload, and thus a
reduced deployed backlog. The reduced amount of time in home port results in a reduced home port backlog, but has
the effect of increasing the number of shore support (1SF) billets due to the reduced time in home port to accomplish
the backlog. Additionally, since the WAGB 20 Polar Icebreaker Shore Support Impact Analysis Continuation was
submitted, 2 ship's crew billets have been added, increasing the number of enlisted personnel from 55 to 57. The
addition of these two billets results in a decrease of 4,780 man-hours of workload backlog.

The Preventive Maintenance (PM) database was re-develoved in order to ensure all of the equipment (with PM
requirements) going on board the Healy and the associated maintenance actions were identified. The PM was
compared with the latest available Material Ordering Schedule (MOS), the Master Electronics Equipment List (MEEL)
and the Functional Configuration Baseline Index (FCBI) to determine what equipment should be added (this was an
ongoing process, and as the equipment lists were further refined, so was our PM database). Wherever possible, the
older preventive maintenance requirements were updated with the latest Maintenance Procedure Cards (MPCs) (for
400' WAGB, dated 3/93 - 3/96). As a follow up to the MPC update, MPCs from the new Electronics PM Manual for
the Healy were used wherever available (this manual, however, was only partially complete). PM requirements for the
remaining equipment were developed primarily from Navy MIPs, and in a few cases, analyst estimate. Through the
course of the PM database development, 1,094 maintenance actions/ equipment records were added and 276 were
deleted. The net impact of this analysis was a reduction of 26 man-hours/week in PM. More significantly, the high
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frequency (quarterly and more frequent) PM decreased by 82 man-hours/week, while the low frequency (semi-annual
and less frequent) PM, initially planned to be accomplished only in the home port, increased by 56 man-hours/week.

The change in PM has the effect of shifting workload from the deployed period to the home port period. This shift,
combined with the longer at-sea period and increase in 2 billets (despite some slight increases in watch and evolution
requirements and in FM), virtually eliminates the deployed backlog and the need for a mobile maintenance team.

The Facilities Maintenance (FM) requirements were updated using the AVONDALE Contract Design Drawings (SK-
16-02, Rev C). The 1992/94 WAGB3 20

Crewing Study FM estimates were based on down-sizing factors taken from the crewing study for the 19-86 PIR
Preliminary Design, since there were no drawings available for the various alternatives under consideration in 1992/93.
This factoring process produced a deck area of 152,829 sq. ft for the 400 ft selected design alternative vs 196,148 sq. ft
in the Preliminary Design. Actual measurement of all the spaces in the 420 ft WAGB; 20 drawings show the ship to
have neatly the same total deck area (193,572 sq. ft) as the Preliminary Design, thus, the revised FM reflects a
significant increase over that estimated in the 1992/94 Crewing Study. Applying the assumption used in this study, that
only habitability spaces are to be maintained fully and other spaces will be maintained at a 25% level, limited the FM
impact to an increase of only 0.7 of a billet during deployment. The impact goes up to 2.2 billets during the home port
period, when all spaces are fully maintained.

Watch and evolutions requirements were revised to satisfy the station requirements as specified in the Watch Quarter
and Station Bill contained in the July 1996 Preliminary Cutter Training Plan for WAGB 20 Polar Icebreaker. The
evolutions of Special Sea and Mooring Detail, Flight Quarters, and Science Operations were set out in databases in
order to assess the manning impact of the changes and refine the minimum watch and evolution station requirements,
consistent with the minimum manned crew concept. The results of these changes were an increase of 168 man-
hours/week in watch requirements while in foreign port, and an increase of 74 man-hours/week in evolutions
requirements while at-sea. We modeled the effects of these changes and determined that the number of crew billets are
sufficient to accommodate these changes.

Maiming model runs were made showing each of the workload changes, incrementally. The manning models (at-sea,
foreign port and home port) were redesigned, as newer software technology has allowed, to establish direct links to
each of the workload databases. In this way, the manpower impact of each change can be assessed, as well as the
overall impact. Workload cross-utilization adjustments were then

made in order to optimize the crew rating mix within the minimum manned crew concept and to update the planned
shore support requirements. The overall impact on shore support requirements, without application of any contracting-
out measures, is estimated to be a net increase of 7 uniformed-personnel billets, over the 75 billets estimated in the
WAGB; 20 Polar Icebreaker Shore Support Impact Analysis Continuation of I June 1995.

Carlow International Incorporated. Advanced Manning/Human Systems Integration (HSI) for Sealift Ship Technology
Development Program (SSTDP). (1997)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: This report documents results and products of the Advanced Manning/Human Systems
Integration (HSI) effort for the Sealift Ship Technology Development Program (SSTDP) - Future Technology Variant
(FTV). The report was generated to (1) document the baseline level of SSTDP manning that is the result, in part, of
ongoing workload simulation studies, and (2) describe final products and results of the advanced manning/HSI effort.

Malone, T.B., and Baker, C.C., and Anderson, D.E.. Application of Decision Support Systems for Reduced Workload,
Manning and Human Error.(1997)

Two major requirements in the acquisition of modern military systems are the need to reduce life cycle costs and the
demand to improve the safety of systems personnel. The major contributor to life cycle costs is the cost associated
with system manpower and manpower support. Navy sources estimate manpower costs at 40 to 60% of total life cycle
costs. The major factor in reduction of accidents and enhancement of systems safety is the reduction of human error
potential. The U.S. Navy, Coast Guard and the International Maritime Organization have independently estimated
human error to be the causal factor in 80% of on-duty maritime system accidents. In the acquisition of new ships, the
Navy is emphasizing early application of human systems integration (HSI) technology to reduce both manpower
requirements and human error potential. The most effective HSI technology to meet this objective is the family of
software systems designated decision support systems. This paper reviews the issues and requirements associated with
developing and implementing decision support systems in a military system acquisition program. The major
conclusion of this paper is that only through a human-centered design approach employing HSI principles, methods
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and data can roles and requirements of humans vs. automation be established, and can the potential for decision
support systems to facilitate achievement of the human roles be realized.

J.K. Pollard, E.D. Sussman, M.Stearns .Shipboard Crew FatigueSub-Title:Safety and Reduced Manning. (1997)

Abstract: This report describes an exploratory first phase of an investigation of human stress and fatigue in the
merchant marine. Its principal purposes were to: survey the effects of fatigue on human performance in the
transportation industries; describe the state of the art in measuring fatigue; investigate the causes of stress and fatigue
on merchant ships; summarize the insights gained about the implications of reduced manning as well as measures to
mitigate fatigue; and discuss the results of preliminary attempts to gauge fatigue during the routing voyages using
survey methods. The findings in this report are based primarily upon about three dozen extended interviews conducted
with officers on five merchant vessels during brief coastal voyages. In the course of these interviews, more than a score
of variables were identified which affect fatigue and stress, which may be grouped into organizational factors, voyage
and scheduling factors, ship-design factors, and physical/environmental factors. These interact in complex fashion
resulting in widely different levels of fatigue on different ships and in different situations. The physiological and
behavioral methods of fatigue measurement reviewed were found to be difficult to apply during routine operations, but
the self-reporting survey techniques factors could provide opportunities under some circumstances for the design and
operation of advanced merchant ships which can be sailed safely and efficiently by well-rested crews which are smaller
than are common today

Williams, EC; Helmick, JS. WORK SCHEDULING AND WORKLOAD DISTRIBUTION IN MERCHANT VESSEL
OPERATIONS: AN EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVE WATCH SYSTEMS. (1997)

ABSTRACT: Federal law generally requires that the crew of an American merchant vessel be organized into three
watches. The authors review recent trends in vessel manning and suggest that, as a result of these trends, the three-
watch system may now be sub-optimal in terms of maritime safety. Alternative watch systems are described, and
necessary changes to Federal law are discussed.

John D. Lee let al.. Validation and sensitivity analysis of a crew size evaluation method. (1997). Subjects: Ships-
Manning-Data processing-Merchant marine-Task analysis-Data processing. U.S. Dept. of Transportation, United States
Coast Guard, Marine Safety and Environmental Protection

Commander, Naval Surface Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet. Smart Ship Project Assessment Report (Letter report). 1997.
The Smart Ship Project has demonstrated that shipboard workload reductions are possible while maintaining combat
readiness and safety with significant net positive return on your investment. Expenditures on available technology and
implementation of policy and procedure changes make manpower reductions achievable. The required expenditures
for such changes are offset by large potential savings in manpower, both shipboard and ashore, and in operations and
maintenance costs aboard ship. There are issues to be addressed prior to making such reductions, but shipboard
workload requirements and necessary technology are not impediments to resolving these issues.

NRAC (Naval Research Advisory Counsel). DAMAGE CONTROL AND MAINTENANCE (FOR REDUCED
MANNING). (September 1996)

SCOPE: The Damage Control and Maintenance Panel of the Naval Research Advisory Committee (NRAQ was tasked
by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development, and Acquisition), with the Commander, Naval Sea
Systems Command (NAVSEA) as the study sponsor, to "identify science and technology opportunities as well as
policy and process improvements, to reduce onboard manning for damage control and maintenance of in-service*
platforms." The Panel considered the "science and technology opportunities" of the Terms of Reference in the broadest
interpretation, from mature and state-of-the-art to developmental. Moreover, while the study focused on "irn-service
platforms," most of its findings and recommendations are equally applicable to new construction, (e.g., LPD-1 7, SC-
2 1, and ARSENAL SHIP).

STUDY APPROACH: The study panel consisted of 15 members from academia and industry, including retired flag
officers with extensive operational experience, and also Royal Navy representation. The Panel heard briefings from a
broad cross section of the Navy's technical community on the topics of manning, damage control, and maintenance and
visited several operational platforms and numerous installations, including several firefighting and damage control
training facilities, the USS Yorktown, and the ex-USS Shadwell- the Navy's principal Research and Development
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(R&D) firefighting facility. The Panel also reviewed both the recent experience of the Royal Navy in their reduced
manned Type 23 Frigate and the operational characteristics of Israel's SAAR-5.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS: SMART SHIP is one of the most innovative initiatives, to date , to establish the optimum
composition of levels of shipboard manpower. It is the critical first step in reducing manning and must continue to be
supported at all levels of the DON.

A significantly smaller damage control crew will be a team with superior training supported by timely situational
awareness information, and outfitted with user friendly, capability-enhancing damage control and communication
equipment.

Reengineering of the Navy's onboard maintenance policies and practices in accordance with current knowledge and
emerging technologies will significantly reduce the manpower burden, saving thousands of crew hours per week per
ship.

The development of affordable sensors by utilizing micro-electromechanical systems (MENS) and wireless telemetry
has the revolutionary potential to reduce ship manning across the board for both in-service and future ships. An
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD) investment should be made to realize these benefits.

Carlow International Incorporated (Welch, DL, and Baker, CC). The Effects of Union Agreements on Design For
Habitability and Quality of Life at Sea. (1996)

The major maritime unions have established labor agreements with shipping companies which have direct implications
for design issues of the FTV, especially as they relate to the habitability of the vessel and the experienced quality of
life at sea. In order to insure that SSTDP design efforts do not violate existing agreements, several maritime unions
were contacted for assistance in defining those agreements and their implications.

Design Implications of Labor Agreements

These general labor agreements have implications for FTV design, as listed below. It should be noted that in cases
where a contractual requirement was present for only one subset of a crew, i.e., engineering officers vs all officers, the
requirement was applied to the larger set.

I. Officers must have individual staterooms.

2. Living quarters for officers must include a private toilet.

3. Living quarters must be air-conditioned.

4. Living quarters for officers must be at least 1 10 square feet, not including washroom, hall space, or bunk space.

5. Living quarters for officers must be kept separate from those furnished for licensed members of the crew.

6. Living quarters for key ratings must include private toilet. Toilets for other ratings may be shared by no more than
two.

7. Every effort must be made to increase noise insulation in living quarters.

8. There must be washroom and toilet facilities for the use of Licensed Deck Officers only, Licensed Engineer Officers
only, and unlicensed personnel of each division

9. There must be a dining salon or mess-room, separate from the living quarters.

10. The dining salon or mess-room must be air conditioned.

11. There must be an engineering office, with a telephone, next to the First Assistant' s room.

12. There must be a telephone or other voice communication system in each officer's living quarters.

13. Steps must be taken to protect hearing in machinery spaces.

14. There must be adequate materials to reduce noise levels in passageways.

15. If there is an elevator from the living quarters area, it must go to the access door of the engine room.

16. There must be a toilet in the engine room

17. There must be a refrigerator or combination water cooler-refrigerator in the engine room.

18. There must be an automatic electric washer and drier in the immediate vicinity of the licensed officers' quarters.
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19. If there is a recreation room, it must be air-conditioned.

20. Plans for quarters, habitability spaces, and equipment must be coordinated with the unions (MEBA) prior to
construction and discussions of manning levels.

Carlow International Incorporated (Welch, DL, and Baker, CC). Union Perspectives on SSTDP FTY Reduced Manning
Concepts. (1996)

The Appendix A discussion of the Maritime Labor Union Agreements issue reads:

Manning levels on US Flagged ships are driven to a large degree based on labor union agreements. If a ship's manning
is to be reduced, new agreements with labor unions must be negotiated.

The US Naval Sea Systems Command has indicated a requirement to determine union positions regarding the effort to
reduce manning levels and the safety impacts of smaller crew sizes.

Carlow International Incorporated. Sealift HSI Design for Maintainability Summary. 1996. The objectives of
applying HSI to SSTDP design for maintainability are to: develop and implement a maintenance concept addressing
corrective, planned, and facility maintenance which is compatible with the reduced manning levels of the SSTDP;
provide design concepts, guidelines, standards and criteria to ensure that the SSTDP is maintainable under reduced
manning conditions; and provide concepts, guidelines, standards and criteria to ensure effective maintenance training
and usable maintenance procedures and job aids. Sealift maintenance HSI design areas include: maintenance access;
maintenance workstations; labels, signs and markings; alarms and annunciators; test, measurement, and diagnostic
equipment; arrangements to facilitate maintenance, and component handling, moving, and lifting equipment;
location and access to spaces; communication requirements; safety design requirements; maintenance procedures and
decision criteria; skill levels and maintenance training; and design of maintainability human-machine interfaces.

Malone, T.B., Baker C. C., Anderson, D. E., and Bost, R. J.. Design Approaches and Tools to Enhance the Human
Factors Engineering Design of Marine Systems. (1996)

This paper presents progress in the design of advanced manning for marine systems, and progress in the development
of human factors engineering (HFE) analysis and design tools that support the achievement of safe and effective HFE
designs. The effort was directed at achieving safe and competitive levels of reduced manning for commercial Sealift
ship, but the process and tools developed are considered to be applicable to marine systems in general.

A major contributor to the overall safety and effectiveness of marine systems is the performance and readiness of the
crew. HFE initiatives are directed toward addressing personnel requirements in marine systems design. The driving
objective of HFE is to influence design with personnel requirements and considerations. This is achieved through an
approach that ensures that personnel considerations are addressed early in system development, that emphasizes
attention to the role of the human vs. automation in system operation and maintenance, and that requires the use of
simulation to model human performance and workload.

Ancillary objectives of HFE as applied to marine systems are: a) reduced manning as compared with baseline
comparison systems; b) improved readiness of Sealift ships and systems due to reduced skills, reduced workloads, -and
task simplification; c) improved reliability of Seal ift ships and ship systems due to an emphasis on software and a
reduction of human error rates; d) improved personnel availability and survivability due to reduced hazards and
accidenis; e) enhanced system and equipment availability through reductions in time to repair; and f) enhanced system
affordability, resulting from the reductions in manpower support cost, training cost, cost of systems unavailability, cost
of human errors, and cost of accidents.

Tools developed as part of the effort address HFE issues and activities including: functions analysis and allocation,
issue tracking, development of HFE design standards, task and operations performance simulation, selection of non
developmental items, and hazards analysis.

Carlow International Incorporated (Norman, D.L.). PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION AND TRAINING
TECHNOLOGY FOR SSTDP. (1996)

This report documents FY95 products for advanced manning for the Sealift Ship Technology Development Program
(SSTDP) - Future Technology Variant (FTV). The report was generated to (I) document the baseline level of SSTDP
manning that is the result, in part, of ongoing workload simulation studies, and (2) present significant products of the
FY95 advanced manning effort.
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Anderson, D.E., Oberman, F.R., Malone, T.B., and Baker, C.C.. IN4FLUENCE OF HUMAN ENGINEERING ON
MANNING LEVELS AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON SHIPS. (1996)

The objectives of Human Engineering (HE) are generally viewed as increasing human performance, reducing human
error, enhancing personnel and equipment safety, and reducing training and related personnel costs. There are other
benefits that are thoroughly consistent with the direction of the Navy of the future, chief anmong these is reduction of
required numbers of personnel to operate and maintain Navy ships. The Naval Research Advisory Committee
(NRAC) report on Man-Machine Technology in the Navy estimated that one of the benefits from increased application
of man-machine technology to Navy ship design is personnel reduction as well as improving system availability,
effectiveness, and safety. The objective of this paper is to discuss aspects of the human engineering design of ships
and systems that affect manning requirements, and impact human performance and safety. The paper will also
discuss how the application of human engineering leads to improved performance, and crew safety, and reduced
workload, all of which influence manining levels. Finally, the paper presents a discussion of tools and case studies of
good human engineering design practices which reduce manning.

Anderson, D.E., Malone, T.B., and Baker, C.C.. Impacts of Reduced Manning on System Reliability and
Maintainability. (1996)

The overall goal in applying human systems integration (HSI) technology to the design for ship maintainability is to
ensure that maintenance requirements will be effectively and safely met in ships where available manpower has been
significantly reduced compared to existing ships. HSI is concerned with defining the role of the human maintainer vs
automation, identifying requirements associated with these roles, and providing design approaches for equipment,
software, procedures, information, environments, communications, and organizations to satisfy the requirements. This
paper will describe technologies to achieve these human system integration goals in the improvement of system
reliability and maintainability.

Malone et a]. Human Error Reduction through Human and Organizational Factors in Design and Engineering of
Offshore Systems. (1996)

Human error represents a major threat to the safety and afford-ability of offshore systems. The IMO has reported that
up to 80% of ac-cidents at sea are caused by human error. The US Coast Guard, after analyzing 340 marine casualties,
also reported that human error con-tributed to at least 80% of the casualties. The IMO Secretary General concluded
that "if we sincerely want to stop accidents from occurring, then I think it is obvious that we should concentrate our
efforts on eliminating human error".

A major thrust of the human and organizational factors (HOF) approach to human error is directed at design of human
interfaces to reduce the incidence and impact of errors. The lessons learned at Three Mile Island, Piper Alpha and
other industrial accident sites is that human errors can result from inadequate equipment design, in-formation handling,
emergency procedures, and training, rather than solely from inherent or transitory deficiencies on the part of the opera-
tors. The engineering design of a system has a major impact on the incidence of human errors in system operation.

Too often, the response to human error situations in industrial systems is to ignore the design of the human-machine
interfaces and place the emphasis on improving training. The implication is that, having failed to consider human
operator needs and limitations in the design of system equipment, the system developer integrates the operator into the
system strictly by means of training. Basing operator performance on training alone when the design of the human-
ma-chine interfaces is often, from an operator point of view, illogical, in-consistent, or complex--especially in times of
psychological stress as in an accident situation--is a formula for disaster.

This white paper describes the current state-of-knowledge with re-spect to the etiology of human error. Design
techniques are described for preventing errors, and making systems error-tolerant, such that, if an error does occur, its
impact is minimized. Design factors to be ad-dressed include aspects of the system hardware, software, procedures,
organizations, facilities, jobs, communications, environments and training which affect human error likelihood.

Malone, T.B., and Baker, C.C., Anderson, D.E., and Bost R.J.. Design Approaches and Tools to Enhance the Human
Factors Engineering Design of Marine Systems. (1996)

This paper presents progress in the design of advanced manning for marine systems, and progress in the development
of human factors engineering (HFE) analysis and design tools that support the achievement of safe and effective HFE
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designs. The effort was directed at achieving safe and competitive levels of reduced manning for commercial Sealift
ship, but the process and tools developed are considered to be applicable to marine systems in general.

A major contributor to the overall safety and effectiveness of marine systems is the performance and readiness of the
crew. HFE initiatives are directed toward addressing personnel requirements in marine systems design. The driving
objective of HFE is to influence design with personnel requirements and considerations. This is achieved through an
approach that ensures that personnel considerations are addressed early in system development, that emphasizes
attention to the role of the human vs. automation in system operation and maintenance, and that requires the use of
simulation to model human performance and workload.

Ancillary objectives of HFE as applied to marine systems are: a) reduced manning as compared with baseline
comparison systems; b) improved readiness of Sealift ships and systems due to reduced skills, reduced workloads, and
task simplification; c) improved reliability of Sealift ships and ship systems due to an emphasis on software and a
reduction of human error rates; d) improved personnel availability and survivability due to reduced hazards and
accidents; e) enhanced system and equipment availability through reductions in time to repair; and f) enhanced system
affordability, resulting from the reductions in manpower support cost, trainiing cost, cost of systems unavailability, cost
of human errors, and cost of accidents.

Tools developed as part of the effort address lIFE issues and activities including: functions analysis and allocation,
issue tracking, development of HFE design standards, task and operations performance simulation, selection of non
developmental items, and hazards analysis.

Coast Guard: Office of Standards Evaluation and Development.. Tanker Navigation Safety Standards: Appropriate
Crew Size. A Study Required by Section 4111(B)(1) of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. (1996)

Abstract: This document presents the results gathered in response to the congressional mandate contained in Section
4111 of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-380) to determine appropriate crew sizes on tankers. The
definition of 'appropriate crew size' is based on the objective of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, to ensure pollution
prevention through safe navigation of vessels carrying hazardous substances and/or oil. The report addresses crew size
and the impact of laws, implementing regulations, operating practices, ship and automation status, and potential
changes thereof, on crew size.

Lewis, G. W.. Personnel Performance Workload Modeling for a Reduced Manned Bridge - Lessons Learned. (1996)

Abstract: Declining budgets and decreased military personnel strength have provided major reasons for reducing
shipboard personnel. The specific objective of this project was to develop a proof-of-concept' for assessing
performance workload levels of operational shipboard personnel to be used in the rapid prototyping of ship designs
for reducing shipboard manning levels. A review of shipboard reduced manning efforts and development of the
'Entering San Diego Harbor' scenario are described. Personnel performance workload models, using this scenario,
were developed and exercised for this project. The lessons learned in developing this scenario and moment-to-
moment fluctuations in workload data are described for three bridge crew configurations. Three appendices
describe a review of human performance models, additional literature related to personnel assessment technologies
and personnel costs models, and the bridge team functions and tasks used in the nine member bridge team workload
model. This effort showed that personnel performance workload levels can be measured under current and reduced
manning levels, either with or without automated equipment Workload modeling would provide valuable information
to assess current and reduced manning configurations, and operational exercises readiness. Workload modeling
could contribute to the objective evaluation of automated equipment implementation and crew member reduction.

Association of Scientists and Engineers of the Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, DC. Annual Technical
Symposium of the Association of Scientists and Engineers of the Naval Sea Systems Command (33rd). Technical
Papers. Golden Anniversary 1946-1996 'Forward from 50'.. (1996)

The report consists of sixteen papers in four sessions entitled 'Ships for the 21 st Century,' Acquisition Reform.'
'Designing for the Future,' and 'Management and Logistics.' The paper topics cover oceanographic research ships,
surface combatants, amphibious assault ships, cooperative engagement, oversite and review, integrated product
teams, integrated product process development, system safety, commercialization, damage control, human
enginee -ring, ship habitability, electromagnetic engineering, management information systems, test end evaluation,
occupational health, and regionalization. This is truly a program spanning the interests of the ASE membership as well
as the mission of the Command.
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Rick D. Archer, G.W. Lewis, Ph.D., John Lockett. Human Performance Modeling of Reduced Manning Concepts for
Navy Ships, Proceedings Human Factors and Ergonomics Society. (1996)

WinCrew is a human performance assessment tool developed by the Army Research Laboratory, Human Research and
Engineering Directorate that implements the Wickensi Theory of Multiple Resources. WinCrew supports the
hierarchical decomposition of missions into functions and tasks. As a demonstration of the capability of WinCrew,
simulation models of the activities performed by bridge personnel on a Navy Guided Missile Destroyer DDG51 were
developed. The scenarios were chosen to illustrate the potential of task network based human performance modeling to
address reduced manning issues for naval ship operations. In order to fully exercise the functionality of WinCrew, four
bridge models were developed. One scenario was modeled for four different manning, automation, and task allocation
configurations. The scenario modeled was entry into San Diego Harbor. The major events for the bridge team were:
bearing fixes, gyro error checks, turns, precision anchoring, and obstacle avoidance. Results of the effort demonstrated
the utility of workload modeling for assessing human system integration alternatives for shipboard manning.

Sperry Marine. SPERRY MARINEIS IBS REDUCES MANNING REQUIREMENTS ON US NAVYiS FIRST "SMART
SHIP" (Press Release). 1996. (September 20, 1996)

The Sperry Marine Integrated Bridge System (IBS) is being applied to the USS YORKTOWN, the Navy's first "Smart
Ship." "Smart Ship" is a government/industry effort aimed at significantly reducing ships' manning requirements while
maintaining the highest standards of safety and operational flexibility.

National Technical University of Athens. ATOMOS (Advanced Technology to optimize manpower onboard ships)
Project Rationale. (1996) http://www.deslab.naval.ntua.gr/-mtrans/mann.html

Project Summary: The merchant fleets of many countries worldwide have experienced a significant decline of
competitiveness over the years. Loss of competitiveness is due to the fact that ships in these fleets are generally more
expensive to operate than other ships, and shippers prefer the latter because of cost considerations. Realizing that
manning costs are frequently a major percentage of ship operating costs, one of the measures that has been
contemplated by many countries in order to help reverse this trend has been the design, development, and operatioa of
highly automated ships manned by reduced crews.

The European Commission (Directorate General for Transport -DGVII), realizing the need for applied R&D in this
area, sponsored project ATOMOS, within its EURET transport R&D programme. ATOMOS consists of a consortium
of 9 partners from 4 EU countries (DSB Ferries Consortium Leader). The project started in early 1992 and was
completed in late 1994. Its scope has been to develop advanced shipboard technologies that would enhance the
competitiveness of the fleet of the EU, while maintaining an adequate level of safety.

Project Summary: THAMES (for Technological and Human Aspects of Maritime Efficiency and Safety) has been a one-
year project within DGVII's APAS programme. (It spanned the period December 1994- December 1995)

The THAMES Consortium consisted of the partners of two EURET consortia: ATOMOS and MASIS. Collectively, 21
partners have been involved, of which DSB and NTUA (from ATOMOS), and Cetena and ISL Bremen (from MASIS)
have been the main contractors (DSB consortium leader). The main purpose of THAMES has been to synthesize the
results of the ATOMOS and MASIS projects as regards the impact of human elements on efficiency and safety. As a
result, a broad variety of topics for further research in this area have been identified. These topics would be included in
the Commission's future waterborne transport research plans.

Lane, Tony. Crewing the world's merchant ships. 1996. published by SIRC, University of Wales, Cardiff, 1996. The
Human factor: a report on manning. (1996). published by UK P&I Club, (1996)

Rothblum, A.M., Sanquist, T.F., Lee, J.D., and McCallum, M.C.. Identifying the Effects of Shipboard Automation on
Mariner Qualifications and Training and Equipment Design. (November 1995)

Abstract: Automaton is becoming more prevalent on commercial ships, affecting areas such as engineering, bridge,
and cargo operations. When automation is introduced, the mariner's tasks change, which in turn may require the
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mariner to learn new skills in order to perform automation-assisted tasks. This paper discusses four methods which can
be applied to identify' the effects of automation on mariner training and qualifications: Operator Function Model Task
Analysis, Cognitive Analysis, Skill Assessment, and Error Analysis. These methods are used to break a shipboard
function down into its component tasks and to identify the cognitive (mental) demands of performing the function
under manual and automated conditions. Any new knowledge and skills required to perform the automated task are
identified, as are common errors made by mariners in the use of the equipment. Thus, these methods highlight the
training and qualifications ramifications of automation, and can provide insights for improving equipment design.

Prepared for ISHFOB '95: International Symposium - Human Factors on Board Bremen, Germany, Grabowski, Martha
Manning Project - Task Analysis Literature Review. (May 1995)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Recent approaches to shipboard crew size estimation have included approaches based on
tasks performed aboard ship. Incorporating these task analyses into crew size models requires databases of shipboard
tasks for a variety of ship types. In order to leverage the large number of shipboard task analyses that have been
conducted over the past 30 years, a literature review of shipboard task analyses was undertaken in order to determine if
any of those task analyses contained useful shipboard data sets that might support the current crew size modeling
project.

Investigations of shipboard crewing requirements have often involved job and task analyses of shipboard duties. The
goal of many of these studies has been to develop catalogs of tasks required aboard ship, to determine times required to
perform these tasks (under a variety of conditions), to aggregate those hours, and to perform a series of analyses by
varying the constraints under which the data are manipulated. The purpose of this report is to describe such task
analyses, in order to leverage related task analysis work, and to determine if applicable methods, data, findings, or
lessons learned could be applied to the current manning model effort.

This report contains descriptions of several shipboard task analyses, as well as a number of other related studies. Each
task analysis or study reported on is described in terms of its method(s), findings, and applicability to the current
manning model project, including applicable data sets contained in the reports.

Portions of the studies reviewed, including their data sets, are very helpful to the current manning model project. In
particular, the data and background of the Stanwick (7 1) and National Technical University of Athens (93) reports, the
safety contribution concept of the Stoehr and Paramore (76) report, and the datailed (albeit duplicative of the current
project) data provided in the PRC (92) report are of greatest utility to the current project. The nature of that utility,
however, is of importance: these studies are most useful as background and cross references to the current manning
model project, rather than as the bases for future data gathering or development.

It is not recommended that any of the data sets contained in the reports reviewed be used as a baseline data set which
could be supplemented by a current manning model data gathering effort. The current manning model project has
developed a rather mature set of tasks, data structures, data definitions, and attributes (duration, frequency, period, time
scheduled, priority, etc.) that are fundamental to a robust manning model implementation. Rather than attempt to
backfit an existing partial data set to the current manning model project's tasks, data structures, data definitions, and
attributes, it is recommended that a "clean" data gathering effort be undertaken--for the vessel, voyage and operational
characteristics desired--in order to implement the structures of the model thus far defined. Since none of the studies
reviewed "fit" the current manning model project's tasks, data structures, data definitions, or attributes exactly, and
since such a fit is critical to a successful implementation of a robust manning model, new data gathering efforts are
recommended, rather than use of the partial data sets contained in the studies reviewed.

US Coast Guard. Prevention Through People: Quality Action Team Report. (July 1995)

Human error causes more than 80 percent of marine casualties. These human error causes have not been addressed
directly; the majority of maritime safety resources focus on eliminating accidents by reducing material failures and
systems problems. The Office of Marine Safety, Security and Environmental Protection (G-M) in partnership with the
Office of Navigation Safety and Waterway Services (G-N) chartered a Prevention Through People (PTP) Quality
Action Team (QAT) to develop a long-term strategy to rebalance the safety equation by refocusing prevention efforts
on casualties caused by human error. This report is the result of the PTP QAT's work. The report examines the extent
of human error in the maritime transportation system; identifies candidate, high risk industries where human error
prevails; examines the reasons why human error persists; offers a strategy to refocus prevention efforts on human error,
root causes of marine casualties, and recommends an implementation plan to create a participatory, systematic
approach to reduce human error-related loss of life, injury, and pollution.
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American Society for Testing and Materials. Standard Practice for Human Engineering Design for Marine Systems,
Equipment and Facilities. (August 1995).

SCOPE

1. 1 This practice establishes general human engineering design criteria for marine vessels, and systems, subsystems,
and equipment contained therein. It provides a useful tool for the designer to incorporate human capabilities into a
design.

1.2 The purpose of this practice is to present human engineering design criteria, principles, and practices in order to
achieve mission success through integration of the human into the vessel system, subsystem, and equipment with the
goals of effectiveness, simplicity, efficiency, reliability, and safety for operation, training, and maintenance.

1.3 This practice applies to the design of vessels, systems, subsystems, and equipment. Nothing in this practice shall be
construed as limiting the selection of hardware, materials, or processes to the specific items described herein. Unless
otherwise stated in specific provisions, this practice is applicable to design of vessel systems, subsystems, and
equipment for use by both men and women.

1.4 Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required by contractors in connection with specific
procurement functions should be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting officer.

1.5 This practice is pot intended to be a criterion for limiting use of material already in the field in areas such as lift
repetition or temperature exposure time.

1.6 Force limits-If it is known that an item is to be used by an already established occupational specialty, for which
physical qualification requirements for entry into that specialty are also established, any discrepancy between the force
criteria of this practice and the physical qualification requiremenu shall be resolved in favor of the latter, In this event,
the least stringent physical qualification requirement of all specialties which may operate, maintain, transport supply,
move, lift or otherwise manipulate the item, in the manner being considered, is selected as a maximum design force
limit.

1.7 Manufacturing tolerances-When manufacturing tolerances are not perceptible to the user, this practice shall not be
construed as preventing the use of components whose dimensions are within a normal manufacturing upper or lower
limit tolerance of the dimensions specified herein.

Carlow International Incorporated (Baker, C.C.). Human System Integration Detailed Design Guidance for SSTDP.
(1995)

1. 1 This practice establishes general human-system integration (advanced manning) design guidance to support the
detailed design of human interfaces for the Strategic Sealift Technology Development Program (SSTDP). It provides a
useful tool to aid the designer in incorporating human capabilities into a design.

1.2 The purpose of this design guide is to present human engineering design criteria, principles, and practices in order
to enhance SSTDP efficiency and safety of operations and maintenance through integration of the human into the
SSTDP system, subsystem, and equipment with the goals of effectiveness, simplicity, efficiency, reliability, and safety
for operation, training, and maintenance.

1.3 Manufacturing tolerances - When manufacturing tolerances are not perceptible to the user, this practice shall not be
construed as preventing the use of components whose dimensions are within a normal manufacturing upper or lower
limit tolerance of the dimensions specified herein.
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Carlow International Incorporated (Welch, DL, and Baker, CC). US Coast Guard Perspectives on SSTDP FTV Reduced
Manning Concepts: The Marine Safety Manual- Review Draft- (1995)

The Appendix A discussion of the diverse laws, regulations and requirements issue reads in part:

There are numerous laws and regulations governing ship manning, including the CFRs (for example 33, 46), acts of
Congress (OPA 90 rules 15/24 and 36/72 addressing work hours), and private (certification and insurance) that must
be reconciled in order to achieve manning levels often or fewer crew.

Table 1 lists the statutes and implementing regulations related to the manning of inspected and uninspected vessels, as
considered by the US Coast Guard (USCG). The Secretary of the Department of Transportation (SECDOT) has
authorized the Commandant of the USCG to perform the functions required of the SECDOT by these laws. This
authority has been further delegated in Part 1 of Titles 33 and 46, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), the USCG
Marine Safety Manual (MSM) (US Coast Guard, 1995), and USCG instructions issued to marine safety personnel.

The general regulations for manning of vessels are contained in 46 CFR 15 (Subchapter B, Merchant Marine Officers
and Seamen). Under 33 CFR 1.01-20, the USCG Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection (OCMI) is responsible for the
enforcement of vessel inspection, navigation, and seamen's laws within a specific zone. In this capacity, the OCMI is
responsible for certifying the competence of merchant mariners and for establishing manning levels for various types
of vessels. The Certificate of Inspection (COI) Form CG-841 states the minimum number of licensed officers and
certified crewmembers necessary for the safe operation of inspected vessels, as required by Title 46 of the U.S. Code
(U.S.C.) 8103, 8104, 8304, 8701-8703, 8903, and 8904.

Hill, S.G., Byers, J.C., Rothblum, A.M., Booth, R.L.. "Gathering and Recording Human-Related Causal Data in Marine
and Other Accident Investigations" in Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 38th Annual Meeting,
1994, 863-867. (October 1994)

One of the missions of the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) is to pormote safety at sea through the prevention os marine
accidents. One means of preventing accidents is through the thorough investigation of the causes of marine casualties,
the analyses of which can illuminate needed safety improvements. A study was conducted with the purpose of
learning more about the USCG casualty investigation process, analyzing the data entry process, and making
recommendations for improvements to the current computer system and the casualty investigation process. The study
identified four major factors in the USCG system, particularly related to the reporting of human-related causes, which
may have broad application to other safety professionals who contemplate the use of similar automated reporting and
analysis systems. These widely applicable factors were:

- the reliability and completeness of the data can be affected by investigators' understanding of the purpose
and scope of the accident database;

"* the collection of human factors data can be overlooked and oversimplified;

"* the taxonomy/classification scheme affects data collected as well as data reported;

"* the computer interface used for data entry can affect the reliability, validity, and completeness of the data.

Akerstrom-Hoffman, R.A., and Smith, M.W.. "Mariner Performance Using Automated Navigation Systems,"in
Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 38th Annual Meeting, 1994, 868-872. (October 1994)

Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS) technology has recently emerged as a promising aid to
maritime navigational safety and operational efficiency. ECDIS is likely to have multiple effects on the tasks bridge
personnel must perform. However, careful consideration must be given to safety in adopting this new technology. A
ship-handling simulator-based evaluation of some human factors aspects of the use of ECDIS is presented. The issues
discussed include the effect on navigational safety and workload as a result of introducing ECDIS to the bridge:
navigating a planned route, responding to harbor traffic, and managing the preparations for arrival or departure.
During "baseline" transits, conventional methods were available to the mariner. During test scenarios, one of two
prototype ECDIS systems was also added to the bridge. Under certain conditions, ECDIS reduced the mariner's
workload for navigation. In addition, ECDIS showed a potential to increase safety as measured by a smaller cross-
track distance from the planned route and by a larger proportion of time available to devote to collision avoidance and
"look-out."
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Lee, J.D., and Morgan, J.. "Identifying Clumsy Automation at the Macro Level: Development of a Tool to Estimate
Ship Staffing Requirements," in Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 38th Annual Meeting, 1994,
863-867. (October 1994)

Automation promises increased operating efficiency and suggests the opportunity to reduce the number of people
required to operate commercial ships safely; however clumsy automation may degrade safety and performance, rather
than enhance it. This paper distinguishes between clumsy automation at the macro level and clumsy automation at the
micro level, and discusses macro level issues. Specifically, macro level clumsy automation refers to the failure to
consider the broad implications of automation induced crew reductions. Clumsy automation may reduce workload and
facilitate crew reductions during routine sailing, but these crew reductions may leave the vessel more vulnerable to
unacceptable workload peaks during unusual and emergency situations (fires, unscheduled maintenance, rough seas,
reduced visibility). In these situations, tasks not accommodated but he automation may overwhelm a crew that has
been reduced due to the introduction of automation. Currently, no systematic procedure exists to estimate the changes
that automation implies for staffing levels and skill requirements. Avoiding the effects of clumsy automation depends
on identifying techniques to broaden the study of automation to include the effects on the entire crew through all
phases of ship operation. This paper describes a computer-based tool to help identify potential overload situations that
would be difficult to anticipate through intuitive assessments of how automation and other factors affect crew
environment.

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Sealift Technology Development Program (SSTDP) Future Technology
Variant (FTV) Mk 0. (October 1994).

Executive Summary: The Sealift Technology Development Program (SSTDP) Future Technology Variant (FTV) Mk
0 Report summarizes the FY '94 efforts of the SSTDP team. The FTV Mk 0 is a convertible RO/RO - containership
concept based on the threshold requirements of the draft COM-20 ORD (June 1992). The FTV is designed to
commercial standards (ABS, USCG, IMO, etc.), and address several needs of commercial owners/operators as derived
from MarAd's 1992 survey (PANAMAX beam, 200 meter overall length limit, 1,500 to 2,000 TEU container
capacity). The FTV retains the national Defense Features (NDFs) and military RO/RO capability, but is rapidly
convertible to a more commercially acceptable containership.

The first volume of this document contains the description of the FTV concept and a summary of the FY '94
technology development efforts, including a description of each technology and its demonstrable benefits. The second
volume (Appendices) contains the details of the concept design.

The presently documented Mk 0 concept will lead to the Mk 1 design in FY '95 and several features will be examined.
Examples are deck crane capability, further reduction in manning, sideport ramps and removal of hydraulic actuators
for the flexible cargo system. Focus will be on those systems which would improve the FTV's commercial viability.

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Sealift Technology Development Program (SSTDP) Future Technology
Variant (FTV) Mk 0 - APPENDICES. (October 1994)

Executive Summary: The Sealift Technology Development Program (SSTDP) Future Technology Variant (FTV) Mk
0 Report summarizes the FY '94 efforts of the SSTDP team. The FTV Mk 0 is a convertible RO/RO - containership
concept based on the threshold requirements of the draft COM-20 ORD (June 1992). The FTV is designed to
commercial standards (ABS, USCG, IMO, etc.), and address several needs of commercial owners/operators as derived
from MarAd's 1992 survey (PANAMAX beam, 200 meter overall length limit, 1,500 to 2,000 TEU container
capacity). The FTV retains the national Defense Features (NDFs) and military RO/RO capability, but is rapidly
convertible to a more commercially acceptable containership.

The first volume of this document contains the description of the FTV concept and a summary of the FY '94
technology development efforts, including a description of each technology and its demonstrable benefits. The second
volume (Appendices) contains the details of the concept design.

The presently documented Mk 0 concept will lead to the Mk 1 design in FY '95 and several features will be examined.
Examples are deck crane capability, further reduction in manning, sideport ramps and removal of hydraulic actuators
for the flexible cargo system. Focus will be on those systems which would improve the FTV's commercial viability.

Carlow International (Baker, C.C.). Sealift Technology Human-System Integration (HSI) Issues. (May 1994)

This report addresses the human factors engineering (HFE), safety, and manpower, personnel and training (MPT)
issues related to the design and development of next generation Sealift ships.
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Melber, B., Hauth, J., Terrill, E., Berk, B., and Gore, B.. An International Comparison of Commercial Nuclear Power
Plant Staffing Regulatins and Practice 1980-1990. (March 1994).

Abstract: In this report an international review of regulatory and industry practices is provided in the area of nuclear
power plant staffing during the 1980s in Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. The
objective of this review is to highlight trends in staffing regulatory approaches, industry practices, and issues of
concern in other countries that have potential relevance to nuclear power plant staffing issues in the United States.

The decade of the 1980s was marked by a great deal of growth in nuclear power operations internationally; however,
growth of nuclear power is not expected to continue in the 1 990s except in France and Japan. A continuum of
regulatory approaches to staffing was identified, ranging from prescribed regulations that are applied to all licensees
(Germany is most similar to the United States in this regard), to indirect staffing regulations where the regulatory
authority oversees plant operating practices that are agreed to in the plant operating license (most notably, France and
the United Kingdom). Most of the changes observed in staffing regulations and practices in the early 1980s were made
in response to the accident at the Three Mile Island Unit 2 nuclear power plant (TMI) in 1979. These changes included
the widespread issuance of new operator and licensing requirements and the establishment of national training centers.
After the post-TMI changes were implemented, a period of relative stability followed. Changes in the latter half of the
1 980s have focused on continuing improvements and additions to training curricula and methods, most notably
increased reliance on simulator training.

Sanquist, Thomas F. and Lee, John D.. Cognitive Analysis of Navigation Tasks: A tool for Training Assessment and
Equipment Design. (April 1994) (Interim).

Abstract: Automation is becoming more prevalent on commercial ships. When automation is introduced, the
mariner's tasks change. Certain manual tasks may no longer be required, and there are new tasks specific to the
operation of the automated system. In some cases, tasks which were formerly performed by two or more mariners are
now combined into the responsibility of a single crew member. As the knowledge and skills required to operate a
vessel change, the U.S. Coast Guard currently lacks a systematic approach for determining the effects of new
automation on mariner qualifications.

This paper presents an over view of four different, but complementary, methodologies being developed to assess how a
given automation system changes shipboard tasks and the knowledge and skills required of the crew. The report
focuses on one of these methods, a powerful new application of cognitive analysis. Cognitive analysis identifies the
mental demands (such as visual detection, computation, and memory) placed on the mariner while performing
shipboard tasks can highlight differences in the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to perform that tasks. Thus,
cognitive analysis identifies changes which may be needed in training and licensing/certification as a result of
shipboard automation. The body of the report is a technical documentation of the cognitive analysis method.

Sanquist, T.F., Lee, J.D., and Rothblum, A.M.. Cognitive Analysis of Navigation Tasks: A Tool for Training Assessment
and Equipment Design. (April 1994)

Abstract: Automation is becoming more prevalent on commercial ships. When automation is introduced, the mariners
tasks change. Certain manual tasks may no longer be required, and there are now tasks specific to the operation of the
automated system. In some cases, tasks which were formerly performed by two or more mariners are now combined
into the responsibility of a single crew member. As the knowledge and skills required to operate a vessel change, the
U.S. Coast Guard needs to reflect these changes in its qualifications and licensing/certification requirements. However;
the U.S. Coast Guard currently lacks a systematic approach for determining the effects of new automation on mariner
qualifications.

This paper presents an overview of four different, but complementary, methodologies being developed to assess how a
given automated system changes shipboard tasks and the knowledge and skills required of the crew. The report focuses
on one of these methods, a powerful new application of cognitive analysis. Cognitive analysis Identifies the mental
demands (such as visual detection, computation, and memory) placed on the mariner while performing shipboard
tasks. A comparison of the mental, demands associated with manual versus automated tasks can highlight differences
in the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to perform the tasks. Thus, cognitive analysis identifies changes which
may be needed in training and licensing/certification as a result of shipboard automation. The body of the report is a
technical documentation of the cognitive analysis method.
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Shell Offshore, Inc. (Gerry Miller). MARS project - Vendor labeling. (1994)

Defines requirements for preparation and installation for those labels which the vendor a) is directed by Shell Offshore,
Inc. to provide, or b) elects to prepare and install on equipment for use on MARS TLP - not for identification labels
on wiring and standard manufacturing nameplates.

National Research Council, Washington, DC. Minding the helm: Marine navigation and piloting.. (1994)

The marine transportation system has come under intense public scrutiny as a result of recent marine accidents
involving substantial spillage of oil and damage to the marine environment. This report focuses on the role of marine
navigation and piloting in minimizing the number of accidents. It examines what can be done to reduce operational,
economic, and environmental risks through improvements to navigation and piloting technology and practices in the
nation's ports and waterways and their coastal approaches. ManningfNavigation/ShipsfCommerciallSafety/.

International Maritime Organization. International Safety Management Code. (1994)

The purpose of this code is to provide an international standard for the safe management and operation of ships and for
pollution prevention.

Recognizing that no two shipping companies are the same, and that ships operate undera wide range of different
conditions, the Code is based on general principles and objectives

The Code is expressed in broad terms so that it can have a wide-spread application. Clearly, different levels of
management, whether shore-based or at sea, will require varying levels of knowledge and awareness of the items
outlined.

The cornerstone of good safety management is commitment from the top. In matters of safety and pollution
prevention it is the commitment, competence, attitudes and motivation of individuals at all levels that determines the
end result.

International Maritime Organization. Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic, 1965. 1994. The
present publication contains the text of the Convention effective on 1 (September 1993)

It also includes the texts of various resolutions which were adopted by the 1965 Conference, the text of a resolution
adopted by the Assembly of the Organization on 19 November 1987 (resolution A.628(15)) and additional information
on facilitation requirements, namely the IMO FAL forms, Simpler Shipping Marks, IMDG Code -- Documentation of
Dangerous Goods Shipments, the format of the letter referred to in Standard 3.3. 1, a list of certificates and documents
required to be carried on board ships and a supplement relating to the annex to the FAL Convention containing
information on notifications by States Parties to the Convention c *oncerning differences betwen national practices and
Convention Standards and concerning the adoption of Recommended Practices.

International Maritime Organization. International SafetyNET Manual. (1994)

SafetyNet is an international automatic direct-printing satellite-based service for the promulgation of navigational and
meterological forecasts and other urgent safety-related messages -- maritime safety information (MSI) -- to ships. It
has been developed as a safety service of the International Maritime Satellite Organization's (Inmarsat) enhanced group
call system to provide a simple and automated means of receiving MSI on board ships at sea and in coastal waters,
where appropriate. The information transmitted is relevant to all seagoing vessels and the message-selaction features
ensure that mariners can receive safety information broadcasts which are tailored to their particular needs.
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Carlow International, Inc.. Human Systems Integration for the New Attack Submarine (NAS). (September 1993)

HSI strategy is to identify' major operating and support cost drivers of overall NAS program. Overall goal is to
influence NAS design to maximize effectiveness of human component to prevent it from being a weak link.

2.0 NAS Program Description

3.0 HSI Program Description

3.3 Phase 0

3.4 Phase I

3.5 Preliminary HSI Analysis Results

3.6 HSI Testing and Evaluation Requirements

3.7 HSI Activities Completed

Henn, A.E.. "A Partnership in Maritime Evolution" from Maritime Reporter/Engineering News. (October 1993)

USCG is striving toward a safe and clean marine environment

4 "Safety Nets" of protection that keep a ship and its passengers, crew, and cargo safe

Net 1 - Owners and Operators

- IMO and MSC have taken note of importance of maritime community's infrastructure - ISM codes recommend
"appropriate organization of management" expected to be adopted Oct. 1993

Net 2 - Classification Societies

- Responsible to owner for ensuring ship complies w/ requirements of own classification rules. Too many "in name
only" classif. soc.

Net 3 - Flag state administration

- Responsible for ensuring that provisions of such laws and regulations are met. USCG is the Flag state
administration for US ships.

Net 4 - Port State

-Authority to verify that provisions of convention are met. Role is to verify not certify condition of ship.

"USCG is tired of being the only policemen for worldwide maritime safety"

National Transportation Safety Board. Marine Accident Report: Grounding of the United Kingdom Passenger Vessel
RMS QUEEN ELIZABETH 2. (March 1993)

On august 7, 1992, the United Kingdom passenger vessel RMS (Royal Mail Ship) QUEEN ELIZABETH 2 was
outbound in Vineyard Sound, Massachusetts, when the vessel grounded about 2 1/2 miles south of Cuttyhunk Island.
No injuries or deaths resulted from this accident. However, damage was significant; temporary and permanent repairs
cost about $13.2 million. In addition, the total revenue lost for the period before the vessel returned to service on
October 2, 1992, was estimated at about $50 million.

In this report the following safety issues are discussed: the adequacy of shipboard communication; the adequacy of
bridge resource management, the adequacy of squat information; the adequacy of navigation chart survey information;
the adequacy of Coast Guard instructions to field personnel for drug and alcohol testing of personnel involved in
accidents; and the adequacy of shipboard evacuation procedures for disabled passengers.

As a result of its investigation, the Safety Board made recommendations addressing these issues to the U.S. Coast
Guard, Department of Transportation, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Cunard Lines, Ltd., and the
State pilot commissions.
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Miller, G.E.. Human Factors Engineering (HFE) Review of International Maritime Organization (IMO) Documents
COLREG 1972, and the Manual on Oil Pollution Prevention, Section I. (June 1993).

As part of the on-going review of existing federal and international ship design and operating regulations which might
contain human factors engineering requirements, a detailed analysis was completed on two International Maritime
Organization (IMO) publications:

1. Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972, IMO-904-E

2. Manual on Oil Pollution Prevention, Section 1, IMO-557E.

Each document was examined to determine if:

1. they possessed any H-E type ship design or operation requirement,

2. they did, did the requirement(s) match accepted HIFE marine H-E design standards (e.g. ASTM Fl 166-
88)

3. the HIE requirements existed were they of the type that would likely contribute to an oil pollution type
incident if ignored by ship owners or operators in the design and/or operation of their ships, and

4. the requirements did exist were they of the type that could be easily verified and enforced by Washington
State's Office of Marine Safety (OMS) to reduce potential accidents in the State's waters resulting in oil
spills.

Weber, Paul T. Memo to Henry S. Marcus re Trip aboard COLLEEN SIF. (Jan 1993).

Outlines information about the Knut I. Larsen COLLEEN SIF observed on Jan 9, 1993 by Paul Mentz, Richard

Schubert, and Alexander Landsburg.

Crew Breakdown

Mooring

Automation - Bridge

-- Engine room

- Control consoles

- Reliability

Workload

Remuneration

Training

Emergency Drills

Effects of Company Policy

Conclusions; Applicability to our research

Levels of Automation and Technology

Sanquist, T.F., and Lee, J.D. Human Factors Plan for Maritime Safety (with Bibliography). (February 1993)

Abstract: Purpose of report is to present an integrated plan of human factors work oriented toward effectively
implementing HF in the USCG, the maritime industry and IMO. Objectives: 1) identify HF issues affecting
regulatory, guidance and enforcement activities of the CG, 2) determine interrelationships between issues, and 3)
propose specific HF solutions.
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Lee, J., and Sanquist, T. Modeling Techniques for Shipboard Manning: A Review and Plan for Development.
(February 1993).

Abstract: The worldwide trend in shipboard manning is toward increasingly smaller crew sizes. One concern
regarding smaller crews is to what extent they may compromise ship safety and the ability to respond in an emergency.
In order to address this concern, one needs a systematic method of establishing safe crew complements that can be
applied on an international basis. Manning models can provide a flexible, economic method for establishing safe
manning levels. This report critically analyzes existing manning models, both within and outside the maritime
domain. A detailed examination of six models developed for the maritime domain illustrates how limits associated
with tools and content, as well as the complexity and diversity of issues involved with manning requirements, make it
difficult to use any of these six models as a technical basis for all ship manning decisions. Rather than develop a
single, comprehensive manning model, it is suggested that the wide variety of issues related to safe manning may
require a number of specialized models, each of which is used to examine specific issues.

Grabowski, M., and Roberts, K-H.. Human and Organizational Error in Large Scale Systems. (August 1993)

Thesis: We cannot fully understand the complex social processes that underlie either the reliable or unreliable
operations of complex social/technical systems w/o examining the systems in their totality.

Purpose: Identify the determinants of behavior most important in understanding the operation of large-scale systems in
highly turbulent environments.

PRC for DOT - MA-RD-840-93005. Sealift Technology Development Program Assessment of Advanced Manning
Technology Vols. I and H - Final Report. (August 1993).

Abstract: Assesses the advancement of manning technology and explores the possibility for manning of the Mid-Term
Sealifi Ship design concepts. Alternative manning levels and the technology development initiatives required to bring
about these levels were identified. Automation technology addressed was grouped into five levels. A numerical
analysis of work rationalization was performed using subjective quantifications if the impacts of technical
enhancements and automation. The economic and safety aspects of these initiatives and the practicality of
implementation were addressed. The report concludes with findings and recommendations derived from these
analyses.

Ogden Government Services for Office of Marine Safety State of Washington. Evaluation of Existing Human Factors
Engineering (HFE) Design Requirements for ships Entering Washington Waters. (April 1993).

There may be a plethora of HFE based federal standards for ship operation and design but if they are not being
enforced by the USCG through their vessel inspection program, they provide no protection to Washington State
waters. On the other hand, if standards do exist, and they are being enforced, they could reveal and control HFE
deficiencies in both vessel operations and design which would make vessel accidents in this region much less likely.
Further, it would reduce or perhaps even eliminate the need for OMS to conduct vessel operations. Even if HFE
deficiencies do exist on vessels entering Washington waters however, it is understood that any OMS vessel inspection
program may have restricted capability to eliminate these deficiencies. The correcting of some detected design or
operational deficiencies such as proper wording of warning signs or the non-use of operating manuals during oil
loading/unloading as required by the CFRs should be within OMS's capability. However, demanding a redesign of
the alternate steering gear room on all vessels entering Washington waters to correct a significant HFE design
deficiency most likely will not be achievable directly through OMS because of the cost associated with correcting this
important HFE design flaw.

NRC. Workload Transition. (1993).

Pertinent Sections:

1. Team Transitions (p.13)

3. Workload (p.54)

5. Sleep Disruption and Fatigue (p. 122)

9. Strategic Task Management (p.214)
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10. Team Leadership and Crew coordination {mainly aviation) (p.22 9)

11. Training for emergency responses (p.248)

- Maritime and Coast Guard (p.39-45) - less precise and largely informal decision making structure - communication
is more informal and does not have brevity and clarity and accuracy of Naval Communications

-> contains brief description of crew size, organization, tasks, command structure, schedules.

Gumpell, S., Germanischer Lloyd: R&D Helps Pave the Way for Safety" from Maritime Reporter/Engineering News.
(1993). [incomplete document].

US DOT - MARAD. Sealift Technology Development Program - Assessment of Cargo Handling Technology, Vol. II,
Final Report. (1993).

Provides the results of an engineering cost/benefit evaluation of potential cargo handling technologies of the future. It
evaluates the cost and benefits of each of the ship convertible concepts and the future cargo handling technologies
identified in Vol. 1, Technology Assessment Reports. Results of this report provide a basis for the identification of
convertible and future technologies that could potentially improve the productivity of current cargo handling
technologies.

Objective was to evaluate the productivity of each cargo handling concept identified in the Technology Assessment
Report. 5 convertible concepts and 12 future concepts were evaluated. All costs associated with using each concept to
move commercial cargo were identified and estimated. Costs included were Acquisition Cost, Development cost,
Maintenance cost, Operational cost, and Ship Modification costs.

Future cargo handling concepts were compared against today's technology using the commercial CRS 14 as a baseline.
This analysis was based on evaluating the ability of the concept to move containerized cargo. RO-ROs weren't
included in this comparison.

3 Future cargo handling systems showed a cost savings over the baseline CRS 14, which operated at $261 per
container: Shelfship-Shelftainer, RO-RO, and the overhead crane.

Final objective was to evaluate concepts in regard to the ability to support military sealift requirements. This analysis
demonstrated all of the convertible concepts in their converted RO-RO mode, provide a comparable level of sealift
support.

Shell Offshore, Inc. (Gerry Miller). Vertical ladder, railing, stair, and walking design and location specification for the

Mars TLP. (1993).

1.0 Stairs

2.0 Vertical ladders

3.0 Steps

4.0 Individual ladder rungs

5.0 Ramps

6.0 Elevated work platforms

7.0 Walkways

8.0 Handrails for walkways and platforms

International Maritime Organization. International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping, 1978 (STCW 1978). (1993).

The International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping, 1978 (STCW 1978), was
adopted by the International Conference on Training and Certification of Seafarers on 7 July 1978 and entered into
force on 28 April 1984.
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On 22 May 1991 the Maritime Safety Committee adopted amendments to SCTW 1978 by resolution MSC.21(59), in
accordance with article XXI(1)(aXiv) of the Convention. The amendments entered into force on 1 December 1992.

This publication contains a consolidated text of SCTW 1978, incorporating the above requirements.

PRC Data Services Co. Sealift Technology Development Program: Assessment of Advanced Manning Techniques.
Volume 2, Appendix H (Final report). (1993).

This report, provided in two volumes, assesses the advancement of manning techniques and explores the possibilities
for manning of the Mid-term Sealift Ship design concepts. Alternative manning levels and the technology development
initiatives required to bring about these levels were identified. Automation technology addressed was grouped into five
levels. A numerical analysis of work rationalization was performed using subjective quantifications of the impacts of
technology enhancements and automation. The economic and safety aspects of these initiatives and the practicality of
implementation were addressed. The report concludes with findings and recommendations derived from these
analyses. This is Volume 2 of 2.

PRC Data Services Co., Reston, VA.. Sealift Technology Development Program: Assessment of Advanced Manning
Techniques. Volume 1. Final Report. (1993).

This report, provided in two volumes, assesses the advancement of manning techniques and explores the
possibilities for manning of the Mid-term Sealift Ship design concepts. Alternative manning levels and the
technology development initiatives required to bring about these levels were identified. Automation technology
addressed was grouped into five levels. A numerical analysis of work rationalization was performed using subjective
quantifications of the impacts of technology enhancements and automation. The economic and safety aspects of
these initiatives and the practicality of implementation were addressed. The report concludes with findings and
recommendations derived from these analyses. This is Volume I of 2.

Levine, D. B. ; Horowvitz, S. A. Savings in Operating Costs and Billets From Civilian Manning of Navy Underway
Replenishment Ships. (1993).

This paper shows that the Navy could save considerable cost and billets by operating more of its underway
replenishment ships with civilian mariners under the Military Sealift Command (MSC). By transferring to MSC all
of the replenishment ships still under Navy operation, the Navy would save between 10,000 and 12,000 billets and
between $280 million and $380 million in annual operating cost. The variation is due to two uncertainties not
estimated by the study: the sea-shore rotation statistics of the shipboard ratings (the Navy's target of no more than
50 percent of the time at sea is often not met), and the essentiality of the tasks the shipboard ratings perform while
ashore. Using small civilian crews sometimes raises Navy concerns about issues such as ship safety and personnel
availability, productivity, and reliability. However, the recent experience of replenishment ships operated by the
Navy, MSC, and the British Royal Fleet Auxiliary provides little evidence to support such fears.

Lee, J. D. ; Sanquist, T. F. Modeling Techniques for Shipboard Manning: A Review and Plan for Development.
(1993).

The issue of shipboard manning scales is a complicated legal, economic and human factors engineering question.
The worldwide trend in shipboard manning is toward increasingly smaller crew sizes - in the case of some Japanese
ships, crews are composed as few as I1I persons. Crew sizes of this level are made possible by advanced technologies
permitting unmanned engine rooms and one-man bridge operation, as well as reductions of deck crew for cargo
handling. A fundamental question that arises as a result of such crew reductions is the extent to which smaller crews
compromise ship safety and the ability to respond in an emergency. This question has not been addressed
satisfactorily. There is a need for a systematic method of establishing safe crew levels that can be applied on an
international basis. A number of authors share this opinion, but at this time no comprehensive approach has been
established. Several issues make the need for a model of ship manning increasingly important. Most generally, they
involve understanding how reduced or modified staffing influences ship safety. The general issue of ship safety
involves several more specific concerns, such as the effects of increased technology, emergency response
effectiveness, and maintenance capabilities. In establishing safe crew levels, the government and industry need to
consider demands on the crew, each vessel's technology, type of service, crew skills, and quality of management
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and management programs. Evaluating how these, and other issues affect ship safety provides a crucial step toward
developing a technical basis for Coast Guard policy.

HUMAN FACTORS PLAN FOR MARITIME SAFETY: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY; INTERIM REPT. (1993).

ABSTRACT: This report summarizes a collection of papers related to the application of human factors to the maritime
industry. These papers describe: human factors problems in the maritime industry, research designed to offer solutions,
and research in other domains that may apply to these and other potential problems encountered in the maritime
industry. This report has been divided into six sections, each dealing with a particular area of interest: automation,
fatigue/incapacitation, manning, navigation, organizational factors, and training. Each summary includes the complete
citation, a synopsis of the methodology used, issues addressed, principal findings, and any technical problems or
deficiencies.... Maritime safety, Manning, Automation, Navigation, Fatigue, Organizational factors, Incapacitation,
Training.

Mentz, Paul. Notes on Trip to the COLLEEN SIF. (January 1992).

A visit was made to the COLLEEN SIF at Port Everglades Florida on January 9, 1992 by Mr. Paul B. Mentz, Mr.
Richard Schubert and Mr. Alexander C. Landsburg. The COLLEEN SIF is the 3rd of 3 sister ships operated by Knud
1. Larsen in charter to Sea-Land Service, Inc. The ships are a product of the Danish "Ship of the Future" project and
feature many innovations.

Marine Index Bureau (Fax from David Kennedy to Fred Oberman). UK Club's Analysis of Major Claims. (1992).

Analysis of claims and 1 st phase of ship visit program claims were: Officer error- 25%/, crew error -16%/, equipment
failure - 11I%

Error = any human action or omission identifiable as the immediate cause of an accident

Aside from knowledge and experience deficiencies and temperamental conditions, Pride (macho), confusion, fatigue,
math errors are also cited as sources of error.

USCG R&D Center. Human Factors Research and Development (FY 92-94). (1992).

Objectives of Program: To develop a total systems approach to study of marine system to understand the human
factors that can affect performance and lead to casualties, and to apply the knowledge gained to improve design,
training, staffing, licensing, and operational procedures.

Acquisition Related HF (to replace aging fleet) - Norwegian SAR boat "live-aboard" concept; Operational T&E of the
47MLB (rescue Craft). NATO Defense Research Group. Analysis Techniques for Man-Machine Systems Design V.1.
(1992).

Abstract: Human engineering (known in some countries as human factors in design or ergonomics) is a discipline by
which data on human capabilities and limitations are taken into account during the engineering design and
development process. NATO AC/243 (panel 8/RSG. 14) completed a study of analysis techniques used for human
engineering. The RSG collected information on the known human engineering analysis techniques, compiled
descriptions of thirty-one existing techniques, reviewed the current state of standardization of such techniques, and
compiled examples of functional decompositions of typical manned systems. The two volumes of this report review
the state-of-the-art of human engineering analysis and its relationship to systems engineering.

Carlow International, Inc. (Perse, R.M, and Baker, C.C.). HSI Assessment for Accommodating Women on the DDG-51
Class. (1992).

Results

1. Overhead gate valves, etc. are often out of reach for 5th percentile women

2. battle dress/firefighting clothing is large and ill fitting
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3. egress from scuttles is impossible for 5th percentile women (hatches too heavy)

4. Women unique medical requirements

5. no women's sanitary items

6. flight deck safety net - critical safety factor

7. engaging/disengaging anchor windlass wildcat on fo'csle is hazardous

8. SRBOC chaff launcher is overhead and difficult to operate

9. iBox interferes with hand cranking on deck

10. bulkhead first aid box in scullery too high

11. AEFF systems tanks difficult to access and service

12. Peloruses are too high

13. Loss due to pregnancy

"1MIII Bridge System Uses Artificial Intelligence" from Marine Log, p. 55. (1992).

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has a new artificial intelligence-based ship bridge operation support system that
automatically warns of potential for collision or groundings. Super Bridge is designed to enable 1 person to be able to
operate the bridge. Super Plant is designed for monitoring and maintaining the engine room and other parts of the
ship's plant. Super Cargo is designed for support cargo handling and scheduling. Combined systems are called Super
ASOS (Super Advanced Ship Operating System) and is being installed on Japanese ships.

Parrish, Michael. "Since Exxon Valdez, Fewer Oil spills - Decline Attributed to Tougher US Laws, More Cautious
Shippers" from The Washington Post. (1992).

Reduced major oil spills since 1989. In 1991, there were 3 spills totaling only 55K gallons, according to "oil spill
expert" Richard Golub (also president of World Information Systems) Tanker advisory Center has noticed a slight
improvement in safety of chartered tankers entering US waters since the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (ranked 3.4 in 1989,
3.6 in 1990). Petroleum Industry Research Foundation says, "The most visible effect so far is the sea change in
operational procedures, safety provisions, and inspection routines now being implemented in the oil trades."

Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), Consolidated edition. (1992).

This publication contains a consolidated text of SOLAS 1974, SOLAS Protocol 1978, and all subsequent amendments
up to and including 1990 amendments. The text has been compiled by the secretariat at the direction of the Council
and is intended to provide an easy reference to all SOLAS requirements applicable from 1 February 1992.

International Maritime Organization. Code on Alarms and Indicators. (1992).

The Code on Alarms and Indicators was developed in accordance with a decision taken by the Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC) at its forty-eighth session and adopted by the Assembly at its seventeenth session (November 1991)
by resolution A.686(17). Designed originally to cover the alarm an dindicator provisions in chapters Il-I- and 11-2 of
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974 (1974 SOLAS Convention), the Code, in the course of
its development, has incorporated the relevant provisions of other SOLAS chapters as well as thise of associated codes
(IBC and IGC COdes) and also of the codes for existing ships (BCH and Gas Carrier Codes)

International Maritime Organization. GMDSS Operating Guidance for Masters of Ships in Distress Situations. (1992).

Poster of flowchart of decision making process for distress situations

Flyntz, F. J. Naval War Coil., Newport, RI. Manning the Ready Reserve Force (Final report). (1992).

Sealift is needed for National Defense. The best source of sealift is a healthy Merchant Marine. The U.S. Merchant
Marine is in a serious downward spiral, to make up for the lack of available commercial ships in the RRF (a subset of
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the NDRF) was created. These ships are laid up in increased states of readiness and are dependent on the existing
pool of available merchant mariners for manning. Unfortunately as the Merchant Fleet declines mariners available to
man the RRF also dwindles, until now there is serious doubt that there are sufficient mariners available to provide
crews for the REF. Numerous studies of this problem have been based on statistics, exercises and speculation.
The activation of the RRF for Desert Shield/Desert Storm involved 80% of the ships and was the only real
exercise of the REF to date. Lessons learned from Desert Shield/Desert Storm bear on the validity of the previous
studies and the conclusions drawn. This paper will consider only the issue of manning for the R1UF in it's present and
planned size. The research involve published and unpublished documents relating to the REF and information
gleaned from government databases available to the author. The chief findings of the study are that a quantitative
and qualitative manning problem exists and is becoming worse. The problem is greatly exacerbated by present
procedures for distributing the manpower. Solutions have been proposed to increase available manpower. These
include a civilian reserve program, Navy Reserve manning and programs to enhance the present system.

ISO. Resolution A.78(17) Navigation Bridge Visibility and Functions. (November 1991).

Annex contains "Guidelines on Navigation Bridge Visibility"

Phillips, Francis. "Larsen's Future-ship" from Containerisation International, p. 4344. (November 1991).

Background/history of Knud 1. Larsen Shipping co. (KIL)

Ships can operate safely with an 8-man crew (Captain, 2 mates, 2 engineers, 3 ratings) and can carry up to 1K TEU of
cargo. Has a satellite-derived positioning data, computerized chart screen plot. Pre-drawn track can be followed on
"auto."

Crew gets 2 months of intensive training in all shipboard systems.

Designed as part of the Danish "Ship of the Future" project.

Ships have begun operating with 10 or 11I man crews. Soon radio operators will no longer be necessary, and only
practical considerations (e.g. trainees, mates to keep watches less than 12 hrs) will keep numbers above 6. 9 is seen as
real minimum (8 mentioned above + a cook).

Douglas, Carl and Meyers, Christina - Presearch Inc. for USDOT. Crewing the Merchant Marine for Mobilization.
(January 1991).

Abstract: The purpose of this study is to determine methods of achieving adequate manning of merchant vessels for
national security needs during a mobilization. Previous merchant marine manning studies and the efforts of working
groups trying to solve the seafarer shortage problem are reviewed. Seafarer availability is compared against
mobilization requirements for the years 1990, 1995, and 2000 to determine manpower shortages. The general nature
of the U.S. maritime problem is reviewed with a recognition of the different requirements for short-term (surge phase)
and long term (sustainment phase) mobilization scenarios. Mobilization manning solutions that reduce mariner
requirements are developed. These include reduced Ready Reserve Force (REF) manning, RRF caretaker crews, U.S.
Naval Reserve manning, and the change of government regulations made with shipping company and union
cooperation. Various solutions to increase seafarer availability are determined. Four different U.S. Maritime Service
Reserve alternatives are developed. The conversion of domestic waterways, general industrial, and former
military/maritime personnel to the oceangoing profession is investigated. Accelerated training of maritime school
personnel and a mariner tracking system are examined. Other miscellaneous methods of increasing seafarer
availability that include changing government regulations, instituting a merchant marine draft, and providing the
Maritime Administration the authority to crew priority vessels are developed.

Marine Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies. MITAGS Bridge Team Management Course. (1991).

Themes: Breaking the error-chain and responding to the unexpected using bridge simulators to recreate underway
bridge operations. Emphasis on proper pre-passage planning, efficient ship handling, model bridge team organizations
and procedures, and crisis management.
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Kreuger, G.P. "Sustained Military Performance in Continuous Operations: Combat Fatigue, Rest and Sleep Needs"
from Handbook of Military Psychology. (1991).

Personnel who work during night and sleep during day get only brief fragmented sleep and often accompany
significant sleep debt. Combination of Sustained Performance and sleep deprivation have implications for theoretical
models of sustained perception and cognitive functions.

Pell (102nd Session of Congress). Convention on Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafarers.
(1991).

Abstract: The Convention will establish standards of training, certification and watchkeeping for seafarers. It is
intended to ensure more highly qualified personnel on board "~seagoing"~ merchant ships and thus reduce maritime
casualties and promote safety of life at sea and protection of the marine environment.

Resolved, that the Senate advise and consent to the ratification of the International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafarers with Annex, 1978 done at London, July 7, 1978.

Cabon, Ph., Mollard, R., and Coblentz, A. "Sleep Deprivations and Irregular Work Schedules" from Proceedings of the
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 35th Annual Meeting. (1991).

Focused on sleep deprivations for 1) aircrews during long-haul routes and 2) drivers for ground transport (Train)

Results: Strong reduction of sleep duration during day-time rests for ground transportation drivers. Results confirm
that sleep duration is determined by rest starting time. Sleep periods during day-rests are organized into naps and
sleep. For air crews, North-South Travel has normal sleep durations. East-West travel has a rebound effect of sleep
deprivation and poor sleep quality was noted.

Feyer, A., and Williamson, A.M.. "The Role of Work Practices in Occupational Accidents" from Proceedings of the
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 35th Annual Meeting. (1991).

Comprehensive classification system applied to analysis of information surrounding the occurrence of all traumatic
work-related fatalities from 1982-1984.

Information included factors immediately before as well as factors removed in time which contributed to the accident.

Results: Relationship between human and other factors, among human factors and between factors immediately before
and factors removed in time all contributed to accidents. Poor work practices accounted for 45% of accidents, and of
that percentage, 80% were classified as the root cause of the accident.

Warm, J.S., Dember, W.N., Gluckman,J.P., and Hancock, P.A.. "Vigilance and Workload" from Proceedings of the
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 35th Annual Meeting. (1991).

Focus on overall workload inherent in vigilance tasks and possible effects on vigilance performance of workload
transitions

Subjects shifted from low to high event rate performance more poorly than controls maintenance on a high event rate

Subjects shifted from single task to dual task monitoring performed at the same level in the dual as subjects who were
confronted with dual tasks throughout

Depending on how the change in workload is achieved, performance deficits can be observed when subjects are shifted
from low to high and high to low workloads

"Shipbuilders Hope Crewless Cargo Ships are Wave of Future" from Journal of Commerce, p. lb. (1991).

Within a few years, ships may be unmanned, escorted by 1 crewed mother vessel, controlled by autopilots getting
instructions from Satellite Navigation, according to Roland Burns at Polytechnic South West (Plymouth, UK).
Reduction of human error would improve safety at sea. reduced running costs would offset the added costs of building
computer-controlled vessels in a few years.
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Hura, Myron & Robinson, Richard. Fast Sealift and Maritime Prepositioning Options for Improving Sealift
Capabilities. (1991).

Until recently, the privately owned U.S. flag merchant fleet provided sufficient numbers of dry cargo ships to transport
military unit equipment (u/e). In the past decade, however, the number of dry cargo ships in this fleet decreased by
approximately one third, from more than 300 to about 200. Equally important, the direct military utility of this fleet
decreased substantially because of the increased proportion of container ships. Today, the fleet included about 94 pure
container ships, which without special cargo modules cannot carry the vast majority of Army u/e. If these trends
continue, DOD will no longer be able to simply requisition a large number of privately owned U.S. flag ships and
employ them without modification to deliver u/e.

This Note, which is the result of research conducted between January 1988 and March 1990, addresses two questions:
(1) To what extent can future U.S. flag merchant ships and existing government sealift programs support potential
force deployment requirements? (2) If fast sealift ships (FSSs) and maritime prepositioning ships (MPSs) for Army
equipment are needed, what kinds of ships should be built and in what operating regime should they be maintained?

Landsburg, A., Grabler, E., Levine G., Sonneschein, R., and Simmons, E.. "US Commercial Ships for Tomorrow" from
Marine Technology 27,3 pp.129-152. (May 1990).

Abstract: Foreign "ship of the future" research programs, recent design work and other studies are in the background for this
paper, which addresses the interaction between innovation and competitiveness; trends in economics, advances in technology;
effective manning; social needs; and design constraints. The paper then provides a discussion of attractive innovations and
avenues toward U.S. competitiveness in the maritime industries of tomorrow."

Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers for USDOT - Maritime Administration. Ship of the Future 2000 -
Workshop Proceedings. (May 1990).

These Proceedings contain summaries of presentations made at the Ship of the Future - 2000 Conference. The full
presentations were edited and shortened. It is hoped the Proceedings accurately depict that which the presenter
intended. If not, this is regretted and corrections are welcomed. The Concept Designs depicted herein are also very
brief summaries of the actual designs prepared. If copies of the full presentations, or Concept Designs, or additional
information in the various subjects is desired, it is believed the presenter or designer will be happy to furnish this
information on request

Segal, L.D., and Wickens, C.D.. "Taskillan II: Pilot Strategies for Workload Management" from Proceedings of the
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 34th Annual Meeting. (1990).

Focused on strategies used by pilots in managing workload level and subsequent task performance. Results suggest
that intelligence supported strategies that yielded significantly higher performance levels, while schedule control had
no impact on performance. Both difficulty type and the stage of difficulty impacted performance significantly with
strongest effects for time and stress and difficulties imposed late in the flight.

National Transportation Safety Board. Marine Accident Report - Grounding of the U.S. Tankship EXXON VALDEZ on
Bligh Reef. (1990).

Abstract: This report explains the grounding of the US Tankship EXXON VALDEZ near Valdez, Alaska, on March
24, 1989. The safety issues discussed in the report are the vessel's navigation watch, the role of human factors,
manning standards, the company's drug/alcohol testing and rehabilitation program, drug/alcohol testing, vessel traffic
service, and oil spill response. Safety recommendations addressing these issues were made to the US Coast Guard, the
US Environmental Protection Agency, the US Geological Survey, the Exxon Shipping Company and other tankship
companies carrying North Slope crude oil from Port Valdez, the State of Alaska, the Alyeska Pipeline Service
Company and the Alaska Regional Response Team.
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NAVPERS. Navy Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifications and Occupational Standards -

Section II NEC's. (1990).

Abstract: The Navy Enlisted Classification (NEC) structure, of which the NEC coding system is a part, supplements
the enlisted rating structure in identifying personnel on active or inactive duty and billets in manpower authorizations.

NEC codes identify a non-rating wide skill/knowledge/aptitude/qualification that must be documented to identify both
people and billets for management purposes. The NEC coding system facilitates management control over enlisted
skills by identifying billets and personnel and enhancing efficient utilization of personnel in distribution and detailing.
In cases where NECs reflect special training, inventories of coded billets and coded personnel are also the basis for
planning and controlling input of personnel into formal courses that earn NECs. Consequently, the continuing enlisted
strength of the Navy, particularly petty officer allocations, and funds authorized for rating and specialty training
depend, to an increasing extent, upon the accuracy, thoroughness, and timeliness of NEC coding. Personnel required
to support ratings and special programs must be identified by the correct combinations of rates and/or NECs.

Comperatore, C.A., and Kreuger, G.P.. "Circadian Rhythm, Desynchronosis, Jet Lag, Shift Lag, and Coping
Strategies" from Occupational Medicine: State of the Art Reviews, 5(2) 323-341. (1990).

Circadian Timing System (CTS) synchronizes physiological and behavioral rhythms to a Circadian cycle and can be
reset by the influence of the Environmental Light-Dark (LD) cycle
Jet Lag/Shift Lag - results from desynchronosis, adversely affects worker performance and health because shift

workers' rhythms of body temperatures and sleep do not completely reverse to match their duty schedules

Effects of Jet Lag on Performance - psychomotor performance after a 6h transmeridian flight suffers a reduction of 8-
10% of preflight levels (Comparable to that observed when BAC is .05%)

Shiftwork and Shift Lag - different from jet lag in that workers' schedules conflict with sunrise/sunset and social
schedules of families. Traditional shifiwork fails to account for many Circadian rhythms variables

Pollard, J.K, Sussman, E.D., and Stearns, M.. Shipboard Crew Fatigue, Safety, and Reduced Manning. (1990).

Abstract: This report describes an exploratory first phase of an investigation of human stress and fatigue in the
merchant marine. Its principal purposes were to: survey the effects of fatigue on human performance in the
transportation industries; describe the state of the art in measuring fatigue; investigate the causes of stress and fatigue
on merchant ships; summarize the insights gained about the implications of reduced manning as well as measures to
mitigate fatigue; and discuss the results of preliminary attempts to gauge fatigue during the routing voyages using
survey methods. The findings in this report are based primarily upon about three dozen extended interviews conducted
with officers on five merchant vessels during brief coastal voyages. In the course of these interviews, more than a
score of variables were identified which affect fatigue and stress, which may be grouped into organizational factors,
voyage and scheduling factors, ship-design factors, and physical/environmental factors. These interact in complex
fashion resulting in widely different levels of fatigue on different ships and in different situations. The physiological
and behavioral methods of fatigue measurement reviewed were found to be difficult to apply during routine operations,
but the self-reporting survey techniques tested eventually proved quite workable. It was concluded that organization
and design factors could provide opportunities under some circumstances for the design of advanced merchant ships
which can be sailed safely and efficiently be well-rested crews which are smaller than are common today.

Stoop, J. "Redesign of Bridge Layout and Equipment for Fishing Vessels" from Journal of Navigation, 43: 215-228.
(1990).

Abstract: The safety on board medium-sized fishing vessels in relation to working conditions on the bridge is analyzed
by means of a problem-solving method developed by the Safety Science Group of the DeIft University of Technology.
The potential of the method is illustrated by a number of case studies on selected aspects of the bridge design, since a
complete application of the method is not yet available. For an in-depth analysis of human error, a cognitive model of
human error theory is extended to a new application to give a prospective evaluation of risk in operator tasks.
Accident data, findings of a questionnaire and verdicts of the Dutch Shipping Council are used to formulate a topology
of accidents and of specific use conditions, resulting in descriptive accident scenarios. Priority accident scenarios are
defined, within which mental workload and human error are selected for an in-depth analysis as two main contributing
factors to accidents. From the full range of potential social, organizational and technical solutions, redesign of the
bridge layout and equipment is selected as an example of further development to improve the working conditions on
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the bridge. The classification of accidents and the identification of specific use conditions enable us to formulate
retrospective design requirements for specific sub-problems. The application of a cognitive model of human error to a
normative task description enables us to formulate prospective design demands for the bridge tasks, layout and
equipment. As a precursor to an extensive study of the bridge and equipment redesign of a fishing vessel, results are
shown of two pilot studies: the design requirements for the navigation task and the introduction of a new solution, the
low-cost ARPA.

National Research Council. Crew Size and Maritime Safety. 1990.

Abstract: The committee's study encompassed all aspects of the safety issues raised by smaller crews. It was charged
with: identifying the economic and technology changes that are causing manning reductions; forecasting the evolution
of ship operating technology and the associated changes in crew organization and training; identifying the risks of
smaller crews and assessing how they may be affected by changes in manning patterns; assessing the implications of
smaller crews for training, skill levels, crewing patterns, and vessel operating technology; and developing a method for
assessing the effects on safety of crew size, organization, and capabilities.

"Safety:, Long Working Hours Are Reducing Safety Standards" from Safety at Sea. (1990).

Report on a voyage from Immingharn to Gdynia in Poland via Hamburg in January 1988. Personal testimony from R.
Potts, Master of a bulk Carrier. Worked 88 hours in stressful conditions without sleep.

Reduced manning contributes to less sleep for crew, less social interaction with crew, less ability to go ashore.

Legislation sought to ensure that officers are relieved at short intervals.

Too much money put into construction of ships, not prevention of collisions, etc.

Problems with cut sick pay. (crew members who should be on sick leave refuse it for fear of losing their job
completely). Same concerns for pilots.

Reduced manning has made longer hours the norm, not the exception.

"Fatigue and Its effect on Safety" from Safety at Sea. 1990.

Report from Cpt. David Bland relating to work on offshore supply vessels. Blames systems for governing number of
hours a truck driver can drive, etc., and the same system which says you will come on and work until the job is
complete or you fall over from fatigue. Asks for cooperation and communication.

101st Congress. Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (PL 101-380). 1990.

Abstract: An act to establish limitations on liability for damages resulting from oil pollution, to establish a fund for the
payment of compensation for such damages, and for other purposes.

Maritime Institute of Technological and Graduate Studies. Electrical and Integrated Navigation Systems - 1 Week
Course outline. (1990).

* Familiarized students with integrated navigation steering systems using the JRC-Raytheon SNA-91 computer system.
Sperry SRP-2000 and Laser Plot's Chart Nay. 20/20 electric navigation devices provide input to the navigation console
which also monitors and steers the vessel.

All components of integrated navigation systems are examined, including the chart digitizer and navigation console.
Electronic navigation and weather routing will also be covered.

ISO. "Ship's Bridge Layout and Associated Equipment - Requirements and Guidelines" ISO 8468. (1990).

This International Standard specifies basic functional requirements for bridge configuration, bridge arrangement,
bridge equipment, and bridge environment. It has been developed to ensure that designs of ship's bridges provide
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adequately for the requirements for safe navigation to prevent confusion arising from bridge arrangements which are
unusual.

Koburger, C.W.. "EXXON VALDEZ - End of an Era?" from Sea Technology. (1989).

Description of accident and ensuing damage, and damage containment procedures

Errors that occurred after the spill by management organizations; not just CG errors

CG VTS not utilized - too few people to serve adequate protection and service to VALDEZ. Calls for CG to take a

more active aggressive role as policemen in the future.

Kreuger, G.P.. "Sustained Work, Fatigue, Sleep Loss, and Performance: A Review of the Issues" from Work and Stress
3(2) 129-141. (1989).

Abstract: The physiological and psychological stressors associated with sustained work, fatigue, and sleep loss affect
worker performance. This review describes findings relating to sustained work stresses commonly found in our
advancing technological world. Researchers report decrements in sustained performance as a function of fatigue,
especially during and following one or more nights of complete sleep loss, or longer periods of reduced or fragmented
sleep. Sleep loss appears to result in reduced reaction time, decreased vigilance, perceptual and cognitive distortions,
and changes in affect. Sleep loss and workload interact with circadian rhythms in producing their effects. These
interactions are a major source of stress in work situations requiring sustained work in continuous operations and have
implications for theoretical models of sustained perceptual and cognitive functioning.

Schuffel, H., Boer, J.P.A, van Breda, L. "The Ship's Wheelhouse of the Nineties: The Navigation Performance and
Mental Workload of the Officer of the Watch" from Journal of Navigation, 42:60-72. (1989).

Abstract: The search for more efficient ship operation has increased over the last decade. One trend towards reducing
operational costs is to conceive the wheelhouse as an operational center for performing both navigational and
supervisory ta,;ks, such as monitoring the propulsion plant status and the condition of ship and cargo. Under contract
to the National Foundation for the Coordination of Maritime Research in the Netherlands, a study was conducted on
the feasibility of a highly automated wheelhouse for single-handed navigation. In a series of simulation experiments,
and by analysis, the effects on efficiency and safety of performance were investigated. Results show that a careful
function allocation can lead to an automated wheelhouse concept suitable for safe navigation in landfall conditions.
Questions concerning the effects of monotonous watches on operator's alertness and the effects of the change in task
structure on the operator's skill and interest in the job need further attention.

Larsen, F.S. "Danish Ship of the Future" Extracts from a paper by F.S. Larsen. Naval Architect, p. E172-173. (May
1988).

Due to decreasing numbers of small ship companies in Denmark, a new manning law was set in, and a technical
program to develop a high tech ship for small owners was started by the Danish government. The Objectives of the
technical program:

1. Design a vessel within 12 months of 5K-7K dwt

2. 6 man safe manning certificate approved by authorities

3. Good future market possibilities

4. Full building specifications

5. Class-approved drawings

6. A design fulfilling national and international requirements

"APL's President Truman - First C10" from Marine Log pp.52 -56 .. (June 1988).

APL's attempt to cut shipping costs to $.05 per box per mile -- Has a "Panama Canal busting beam of 129 ft, 3mi" and
a service speed of 24 knots. Container capacity of 4,300 TEU, with 20f1, 40kt 45ft, and 4811 units. Containers are
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secured to lashing bridges (not hatch covers), reducing manpower requirements in port. Has 440V connections for
refrigeration containers.

Efficiency due in part to less need for ballast (5%) due to the wider beam. Has the largest diesel engines built (Sulzer
12RTA84). "C lOs meet American Bureau of Shipping ACCU notation with a Siemens Simos/Sigos/Simatic automatic
installation monitoring unattended machinery spaces and controlling pumps and valves." Computer controlled
maintenance and regulation of engine performance.

All navigation functions can be carried out from the wheelhouse. Bridge contains digital seacharts with data
exchanges between the chart and the radar. "If the U.S. Coast Guard rules were relaxed, bridge operations could be
handled by one person" Theoretically the Cl10 could operate with only 12, but under present regulations, it operates
with 9 officers and 12 crew (still a low number). (Personnel have individual cabins; accommodation for an additional
12 is also provided, as well as a gym, bars, sauna, swimming pool, and a visitor reception area.)

"1APL's C10 Container liners: A New High Speed Trans-Pacific Link" Naval Architect. (July/Aug 1988).

APLs five 54,5O0dwt superships - designed expressly for Pacific routes- are the first container carriers anywhere to
exceed Panama beam and are fitted with the largest diesel engines ever built.

The ship needs less ballast and can stack more efficiently than Panama class because of the 39.4 meter beam, and is
faster (24 knots service speed).

Maintenance would be carried out by shore gangs, but careful attention has been paid to machine access. 2 A/C
workshops on board, one mechanical, one electrical, with fuiel valve test facilities.

Super automated - Centralised Alarm Monitoring and Control Concept (CAMAC) - relies on a high degree of
redundancy and automatic changeover on failure to endure continued efficiency throughout a voyage.

Have 8 CRTs (3 in engine control room, 2 in wheelhouse, 1 in deck office, 1 in chief engineer's office, 1 at main
emergency control station). Also has a "ship of the future" bridge design.

Expects a 41% capacity increase by 1989.

ASTM. Standard Practice for Human Factors Design for Marine Systems, Equipment, and Fac~ilities. (1988).

Abstract: The purpose of this practice is to present human engineering design criteria, principles, and practices in
order to achieve mission success through integration of the human into the vessel system, subsystem, and equipment
with the goals of effectiveness, simplicity, efficiency, reliability, and safety for operation, training and maintenance.

Hadley, M.A.. "Present Trends in Naval Bridge Design and Integrated Navigation" from Journal of Navigation, 41(2)
276-287. (1988).

Abstract: Although the Royal Navy has used various bridge designs during the past 20 years it has chosen a readily
recognizable layout for its Type 23 frigate. This conservatism is not the result of a willful disregard for changes being
made elsewhere in the marine world but arises from the particular requirements of a warship's bridge and considerable
differences in manning. The most significant changes to layout, in recent years, have been the siting of the

* quartermaster on the bridge, the introduction of the versatile console system (VCS) of instrument display, the
provision of engine controls at the quartermaster's console and the siting of a radar display at the bridge front. The
need for, and availability of, greater navigational accuracy, plus the requirements of the command system, has caused a
fresh look to be taken at the handling of navigation data. This re-evaluation, which is still at an early stage, is not only
examining the processing but also the display of data; this latter aspect could have an impact on future bridge design.
The remarks in this paper are made with respect to a frigate size ship or above and the terms warship and naval vessel
refer specifically to those of the Royal Navy.

Landsburg, Alexander C., Historic Overview of Manning and Habitability. (November-1987).

One graph - Seafaring Employment from 1925 to 1975 from Naval Engineers Journal, December 1976.

Two tables: Crew complement for typical U.S Merchant vessels and Typical Manning Scales
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American Bureau of Shipping Research & Development Division. Ship of the Future: Competitive Manning.
Preliminary Literature Review. (January 1987).

The following is a preliminary review of relevant literature to ships of the future with emphasis on manning aspects.
Because of time constraints the primary source of this material was the literature search performed by the National
Maritime Research Center (NMRC) using the MARIBASE online database. Information was also found through
preliminary review of ABS sources.

Ship Analytics for USDOT MARAD. Shipboard Productivity Methods Final Report Vol.1 Project Summary Report No.
MA-RD-770-87002. (February 1987).

Abstract: This research project, under a cooperative agreement between the Maritime Administration and Pacific Gulf
Marine, investigated means to advance the productivity of merchant ships through organizational, procedural and
manpower improvements in the ship-shore work system. The project was used as a vehicle to develop and apply
systematic organizational and work assessment techniques on order to identify features of the total ship-shore work
systems which, if altered on a trial basis, would demonstrate potential benefits of increased efficiency and effectiveness
in ship operation. Changes involved ship and shore policy and procedures, shore services, the organization and
distribution of functional duties among personnel and their associated training requirements, and the provisions for
new equipment and materials on board and ashore. Trial changes were selected and implemented in cooperation with
labor unions and the U.S. Coast Guard. The trials were monitored, and observational results compared to the original
work system assessment in order to objectify change effects. A follow-on project is a recommended to permit long-
term change to be undertaken and will also afford the opportunity to determine the persistence of initial change effects.
Results from the study include the specification of an objective method for planning and executing directed change
efforts which can be generalized to other merchant marine fleets.

Ship Analytics for USDOT MARAD. Shipboard Productivity Methods Final Report Vol.2 Shipboard Management
Workshop Manual Report No. MA-RD-770-87003. (February 1987).

Workshop Overview: The first purpose of this workshop is to initiate your involvement in the planning and
development of an enhanced ship-shore organization and management structure. Thomain objectives of formalizing
or restructuring the shipboard organization are 1) to optimize the utilization of the ship and company resources
including crew skills and manhours, and 2) to achieve a more autonomous and responsible corporate unit.

Objectives: To gain Masters' and Chief Engineers' participation as the primary facilitators of a shipboard management
enhancement program. As such, the Masters and Chief Engineers will, as a team, identify, formalize, and implement
changes to the shipboard management and ship-shore interface structure.

End Products: The end product of the workshop will be a detailed plan for a formal management program to be
implemented on board your ship. The plan will identify specific developmental projects which can be undertaken
immediately aboard a PGM ship. Formalization of the shipboard management structure will be supported by aids such
as charts, job descriptions, performance appraisal systems, etc., to be specified during the workshop. Enhanced
management procedures will be implemented on board the ship by the Master and the Chief Engineer with the full
support of PGM management and Ship Analytics.

U.S. Department of Transportation. Shipboard Productivity Methods, Vol 1: Project Summary. (Februaryl987)

Abstract: In three volumes this research project, under a cooperative agreement between the Maritime Administration
and Pacific Gulf Marine, investigated means to advance the productivity of merchant ships through organizational,
procedural and manpower improvements in the ship-shore work system. The project was used as a vehicle to develop
and apply systematic organizational and work assessment techniques in order to identify features of the total ship-
shore work system, which, if altered on a trial basis, would demonstrate potential benefits of increased efficiency and
effectiveness in ship operation. Changes involved ship and shore policy and procedures, shore services, the
organization and distribution of functional duties among personnel and their associated training requirements, and the
provisions for new equipment and materials on board and ashore. Trial changes were selected and implemented in
cooperation with labor unions and the US Coast Guard. The trials were monitored, and observational results compared
to the original work system assessment in order to objectify change effects. A follow-on project is recommended to
permit long-term change to be undertaken and will also afford the opportunity to determine the persistence of initial
change effects. Results from the study include the specification of an objective method for planning and executing
directed change efforts which can be generalized to other merchant marine fleets.
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Donn, Clifford B.. "Federal Subsidies, Technological Change and Collective Bargaining: The Maritime Industry"
(abstract) from Atlantic Economic Journal 15(l):115). (1987).

Abstract: There has been a dramatic decline in the size of the US Flag ocean-going merchant fleet since WWII and the
decline has accelerated in the last decade. This has occurred in spite of intensive direct and indirect government
subsidies to maintain merchant marines as a viable military adjunct in case of a national emergency. Recent
technological change has resulted in decreased employment. These 2 factors and recession have produced a substantial
bargaining concessions by the unions in he industry. However, it seems only substantial public policy changes have
the potential to reverse the industry's decline.

Knudsen, R. K., Mathiesen, T.C.. "Operational safety and Minimum Manning" from the Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers No. 27. (1987).

Abstract: a classification society would fail its purpose if it turned its back on the development towards lower
manning levels. Safety aspects of reduced manning are discussed. An investigation into the safety aspects of new
maintenance strategies are reported, together with requirements to technical systems, to logistic arrangements and to
operational restrictions. A method for evaluating manpower requirements and determining minimum and optimum
manning is illustrated. Det Norske Veritas has developed a framework for operational class notations. Existing class
notations and development plans are described. Ship operation centre on bridge and on-man-operation are dominant
development trends. Nautical safety may become even more important than before. Class notations for nautical safety
and for one-man-operation are described.

Low, A., Goethe, W., Rutenfranz, J., Colquhoun, W.P., et al.. "Human Factors: Effects ofWatchkeeping - Results of
Studies for a German Ship of the Future" from the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers No. 11. (1987).

Abstract: A brief review of the development of watchkeeping systems on ships from ancient times to the present is
given. The results of an international inquiry as to prevailing watch systems in 30 countries as well as those from a
national survey in the German merchant fleet are described. Data from a 2 year study of psychophysical workload
among watchkeeping officers on 10 fast ships on NSN and WEW routes is presented and discussed in connection with
adaptation to eventually occurring time shifts. Practical consequences and alternative watch schemes are suggested to
improve vigilance and performance. The authors conclude with future outlooks - from the physician's viewpoint - in
modern shipping with its declining crew sizes and large scale competition as to reducing stress for the watchkeeper.

Harding, E.J.. "The Ship of Things to Come" . (October 1986).

The application of advanced technology and operating techniques to commercial shipping has been recognized as
critical to future competitiveness. Several countries have funded their own research programs also have distinctively
different characters and directions.

Mangier, Mark. "Six-Man Ship Crew Wave of the Future?" from the Journal of Commerce. (October 1986).

Small tankers, bulk vessels and containerships could operate with a crew of six within three years, according to a plan
outlined by Det Norske Veritas, the Norwegian ship classification society

National Transportation Safety Board. Marine Accident / Incident Summary Reports - Mississippi River Gulf Outlet

Canal (AM HOWARD). (1986).

The Accident - lift boat with only port engines working grounded on rocks in high winds/hurricane and sank

Rescue Operations - USCG and RIP TIDE (3 AM HOWARD crew died)

Damage to Vessel - grounding caused fractures

Vessel Information - not classified by ABS, nor CG

Crew information - no licensing requirements, no licensing for master (unrenewed), no drills

Lift Boat Operations - unknown restriction of cargo, no documentation on board, no anchor or high water alarm, no
pump, void not subdivided --other similar accidents for lift boats had been reported
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Probable Cause - master's decision to depart Hopedale in adverse weather conditions - Contributing was lack of

subdivision in hull, and lack of training & guidance.

United States General Accounting Office. Navy Sealift: Observations on the Navy's Ready Ready Reserve Force,
Appendix I: Report to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy. (1986).

In October 1976, we reported that the national Defense Reserve Fleet (NDRF) could not be activated within the 10- to
15-day period DOD required at that time. The RRF -a quick response sealift component of the NDRF- was
subsequently established as a joint program of MARAD and the Navy to provide cargo ships for use in a contingency
within 5 to 10 days of notification. These Navy-owned ships will be activated by commercial companies, using private
shipyards or repair facilities, and will be crewed by civilian merchant marine personnel hired from union rosters. As of
January 1986, the R1UF consisted of 72 ships; current DOD planning calls for expansion to 13 6 ships (100 cargo ships
and 36 tankers) by fiscal year 1992.

International Maritime Organization. International Conference on Revision of the International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972. 1985, 1990. Final Act of the Conference,

Attachment I - Including the Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972

Part A - General

Part B - Steering and sailing rules

Part C - Lights and shapes

Part D - Sound and light signals

Part E - Exemptions

Annex I - Positioning and technical details of lights and shapes

Annex 1I - Additional signals for fishing vessels fishing in close proximity

Annex III Technical details of sound signal appliances

Annex IV - Distress signals

Attachment 2 - Resolution I

Attachment 3 - Resolution 11

Colquhoun, W.P.. ."Hours of Work at Sea: Watchkeeping schedules, Circadian rhythms and Efficiency" from
Ergonomics 28(4) 637-653.. (1985).

This review is concerned with hours of work of personnel engaged in watchkeeping. Existing findings are considered
in the context if the degree of adjustments shown by physiological and performance rhythms to various watchkeeping
systems in use on different ships. Findings are discussed in relation to a proposed program of research aimed at
determining the optimal system for maintaining efficiency of crew operating the modern, fully automated ships.

Committee on Effective Manning- Commission on Engineering And Technical Systems- National Research Council.
Effective Manning of the US Merchant Fleet. (1984).

Scope of Study: The charge to the committee was to provide a technical background and analysis in support
of management, labor, and government decision making regarding the means and process by which effective
manning may be best accomplished in the U.S. flag merchant fleet. The committee assessed the experiences
of other countries with manning innovations, the similarities and differences between the United States and
other countries in the conditions and factors important to implementing such changes, and the considerations
important in making decisions about effective manning of the U.S. flag fleet. Among the factors considered
were the safety and efficiency of vessels, and opportunities presented by new technology, management of
change, and organization of crews. The committee directed its assessment to providing a basis for decisions
and policy. It did not formulate a plan of action or select from candidate alternatives for manning. The
committee's interest extended beyond manning innovations to their impacts on safe and economic operation,
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and to the mitigation of side effects such as unemployment, altered career paths, and changes in the nature of
shipboard work and quality of shipboard life.

Benford, Harry. Ship manning trends in northern Europe : Implications for American shipowners and naval architects.
In: Transactions, The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers. v. 92 p. 303-329: ill.. (1984).

Abstract: In this paper you will find a summary of the interwoven economic, technical and social factors that are
forcing changge in the management of merchant fleets of northern Europe. The cumulative effect upon seafaring life,
seafaring careers, and the ships themselves has been pronounced. Human factors have in the past been relatively
neglected in comparison to the attention given to technical and economic factors. If the fleets of high-wage nations
such as the United states are to survive in international competition, ways must be found to increase the productivit of
crew members to a level commensurate with their earnings. This can be achieved only through a strategy of designand
operation that intertwines social, economic and technical considerations into an integrated unity. This is my primary
conclusion. From it follow important implications for fleet managers, seafarers, ship designers, and the appropriate
centers of education and training. Despite differences between European and American environments, some -- perhaps
most -- of what has been learned abroad can be applied over here. These lessons may, indeed, offer promise of
overcoming the handicap of high wage rates in the U.S.-flag merchant fleet.

Perrow. The Organizational Context of Human Factors Engineering. (1983).

Explains why top management personnel are indifferent to good HF design and shows how the social structure favors
the choice of technologies that centralize authority and deskill operators and how it encourages unwarranted
attributions of operator error.

Hagen, ed.. Control and Instrumentation. (1982).

Produces a practical method for actually determining the opportunities for human errors with safety systems - until
further validations exists use caution when using these results outside the context of this study

- initial quantification of error by applying a model of the number of human errors divided by the
opportunities for the specific errors associated with the operation, maintenance, and testing of instruments
and controls (I&C) components in nuclear power plants

Work has resulted in the development of a specific set of human-error-rate(HER)
categories covering above errors.

US Coast Guard. Boat Crew Qualifications and Certification Manual Vol. I Crewmembers (COMDTINST M16114.6).
(1982).

Abstract: This publication establishes a standard boat crew qualification and certification manual that will provide 1) a
servicewide minimum standard basic training program for SAR boat crews and 2) servicewide minimum requirements
for qualification and certification.

Vol. I Crewmembers

Vol. II Coxswains

Vol. III Advanced Coxswains

Vol. IV Boat Engineers

Lists 121 Tasks that are minimum requirements for boat crewmembers.

International Maritime Organization. Noise Levels on Board Ships. (1982).

The Code on Noise Levels on Board Ship has been developed to provide guidance to Administrations on pronciples of
noise control on board ships in general. Its purpose is to stimulate and promote noise control at a national level within
the framework of internationally agreed guidelines.
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NTSB. Special Study- Major Marine Collisions and Effects of Preventative Recommendations.. (September1.981)

Abstract: From 1970 through 1980, the National Transportation Safety Board investigated 82 major marine accidents.
Thirty-three (40 percent) of these were collision accidents. The Safety Board initiated this study to examine a
representative segment of ship collision investigation data based on the Safety Board's marine investigation
experience. The study identifies some leading causes of ship collisions and assesses the results of the Safety Board's
collision prevention recommendations made to Federal agencies and to maritime organizations. The study found that
human error is the predominant cause of ship collisions and that specialized marine accident data which underscore the
human factor in the cause of ship collisions need to be collected. Many of the Safety Board's past recommendations
aimed at improving steering gear reliability will be resolved as the Coast Guard implements U.S. steering gear
regulations in consonance with the current IMCO revisions to the 1974 SOLAS Convention. The Inland Navigational
Rules Act of 1980 is responsive to many of the Safety Board's recommendations to upgrade navigation rules. The
study recommends additional measures to increase the effectiveness of the ship's bridge watch team, and the collection
of data concerning the human factors that contribute to the cause of ship collisions.

Office of Naval Technology. Research Needs to Reduce Maritime Collisions, Ranimings and Grounding.. (May 1981).

Abstract: This report contains an evaluation of the research needed to prevent marine casualties -specifically
collisions, rammings, and groundings-- associated with vessel controllability. A review of existing studies and
casualty data, combined with the committee's experience, resulted in the identification of four major categories of
marine-casualty factors: personnel; ports and waterways, aids to navigation; and vessel characteristics,
maneuverability, and hydrodynamics. A significant amount of research on systems, hardware, and human behavior
exists that is applicable to these categories. However, there are important gaps in basic hydrodynamic research. The
committee further determined that a basic problem in the maritime industry is not so much the lack of research, but a
need to disseminate information, coupled with coordination of research and a serious effort to apply existing
knowledge.

Essex Corporation, T.B. Malone, C. Baker, W.T. Kosmela. Human Factors Technology for Ships. (January 1981).

The United States Navy is currently involved with designing and procuring an electro-optcal fire control subsystem,
know [sic] as SEAFIRE, to be integrated with existing shipboard Gunfire Control Systems (GECS), the Mk 86, Mk 68,
and Mk 92.

A requirement that has been imposed on the SEAFIRE design is that no additional manning shall be required to
operate or maintain the integrated SEAFIRE system above current GFCS levels.

The purpose of this study was: (1) to determine the feasibility of this manning constraint and its effect on system
availability and an operational and maintenance workload; and (2) to identify' areas where SEAFIRE and the Mk 86
GECS maintainability design could impact on maintenance workload and manning requirements

Not Available. NRAC Study Group 1980. (1980).

Executive Summary

The human element has become the most critical, most problematic and most costly-component of the Navy. Meanwhile,
increasingly complex hardware systems are being developed and procured for fleet uses

Given present trends, the Navy will find itself unable to operate and maintain its systems, in either the short or long term, with
the numbers-of skilled personnel necessary for effective mission accomplishment.

Clearly, no single solution exists for a problem of this complexity. Many of the conditions are not under the Navy's control. It is
also clear that the Navy must maximize the use of the people resources available to it. To achieve this, the equipment and
systems in the fleet must be designed to match the characteristics of the people who will be available and must be trained to
operate and maintain them. There is considerable evidence that this objective is not being achieved!
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Office of Research and Development- USMARAD, Office of Merchant Mariae Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine
Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Phase II F Shipboard Evaluation - Analysis of Specialized Cargo Vessel
Design and Personnel Requirements. (February 1976).

Abstract: This is the report of Phase II F of the Merchant Marine Crew Skills and Disciplines Study. The overall
purpose of the study, a continuing effort of MARAD, is to determine manpower and skills required to operate and
maintain modem and advanced technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. The purpose of Phase 11 F was to
analyze design features and personnel requirements for specialized type vessels employing advanced operating
concepts and engaged in the contiguous coastal and Caribbean trade areas carrying small lots of containerized, barge,
or neo-bulk cargos between smaller ports and major distribution ports.

Maritime Transportation Research Board. Human Error in Merchant Marine Safety. (1976).

Abstract: This report examines the problem of human error in merchant marine safety. It is organized into two
separate parts, with Part I treating the conclusions and recommendations and Part II the supportive information and
analytic techniques. The study employs a literature review, a data base evaluation, job descriptions, casualty flow
diagrams, and an in-depth survey in its overall analysis. The recommendations are aimed at developing
countermeasures against human acts of commission or omission that lead to merchant marine casualties.
Recommendations are made in 21 specific areas.

Office of Research and Development- USMARAD, Office of Merchant Marine Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine
Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Phase TIIE Shipboard Evaluation of Phase I Findings and
Recommendations (Containership). (October 1975).

Abstract: This is the report of Phase 11IE of the Merchant Marine Crew Skills and Disciplines Study. The overall
purpose of the study, a continuing effort of MARAD, is to determine manpower and skills required to operate and
maintain modem and advanced technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. The purpose of Phase II E was to
evaluate the findings and recommendations of the Phase I study by observation of actual operations aboard a steam-
driven containership.

Cherrix, Charles B. and Coffman, Eugene L.. The Evolution of Shipboard Accommodations and Habitability Standards
on U.S. Merchant Ships. (October 1975)

Tables and Graphics Only

Office of Research and Development- USMARAD, Office of Merchant Marine Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine
Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Phase lIID Shipboard Evaluation of Phase I Findings and
Recommendations (RO-RO/LO-LO with Gas Turbine Plant). (May 1975)

Abstract: This is the report of Phase 11 D of the Merchant Marine Crew Skills and Disciplines Study. The overall
purpose of the study, a continuing effort of MARAD, is to determine manpower and skills required to operate and
maintain modem and advanced technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. The purpose of Phase 11 D was to
evaluate the findings and recommendations of the Phase I study by observation of actual operations aboard a gas
turbine-powered roll-on roll-off/lift-on lift-off (RO-RO/LO-LO) vessel.

The report describes the organization, manning skills, procedures and equipment used to carry out operational,
maintenance and administrative functions on board the RO-RO/LO-LO; compares this observed data with data
obtained in the Phase I study; and analyzes the impact of the differences noted on the validity of the Phase I findings
and recommendations.

Office of Research and Development- USMARAD, Office of Merchant Marine Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine
Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Phase 11 B Shipboard Evaluation of Phase I Findings and
Recommendations (LASH). (June 1974)

Abstract: This is the report of Phase 11 B of the Merchant Marine Crew Skills and Disciplines Study. The overall
purpose of the study, a continuing effort of MARAD, is to determine manpower and skills required to operate and
maintain modem and advanced technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. The purpose of Phase 11 B was to
evaluate the findings and recommendations of the Phase I study by observation of actual operations aboard a LASH
(Lighter Aboard Ship) vessel engaged on its normal trade route.
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The report describes the organization, manning skills, procedures and equipment used to carry out operational,
maintenance and administrative functions on board the LASH vessel; compares this observed data with data obtained
in the Phase I study; and analyzes the impact of the differences noted on the validity of the Phase I findings and
recommendations.

Office of Research and Development- USMARAD, Office of Merchant Marine Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine
Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Phase II C Shipboard Evaluation of Phase I Findings and
Recommendations (Ore/Dry-Bulk Carrier with Unattended Diesel Plant). (December 1974).

Abstract: This is the report of Phase II C of the Merchant Marine Crew Skills and Disciplines Study. The overall
purpose of the study, a continuing effort of MARAD, is to determine manpower and skills required to operate and
maintain modem and advanced technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. The purpose of Phase 11 C was to
evaluate the findings and recommendations of the Phase I study by observation of actual operations aboard a diesel-
powered ore/dry-bulk carrier. The vessel on which observations were conducted is the first U.S. flag merchant ship to
be certified for unattended engineroom operation and is manned by a crew of 22.

The report describes the organization, manning skills, procedures and equipment used to carry out operational,
maintenance and administrative functions on board the ore/dry-bulk carrier; compares this observed data with data
obtained in the Phase I study; and analyzes the impact of the differences noted on the validity of the Phase I findings
and recommendations.

Office of Research and Development- USMARAD, Office of Merchant Marine Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine
Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Phase II A- Shipboard Evaluation of Phase I Findings and
Recommendations (Tanker). (March 1973)

Abstract: This is the report of Phase 11 A of the Merchant Marine Crew Skills and Disciplines Study. The overall
purpose of the study, a continuing effort of MARAD, is to determine manpower and skills required to operate and
maintain modem and advanced technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. The purpose of Phase II A was to
evaluate the findings and recommendations of the Phase I study by observation of actual operations aboard a tanker
engaged on its normal trade route.

The report describes the organization, manning skills, procedures and equipment used to carry out operational,
maintenance and administrative functions on board the tanker; compares this observed data with data obtained in the
Phase I study; and analyzes the impact of the differences noted on the validity of the Phase I findings and
recommendations. the executive Summary and the basic report are combined in one volume.

Fagan, R., Kelly, R, and Viele J. (The Stanwick Corporation) for the Office of Research and Development- USMARAD,
and the Office of Merchant Marine Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Vol.
1 Executive Summary. (December 1971).

Abstract: The results of a study to determine manpower and skills required to operate and maintain modem
technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. Among the principal findings are: (1) present manning and crew skills
do not match functional requirements of modem cargo vessels, (2) upgrading of skills and cross-utilization of
personnel would allow safe, efficient operation with approximately 50% of present manning, (3) advanced technology
ships can be operated by small crews but will require greater technical skill and operating proficiency, (4) present
preventative maintenance programs are inadequate, and (5) many shipboard functions could be performed more
efficiently and economically by shoreside personnel. The study provides recommended manning, skill levels, crew
structures, operating procedures, design modifications, and changes in shoreside logistic support for five types of
modem cargo vessels with three types of automated engineering plants. New crew skills required and recommended
training methods are presented. Problems that may arise in the implementation of study recommendations, including
requirements for modification of existing maritime laws or regulations, are identified. The report is in two volumes:
Volume I - Executive Summary, and Volume 11 - Manning and Skill Requirements (Task I) Design Modifications
(Task 11), Implementation Problems (Task 111), and Legislative Modifications (Task IV).

Office of Research and Development- USMARAD, Office of Merchant Marine Safety- USCG. Merchant Marine
Shipboard Crew Skills and Disciplines Study Vol. 2 Task I - Task IV. (December 1971)

Abstract: The results of a study to determine manpower and skills required to operate and maintain modem
technology (10 year time frame) cargo vessels. Among the principal findings are: (1) present manning and crew skills
do not match functional requirements of modem cargo vessels, (2) upgrading of skills and cross-utilization of
personnel would allow safe, efficient operation with approximately 50% of present manning, (3) advanced technology
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ships can be operated by small crews but will require greater technical skill and operating proficiency, (4) present
preventative maintenance programs are inadequate, and (5) many shipboard functions could be performed more
efficiently and economically by shoreside personnel.

Norden Division United Aircraft Corporation for MARAD. Merchant Ship Automation Study - Summary and
Recommendations (262 R0011). (April 1961).

"The scope of the feasibility study involved not only the technical aspects, but economics, legal, and labor-
management. A basic objective was to recommend the orderly steps that should be taken leading to the fullest possible
use of automated devices. Automated equipment or techniques must all be measured by the yardstick of economics.
Automation for the pure sake of it is not only unjustified, but could work against the economic objective."

"The method that has resulted in producing the greatest number of major technological advancements and
breakthroughs in the last decade is the 'systems approach' method."

"Early in the program Norden recognized that only through complete automation of ship's controls could a significant
breakthrough be achieved in accomplishment of the economic objective. Because of the high salaries, extensive fringe
benefits, and costly hotel services demanded by a crew, the crew must be minimized."

Used a C-4 Mariner dry-cargo class (fast, 20-knot, steam propulsion system of 17,500 SHP (nominal)) for baseline
comparisons.

Norden Division United Aircraft Corporation for MARAD. Merchant Ship Automation Study - Economic Aspects of
Automation (262 R 0017). (April 1961).

Abstract: This volume is comprised of two parts, Part A and Part B. Part A compares the potential commercial benefit
of various proposed shipboard automation applications, it also call the attention to the more profitable areas of fuirther
research and development. Part B describes the aspects of subsidy and incentive.

The principal aim of this report, then is to examine methods whereby the subsidized operator and seaman may be given
strong incentives to adopt shipboard automation. Frequently, however, it treats the problem in its broader framework,
which is to overcome the subsidy law's enervating influence on technical progress in general. It is in the latter
connection that Maritime Administration accounting procedures are dealt with in the final section of the report.
Suggestions are made which could strengthen the economic position of the subsidized merchant marine and give added
incentives to improve profitability.

Norden Division United Aircraft Corporation for MARAD. Merchant Ship Automation Study - Legal Implications of
Automation (262 R 0018). (April 1961).

"Basically, the legal implications arising from the operation of an automated merchant vessel fall roughly into two
broad categories. The first category encompasses what we might consider purely operational problems, and the second
related to ancillary questions raised by the operation of an automated vessel. The degree of automation ultimately
achieved significantly affects each of these categories. It is clear, for example that a ship operated with a complement
of two-thirds of what now is required raises problems vastly different from a ship operated with no crew at all."

"Operational problems are those significantly related to the navigation, construction, and manning of the ship. They
are functional in nature. Such operational of functional problems involve, for example, the ability of the automated
vessel to conform and adapt to the statutory Rules of the Road or its ability to comply with inspection requirements of
the United States Coast Guard or of the Federal Communications Commission or other cognizant bodies having
jurisdiction over vessels engaged in commerce."~

"The second broad category to be considered in this paper includes important but ancillary questions. These questions
do not relate to the operation of the automated vessel but to the consequences of such operation. Most of the
conventional areas of admiralty law would be affected by the operation of an automated vessel. As we shall see,
questions in connection with marine insurance, carriage of goods, general average, salvage, recovery for death and
injury, and limitation of liability must be examined in the light of automated merchant ship operation. However,
matters not basically affected by automated operation, such as the nature and priority of maritime liens, ship
mortgages, jurisdiction of admiralty causes, and the rights of harborworkers are not discussed herein, although they are
usually considered in standard maritime texts."
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Kahn, A.. Behavioral Analysis of Management Actions in Aircraft Accidents.

Analysis will show that the distal factors of the specific accident are related to the management actions by the
reinforcement history of the individuals or groups involved.

Discusses:

- Air Florida Management decisions/behaviors that led to the Flight 90 Accident

- Downcast Flight 46 accident and decisions of owner contributing to accident (reinforcement theory)

- Small plane accident

- Claphanm Junction Railway accident

Paetow, K. "Ship of the Future" from Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.

Abstract: In 1980 work began on one of the most intensive and comprehensive marine research and development
projects - the German Ship of the Future. Main task was the reduction of the operation costs of a vessel. After five
years of work the project was successfully finished with the maiden voyage of the first SdZ prototype ship.

The paper describes first the R+D project itself. The organizational structure, the financial background and some
examples of development topics are explained.

The second part is dealing with the conversion of the outcomes of the R+D project into the reality of a containership.

The third part gives by example of some focal points of the newly developed ship service technique a broad
description of the HDW-SdZ prototype ships and their economy. A short outlook to further developments closes the
presentation.

McAlister, Keith . "A case for automation" .

"Ship operators agree that their survival depends upon cutting costs. There is, however, considerably less unanimity
on what are the best means of reaching that goal."

"...two distinct strategies among operators. One follows a high-technology route is based on a balance between an
investment technology and the return on investment in the form of higher efficiency, reduced crew, lower fuiel
consumption and improved maintenance."

Weiler, Daniel J.. "Manning & Human Factors Panel; Summary Report".

Although the zero manned ship concept is technically feasible, the ship designed to operate in the 2000-2020 time
frame will, more likely, be operated and maintained by a smaller crew than that on present day ships. However, along
with a reduction in number comes a requirement for greater consideration of the human factors in terms if design
improvements, the need for highly skilled, highly trained personnel, and the necessity to effect changes in the support
structure including shore logistics, training philosophy, maritime training facilities, collective bargaining agreements,
etc.

Froese, J. Hamburg Polytechnic School for Maritime Studies, Hamburg, West Germany, for Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers. Current Development in Federal Republic of Germany Regarding Crew Reduction and Bridge
Automation.

Abstract: Shipping in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), as in most other highly developed traditional shipping
countries, is in a depressed state.Owners try to improve economy by changing their flag. Measures able to stop this
trend and to allow profitable ship operation under the flag of the FRG are described. As it has been found that it is
mainly crew costs that influence international competitiveness they become a target of cost saving measures. A new
crew concept, the nucleus crew, is explained. Besides this, integration of deck and engine room officers and one-man-
manning on the bridge at night (without additional lookout) are further ideas to reduce personnel costs. The paper
ends with the state of the art of new techniques to improve a vessel's efficiency applied in the FRG
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http://www.uscg.miil/hq/g-m/nmelpubs/msnm/Vol3.htm. Marine safety manual web site. .Marine Safety Manual web
page http://www.uscg.mil/hq/g-m/nmq/pubs/Msm/vol3.htm

Guidance Chart of Key Parameters of Human Elements Against Typical Emergency Situations.. . This deliverable has
been produced in order to increase the general understanding of persons involved in the maritime industry to the
important factors affecting the behaviour of those involved in an emergency situation on board any vessel. The
document contains a matrix with various emergency scenarios each indicating the factors of importance in the
situation.

Contributors: Cetemar, Barcelona, SPAIN; Cetena S.p.A, Genova, ITALY; Danaos Shipping Co. Ltd., Athens,
GREECE; Helintec S.A., Athens, GREECE; ISL., Bremen, Germany; Marconsult, Genova, ITALY; University of
Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK

Hand Book on "Multi-Cultural" Crews In Emergency Situations. . The use of "multi-cultural" and "multi-national"
crews aboard ships is becoming more common and frequent World-wide. The use of these crews can lead to many
unforeseen problems due purely to the different cultural backgrounds. Many of the problems associated with the
operation of a ship with a "multi-cultural" crew are obvious, for example the problems of different languages. Some
problems, however, are subtler, for example different body language or facial expressions, which require closer
inspection to be identified or appreciated. The most affected aspec 't of the ship by the use of these crews is the safety.
In particular, the consequences on the people, ship and environment are of concern when considering an emergency.
Increased stress and workload will exaggerate the problems found with the use of "multicultural" crews, and hence
reduce the safety.
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Norwegian Coast Guard. Knordap class vessel

Missions:

• SAR

* Fisheries inspection (up to 30 inspections a day)

* Law enforcement

* Escort (wartime mission)

3 people interviewed for Norway's Coast Guard:

• CAPT Arind Skram

* CDR Erickson Knordap class project officer

* CDR Nilsen Deck officer/command experience.

General points and comments:

"* Manning not reduced, but mission areas expanded - manning held constant.

"* Norway has always run ships with reduced people.

"• Norwegian CG separate from Norwegian Navy

"* Officers take part in work (line handling, maintenance, etc.)

"* Officers and ratings have delegated authority to take action (for example, initiate CM actions
without chain of command approval)

"* Knordap class has experience operating since mid 1980's

"* Plan figure for ship is 300 days at sea per year

"• Have two boats to deploy to do inspections, SAR, etc.

"• Have found that some mission combinations are not possible with initial crew size, so crew
size was increased by about 5 people.

"* Average age of crew estimated to be about 30 to 35 for officers/PO's, and 18 to 30 for rates.

Watch rotations:

* 4 on / 8 off rotation for watchstanders (normal rotation)

• 6 on / 6 off on, or 4 and 4 occasionally, as conditions/evolutions dictate.

Crew size and characteristics:

0 Two crews per ship

* 3 weeks at sea, then crew is changed. Crew changes takes 36 in-port hours.
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"* Norway finds that 3 weeks at sea, then 3 weeks ashore leads to high crew effectiveness and
reduced fatigue.

"* 50+ including air complement

"* Air complement is 4 people, for operations and maintenance. Air wing attached to Norway
Air Force.

"* Have increased size of crew "a little bit" to meet workload needs for simultaneous operations.

"* Have increased from 17 officers (and P0's) to 22.

"* P0's wield authority similar to officers, and can make and implement significant decisions

Quality of life at sea:

"* Support organization ashore (integrated with Norway's Navy shore infrastructure)

"* One crewman assigned to do laundry and general hab spaces cleaning

"* Two person cabins for ratings

"* Two person cabins for officers. Generally one officer to a cabin

Fatigue:

e No formal measurement methods

e Just 3 weeks at sea avoids much fatigue

Typical crew workday:

0 10 to16 hours aday.

* Some workdays up to 20 hours for special evolutions. (fisheries inspections for example)

0 13 hours per day is a good average estimate (CAPT Skram).

Maintenance:

"* Major maintenance done in port

"* Trend is to have ships crew perform more complex maintenance at sea. This is due to
experience with most maintenance done in port: more maintenance was needed, and since the
ship is at sea so much, more maintenance is needed at sea.

Cost:

"* Average operating cost per year is approximately $20,000 a day, for a two crew vessel (for
everything, crew, fuel, training, weapons, etc.)

"* Cost of automation couldn't be ascertained by the participants. [Paraphrasing] "Too difficult,
the cost data all rolled up in total acquisition costs."
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Automation:

e Automation is currently being upgraded (engineering and electrical departments)

e Purdy report discusses automation applications more specifically, and we were referred to the
Purdy report.

Training:

* Rates trained mostly by civilian schools.

0 Some special ship specific training provided for rates.

e Lots of OJT for rates and officers.
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Canadian Coast Guard. Several ship classes
"* Type 600 Large Cutter (20 crew) 3,700 tons displacement

"* Type 500 Medium Cutter (approx 18 crew) 3,300 tons displacement

"* Type 400 Small Cuter (5 crew) 97 tons displacement

Missions:

"* SAR
"* Fisheries inspection

"* Law enforcement

General points and comments:

"* Phil Murdock was technical POC

"* Union crew at ratings. Officers are Union too.

* For law enforcement, carry a Canadian law enforcement authority to make arrests, etc.

"* Most maintenance done by shore support

"* Vessels classified under the Canada Shipping Act

"* Rates assigned permanently to a ship

"* Officers employed in a labor pool, rotate from ship to ship. Normal assignment is 2 to 4 years.

"* Ships don't sail short of complement.

"* Ships minimally manned, can't handle numerous missions simultaneously

"* Ergonomic/design for operability (centralized control stations for many functions

"* Deployments vary from days on cutters to weeks on icebreakers

Watch rotations:

"* View u nmanned engine spaces as unsatisfactory. Minimum of 2 people in engineering spaces
at all times.

"* Generally a three watch system is followed.

Crew size:

"* One crew per ship

"* Occasionally carry officer cadets

"* New type 1000 Icebreaker (Crew size of about 18) - a 50% reduction from previous design.

"* Type 600 Large Cutter (20 crew)

"* Type 500 Medium Cutter (approx 18 crew)

"* Type 400 Small Cuter (5 crew)
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Quality of life at sea:

* Per union agreements and collective bargaining.

e All laundry is done ashore by a contractor

* Daily cabin service to officers

* Cafeteria style messing (3 personnel, chief cook, assistant cook, steward)

* Crew/officers share dining area

Fatigue:

"* Not formally measured.

"* Rely on Union Reps to make a case for fatigue.

"* Rely on self reporting and CO/XO observations

Typical crew workday:

o 12 hours

Maintenance:

"* Use a standard PMS system.

"* There is an amount of condition based maintenance

"* Use a lot of in ship redundancy to avoid at sea maintenance

"* Have an advance alarm and monitoring system.

"* Rarely carry a maintenance rider.

"* Use advanced coatings on the hull

Cost:

o Data provided for total crew costs as expressed in spreadsheets (billet lists and cost
categories).

Automation:

"* Bridge autopilot

"* Automated charting (maintain a paper record)

"* Automatic monitoring of systems

"* Local telephone exchange
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"* Hand held UHF radios for internal communications

"* Automated radar systems (plots, CPA computation)

"• Advanced engineering monitoring systems

"* Networks aboard some ships

"* E-mail/WAN access (Sat-A and M-SAT)

"* NIRANDA as a davit mechanism to deploy boats (3 people to operate) (Type 600)

"* Self tensioning winches

"* Automated weather communications system

"* Stem launch ramp for Zodiacs - two people to deploy and recover (Type 400)

Training:

"* Rates trained mostly by civilian schools.

"* Officers trained completely by the CCG.
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Swedish Coast Guard. KBV 181 Class High endurance cutter. 830 tons displacement

Missions:

9 SAR

e Boarder patrol

* Environmental protection

o Law enforcement, anti terrorism missions carry extra crewmember.

Three people interviewed for Sweden's Coast Guard:

"* CAPT Dan Thorell

"* Commodore Stephan Kvarnstrom, Chief of operations

"* Bjorne Fago, a ships engineer

General points and comments:

9 Four Swedish CG regions. Mission planning is done ashore in one of the regions.

o Personnel represent the highest cost to the Swedish CG.

0 Ship built in Finland. Similar Finnish ship has a crew of 18 (the Fins have some military
missions that the 181 does not have)

* Swedish CG has "always had reduced number of crew" due to cost effectiveness.

9 Boat manning boarding party of 3

o Time at sea about 7 days

0 Ship at sea 24 out of 28 days

0 No helicopter system

* Ship at sea 80% of the time.

* Dry dock overhaul every 5 years

o Damage control are all-hands evolutions

* CG is a Civilian organization, under the Swedish Ministry of Defense

e Period of assignment to a ship: no officers assigned permanently to a specific ship type.

0 New class of Swedish cutter will have crew of 9 with a two watch system. Mission
requirements will be the same. Watch system will be 3 hours on, and 3 hours off. Ship will
be at sea for 5 day deployments.

Watch rotations:

"* Two crews per ship

"* Periods at sea: about 7 days, followed by one week at home.

"* Three watch system. 3 hours on watch -- 3 hours on standby for boat or special operations -

3 hours off.
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"* On watch: 1 Mate, 1 engineer, 1 deck officer each watch

"* Engine room unmanned. Engineer stands watch on bridge.

"* Master does not stand watch

"* Three hours on watch, then three hours standby, three hours free (verified in tapes)

"* Maintenance riders on occasion, for corrective maintenance.

Crew size:

*Eleven - all officers (except the cook - steward)

- One master

- Three mates

- Three engineering officers (one is chief engineer)

- Three deck officer

- One cook steward

Quality of life at sea:

"* Single cabins for all crew

"* Food service in larger vessels. Small vessels, crew cooks own food

"* Crew takes care of personnel laundry

"* Sauna, gym provided

"* Recreation area (VCR, etc.) provided

Fatigue:

* No formal mechanisms for measuring fatigue.

9 Problems of fatigue not encountered.

Typical crew workday:

e Typical work month: 10 days at work, 18 days off

* 14 hour work day, -10 hours rest

0 Messing, training etc. included as part of 14 hour workday.

Maintenance:

"* Major maintenance performed ashore, by contractor personnel.

"* Routine and corrective maintenance performed by standby engineer

"* Major maintenance activities are planned ashore.
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Cost:

* Not much cost data available, costs nested in total ship design and construction costs.

* It was estimated that high automation to reduce crewing levels would increase the acquisition
cost of a ship by approximately 20% over a traditional approach

* Swedish have to add 36% to mariners pay for social programs and tax (including their coast
guard)

0 $65k per mariner per year (average, salary and 36% payroll tax, no other overhead items
included in that figure)

Automation:

"* Engineering systems monitoring from bridge. Chief engineer on bridge. Standby engineer
performs maintenance.

"* Engineering data are automatically recorded (AMOS system, by SpecTech). System also
schedules and triggers maintenance, including print-out of maintenance actions to be
performed.

"* Remote control and monitoring systems. Can stop and start engineering systems from bridge.

"* Fuel system, gears, major equipment controlled from the bridge.

"* Advanced alarms system provided.

"* Automated record keeping

"* Automated position plotting (charting) systems/GPS.

"* Mostly commercial equipment used as part of automation.

"* Mobile telephones/wireless internal communications.

"* Video cameras strategically positioned around ship for viewing in bridge

"* Automated fire fighting system in specific areas (in furture ship, not on the 181)

Training:

"* Officers have 2.5 years training (general), then can go to sea as an officer.

"* Merchant Navy experience can count towards the 2.5 years training.

"* Special training for: special mission areas (divers, damage control, etc.), engineering, and
Masters school

"* Each crewmember has ship specific training (e.g., training by class).

"* Cost of training borne by the Swedish Coast Guard.

"* Crew certification under Swedish rules. These are very close to the IMO rules.
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French Navy. French Navy Surveillance Frigates (Type A 69 Class).

Missions:

"* The first programs to benefit from this development, as early as the late 1980's, were the
class of frigates designed to replace the former escort frigates (AE) for overseas missions.

"* Area surveillance

"* Escort

"* Anti-ship, anti-air, anti-submarine warefare

People interviewed. Zero people interviewed for French Coast Guard. Information was collected via
telephone calls and written correspondence. Due to work schedules of the representative of the
French Navy (FN), interview forms were provided and FN representative generated a response and
submitted that to the FN liaison office in Washington DC. The documents were then translated at the
French Embassy and provided to the USCG.

General points and comments:

" Surveillance frigates are ships designed to operate overseas, far away from their home port, to
carry out missions of presence, sovereignty (control of exclusive economic zones, navigation
policing, fishing surveillance) in zones of limited risks.

"* Non air-capable

"* The current financial constraints, the professionalization and the new developments in
material and equipment in terms of automation and reliability led the French Navy to look for
major crew reductions aboard ships.

"* They have replaced the former escort frigates (AE) of the (Commandant Riviere) class.

"* They are equipped with rustic but durable equipment and boast a wide autonomy.

"* They were built by the civilian shipbuilding company (Chantiers de I'Atlantique) in Saint
Nazaire according to civilian specifications.

"* Given that the French Armed Forces are going to be completely professionalized, there will
only be enlisted (volunteer) personnel on board, the draftees being replaced by the same
number of enlisted personnel.

"* These frigates am equipped with MM 3 8 missiles, a 100 mm gun and a Panther helicopter.

"* They are propelled by 4 Semt-Pielstick diesels, which allows a maximum speed of 20 knots.
They can be refueled at sea with full or partial shipload.

"* Contrary to other navies, the composition of the crew aboard a FN ship is not modified
according to the mission of the ship, whether she be at sea or at the pier undergoing
maintenance.
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*Generally, French Navy crews are smaller than other navies' crews, given the same tonnage.

*Crew reductions are unavoidable given the current and future financial constraints. It is linked
to the concept of global ownership cost throughout the life of the ship, which automatically
takes into account the human cost through operating expenses.

*Several studies on crew reductions have been conducted in the past; however, these studies
have not been implemented, probably because the implementation costs had not, until then,
been considered a sufficiently important issue within the French Navy, as opposed to the
commercial fleet, but also because automated systems were considered at first less dependable
than personnel. The proposals drawn from these previous studies were met rapidly with
resistance due to customs, mentalities and a whole culture, while the absence of major
constraints did not call for a change.

* For the future surface ships, the French Navy is currently considering further reductions, since
the number of 180 has been decided for the tripartite anti-aircraft (Horizon) frigate with a
displacement of about 6500 tons, as well as for the NTCD which should be approximately 1/3
larger than the SIROCO (220 men).

0 Studies led the FN to set up structures designed to take into account the human factor in the
armament programs, with specialists who work in close collaboration with teams responsible
for developing programs as well as with industrialists.

9 Beyond the man-machine relations associated with technical considerations, we are
studying the unavoidable implications which will result from these on board reductions in
terms of:

- change of trades: emergence of new specialties (information, prevention, etc); greater
polyvalence of personnel, made easier by the user friendly monitoring and control
stations (standardized consoles, etc); new developments in maintenance.

- internal organization, due in particular to the evolution of the decision-making
process (network systems, decentralization, delegation, veto....)

-individual and collective behaviors, particularly in situation of great constraint, but
also associated with the evolution of society : the ships that we are developing will be
staffed with young people of our children's generation, with all the differences that
this implies;

-Man's status in a more integrated and automated technical environment.

* These necessary and, for the most part unavoidable evolutions are therefore likely to
result in major technical and cultural developments within the Navy. However, the fleet
will always be made up of ships of very diverse generations, aboard which the same
sailors will serve. In order not to create too many differences or even discontinuity among
these crews who constitute the bulk of our wealth, it is likely that the introduction of
these new measures will take place progressively, in keeping with the building of new
ships.

In conclusion, we are confronted again with a type of challenge which was already the
challenge of ((Modem Times)) -- our progress, whatever it may be, will be positive only if we
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are capable of keeping Man's true place which is to have machines at his disposal rather than
the opposite.

Crew size:

"* The surveillance frigates (FS), developed and built by the St Nazaire civilian shipyards,
averaging some 3000 ton, had a crew limited to 95, while the [previous] escort frigates with a
displacement of 2200 tons had more than 160 personnel aboard.

"* The frigate of the La Fayette class (FLF), weighing 3500 tons, built according to military
standards, has a complement of 140.

"* The crew of the surveillance frigate is composed of 97 men, including: - 10 officers, 10 chief
petty officers, 19 petty officers, and 39 sailors for the floating platform - 2 officers, I chief
petty officer, 6 petty officers for the aviation unit.

"* These ships can also transport an additional 25 men commando unit.

Watch rotations (Watch stations provided in response to the interview forms):

"* Combat role

Wheelhouse - 6 crew members

After steering - I crew Member

Upper bridge - 4 crew members

Combat information Center - 10 crew members

Communications center - 2 crew members

Back-up radio room - 1 crew member

100 mm artillery - 1 crew member

MM 3 8 shelter - 1 crew member

Engine room - 8 crew members

Damage control team

Forward area - 16 crew members

Aft area - 16 crew members (including 4 stretcher bearers trained in the aviation
unit and used outside aviation activity)

Aviation: 7 crew members

(Note: The differential as opposed to the full manning is made up of personnel without
any specific designated battle stations, and the personnel of the aviation unit.)

"* Surveillance and navigation.

Wheelhouse: 4 persons (officer of the deck, steersman and engine order telegraph,
signalman, watchman and visual target acquisition system (on order, a petty officer
rejoins the upper bridge as head of visual defense and the watchman then mans the
visual target acquisition system).
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Combat information center 4 crew members (watch officer, surface warfare officer,
electronic warfare radio operator/plotting table, air controller)

Communications room - 1 crew member

Engine room - 4 crew members (engineering officer of the watch, deputy auxiliary
machinery officer, deputy power supply officer, damage control officer)

*Sea and -anchor detail

Wheelhouse - I11 crew members

Steering - 1 crew member

Combat Information Center -6 crew members

Upper bridge - 3 crew members

Communications center - 3 crew members

Engine room - 5 crew members

Technical intervention (engineering) - 4 crew members

Fore deck - 10 crew members

Middle deck - 11I crew members

After deck - 9 crew members

(The other positions have not been detailed since they are not significant or do not require a
specific organization)

Quality of life at sea:

*No Data provided

Fatigue:

* No-Data provided

Typical crew workday:

* No Data provided

Maintenance:

*The crew reductions which have been achieved aboard the surveillance frigates, were carried
out with the objective of maintenance reduction by the crew, because it was, at the time, the
determining factor that had been identified. BUT this concept could only work with the
creation ashore of a support team which worked on board, besides the crew, when the ship
was due for maintenance without the assistance of heavy industrial resources (as in the case of
overhauls). One must also add that contrary to other navies, the French Navy's crews do
almost all the ships maintenance as well as the basic maintenance of most of the equipment
installed on board.
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Cost:

*No Data provided

Automation:

"* In the frigates, the size of the crew was determined to operate the ship, knowing that
automation would allow to reduce substantially the number of personnel on watch.

"* The current analyses have changed the development of automation and of back-up systems, as
well as their greater reliability, permit a substantial crew reduction in the area of ship control.
One has only to look at the size of the merchant marine crews to be convinced. The current
contentious problem lies in the organization of damage control in the battle station: to be able
to respond to combat damage lot of personnel is needed, even though war fighting is planned
for a single missile impact.

"* The current considerations which will be gathered in the project of the ship of the future,
center on [these for the upcoming FN ship design]:

- the development of internal and external communications networks;

- the automation of the ship's navigation systems: propulsion, energies, fluids, water
management, ventilation, stability, maneuver, etc.

- internal tele-surveillance devices (security and safety), with possible remote
monitoring of the ship from the shore.

- the integrated decks with the same functions as aboard commercial ships, to which
visual defense and damage control capabilities should be added;

- combat security organization (very costly in personnel): use of tele-surveillance,
information networks, automations, remote control of intervention, monitoring and
operational capabilities maintenance devices following a breakdown;

- the organization and general ergonomics of operational centers;

- the enhancement of protective material and coverings (paints,) to limit surface
maintenance, which requires a lot of personnel;

- the enhancement of material and equipment reliability;

- the improvement of maintainability on board, which can be attained through
preliminary studies on conditions for intervention on shipboard material;

- remote maintenance devices

"* personnel instruction and training.

Training:

*The crew is a regular crew, with no additional training required to be assigned on board.
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Japanese Coast Guard. OJIKA Class (38 crew, 1,883 tons displacement) and SOYA Class (46
crew and 3,200 tons displacement)

Missions:

* Coastal patrol

0 SAR

People interviewed. Zero People interviewed for Japans Coast Guard. Information was collected via
telephone calls and via written correspondence (e-mail and fax). Interview forms were provided and
representatives of Japans Coast Guard generated a response and submitted that to the USCG.

General points and conmments:

"* We require that main-propulsion system should have at least two shafts.

"* We design for durability depending an how important such the system is an using

redundant systems. That' s how we secure reliance against system-down time.
"* Our ships are different from warships. We do not assume ships damage caused by

weapons against ships. Thus stability, subdivision leaking, fire fighting and life saving
with our ships basically apply standards and regulation of cargo ships defined by SOLAS

"* Additionally, regarding rescue operation , We assume we will operate our ships In stormy
weather that ordinary ships try to avoid. NMSA has its own stability criteria (for dynamic
stability, static stability, and maximum angles are defined) while a two-compartment
standards applies for subdivisions.

Watch rotations:

0 3 watch rotation: each watchstander stands two 4 hours watches per day

* 4 watch rotation: each watchstander stands two 3 hours watches per day plus 2 hours per day
for other duties

Crew size:

"* SOYA: 38 (CO, XO, 13 deck, 10 engineering, 4 radio, 6 administration, 11 aviation)

"* OJIKA: 46 (38 (CO, XO, 16 deck, 12 engineering, 4 radio, 4 administration)

Quality of life at sea:

sUNK
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Fatigue:
a UNK

Typical crew workday:

*8 hours per day

Maintenance:
"* JMSA's maintenance for our ship is Intentionally conducted by establishing [ashore]

organization to handle maintenance for HQ and individual RMSHQs office.
"* We do not have our own maintenance facility facility. We have contractors take care of

cases in which only experts conduct maintenance in terms of facility and technical
aspects.

"* There are two types of maintenance; SPECIAL MAINTENANCE that Is consigned to
contractors and includes inspections required by law, and REGULAR MAINTENANCE
that Is conducted by crew members. To conduct both types of maintenance, we stop
sailing and conduct intensive maintenance for the ships.

"* Speaking of installed machinery and tools, we positively promote using less-maintained
ones. Also we try to secure enough safety space in the placement of machinery and tools.
As for and tools for business, we supply wide-used component parts used by ordinary
commercial vessels as much as possible so that we reduce initial cost and improve the
ease of part supply.

Cost:

*UNK

Automation:

sUNK

Training:

sUNK
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Royal Netherlands Navy. KAREL DOORMAN Class Frigate. The ship is 401 feet long and has
twice as many weapons as a 378' cutter. Displacement 3,320 tons (full load).

Ship visited in Norfolk, Virginia on 5 March. Main POC for the visit was CDR Frederick S. Vleer.

Missions:

* Main missions - defense:
- Escort duties

- ASW (active and passive sonar)

- Harpoon antiship missiles

- Air defense (Oto Melara 120 rpm and vertical launch Seasparrow)

* Main missions - coastal patrol:
- Fisheries inspections

- SAR

- Drug interdiction

General points and comments:

"* Four departments

- Main engineering

- Support

- Supply/logistics

- Operations

"* Ship put to sea 120 days a year. Deployments are six months.

"* Ships have intermittent seven week stand-down periods where maintenance is performed,
crew is trained on shore, crew goes on vacation.

0 In stand-down, four ships are moored together, all four are monitored (equipment,
security, fire, etc.) from one of the four ships. The surveillance equipment of all four
routed to the technical center of the manned ship. The other three ships are unmanned
during this period.

"* One mechanism to reduce crew is by "Delegation of authority down the line." CO/XO to
maintain situation awareness, delegate authority down the line. Once a task is delegated,
it is assumed to be performed unless the CO/XO hear otherwise.

"* Female serve as crew also, but only if as much as 15% of the crew are female, otherwise,
an all male crew sails.

"* The CO is expected to accomplish the mission with up to a ten- percent shortfall.
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"* Ship sized/designed for male/female crew. Dutch have a 20 year history of using females
as crew.

"* All volunteer crew

"* The crew is unionized.

"* Ergonomics and human factors were a major aspect of workload reduction by design of
spaces and interfaces.

"* UnRep capable - bunkering and vert-rep.

"* Damage control philosophy is to fight while hurt.
- Fixed fire patrol uses

- Separate FF party, DC party, and Weps repair when in Condition I readiness

"* In battle conditions, CO/XO establish war fighting and survivability priorities for the
Damage Control Officer, who then allocates ships resources to meet command needs.
DC officer has authority to make all resource allocation decisions in the event of battle
damage. CO/XO conduct war fighting, based on prioritization of mission requirements,
threats, and ship capability.

"* Limited crew size can saturate crew requirements to meet mission requirements and
threats simultaneously.

Watch rotations:

"* Watch rotations vary, but generally:
- Day workers work 8 to 5.

- Operations Watchstanding is a two watch system. Watch hours modified to provide
for massed sleep.

- Typical operations watch rotation is 7 hour on, 5 off, 5 on, and 7 hours off. This
rotation schedule followed to allow for a 7 hour period for sleep.

- Bridge watch is a three watch system: 4 hours on, 8 hours off.

" The bridge watch consists of an OD, a JOD, a signalman (at aconsole), a dedicated
lookout, and a helmsman

" The Tech Center controls the engine room and is manned by four people

Crew size and characteristics:

* Crew size: 170 including flight crew. 155 without flight crew. In-port watch requires
crew of 26.

• One crew per ship

* Bridge manning: 5 to 7 personnel (generally five):

- OOW (command control and navigation duties)
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-An optional officer for special evolutions or training

-Signalman

-Optional extra signal man

-Helmsman (also acts as a lookout)

-Lookout

*Operations room manning (C41 stuff):

- Six people on watch at night

- 20 persons during daytime

- 40 persons in Condition I

- at night, only one weapons officer on duty during Condition III

"* Technical Center (engineering monitoring stations):

- 4 persons generally

- 8 persons during tactical evolutions

"* Ship will sail with as few as 90% of Manning Allowance.

Quality of life at sea:

* When deployed off Dutch waters, the ships are generally at-sea Monday through Friday,
and in-port for the weekends.

e Berthing:

- Eight enlisted to a berthing compartment. Compartments are small and cramped (by
my experience) but well fturnished and nicely done.

- Four PO's to a berthing compartment - all share one shower.

- CPO's get a private stateroom

- Officers share two to a room

- CO gets his own stateroom

0 There are 4 bars aboard. Full bars, (beer and whiskeys). No alcohol before 1700 or after
2400 when at sea, three drink maximum per day, no cover charge, no minimum.

0 Stewards are cooks and serve three meals a day.

Fatigue:

"* Captain reported no problems with level of workload on these ships.

"* No formal mechanisms exist to monitor accrual of crew fatigue. It's up to self reports on
the part of the crew, or the chiefs/officers in departments to diagnose fatigue.

Typical crew workday/work week:

*Nominal work week is 38 hours for day workers. Day workers, while at sea, generally
work 50 - 55 hours per week (captains estimate).
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"* Day workers receive overtime pay or compensatory time for hours worked over 3 8 per
week.

"* Watchstanders work hours are 38 hours per week in port, and up to 70 hours per week at
sea.

Maintenance:

"* Major maintenance done in dockyards by contractors. Major includes engine overhauls
(major and intermediate).

"* Engine room unmanned as a matter of routine (24 hours a day, except when maintenance
is being performed or a roving watch is in the space).

"* There is a "low-level" maintenance requirement designated to the crew.

"* Major ship overhaul every 4 to 6 years.

"* Engineering and auxiliaries maintenance employ both reliability and condition based
maintenance philosophies.

Cost:

a No cost data were available.

Automation:

* Automation on Bridge (there is very little):
- Universal communications handsets (UHF, VHF, Sound Powered all integrated)
- Autopilot

- LORAN/GPS

* Video Camera's throughout ship to monitor spaces (on other ships of this class, being
fitted into the VAN NES real soon now).

0 Operations room automation:
- LAN

- Lots of data filtering
- Human interfaces are computer monitors on a client-server network (sonar waterfall

display is an exception)
- Two rows of computers. First row, enlisted to ID, track, and interrogate targets.

Second row, weapons officers who make engagement decisions based on information
passed to their tactical displays from automated filtering mechanisms and from the
enlisted battery)
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Engineering control/Technical center automation:

- Extensive sensor network on engineering/auxilliaries hardware

- Extensive remote control of vital equipment equipment (valves, fans, motors,
electrical supply, etc.).

- Summary information displays provided for main/vital systems

- Advanced alarm systems, alarms are prioritized according to criticality.

- A closed circuit TV system will be a retrofit. The CO does not want engine room
alarms on the bridge because he wants the OD looking out for the safety of the ship.

Training:

"* Crew doesn't cross over departments. "Advanced ships require ... in-depth knowledge"
so crossover is avoided to limit training requirements.

"* Officers rotate after a 2 to 3 years period

"* Main at sea training cycles:
- NBC

- Firefighting skills

- Damage control
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Commercial Maritime ventures (Several Interviews)

US. Merchant Marine Academies - Lancer Class Chips - Steam ships (SeaLand)

SeaLand - Mike Bohlman

Larsen Lines (SeaLand Costa Rica) - Diesel Container ship

Missions:

"* Cargo carrying

"* Containerized cargo

People interviewed:

"* US Merchant Marine Academy - Mike Rodriguez (2nd officer aboard Lancer Class)

"* US - SEALAND - Vince Fitzgerald and Mike Bohlman

General points and comments:

"* Sustained operations

"* Tours at sea approximately 4 months for deck, 3 months for engineers

"* Ratings tours about 8 months

"* Union hall crewing for rates (except Bosun was permanent, and master and CHENG are semi-
permanent)

"* Workspaces designed and arranged to reduce work (ergonomic applications)

"* SeaLand Liners underway about 90% of the time. Operational 365 days per year

"* Rotation: 4 months at sea, 2 months ashore

"* Unattended machinery spaces (engineering as a day watch only)

"* Use engineering and deck personnel crossover. QMEDs can serve deck functions, for
example.

"* Small boar operations unusual.

"• Much of logistics administrative support and parts ordering is automated.

"* Perishables and payroll reports automated

* Procedures and documents moved to electronic form, given shore support to keep documents
up-to-date.

* Use of automation is often not used since much manning is dictated by union agreements
(minimum work hours for mariners)
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Watch rotations:

* Lancer Class
- 3 watch system. 4 hours on, 8 hours off (sea watches)

- 8 hours on, 16 hours off (port watches)

- shore facility (union hall) came aboard in port to stand night watches

- four people on deck watch at any time: 2 Abs, 1 OS, mate of the watch

- three people engineering watch: engineer, wiper, oiler

- one man bridge watch under optimum conditions (daylight, good weather,etc.)

- Larsen Lines (SeaLand Costa Rica)
- Unmanned engineering rooms
- One man bridge watch (day and night)

- Two man bridge watch (day)

- Two watch system, six hours on, six hours off.

- Engineering personnel are day workers

Crew size:

"* Union hall crewing for all but Larsen

"* Top officers generally do not rotate. Rates and 2 nd/ 3 rd mates rotate.

"* Lancer Class
- Lancer Class Chips: Crew reduced from 40 to 21
- Master, chief mate, 2 2 nd mates, 3 3rd makes.

- Personnel reductions achieved by reducing watch standards and general procedural and
operating philosophy changes.

"* Larsen Lines (SeaLand Costa Rica) - total of 11
- Master, 1', 2 d mates (3 deck officers)

- CHENG, 1st engineer (2 engineering officers)

- QMEDs

- Abs (2)

- Refer Mechanic

- Cook

- Steward/messman

Quality life at sea:

* No special provisions.
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"* Officers get own stateroom

"• Rates share, two to a stateroom

"* Full gaily services (cafeteria style)

"* Family (spouses, children, etc.) can go to sea with crew

"• State rooms cleaned by steward.

Fatigue:

"* Only per STCW regulations (sleep, etc).

"• No formal mechanisms for crew fatigue assessment.

"* Overtime hours logged. This can be used to compare work hours to STCW requirements

Typical crew workday:

"* Per STCW: max 12 hours per day, 10 hours provided for sleep (Mike Rodriquez)

"* SeaLand, 8 hour workday, and up to 80 hours overtime allowed per month, or about 76 hours
per week. This is per union agreement for length of workweek and paid overtime hours.

Maintenance:

"* Larsen Lines (SeaLand Costa Rica)

- Major maintenance performed by ships crew during port calls

- Reliability based maintenance schedules

- Aspects of Condition based maintenance followed (vital systems are heavily machine
sensed and monitored)

"* Major maintenance done ashore (liners replaces, heads replaced, aux generators rebuilt, etc).
Maintenance is deferred until a port call is made, if possible

"* Maintenance is scheduled by reliability factors.

"* Limited use of automated equipment monitoring for condition based maintenance.

"* Engineering maintenance manning for SeaLand: 3 officers, 4 rates.

"* Riding crews used to perform some maintenance.

Cost:

* No cost data available.
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Automation:

"* Larsen Lines (SeaLand Costa Rica)

- advanced sensing and alarming throughout ship

- navigation: GPS, electronic charting,

- communications, internal radio telephones

- administrative, shore supported planning, automated ship-to-shore reporting,

- control, most functions can be controlled from any workstation.

- distributed computing, all vital functions can be controlled from the bridge, including
main engine lite-off (diesels) and engine control. Most functions can be performed from
any computer workstation location (ballast control, fuel transfer, engineering control,
auxiliaries control)

- constant tension winches

"* Other SeaLand:
- No unique damage control automation

- Given reduced manning, can form two hose teams, but DC is an all hands evolution.
- Shore facilities provided as technical information centers.

- Electronic charting Not used due to Union agreements.

- NOAA reporting is automated.

Training:

"* Maritime academy training

"* Union schools

"* Maritime schools

"* No ship specific training (just certifications and licenses)

"• On board drills frequent (fire, SAR, terrorist attack)

"* Simulation training in Maritime schools
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British Royal Navy. Type 23 (DUKE Class). 4,200 tons displacement full load.

Missions:

"* ASW

* ASUW

"* AAW

"* Emergency evacuation

"* Law enforcement (boarding parties in the gulf)

People interviewed:

* Mr. Patrick Carnie, RN marine engineer and HSI professional.

General points and comments:

e First RN attempt at reduced cost, and reduced manning (15 year history, first completed in
1989).

* Use human factors as first principles: top-down functions analysis.

e Type 23 carries a helicopter

* On one ship the RN carries a 5' watch, an extra 25% of crew (that stay ashore 25% of the
time)

* 30 to 40% general ship manning reduction in the RN since the 60's

* Type 23 report was discussed, and was stated to be released directly to the USCG.

Watch rotations:

* Four hours on, 12 hours off (but there was some uncertainty)

Crew size and characteristics:

e Initial complement about 157. Over the years, complement has grown to 181. Growth was
due to excessive workload.

0 Compare to Type 22 FFG (4,800 tons displacement full load), which has a complement of

273, or a Type 42 DDG (4,100 tons displacement full load) with a manning of 253.

* 13 officers, 168 enlisted

• One crew per vessel

* Females serve as crew. Ships designed to 3% to 97% male anthropometry.
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Quality life at sea:

"* Due to recent increase in crew size, the ship is at its limits for personnel accommodation.

"* Fitness and recreational spaces provided

Fatigue:

*No formal mechanisms to assess crew fatigue.

Typical crew workday:

*UNK, but increase in manning level indicates that workday was long, and workload high, so
crew had to be added.

Maintenance:

*There is a lot work on the type 23 in "ship husbandry" (cleaning, chipping, painting, etc.)

Cost:

*Some cost data sent via postal mail. Cost data represented cost of personnel (pay, and primary
and secondary overhead)

Automation:

"* Damage control and fire-fighting

"* Remote cameras used throughout ship

"* Automated monitoring, using motion detection technologies as part of video systems

"* Some logging and monitoring system, but still it's mainly done manually.

Training:

oUNK
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Danish Coast Guard. Thetis Class Frigate. Displacement 3,500 full load.

Missions:

"* Fisheries inspection and law enforcement

" ASW

"* Mine laying

"* Coastal defense

"* Ice breaking

People interviewed:

"* CDR Hendrick K. Kudsk (telephone interview)

"* CAPT Eric Rode (in person interview)

General points and comments:

* Built to military standards only where needed

* CHENG has important deck duties for special evolutions, andis on the bridge during berthing,
damage control situations, and close maneuvering operations.

* Use of COTS where possible

9 Weapons and electronics of high quality to reduce maintenance

9 Use flexible, containerized materials for replenishment of stores

* High degree of automation

9 Everyone is engaged in most operational tasks

* High degree of delegation of authority

* In multi-task situations, tasks have to be performed serially, rather than in parallel.

0 Quality accommodation standards required to recruit and keep personnel

* Sleep and night and work during the day philosophy.

* Bridge and operations room collocated.

* Fisheries and SAR (peacetime operations) require frequent small boat operations.

0 Small Boat operations very similar to USCG, 3 to 4 people on the boat, and four (if a safety
observer is present, otherwise three people on the ship) on the ship to handle the davits,
winches, and painters (the Danes use for and aft line handlers)
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0 Ship uses a STANDARD FLEX system, allowing reconfiguration of the ship to meet specific
missions. Replaceable modules take 2 to 4 hours to change.

e No automation or procedures implemented to reduce work associated with helicopter
operations. The Danish RN doesn't use haul down equipment, rather, negative pitch is placed
on the rotors to hold the aircraft to the deck. At that time, deck crew attach tie downs to the
helicopter and deck.

*Flex damage control organization:

- Control is commanded by second engineering officer

- CHENG is on the bridge

- Two junior officers and a senior chief lead the DC parties

- Two damage control parties can be formed

- Four to six persons in each DC party, supplemented by other ship crew

Watch rotations:

"* Engineering watch rotation is 4 hours on and 8 hours off.

"* There are three engineering watch stations, the other personnel are day workers.

"* Operations room unmanned during normal operations

-Crew size and characteristics:

0 Two crews per vessel that rotate every two to three months.

* Crew that is off ship have one month leave followed by one month training.

* 60, 12 officers and 48 enlisted (64 with the helicopter 'attachment)

0 12 spare berths provided for rider crews

* Previous class (NIELS JUEL) has a crew of 94 (15 officers) and a displacement of 1,320 tons
full load

e Deployments are nine months

* Most crew work as day workers.

* Mixed gender crews sail these ships

Quality life at sea:

"* A very good accommodation standard. Petty officers up to officers get own stateroom.

"* Double cabins for ratings.

"* All cabins have shower and toilet.

"* Gym, crews lounge provided
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*Medical services provided with a full hospital (small) manned by a surgeon and an assistant
(EMT type). Hospital is provided as part of SAR mission. Hospital has a full operating suite.

Fatigue:

*No formal monitoring tools. CDR Kudsk has not seen an increase in fatigue due to drastically
reducing manning.

Typical crew workday:

* 10 hours (officer and rates), up to 16 hours a day for certain evolutions (fisheries inspections
for example)

0 8 to 12 hours per day is a good average estimate (CDR Kudsk estimate).

Maintenance:

"* Use paint systems that reduce maintenance time.

"* Engineering department consists of 4 officers, 2 cadets, and 10 enlisted.

"* Advanced monitoring systems used.

"* Two watchstanders serve as rovers.

"* Time based preventative maintenance system, with reliability data driving the maintenance
systems

"* Ships crew performs major maintenance actions (such as pulling cylinders on main engine)
since the ship is away from home port 9 months out of the year.

"* Use hand held VHF radios for in ship comms.

Cost:

"* Costs of paints and coatings provided by separate e-mail

"* Costs of LANs provided by separate e-mail

Automation:

"* Use of advanced coatings

"* Advanced communications (telephone and hand held radios)

"* High level of bridge automation, including record keeping, ship space monitoring.

"* Complete engine control is possible from the bridge.

"* LAN is used to control automated systems. Control of technical systems (non-combat
systems) can be exercises from the bridge or engineering, using the LAN.
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"* Advanced sensing and alarm systems employed.

"* Space monitoring for fire detection and damage control.

Training:

"* Extensive cross training. Personnel utilized as a function of time availability and operational
sequence/evolutions. For example, the Danes use cooks as line handlers during docking
operations and in support of air operations (tie-downs, fold rotors back, set safety nets and
stantions, etc.)

"* Basic training in a persons specialty area (engineering, electronics, etc.) is provided at schools.
Ships task training (e.g., boat operations, deck operations in support of air operations, etc.)
used to cross-train personnel.
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US Coast Guard. CGC DEPENDABLE (RELIANCE Class medium endurance cutter). 1,229
tons displacement (full load)

Missions:

"* SAR

"* Law enforcement

"* Defense

People interviewed:

"* LCDR Nagle. XO interviewed aboard during a ship visit in Portsmouth Virginia.

"* Ad Hoc discussion with several crewmembers.

General points and comments:

* 13 crew removed from the ship as part of a trial personnel reduction effort

* Most workload removed via redesign of procedures

e Attempted to go to a paperless operation, but failed as the required automation was not
brought aboard (full time internet access)

e Added computer workstations (three NT servers)

* Objectives were to reduce work and improve quality of life at sea.

9 A report on the effort was on the ship in Draft form, but could not be released to this effort (it
was still under review)

0 Ships meetings were controlled so that meetings did not occur aver 1600.

0 Shore support mechanisms did not evolve/develop to support the effort. Was deemed to not
have been a problem.

Watch rotations:

* Standard rotations for USCG cutters.

0 CCTV allows a five person in port fire watch (night watch), and allows for overall ship
surveillance (cost of system as $54K).

Crew size and characteristics:

* Nominal crew was 75. Reduced to 62 for this study (reduction of 13 crew, or 2 1%). Operated
with reduced crew for about a year.

9 Dependable has sailed with these work reducing approaches with as few as 45 crew, but
workload was too high and fatigue developed in the crew.
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Quality life at sea:

Increased as a result of this effort. Sufficient work was removed to easily allow crew
reduction of 13. It was suggested that even with this crew reduction, an overall reduction of
workload was achieved for the crew remaining.

Fatigue:

* Not formally monitored or measured.

Typical crew workday:

0 10 to l2 hours

Maintenance:

"* Runner carpets added to high traffic deck areas reduces need to clean and replace deck tiles.

"* PMS 2000, a maintenance scheduling system, reduced workload by about 20% (estimated
value). (Called a"first step towards reliability based maintenance).

Cost:

* Cost of the conveyer system was $400.

* 20% Maintenance manpower cost avoidance via PMS 2000

* CCTV costs $54,000

Automation:

"* Wireless ship communications. Practically eliminated use of Sound Powered Phones.
(Wireless comms cited as the "single best workload reducer). Cost of 20 Motorola UHF
radios was $16,000.

"* Fire/smoke/heat sensors in every space, noted as the "Nittran" system. Digital Voice system
(a British system called "Akusta") announces throughout ship (a) that a fire is detected or
suspected, and (b) the compartment where detected.

"* Conveyer system added to support load of stores. Work party size reduced from 16 to 4
people to move stores from topsides to the internals of the ship. Cost of the conveyer system
was $400.

"* SCCS (Ship Command/Control System) added.

"* Electronic charting and navigation system

"* GDOC/73 radar
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* GPSS

e Closed Caption TV (CCTV) through ship (most spaces).

e PMS 2000, a maintenance scheduling system, reduced workload by about 20% (estimated
value). (Called a "first step towards reliability based maintenance").

Training:

*Lots of cross training an utilization of personnel across departments. For example, store
keepers and Yns are use as part of boat details, and stand watch as lookouts on the bridge
or at the bow.
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Number. 3001 APPENDIX G
Proposal Version: P
Altematve Name: Status Quo PACE Report Printouts
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:XPACEXProjects~uscgdee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Total $328,246.064 $255,893,055 $5,507,528 $5,147,222 $4,810,488 $4,495,783 $4,201,667 $3,926,791
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $68,555,552 $5,163,220 $4,825,439 $4,509,756 $4,214,726 $3,938,996 $3,681,305 $3,440,471
Staffing $68,555,552 $5,163,220 $4,825,439 $4,509,756 $4,214,726 $3,938,996 $3,681,305 $3,440,471

Enlisted\E-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959 $57,906
Enlisted\E-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135,360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265 $96,510
Enlisted\E-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 $70,184 $65,592
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $3,049,669 $229,684 $214,658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762 * $153,048
Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted'E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\rE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164,285 $153,537
Enlisted\E-4 - QM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
EnlistedXE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $68,595 $54,762 $51,179
EnhistedXE-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
EnhistedXE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161.156 $150,613
Enlisted\E-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-6 BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedXE-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 350,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlislted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted'E-8 - GM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - QM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\r-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
EnlistedXE-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
OfficerAO-1 - Unknown $2,539,116 $191.232 $178,721 $167,029 $156,102 $145,890 $136,346 $127,426
OfficerAO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164,275
OfficerXO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
OfficerAO-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427
Officer\O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150.549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114,853
OfficerXO-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87.521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87.882 $82,132 $76,759
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53.262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant\Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320
Staffing $9,690,511 $729.835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468.185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179
Officer\Average- General Detail $2,075,141 $156.288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111.431 $104,141

Status Quo
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
$3,669,898 $3,429,812 $3,205,431 $2,995,730 $2,799,748 $2,616,587 $2,445,408 $2,285,428 $2,135,914 $1,996,182 $1.865,590 $1.743.542

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,215,394 $3,005,041 $2,808,450 $2,624,719 $2,453,009 $2,292,531 $2,142,553 $2,002,386 $1,871,389 $1,748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610
$3,215,394 $3,005,041 $2,808,450 $2,624,719 $2,453,009 $2,292,531 $2,142,553 $2,002,386 $1,871,389 $1,748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610

$54,118 $50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25,711
$90,196 $84,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 $45,851 $42,851
$61.301. $57,291 $53,543 $50,040 $46,766 $43,707 $40,847 $38,175 $35,678 $33,344 $31,162 $29,124

$143,036 $133,678 $124,933 $116,760 $109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89,075 $83,248 $77,802 $72,712 $67,955
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724

$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724

$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724

$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 518.245 $17.051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11.362
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18.245 $17.051 $15,936 514.893 $13.919 513.008 $12,157 $11,362
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19.522 $18.245 $17.051 $15,936 $14.893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362

$143,493 $134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68,172
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724

$23,915 $22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15.936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31.872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724

$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 526,017 524,315 522.724
$23,915 $22,351 520,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 513.919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362
556,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13.375
$56,3D4 552,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750
$56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 526,750
$28,152 $26,310 524,589 $22,980 $21,477 520,072 518,759 517,532 $16,385 515,313 514,311 $13,375

$140,760 5131.552 5122,945 5114,902 5107,385 5100,360 $93,794 587,658 581,924 576,564 571.555 $66,874
$28,152 $26,310 524,589 522,980 521,477 520,072 518,759 517,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375
$28,152 526,310 524,589 $22,980 $21.477 520,072 518,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375
528.152 526,310 524,589 522,980 521,477 $20,072 $18,759 517,532 516.385 515,313 514,311 513,375
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22.980 521,477 520,072 518,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 513,375
$28,152 $26,310 524,589 522,980 521,477 520,072 $18,759 517,532 516,385 515,313 514,311 513,375
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 521,477 520,072 518,759 517.532 516,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375
$32,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 $21,328 519,932 518,628 $17,410 516,271 515,206
$32,007 529,913 $27.956 526,127 524,418 522.820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517,410 516,271 515,206
$32,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 517,410 516,271 515,206
$32,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517,410 516,271 515,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
532,007 529,913 527.956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 -$19,932 $18,628 517,410 516,271 515,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 526.127 524.418 522,820 521.328 $19,932 $18,628 517,410 $16,271 $15,206
564,014 559,826 555,912 552,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 539,865 537.257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412
$32,007 529.913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 517,410 516,271 515,206
532,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 $17.410 516,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517.410 $16,271 $15,206
532,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 $24,418 $22.820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517,410 516,271 $15,206
532,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 $19,932 518,628 517.410 516,271 $15,206
532,007 529,913 $27,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521.328 $19,932 $18,628 517.410 516,271 $15,206
$35,665 533,332 $31,151 $29,113 527,209 525,429 $23,765 522,210 520,757 519,399 518,130 516,944
$35,665 $33,332 531,151 529,113 527,209 525,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 527,209 525,429 523,765 522,210 520.757 519,399 $18,130 $16,944
535,665 533,332 531,151 529,113 527,209 525,429 523,765 522,210 520,757 519,399 518,130 $16,944
$35.665 533,332 531,151 529,113 527,209 525,429 523,765 522,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944
539,839 537,233 534,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 521,670 520,252 518,927
539,839 537,233 534,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 $21,670 $20,252 518,927
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 530.393 528,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 521,670 520,252 518,927
539,839 537,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 521,670 520.252 518,927
$39,839 537,233 534,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 $21,670 $20.252 $18,927
539,839 537,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 521,670 520,252 518,927
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 521.807
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 530.585 $28,554 $26,714 $24,966 523,333 $21,807

$119,090 $111,299 5104,018 597,213 590,853 584,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579
$153,528 $143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 578,046 $72,940

$47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 529,375 527,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410
$47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 527,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410
553.670 550,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498

$107,340 5100,317 593,755 587.621 581,889 576,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996
$62,401 $58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 538,860 536,318 533,942 $31.722 529.646
$71,738 $67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 551,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 535,490 533,169 530,999 528,971 $27.075 $25,304 523,549 $22,102 $20,656
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656

$454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 5283,943 $254,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932
$454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932
$357,176 $333,810 $311.972 5291,562 5272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 5181,570 $169,692

597,328 590,961 585,010 579,449 574,251 $69,394 $54,854 $60,611 556,546 552,940 $49,477 $46,240

Status Quo
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,629,479 $1,522,877 $1,423.250 $1,330,140 $1,243,122 $1,161,796 $1,085,791 $1.014,758 $948,372 $886,329 $828,344

$0 $0 $0 $0o$ $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 SO $0 $0 $0

$1,427,673 $1,334,274 $1,246,985 $1,165,407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725,757
$1,427,673 $1,334,274 $1,246,985 $1,165,407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725,757

$24,029 $22,457 $20,988 $19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$40,048 $37,428 $34,980 $32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,764 $20,358
$27,218 $25,438 $23,774 $22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15,841 $14,805 $13,836
$83,510 $59,355 $55,472 $51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$83,712 $59,544 $55,649 $52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$25,000 $23,384 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$62,499 $58,410 $54,589 $51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6.799 $6,354
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,471 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$28,423 $26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992

*$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$52,877 $49,418 $46,185 $43,164 $40,340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$68,168 $63,709 $59,541 $55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$47,660 $44,542 $41,628 $38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$27,707 $25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$31,852 $29,769 $27,821 $26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$201,805 $188,603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$201,805 $188,603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$158,591 $148,215 $138,519 $129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619

$43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

Status Quo
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Damage Control Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:%PACE\Projects~uscgdee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $328,983,733 $256.856,276 $5,454,464 $5,097,629 $4,764,140 $4,452.467 $4,161,184 $3,888,957 $3.634,539
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $67,735,271 $5,101,441 $4,767,702 $4,455,796 $4,164,295 $3,891,865 $3.637.257 $3,399,306 $3,176,921
Staffing $67,735,271 $5,101,441 $4.767.702 $4,455,796 $4,164,295 $3,891,865 $3,637.257 $3,399,306 $3,176,921

EnlistedXE-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 $54,144 $50,602 $47,291 $44,198 $41,306 $38,604 $36,078
EnlistecdtE-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135,360 $126.504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265 $96,510 $90,196
EnlistedlE-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 $70,184 $65,592 $61,301
EnlistedtE-3 - SN $2,614,002 $196,872 $183,993 $171.956 $160,706 $150,193 $140,367 $131,184 $122,602
EnlistedtE-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $87,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedkE-4 - DC $1,019.805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedME-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51,179 $47,831
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistediE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedTE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164,285 $153.537 $143,493
EnlistedE-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
Enlisted\E-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlisteaRE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $82,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlisteRE-4 - Tr $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedkE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedkE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463 $60,245 $56,304
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedE-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197.423 $184.508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613 $140,760
Enlisted\E-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $800,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedkE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedTE-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedkE-6 - FT $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistecRE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495 $64,014
EntistedXE-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,845 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedkE-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedkE-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedAE-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedXE-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40.833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedME-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enfisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedXE-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $2,539,116 $191,232 $178,721 $167,029 $156,102 $145,890 $136,346 $127,426 $119,090
OfficerAO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164,275 $153,528
OfficerAO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005.717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50.472 $47,170
OfficerO-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $50,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670
OfficerO-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114,853 $107,340
OfficerO-5 - Operations $1,330.463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769 $62,401
OfficearO-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132 $76.759 $71,738
Warranl\Averege - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53.262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53.262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505
Staffing $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454.505

EnlistedAverage - General Detail $7,615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179 $357,176
Officer\Average - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104.141 $97,328

ADP & Information Systems - Automated Systems $1,557,951 $1,025,000 $4.673 $4,367 $4,081 $3,814 $3.565 $3,332 $3,114
ADP & Information Systems $1,557,951 $1,025,000 $4,673 $4,367 $4,081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332 $3,114

Advanced Interior Communications System $320,000 $320,000
Annual Maint for automated closures/valves $66,388 $5,000 $4,673 $4,367 $4,081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332 $3,114
Automated DC Closures and Valves $200,000 $200,000
Fire/Smoke Detection and Alarm System $500,000 $500,000
Fire/Smoke System Periodic Renewal/Upgrade $287,538
IC Systems Periodic Replacement/Upgrade $184,024

Nominal Damage Control
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
$3,396,766 $3,174,547 $3,279,502 $2,772,773 $2,591,376 $2,421,847 $2,263,408 '$2,115,335 $1,976,949 $1,847,616 $1.726,743 $1,613,779 $1,667,132 $1,409,537

$0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so S0
$0 $0 s0 $0 $s $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $s $0 $0 $0

$2,969,085 $2,774.846 $2,593,314 $2.423,658 $2,265,101 $2,116,917 $1,978,427 $1,848,997 $1,728,035 $1,614,986 $1,509,332 $1,410,591 $1.318,309 $1,232,065
$2,969.085 $2,774,846 $2,593,314 $2,423,658 $2,265,101 $2,116,917 $1,978,427 $1,848,997 $1,728,035 $1,614,986 $1,509,332 $1,410,591 $1,318,309 $1,232,065

$33,718 $31,512 $29,451 $27.524 $25.723 $24,041 $22,468 $20,998 $19,624 $18,340 $17,141 $16,019 $14,971 $13,992
$84,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 $45,851 $42,851 $40,048 $37,428 $34,980
$57,291 $53,543 $50.040 $46,766 $43,707 $40,847 $38,175 $35,678 $33,344 $31,162 $29.124 $27,218 $25,438 $23,774

$114,581 $107,085 $100,080 $93,532 $87,414 $81,695 $76,350 $71,355 $66,687 $62,325 $58,247 $54,437 $50,875 $47,547
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848. $18,550
$44.702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19.848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68.172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19.522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$52,621 $49,178 $45.961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30.626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,384 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11.682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,3118 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26.563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15.836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,54;' $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20.252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16.532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20.380 $19,047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$111,299 $104,018 $97,213 $90,853 $84,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 656,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185
$143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109.463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27.453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$50,159 $46,877 $43.811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $82,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41,628
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200
$87,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27.821
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324.055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188.603 $176.265
$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265
$333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158.591 $148,215 $138,519
$90.961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $89,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746
$2,910 $2.720 $315.177 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1,479 $1,383 $160.220 $1,208
$2,910 $2,720 $315,177 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1,479 $1,383 $160.220 $1,208

$2,910 $2,720 $2,542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1.479 $1,383 $1,292 $1,208

$190,631 $96,907
$122,004 $62,021

Nominal Damage Control
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,317,324 $1,231,144 $1,150,602 $1,075.329 $1,004,980 $939,234 $877,789 $820,363

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,151,462 $1,076,133 $1,005,732 $939,936 $878,445 $820,977 $767,268 $717,073
$1,151,462 $1,076,133 $1,005,732 $939,936 $878.445 $820.977 $767,268 $717,073

$13,076 $12,221 $11,421 $10,674 $9,976 $9.323 $8,713 $8.143
$32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358

$22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15.841 $14,805 $13,836

$44.437 $41,530 $38,813 $36,274 $33,900 $31.683 $29.610 $27,673
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13.226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796

$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$52.008 $48.606 $45,426 $42.454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$17,336 $16,202 $15.142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$20.407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709

$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354

$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15.569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709

$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709

$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $8,354

$51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771

$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354

$10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21.684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449

$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224

$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050

$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11.291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8.050

$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992

$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12.692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$43,164 $40,340 $37.701 $35.234 $32.929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880

$55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11.392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13.043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 $18.180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114

$38,905 $36.360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$22.617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18.538 $17,326 $16,192

$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588

$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117.453 $109.769 $102.588
$129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86.263 $80,619

$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968
$1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$1.129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703

$1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703

Nominal Damage Control
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Multiple Crews
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:IPACELProjectsuscg dee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $245,809,345 $173,456,336 $5,507,528 $5,147,222 $4,810,488 $4,495,783 $4,201.667 $3,926,791 $3,669,898
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $167,500,000 $167,500,000 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0

Procurement $167,500,000 $167,500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 so so $0
Cutter System $167,500,000 $167,500,000

Personnel -Cutter Crew $68,555,552 $5,163,220 $4,825,439 $4,509,756 $4,214,726 53,938,996 $3,681.305 $53,440,471 $3,215.394
Staffing $68,555,552 $5,163,220 $4,825,439 $4,509,756 $4.214,726 $3,938,996 $3,681,305 $3,440,471 $53,215,394

EnlistecAE-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61.959 $57,906 $54,118
EnlistecRE-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135,360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265 $96,510 $90,196
EnlistedhE-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80.353 $75,096 $70.184 $65.592 $61,301
EnlistedcE-3 - SN $3,049,669 $229,684 5214,658 $200.615 $187,491 $175,225 $163.762 $153,048 $143,036
EnlistedE-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58,595 554,762 $51,179 $47.831
EnlistedAE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistecdE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistecAE-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $531.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25.590 $23,915
EnlistedNE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164,285 $153.537 $143,493
EnlistedAE-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 S51.179 $47,831
EnlistecdE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 5 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedkE-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 551,179 $47,831
EnlistecdE-4 - "T $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedRE-5 - BM $1,200.461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedcE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
EnlistedAE-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedkE-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedRE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152
EnlistedAE-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613 $140.760
EnlisteoAE-S - GM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedAE-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 536,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152
Enlistea•E-5 - YN $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedhE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 534.247 $32,007
EnlistechE-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistecdE-6 - EM $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistecdE-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
EnlisteAE-.6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedcE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedkE-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96.067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73.289 $68.495 $64.014
EnlistedME-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedcE-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 534,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistecdE-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistecdE-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlistec\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted•E-8 - DC $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistecdE-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 - $42,628 $39,839
EnlistecdE-8 - GM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 S52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnligtedAE-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedcE-9 - SM $978.631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
OfficeriO-1 - Unknown $2,539,116 $191.232 $178,721 $167,029 $156,102 $145,890 $136,346 $127,426 $119,090
Officer%O-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175.774 $164,275 $153,528
Officer\0-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
Officer\0-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61.830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47.170
OfficerAO-4 - Engineering $1.144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670
Offlcer\O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122.893 $114,853 5107,340
Officear'O-5 - Operations $1.330.463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71.443 $66,769 $62,401
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132 $76,759 $71,738
WarrantAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $565,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
WarranttAverage - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 556,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505
Staffing $9,690,511 $729,835 $682.089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,615.370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408.931 $382.179 $357,176
Off•car\A.verage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Personnel - Policy/Procedure Study $30,781 $30,781 $0 $0 $0 $s so $0 $0
Staffing $30,781 $30,781 $0 $0 50 $0 SO $0 $0

Offi•cerkO-3 - Unknown $9,468 $9,468
OfficerO-4 - Unknown $5.386 $5,386
Officer\O-6 - Unknown $7,200 $7,200
Warrant'\Average - Unknown $8,727 $8,727

Other Costs - Develop Multi Crew policies $32,500 $32,500 $0 $s $0 s0 so $0 s0
Other Costs $32,500 $32,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0

Policylprocedure for relief/ shore rotationf etc. $32,500 $32, 500

Nominal Multiple Crew
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
$3,429,812 $3,205,431 $2,995,730 $2,799,748 $2.616,587 $2,445,408 $2,285,428 $2,135,914 $1.996,182 $1,865,590 $1,743,542 $1,629,479 $1,522,877 $1,423,250

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,005,041 $2,808,450 $2.624,719 $2,453,009 $2,292,531 $2,142,553 $2,002,386 $1,871,389 $1,748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610 $1,427,673 $1,334,274 $1,246,985

$3.005,041 $2,808,450 $2,624,719 $2.453,009 $2,292,531 $2,142,553 $2.002,386 $1,871,389 $1,748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610 $1,427,673 $1,334,274 $1,246,985

$50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25.711 $24,029 $22,457 $20,988
$84,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 $45,851 $42,851 $40,048 $37.428 $34,980
$57,291 $53,543 $50,040 $46,766 $43,707 $40,847 $38,175 $35,678 $33,344 $31,162 $29.124 $27,218 $25,438 $23,774

$133,678 $124,933 $116,760 $109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89,075 $83,248 $77,802 $72,712 $67,955 $63,510 $59,355 $55,472
$44.702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848" $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11.362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72.944 $68,172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13.375 $12.500 $11,682 $10.918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 -$18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $1Z413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 "$19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14.800 $13.831
$33,332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15.450
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17.689 $16,532 $15.450
$42,897 $40.091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20.380 $19,047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$111,299 $104,018 $97,213 $90,853 $84,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579 $52,877 $49.418 $46,185
$143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68.168 $63,709 $59.541
$44,054 $41,200 $38.505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25.498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47.660 $44,542 $41,628
$58,319 $54,504 $50.938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25.894 $24,200
$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27.821
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302.856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265
$424,771 $396,982 $371.011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265
$333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158,591 $148,215 $138,519

$90.961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37.746
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,330,140 $1,243,122 $1,161,796 $1,085,791 $1,014,758 $948,372 $886,329 $828,344

$0 so $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,165,407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725,757
$1,165,407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725.757

$19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15,841 $14,805 $13,836
$51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,161 $13,226 $12.360 $11,652 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7.571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17.824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12.709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $8,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12.927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$43,164 $40,340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$129,457 $120,988 $113.073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619
$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Number: 3001
Proposal Version: I
Alternative Name: Risk Acceptance
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:WPACEXProjectsauscgdee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $322.144,423 $255,548,232 $5,069,318 $4,737,680 $4,427,738 $4,138,073 $3,867,358 $3,614,354 $3,377,900
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000.000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $62,915,648 $4,738.454 $4,428,462 $4,138,749 $3,867.990 $3,614,944 $3,378.452 $3,157.432 $2,950,871
Staffing $62,915,648 $4,738,454 $4,428,462 $4,138,749 $3,867,990 $3,614,944 $3.378,452 $3,157,432 $2,950,871

EnlistedE-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 $54,144 $50,602 $47,291 $44,198 $41,306 $38,604 $36,078
EnlistediE-2 - SN $1,538,458 $115,868 $108,288 $101,204 $94,583 $88,395 $82,612 $77,208 $72,157
EnlistedE-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $657,319 $53,569 $50,064 $46,789 $43,728 $40,867
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $2,614,002 $196,872 $183,993 $171,956 $160,706 $150,193 $140,367 $131,184 $122,602
EnlistedlE-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $654.762 $651.179 $47,831
EnlistedRE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51,179 $47.831
EnlistedlE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedE-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedAE-4 - MK $2,549,513 $192,015 $179,453 $167,713 $156,741 $146,487 $136.904 $127,948 $119,577
Enlisted\E-4 - OM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedUfi-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlisteRE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $651,179 $47.831
EnlistedcE-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $651,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 -TTT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedTE-5 - BM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedTE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78.969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 656,304
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56.304
EnlistedkE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistecKE-5 - MK $2,400,922 $180,824 $168,994 $157,939 $147,606 $137,950 $128,925 $120,491 $112,608
Enlisted\E-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedAE-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedM-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedE-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedAE-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted•E-6 - BM $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedcE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $320007
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83.909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495 $64,014
EnlistediE-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedcE-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedTE-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enliste•E-7-FT $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedcE-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40.833 $38,161 $35.665
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161 $35,665
Enlisted•E-8 - DC $649,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 $39,839
Enlisteo'E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $652,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - QM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedE-8 - SK $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $652,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49.113 $45,900
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134,041 $125,272 $117,077 $109,417 $102,259 $95,569 $69,317
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175.774 $164,275 $153,528
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54.005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerAO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $657,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficeAO-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670
OfficerO-4 - Operations $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75.275 $70,350 $65,748 $61.447 $657,427 $53,670
Officer\O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $51,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769 $62,401
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1.529,522 $115.195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $687,882 $82,132 $76,759 $71,738
WarranthAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69.815 $65.248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
WarranthAverage - ENG $926,981 $69.815 $65,248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant•Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53.262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,104,714 $685.716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 $523,129 $488,906 $456,922 $427,029
Staffing $9,104,714 $685,716 $640,856 $598,931 $6559,749 $523,129 $488,906 $456,922 $427,029

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,029,572 $529,428 $494,793 $462,423 $432,171 $403,898 $377,475 $352,780 $329,701
OfficerAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104.141 $97,328

Personnel - Policy/Procedure Study $61,562 $61,562 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Staffing $61,562 $61,562 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Officer\O-3 - Unknown $18,936 $18,936
Officer0O-4 - Unknown $10,773 $10.773
OfficerO-6 - Unknown $14,399 $14,399
Warrant\Average - Unknown $17,454 $17,454

Other Costs - Support Risk Analysis and Assessment $62,500 $62,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Other Costs $62,500 $62,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Support risk analysis study $62,500 $62,500

Nominal Risk Acceptance

G-10



2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$3,156,916 $2,950,389 $2,757,373 $2,576,984 $2,408,396 $2,250,838 $2,103.587 $1,965,969 $1.837,354 $1,717,153 $1,604,816 $1,499,828 $1,401.709 $1,310,008

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,757,823 $2,577,405 $2.408.790 $2,251,205 $2,103,930 $1,966,290 $1,837,654 $1,717,434 $1,605,078 $1,500,073 $1,401,938 $1,310,222 $1,224,507 $1.144,399

$2,757,823 $2,577.405 $2.408,790 $2,251,205 $2,103,930 $1,966,290 $1,837,654 $1,717,434 $1.605.078 $1,500,073 $1,401.938 $1,310,222 $1,224,507 $1,144,399

$33,718 $31,512 $29,451 $27.524 $25,723 $24,041 $22,468 $20,998 $19,624 $18.340 $17,141 $16,019 $14,971 $13.992

$67,436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39.249 $36,681 $34.281 $32,038 $29.942 $27,984

$38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20,775 $19,416 $18,146 $16,958 $15,849

$114,581 $107.085 $100,080 $93,532 $87,414 $81,695 $76,350 $71,355 $66,687 $62,325 $58,247 $54,437 $50,875 $47.547

$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848. $18,550

$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31.872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21.237 $19,848 $18,550

$44,702 $41.777 $39,044 $36A490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9.924 $9,275

$22,351 $20.889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$111.754 $104,443 $97,611 $91,225 $85,257 $79,679 $74.467 $69,595 $65,042 $60,787 $56,810 $53,094 $49,620 $46.374

$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14.893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$44.702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19.848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9.924 $9,275

$26.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$52,621 $49,178 $45.961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836

$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23.364 $21,836

$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$105,241 $98,356 $91,922 $85,908 $80,288 $75,036 $70,127 $65,539 $61,251 $57,244 $53,499 $49,999 $46,728 $43,671

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39.865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826

$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29.913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$33,332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16.944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33.332 $31.151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$33,332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$33,332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33.332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34.797 $32.521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,610 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16.532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30.393 $28,405 $26,547 $24.810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30.393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 $48,583 $45,404 $42,434 $39,658 $37,063 $34,639
$143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109.463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541

$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31.431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293

$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31.431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$50,159 $46,877 $43.811 $40,944 $38,266 $35.762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814

$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35.762 $33.423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41.581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200

$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51.148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29.769 $27,821

$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28.971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40.633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25.304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18.042 $16,861

$40,633 $37,975 $35.490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325.779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080 $202,879 $189.606 $177,202 $165,609

$399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080 $202.879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609
$308.132 $287,974 $269,134 $251,527 $235,072 $219,694 $205,321 $191,889 $179,336 $167,603 $156,639 $146,391 $136,814 $127,864
$90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0

Nominal Risk Acceptance
G-11



2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,224,307 $1.144,212 $1,069,357 $999,399 $934,018 $872,914 $815,807 $762,437

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,069,531 $999,562 $934,170 $873,056 $815,940 $762,561 $712,674 $666,050
$1,069,531 $999,562 $934,170 $873.056 $815,940 $762,561 $712,674 $666,050

$13,076 $12,221 $11,421 $10,674 $9,976 $9,323 $8,713 $8,143
$26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $16,287
$14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$44,437 $41,530 $38,813 $36,274 $33,900 $31,683 $29,610 $27,673
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12.360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$43,340 $40,505 $37,855 $35,379 $33,064 $30,901 $28,879 $26,990
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13.226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $8,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12.709
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$40,814 $38,144 $35,649 $33,317 $31,137 $29,100 $27,196 $25,417
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8 W50 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14.440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13.495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12.612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081 $21,571 $20,160
$55.646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37.079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103.133 $96,386
$154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$119,499 $111,681 $104,375 $97,547 $91,165 $85,201 $79,627 $74,418

$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25.151 $23,506 $21,968
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Nominal Risk Acceptance
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Altemnave Name: Deck Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:%PACEPoectsluscgLdee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Total $327,503,669 $256,008,464 $5.428.471 $5.073.337 $4,741,437 $4.431.249 $4.155.614 $3,870,425 S3.679.494
Procuremert - Advanced Corrosion Control Systems $240,248 $100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $62,275

Procurement $240,248 $100.000 s0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 S62.275

Corrosion control systems (paintlcoating/ etc.) $240.248 $100,000 $62.275

Procurement - Deck Machinery $100,000 $100.000 $0 $0 $0 $0 so So so
Procurement $100,000 $100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Automatic anchoring equipment $50.000 $50.000
Automatic Mooring Wnches $50,000 $50,000

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250.000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000.000 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 $0 $0

Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000.000
Personnel -CutterCrew $67.299.604 $5,068,629 $4,737,036 $4,427.137 $4,137,511 $3,866.833 $3,613,862 $3,377.442 $3,156.487

Staffing $67.299.604 $5,068.629 $4.737.036 $4.427,137 $4.137.511 $3,866,833 $3.613,862 $3.377.442 $3.156,487
EnlistedE-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86.901 $81,216 $75,903 $70.937 $66.296 S61.959 $57.906 $54,118
EnlistedkE-2 - SN $1,538,458 $115,868 $108.288 $101,204 $94.583 $88,395 $82.612 $77,208 $72,157
EnlistedTE-3 - FN $871.334 $65,624 $61,331 $57.319 $53,569 $50,064 $46.789 $43,728 $40.867
Enlisted'E-3 - SN $2.614,002 $196,872 $183.993 $171,956 $160,706 $150,193 $140,367 $131,184 $122.602
EnlistedkE-4 - BM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62.697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47.831
EnlistecRE-4 - DC $1.019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54.762 $51.179 $47.831

EnlistedlE-4 - EM $1,019.805 $76,806 $71.781 $67.085 $62.697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisteoli-4 - GM $509,903 $38.403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedE-4 -MK $3,059,415 $230.418 $215,344 $201,256 $188.090 $175,785 $164,285 $153,537 $143,493
EnlistedkE4 - OM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54.762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 - RD $509,903 $38.403 $35.891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23.915
Enlisted'S-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47.831
EnlistedTE-4 - SS $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51,179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23.915
EnlistedkE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60.245 $56,304
Enlisted'S-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted'E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78.969 $73.803 $68.975 $64,463 $60.245 $56,304
EnlistedcE-5 - ET $1,200.461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68.975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedcS-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted'fS-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226.030 $211,243 $197.423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156 $150.613 $140.760
Erdisted'S-5 -QM $600.231 $45.206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\S-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted\S-5 - RM $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted'E-5 - SK $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted'=-5 - SS $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted'S-5 -YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152
Enlistedr.-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44.891 $41954 $39,210 $368645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\r-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44.891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedT=-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51.396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\s-6 -GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $368645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisteo'E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted•S-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495 $4,014
Enlisted'S-6 - MST $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\r-6 - OM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedE-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedcR.6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted'E-6 -TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedKE-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161 $35,665
EnlistedlE-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted%E-7 - RM $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 -SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 -YN $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40.833 $38,161 535,665
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849.413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedE-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55.876 $52.221 $48,805 545,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 -GM $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted'E-8 - SK $849,413 $63.973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39.839
EnlistedkE-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted\l-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56.229 $52.551 $49,113 $45,900
Officer\O-1 -Unknown $2.539.116 $191,232 $178,721 $167,029 $156,102 $145.890 $136.346 $127.426 $119.090
Office'•O-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246.532 $230,404 $215,331 $201.244 $188.078 $175,774 $164,275 $153,528
OfficerAO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005.717 $75.745 $70,790 $66,159 $61.830 $57,785 $54.005 $50.472 $47,170
Officer'O-3 - Operations $1.005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54.005 $50.472 $47,170
Officer'O-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75.275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57.427 $53,670
Officer0-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161.088 $150.549 $140,700 $131.496 $122.893 $114,853 $107,340
Officer%0-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71.443 $66,769 $62,401
Officer.O-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107.659 $100,616 $94.033 $87.882 $82,132 $76,759 $71.738
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926.981 $69.815 $65,248 $60.979 $56.990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $80,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477
WarrantAverage -F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56.990 $53.262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690.511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505
Staffing $9,690.511 $729,835 $682,089 $637.466 $595,763 $556.788 $520.362 $486,320 $454,505

Enlisted•Average - General Detail $7.615,370 $573,547 $536.025 $500,958 $488,185 $437.556 $408,931 $382,179 $357,176
Officer\Average - General Detail $2,075,141 $156.288 $146.064 $136.508 $127,578 $119.231 $111.431 $104,141 $97.328

Operations & Maintenance - Deck Machinery Maintenance $173.306 510.000 $9.346 $8.734 $8.163 $7.629 $21.390 $6.663 $6,227
Other 0 & M Costs $173,306 $10.000 $9,346 $8.734 $8.163 $7,629 $21,390 $6.663 $6,227

Annual Deck Machinery Maintenance $132,777 $10.000 $9.346 $8.734 $8.163 $7,629 $7,130 $6,663 $6,227
Overhaul I major maintenance $40,529 $14,260

Nominal Deck
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
£3,380,579 $3,159,420 £2.962.896 $2,759,559 $2.579,027 $2.410,306 $2.291,404 $2,112.504 S1.967.528 $1,838,811 $1.718,515 $1.606.089 $1.506.186 $1,426.971

so so $0 $0 so $0 $38.782 so $0 so 50 50 50 $24.151
$0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $38,782 $s so $0 $0 $0 $0 $24,151

$38,782 $24.151
$0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 soso $0 $0 so so $0 $0 $0 so $0 so $0 $0 so

SO $0 $0 so $0 so so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so

$2,949.988 $2,756,998 $2,576,634 $2,408,069 $2,250,532 $2.103,301 $1.965,702 $1.837,104 $1,716.920 $1,604.598 $1.499,624 $1.401.518 $1,309,830 $1,224.140
$2,949,988 $2,756,998 $2,576,634 $2,408,069 $2,250,532 $2,103,301 $1,965,702 $1,837,104 $1,716.920 $1.604.598 $1,499.624 $1.401.518 $1,309,830 $1,224.140

$50,577 S47.268 S44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 325,711 $24,029 $22.457 $20.988
$67,436 $63,025 $58.901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39,249 $36,681 $34,281 $32.038 $29,942 $27,984
$38.194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27.232 $25,450 $23,785 $22.229 $20,775 $19,416 $18,148 $16,958 $15,849

$114,581 $107,085 $100.080 $93,532 $87,414 $81,695 $76,350 $71,355 $66,687 $62,325 $58,247 $54,437 $50,875 $47,547
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18.550
$44,702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21.237 $19,848 $18.550
$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9.924 $9,275
$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19.522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275

$134,105 $125,332 $117.133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68,172 $63,712 $59.544 $55.649
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9.924 $9.275
$44.702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44.702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21.836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10,918
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25.000 $23,364 $21,838
$52.621 S49.178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25.000 $23,364 $21,836
$26.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13,375 $12,500 $11.682 $10,918

$131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100.360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589
$26.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918
$26.310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20.072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11.682 $10,918
$26.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918
$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $1.5,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29.913 $27.956 526.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29.913 $27.956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29.913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12.413
$59,826 $55.912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37.257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826
529.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
S29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
529,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19.932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 512.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23.765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22.210 $20.757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831
$33.332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831
$33,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22.210 $20.757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15.838 $14,800 $13.831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22.210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30.393 $28.405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15.450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37.233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24.810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18.927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 528,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 S28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $18.532 $15.450
$42.897 540,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32.726 $30,585 $28.584 $26,714 $24.966 $23.333 $21,807 $20,380 $19.047 517.801
S42.897 $40.091 $37,468 $35,017 $32.726 $30.585 $28,584 $26,714 $24.966 523,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801$111.299 $104,018 $97.213 $90,853 $84,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185

$143,484 $134,097 $125.324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95.609 $89,355 $83.509 $78.046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541
544.084 $41.200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31.431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23.979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18.293
544.084 $41.200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22.410 $20,944 $19.574 $18,293
$50.159 $46,877 $43.811 $40,944 $38.266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29.193 $27.283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20.814

$100,317 $93.755 587.621 $81,889 $76,532 $71.525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 550,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41.628
$58.319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44.491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31.722 $29,646 $27,707 $25.894 $24,200
$67.045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44.675 $41,752 $39.021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29.769 $27.821
$40,633 $37.975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23.649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37.975 $35,490 $33,169 $30.999 $28,971 $27.075 $25.304 $23.649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
540,633 $37.975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28.971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18.042 $16.861

$424,771 $396.982 $371,011 $346,739 $324.055 $302.856 $283,043 $264.526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188.603 $176,265
$424.771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302.856 $283,043 $264.526 $247.220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176.265
$333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238.002 $222.431 $207.880 $194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158.591 $148,215 $138,519

$90,961 $85.010 $79.449 $74.251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746
$5,820 $5,439 $15,250 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 $3,878 $10.873 $3,387 $3,166 $2.959 $2.765 $7.753 $2,415
$5,820 $5,439 $15,250 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 $3.878 $10,873 $3,387 $3,166 $2.959 $2.765 $7,753 $2,415
$5,820 $5,439 $5.083 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 $3,878 $3,624 $3.387 $3,166 $2,959 $2,765 $2,584 $2,415

$10,167 $7,249 $5,168
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

S1,311,047 $1,225,277 $1,145,119 $1.073,890 $1,000,191 $934,758 $88.646 $816.454

SO $0 so $0 $0 $0 $15,040 $0

SO $0 SO so SO $0 $15,040 $0
$15.040

$0 s0 So $0 SO s0 so $0
$0 so So $0 $0 s0 $0 $0

$0 $0 so $0 s0 $0 so $0
so $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0

$1.144.056 $1.069.211 s999,263 $933,891 $872.795 $815,696 $762,333 $712,461
$1.144,056 $1.069,211 $999.263 $933,891 $872,795 $815,696 $762,333 $712,461

$19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $16,287
$14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9.224
$44,437 $41.530 $38.813 $36,274 $33,900 $31,683 $29,610 $27,673
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12.360 $11,552 $10,796
$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8.668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11.552 $10.796
$8,668 $8.101 $7.571 $7,076 $6,613 $6.180 $5,776 $5,398

$20.407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17.824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6.354
$51.018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $8.354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 S9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6.354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,801 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224

-$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
$12.927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12.927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14.440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14.440 $13.495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10.360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10.360
$43,164 $40.340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28.762 $26,880
$55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15.978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14.727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11.235 $10,500 $9,813

$164.733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109.769 $102,588
$164.733 $153.956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$129,457 $120.988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92.301 $86,263 $80,619
$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968
$2,257 $2,109 $1,971 $5,527 $1,722 $1.609 $1.504 $1,406
$2.257 $2,109 $1,971 $5,527 $1.722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406
$2,257 $2,109 $1,971 $1,842 $1.722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406

$3,685
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Number: 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Bridge Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:.PACE\Projects\uscg dee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Total $325,524,777 $256,128,790 $5,260,551 $4,916,403 $4,594,769 $4,294,177 $4,013,249 $3,750,700
Procurement - Integrated Bridge System $787,538 $500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $787,538 $500.000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Initial Procurement $500,000 $500,000
System Renewal/Upgrades $287,538

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $65,046,728 $4,898,955 $4,578,463 $4,278,937 $3,999,007 $3,737,389 $3,492,887 $3,264,381

Staffing $65,046,728 $4,898,955 $4,578,463 $4,278,937 $3,999,007 $3,737,389 $3,492,887 $3,264,381
Entisted\E-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959 $57.906
Enlisted\E-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135,360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265 $96,510
Enlisted\E-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 $70,184 $65,592
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $2,614,002 $196,872 $183,993 $171,956 $160.706 $150,193 $140,367 $131,184
Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25•590
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - MK $3.059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164.285 $153,537
Enlisted\E-4 - QM $509.903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $1,019,805 $768806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172.437 $161,156 $150,613
Enlisted\E-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\.E-6 - ET $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78.420 $73,289 $68,495
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247
Enlistedl\E-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted',E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - QM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134.041 $125,272 $117,077 $109,417 $102,259 $95,569
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184,899 $172,803 $161,498 $150,933 $141,059 $131,830 $123,206
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1.005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427
Officer\0O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114,853
Officer\O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769
Officer\0O-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82.132 $76,759
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant'\Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9.690.511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320
Staffing $9,690,511 $729.835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520.362 $486,320

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179
OfficerlAverage -General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141

Nominal Bridge
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
$3,505,328 $3,276,007 $3,061,689 $3,052,022 $2,674,198 $2,499,250 $2,335,748 $2,182,942 $2,040,133 $1,906,666 $1,781,931 $1,665,356

$0 $0 $0 $190,631 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so

$0 $0 s0 $190,631 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$190,631
*$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so

$3,050,823 $2,851,236 $2,664,707 $2,490,380 $2,327,458 $2,175,195 $2,032,892 $1,899,899 $1,775,607 $1,659,446 $1,550.884 $1,449,424
$3,050,823 $2,851,236 $2,664,707 $2,490,380 $2,327,458 $2,175,195 $2,032,892 $1,899,899 $1,775,607 $1,659,446 $1,550,884 $1,449,424

$54,118 $50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25,711
$90,196 $84,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,D61 $45,851 $42,851
$61,301 $57,291 $53,543 $50,040 $46,766 $43,707 $40,847 $38,175 $35,678 $33,344 $31,162 $29,124

$122,602 $114,581 $107,085 $100,080 $93,532 $87,414 $81,695 $76,350 $71,355 $66,687 $62,325 $58,247
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362

$143,493 $134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68,172
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362
$56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,083 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375
$56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750
$56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375

$140,760 $131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 -$13,375
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$64,014 $59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,71 $15,206
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927
-$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807
$89,317 $83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 $48,583 $45,404 $42,434

$115,146 $107,613 $100,573 $93,993 $87,844 $82,097 $76,727 $71,707 $67,016 $62,632 $58,534 $54,705
$47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,43`1 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410
$47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410
$53,670 $50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498

$107,340 $100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996
$62,401 $58,319 $54,5D4 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,846
$71,738 $67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656

$454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215.932
$454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932
$357,176 $333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 $181,570 $169,692

$97,328 $90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240

Nominal Bridge
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1.556,407 $1,551,493 $1.359,426 $1,270,492 $1,187,376 $1,109,697 $1,037,100 $969,252 $905,843 $846,582 $791,199

$0 $96,907 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $96,907 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$96,907
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,354,602 $1,265,983 $1,183,162 $1,105,759 $1,033,419 $965,812 $902,628 $843,578 $788,391 $736,814 $688,611
$1,354,602 $1,265,983 $1,183,162 $1,105,759 $1,033,419 $965,812 $902,628 $843,578 $788,391 $738,814 $688,611

$24,029 $22,457 $20,988 $19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$40,048 $37,428 $34,980 $32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$27,218 $25,438 $23,774 $22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15,841 $14,805 $13,836
$54,437 $50,875 $47,547 $44,437 $41,530 $38,813 $36,274 $33,900 $31,683 $29,610 $27,673
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$63,712 $59,544 $55,649 $52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$62,499 $58,410 $54,589 $51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,846 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $&;329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$28,423 $26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224-
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$39,658 $37,063 $34,639 $32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081 $21,571 $20,160
$51,126 $47,781 $44,656 $41,734 $39,004 $36,452 $34,067 $31,839 $29,756 $27,809 $25,990
$20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$47,660 $44,542 $41,628 $38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$27,707 $25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$31,852 $29,769 $27,821 $26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$201,805 $188,603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$201,805 $188,603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$158,591 $148,215 $138,519 $129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619

$43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

Nominal Bridge
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Numrber. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Engineering Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filnrame with Path: C:\PACE:Projectsuscg dee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $326,076,941 $257.550,230 $5.128.720 $4.793.196 $4.479622 $4.186.563 $3.912,676 $3,656,706 $3,417,482
Procurement - Engineering Control / Monitonng $3,150,152 $2,000,000 s0 s0 s0 $0 s0 $0 $0

Procurement $3.150,152 $2,000,000 $s $0 s0 $0 $0 $s So
Initial Engineering Control System Cost $2.000.000 $2.000.000
Major Upgrade / Update $1.150,152

Procurement - Shp Acquisition Cost $250,000.000 $250,000,000 $0 so 50 s0 $0 so s0
Procurement $250,000.000 $250,000,000 s0 $0 so $0 $0 so so

Cutter System $250.000,000 $250,000.000
Personnel- Cutter Crew $62,996,854 $4,744,570 $4.434.178 $4,144,091 $3,872,982 $3,619,610 $3.382A813 $3,161,507 $2,954.680

Staffing $62,996,854 $4,744,570 $4,434.178 $4,144.091 $3,872,982 $3,619.610 $3.382,813 $3,161,507 $2.954,680
Enlisted\E-2 - FN $1.153,843 $86.901 $81,216 S75.903 $70,937 $66,296 $61.959 557,906 $54,118
EnlistedE-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144.835 $135.360 $126.504 $118.229 $110.494 $103,265 $96.510 $90.196
EnlistedlE-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $81,331 $57.319 $53,569 $50.064 $46.789 $43,728 $40,867
EnlistedRE-3 - SN $3.049,669 $229,684 $214.658 $200.615 $187,491 $175.225 $163.762 $153.048 $143,036
EnlistecE-4 - BM $1.019.805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62.697 $58.595 554,762 551,179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $67.085 $62.697 558.595 $54.762 $51,179 $47.831
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58.595 554,762 $51,179 $47.831
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38.403 $35.891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25.590 $23.915
EnlistedrE-4 - FT $509,903 638,403 $35,891 S33.543 $31,348 •$29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedE-4 - GM $509.903 $38,403 635.891 $33,543 531.348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 - MK $2,039.610 $153.612 $143.563 $134.171 5125,393 $117,190 $109.523 $102,358 $95.662
Enlisted\E-4 - OM $1.019.805 $76,806 $71.781 $67.065 $62.697 $58.595 554,762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedltE-4 - RM $1.019.805 $76,806 $71.781 $67.085 $62.697 $58.595 $54.762 $51.179 547.831
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1.019.805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54.762 551.179 S47.831
EnlistedE.-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27.381 $25.590 $23.915
EnlistedE-5 - BM $1.200.461 $90.412 $84.497 $78.969 $73.803 $68.975 $64.463 $60,245 556,304
EnlistedcE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 S39.485 $36,902 $34,487 532.231 $30.123 $28.152
Enlistedl•E-5 - EM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 636,902 634,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistecdE-5 - ET $1.200,461 $90.412 $84,497 $78.969 673,803 $68.975 $64.463 $60.245 $56,304
EnlistedoE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 536,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30.123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $1.800,692 $135.618 S126,746 $118.454 $110,705 $103.462 $96,694 $90.368 $84,456
Enlisted\E-5 - OM $600,231 $45.206 $42.249 $39.485 636.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - RD $600,231 $45.206 $42.249 $39.485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39.485 536,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedE-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600.231 $45,206 S42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 632.231 530.123 $28,152
EnlistedTE-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 542,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 532.231 $30.123 $28,152
EnlistedlE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36.645 $34.247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 $32.007
Enlistedit-6 - EM $682.419 $51.396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedE-6 - ET $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39.210 $36.645 $34.247 $32.007
Enlisted•E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 $32.007
EnlistedTE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedlE-6 - MK $1,364.839 $102.792 $96,067 $89.783 $83.909 $78.420 $73,289 $68,495 $64.014
EnlistedltE-6 - MST $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $38.645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\1E-6 - OM $682.419 $51,396 548,034 $44.891 $41.954 639,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlisteotE-6 - RM $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,845 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedUE-6 - SS $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 636,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedcE-7 - ET $760,412 $57.270 $53.523 $50,022 $46.749 $43.691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted•E-7 - FT $760.412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 635,665
EnlistedlE-7 - RM $760,412 $57.270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedTE.7 - SS $760.412 $57.270 $53,523 $50.022 546,749 $43,691 $40.833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 553,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 563,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42.628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52.221 $48.805 $45.612 $42,628 $39.839
EnlistedtE-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 W55.876 $52.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 639,839
EnlistpoE-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 668,883 584.377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978.631 $73,705 $68,883 $64.377 $60,165 $56.229 $52.551 $49.113 $45,900
OfficerO-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134.041 $125.272 $117,077 $109.417 $102,259 $95.569 $89.317
OfficerNO-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184,899 $172,803 $161,498 $150.933 $141.059 $131.830 $123,206 $115,146
OfficerNO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61.830 $57,785 $54.005 $50,472 $47.170
OfficerNO-3 - Operations $1.005,717 $75,745 S70.790 566,159 $61,830 $57.785 $54.005 $50.472 $47.170
OfficerO-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53.670
Officer.O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131.496 $122.893 $114,853 $107,340
OfficerO-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87.521 $81.795 $76,444 571,443 $66.769 $62,401
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1.529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132 $76,759 $71,738
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43.477
WarrantAverage - ENG $926.981 $69,815 $65,248 660,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43.477
WarnanthAverage - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 549,777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - Develop CBM / RCM Policy $629,944 $47,444 $44,340 $41,439 $38,728 $36.195 $33.827 $31,614 $29,546
Staffing $629.944 $47,444 544,340 $41.439 $38,728 $36,195 $33,827 $31,614 $29.546

EnlistedllE-8 - MK $106,177 $7,997 $7,473 $6,985 $6,528 $6.101 55,701 $5,328 $4,980
Officer\O-3 - Engineering $125,715 $9.468 $8,849 $8.270 $7,729 $7.223 $6,751 $6,309 $5,896
OfficerO-5 - Engineering $166,308 $12,525 $11.706 $10.940 $10,224 $9,556 $8,930 $6.346 $7.800
Warrant\Average - ENG $231,745 $17,454 516,312 $15,245 $14,247 $13,315 $12,444 $11,630 $10,869

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,104.714 $685.716 $640,856 $598.931 $559.749 $523,129 $488.906 $456,922 $427.029
Staffing $9,104,714 $685,716 $640,856 $598.931 $559.749 $523.129 $488,906 $456.922 $427.029

Enlisted•Average - General Detail $7,029,572 $529.428 S494,793 $462,423 $432,171 6403.898 $377.475 $352,780 $329.701
Officee"Average - General Detail $2,075,141 $156.288 $146,064 $136,508 $127.578 $119,231 $111,431 $104.141 $97,328

Operations & Maintenance - Engineering Control System Maint. $132,777 $10,000 $9.346 $8,734 $8.163 $7,629 $7,130 $6.663 $6.227
Other O & M Costs $132,777 $10,000 $9,346 $8.734 $8.163 $7,629 $7,130 $6.663 $6,227

Engineering Control System Maintenance $132,777 $10.000 $9,346 $8.734 $8,163 $7,629 $7,130 $6.663 $6.227
Other Costs - CBM / RCM Support $62.500 $62,500 $0 so $0 $0 $0 50 so

Other Costs $62,500 $62,500 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 so
Support for CBM / RCM policy study $62,500 $62,500

Nominal Engineering
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
$3,193,909 52,984,961 $3,552.208 S2.607.181 52,436,618 $2.277,213 $2.128,236 $1,989.006 $1,858,884 $1,737,275 $1,623,621 $1,517.403 $1,80•.762 $1.325,359

s0 $0 $762.524 $0 50 50 $0 50 50 $0 s0 $0 $387.629 $0
$0 $0 $762.524 s0 so s0 $0 s0 s0 50 s0 $0 5387.629 $0

$762.524 S387.629
$0 $0 so $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $50 so 0 s5
so s0 50 s0 $0 $0 $0 o $50 s0 so so s0 s0

$2,761,383 $2.580,732 52,411.899 $2.254.111 $2.106.646 $1,968,828 $1,840,026 $1,719,651 $1.607,150 $1,502,009 $1.403.747 $1.311,913 S1,226.087 $1.145.876
$2,761,383 $2.580.732 $2,411,899 $2,254,111 $2,106,646 $1,968.828 $1,840,026 $1,719,651 $1,607.150 $1,502,009 $1,403.747 S1.311.913 $1.226,087 S1,145,876

$50,577 $47.268 $44,176 S41,286 $38,585 536,061 $33,702 531,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25.711 $24.029 $22,457 $20.988
584,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 545,851 $42.851 $40.048 $37,428 $34,980
$38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 527,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20.775 $19.416 518,146 $16.958 $15.849

$133,678 $124,933 $116,760 5109.121 $101,982 $95.311 $89,075 583,248 $77,802 572,712 $67.955 563,510 $59,355 555,472
544.702 541,777 539,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315 $22,724 $21.237 $19.848 518.550
$44,702 541,777 $39,044 $36,490 534.103 $31.872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315 522.724 $21.237 $19.848 $18,550
544,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 534,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 526,017 $24,315 522.724 $21.237 $19,848 $18.550
$22,351 S20,889 $19,522 $18.245 517,051 515,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22.351 $20.889 519,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 S13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 S9,924 $9.275
$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 518,245 $17.051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275
$89,404 M83.555 S78,089 $72,980 $68.206 $63,744 $59.573 $55,676 $52,034 $48.630 $45.448 542,475 $39,696 $37,099
544,702 541,777 539.044 536,490 534,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17.051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 513.008 $12,157 $11,362 510,619 $9,924 $9,275
$44,702 541.777 $39.044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315 522,724 521,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36.490 $34.103 $31,872 $29,787 527,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 S21.237 $19,848 518,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 S17,051 $15.936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9.275
$52,621 $49,178 545,961 $42.954 $40,144 $37,518 $35.063 532,769 530,626 $28,622 $26,750 525,000 $23,364 521,836
526,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11.682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$52.621 $49,178 $45,961 S42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 528.622 $26,750 525,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$78.931 573,767 $68,941 S64,431 560,216 $56,277 $52.595 $49,154 $45,939 $42,933 $40.124 $37.500 $35,046 $32.754
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 513,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18.759 $17.532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10.918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10.918
$29,913 527,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 S16,271 $15.206 $14.211 $13.282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12.413
$29,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48.836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 528,423 $26,563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,958 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,958 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16.271 $15.206 $14.211 $13.282 $12,413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18.130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19.399 $18.130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 525,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19.399 $18.130 $16.944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20.757 $19,399 $18,130 $16.944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15.450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30.393 $28,405 $26,547 . $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17.689 $16,532 $15.450
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26.547 $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16.532 $15.450
537,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20.252 $18.927 $17,689 $18,532 515,450
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19.047 $17.801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35.017 $32.726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24.966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19.047 $17,801
S83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 S48,583 $45,404 542.434 $39,658 $37,063 53,,639

$107.613 $100,573 $93,993 $87,844 $82,097 $76,727 $71,707 $67,016 $62,632 $58,534 $54.705 $51,126 $47,781 $44,656
$44.084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25.657 523,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18.293
550,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71.525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 550,996 $47,660 544,542 $41,628
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25.894 $24,200
$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,062 $31,852 529,769 $27.821
5405633 $37.975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28.971 $27,075 $25.304 $23,649 $22.102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16.861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28.971 $27,075 $25.304 $23,649 $22.102 $20'656 $19.304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37.975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27.075 $25,304 523,649 $22,102 $20.656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$27,613 $25,806 $24,118 $22,540 $21,066 $19,688 $18,400 $17,196 $16,071 $15,020 $14,037 $13,119 $12,260 $11,458
$27,613 $25,806 $24,118 $22,540 $21,066 $19.688 $18,400 $17,196 $16,071 $15,020 $14,037 $13,119 $12,260 $11,458

$4,654 $4,350 $4,065 $3,799 $3,551 53.318 $3,101 $2.898 $2,709 $2,532 $2,366 $2.211 $2,066 $1,931
$5.511 $5,150 $4,813 $4,498 $4,204 $3.929 $3,672 $3,432 $3,207 $2,997 $2,801 $2,618 S2,447 52,287
$7,290 56,813 $6,367 $5,951 $5,561 $5,198 $4,858 $4,540 $4,243 $3,965 $3,706 $3.463 $3,237 $3,025

$10,158 $9,494 $8,873 $8.292 $7,750 $7,243 $6,769 $6,326 $5,912 $5,525 $5.164 $4,826 $4,510 $4.215
$399,093 $372,984 $348.583 $325,779 $304,486 $284,548 $265,932 $248.535 $232,276 S217,080 $202,879 $189,606 S177,202 $165,609
S399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 5217.080 $202.879 $189,606 $177.202 $165,609
5308,132 $287,974 $269,134 $251,527 $235.072 $219,694 $205,321 $191,889 $179.336 $167,603 $156,639 $146,391 $136,814 $127,864

$90,961 $55,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746
$5,820 55.439 $5,083 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 $3,878 $3.624 $3,387 $3,166 $2.959 $2,765 52,584 $2,415
$5,820 $5,439 $5,083 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 $3,878 $3,824 $3,387 $3,166 $2,959 $2,765 $2,584 52,415
$5,820 $5.439 $5,083 54,751 $4,440 $4,150 $3,878 $3,624 $3,387 $3,166 $2.959 $2,765 $2.584 52,415

so $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 50 s0 so $0 50
$0 $0 so 50 s0 s0 $0 $9 50 $0 s5 $0 so $0
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1.238.653 51,157,620 $1,081,887 $1.011,110 $944.962 $883,142 S825.387 $771,371

$0 $0 $0 s0 50 $0 $50 s
$0 $0 $0 50 so $0 $0 s0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0
so $0 $0 s0 s0 $0 s0 s0

$1,070.912 $1,000.852 $935,376 $874.183 $816,994 S763.545 $713.594 $666,910
S1,070.912 $1,000,852 $935,376 $874,183 $816,994 S763,545 $713,594 $6W6,910

$19,615 $18.331 $17.132 $16.011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12.215
=32.691 $30,552 $28,554 526,686 $24,940 $23.308 $21.784 $20,358

$14,812 $13.843 $12.938 $12.091 $11,300 $10,561 59,870 $9,224
$51,843 $48,451 $45,281 542,319 $39,551 $36.963 $34,545 $32,285
$17.336 $16.202 $15,142 $14.151 S13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 514,151 $13,226 $12.360 $11,552 $10,796
$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5.398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6.180 55,776 $5,398

$34,672 $32.404 $30,284 $28,303 $26,451 $24,721 $23,104 $21,592
$17,336 $16,202 $15.142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11.552 $10.796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13.226 $12.360 $11,552 $10.796

$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6.180 $5,776 $5,398
$20.407 $19,072 $17,824 $16.658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10.204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8.354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17.824 516,658 $15,569 $14.550 $13.598 S12,709
$10,204 $9.536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
530,611 $28.608 $26,737 $24.988 $23,353 $21.825 $20.397 $19,063
$10.204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7.784 $7.275 $8,799 $8,354
S10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7.784 $7.275 $8,799 $8,354
$10.204 $9.536 $8.912 $8,329 $7.784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 S8.329 $7,784 $7.275 $8,799 $8,354
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8.850 $8.271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10.842 $10.133 $9.470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21.684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16.542 $15,460 $14,449
$11.601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 58,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10.842 $10.133 $9.470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10.842 $10.133 $9.470 58.850 S8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8.271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10.842 $10.133 $9.470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10.552 $9,862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8.614 $8.050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10.552 $9,862 59,216 $8,614 $8.050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12.927 $12.081 $11,291 . $10.552 $9.862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14.440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11.016 $10.295 $9.622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11.016 $10.295 $9.622 $8,992
$14,440 $13.495 $12.612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 $8,992
$14.440 $13.495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10.295 $9,622 $8.992
$14.440 $13.495 $12,612 $11.787 $11.016 $10,295 $9.622 $8,992
$16,636 $15.548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11.085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14.531 $13.580 $12,692 $11,861 $11.085 510,360
$32.373 $30,255 $28,276 $26.426 $24.697 $23,081 521,571 520,160
$41.734 $39,004 $36,452 $34.067 $31.839 $29.756 $27,809 S25,990
$17.097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12.190 $11,392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14.933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19.452 $18,180 $16.990 $15,879 $14.840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33.981 $31,758 $29.680 $27.739 $25.924 $24,228
$22.617 $21.138 $19,755 $18,462 $17.255 $16.126 $15,071 $14.085
$26.001 $24.300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
S15,758 $14,727 $13.764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
S15,758 $14,727 S13.764 $12,863 $12.022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15.758 $14,727 $13,764 $12.863 $12.022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$10,709 $10.008 $9,353 $8.741 $8,170 $7,635 $7.136 $8.669
$10,709 $10.008 $9.353 $8,741 $8,170 $7,635 $7,136 $8,669

$1.805 $1,687 $1.577 $1,473 $1.377 $1.287 $1.203 $1,124
S2.137 $1,997 $1.867 $1,744 $1,630 $1,524 $1.424 $1.331
$2.827 $2.642 $2.469 $2,308 $2,157 $2.016 $1,884 $1.761
$3.940 $3.682 $3,441 $3.216 $3,005 $2,809 $2,625 $2,453

$154,775 $144,650 $135.187 $126.343 5118,077 $110.353 $103.133 $96,386
$154,775 $144,650 $135.187 $126,343 $118.077 $110.353 $103.133 $96,386
$119,499 $111.681 $104.375 $97.547 $91,165 $85.201 $79,627 $74,418

$35,276 $32,968 $30.812 $28,796 $26.912 $25,151 $23.506 $21,968
$2257 $2.109 $1,971 $1,842 $1,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1.406
$2,257 $2,109 $1.971 $1,842 $1,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,400
$2,257 $2,109 $1,971 $1,842 $1.722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406

so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
so $0 $0 s0 s0 s0 $0 $0
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing Study
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Altemative Name: Enabling Technologies
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Fiename with Path: C:%PACEXProjectsloscg.dee.mdb

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Total $325,267,411 $259.662.383 $4.805.965 54.491,556 $4.320.161 $3.923.099 $3,666,448 $3,526.538 $3,202.418 52,992.914
Procurement - Engineering Control / Monitoring $3,150,152 $2,000.000 s0 so $0 $0 so so $0 so

Procurement $3,150,152 S2,000.000 $0 so $0 $0 $0 s0 s0 s0
Initial Engineering Control System Cost $2,000,000 $2,000.000
Major Upgrade I Update $1,150,152

Procurement - Integrated Bridge System $787,538 $500,000 3 so $00 s0 $0 $0 so so
Procurement $787,538 $500.000 50 so $0 so 50 $0 s0 s0

Iribal Procurement $500,000 $500.000
System Renewal/Upgrades $287,538

Procurement- Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 5250.000,000 so $3 s0 $0 $0 so so $3
Procurement $250.000.000 S250,000,000 so so $0 so so so $0 so

Cutter System $250,000,000 $250.000,000
Personnel - CutterCrew $58,498,591 $4,405.786 $4,117,557 S3,848.184 $3.596,434 53,361.153 S3,141.265 $2,935.761 $2743.702 $2.564.208

Staffing $58,498,591 $4,405.786 $4.117,557 $3,848.184 $3,596,434 $3,381.153 $3.141,265 $2.935,761 $2,743.702 52,564.208
EntisteaiE-2 - FN $769,229 $57.934 $54,144 $50.602 547.291 $44.198 $41,306 $38,604 $36.078 533.718
EntistedE-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135.360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265 $986,510 $90.196 $84.295
EnlistedIE-3 - FN $871.334 $65,624 $61,331 $57.319 553,569 $50,064 $46,789 543.728 $40.867 S38.194
EntistedcE-3 - SN $2,178,335 $164,060 $153.327 $143,296 $133.922 $125,161 $116.973 $109.320 $102.168 $95,484
Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54,762 $51.179 $47.831 S44.702
EnlistedIE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47.831 $44.702
EnlistedE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 551,179 $47.831 $44.702
EnlistedE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 533,543 531,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23.915 $22,351
EnlistedcE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 S25.590 S23.915 $22.351
EnlistedE-4 - GM $509,903 $38.403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23.915 $22,351
EnlistecAE-4 - MK $2.039,610 $153.612 $143,563 $134,171 $125.393 $117,190 $109.523 $102,358 $95,662 $89.404
Enlisted\E-4 - OM $509.903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915 522,351
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58,595 $54.762 $51,179 $47,831 $44.702
EnlistedlE-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51.179 $47,831 544.702
Entisted\E-4 - IT $509,903 $38.403 $35,891 533,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915 $22,351
EnhistedeE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60.245 $56,304 $52.621
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36.902 $34.487 $32.231 $30,123 $28.152 $26.310
Enlistedt-5 - EM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 S32.231 530,123 $28.152 S26,310
Eniisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78.969 $73,803 $68.975 $64,463 $60.245 $56,304 S52,621
EnlistedkE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 534.487 $32.231 $30.123 $28,152 $26.310
EnlistedAE-5 - MK $1,800,692 $135.618 $126.746 $118,454 $110.705 $103,462 $96,694 $90.368 $84.456 $78,931
EnlistedcE-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152 S26,310
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26.310
EnlistedcE-5 - SK $600,231 545,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 530.123 $28,152 $26.310
Enlisted•E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 530.123 $28,152 $26.310
EnlistedE-5 - YN $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28.152 $26.310
Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 544.891 541,954 $39,210 536,645 534,247 $32.007 $29.913
EnlistedRE-6 - DC $682,419 $51.396 $48.034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 S29.913
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32.007 $29.913
EnlistedT=-6 - ET $682.419 $51,396 548,034 544,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007 529.913
Enlisted•E-6 - FT $682.419 $51.396 S48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007 S29.913
EnlistediS-6 - GM $682,419 $51.396 548.034 $44.891 541.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007 $29,913
EnlistedPE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 548,034 $44.891 541.954 $39,210 $36.645 534.247 $32.007 $29.913
EnlistedKE-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89.783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495 $64,014 $59,826
EnlistedfE-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32.007 $29,913
EnlistedtE-6 - OM $682,419 $51.396 $48.034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 $32.007 $29,913
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 544,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007 $29.913
EnlistedE-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 539,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32.007 $29,913
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51.396 $48.034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 536,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 544,891 $41.954 $39,210 536.645 $34,247 $32.007 $29,913
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40.833 538,161 $35.665 $33.332
EnlistedTE-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43.691 $40.833 538.161 $35,665 W33.332
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 546,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35.665 $33.332
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161 $35.665 $33.332
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 546.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161 $35.665 $33.332
Enlisted\E.8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 $39,839 S37.233
EnlistedlE-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 M55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $539.839 $37,233
EnlistedKE-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39.839 337,233
Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628 $39.839 337.233
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 $39.839 537,233
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 564.377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49.113 $45.900 $42,897
Enlisted\E.9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64.377 $60,165 $56,229 $52.551 $49,113 $45.900 $42,897
Officer\O-1 . Unknown $1,269,558 $95,616 $89.361 $83.515 $78,051 $72,945 $68,173 $63,713 $59,545 $55,649
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184.899 $172,803 $161.498 $150,933 $141,059 $131,830 $123,206 $115,146 $107.613
OfficerO-3 - Gen Admin $1.005,717 $75,745 $70.790 $66,159 $61,830 $57.785 $54,005 $50,472 $47.170 544.084
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1,005.717 $75,745 $70.790 $66.159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47.170 $44.084
Offlcer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144.297 $86.182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670 $50,159
Officer\O-4 - Operations $1,144,297 $86.182 $80,544 $75,275 $70.350 $65.748 $61,447 $57.427 $53.670 350.159
OfficerVO-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93.648 $87.521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66.769 $62.401 $58.319
OfflcerO-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107.659 $100,616 $94,033 $57,882 $82,132 576,759 $71,738 $67.045
Warrant\Average- BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56.990 $53,262 S49,777 $46,521 543.477 $40.633
WarrantkAverage - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65.248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46.521 $43.477 $40,633
Warrant\W-4 - ELC $1,083,777 $81.624 $76,284 $71,294 $66,629 $62.271 $58.197 $54,390 $50.831 547,506

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $8,518,916 $641,597 $599,623 $560,396 $523.734 $489,471 $457,450 $427,523 $399,554 $373.415
Staffing $8,518,916 $641.597 $599.623 $560,396 $523,734 S489.471 $457.450 $427.523 $399,554 S373,415

Enlisted'Average - General Detail $6,443,775 5485.309 $453.560 $423,888 $396.157 $370,240 $346,019 $323,382 $302,226 $282,454
Officer\Average -General Detail $2.075,141 $156,288 $146.064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111.431 $104,141 $97.328 S90.961

Operations & Maintenance - Engineering Control System Maint. $132,777 $10.000 $9.346 $8,734 $8.163 $7,629 $7.130 $6,663 $6.227 $5.820
Other 0 & M Costs $132.777 $10,000 $9.346 $8,734 $8,163 $7.629 $7.130 $6.663 $6.227 $5.820

Engineering Control System Maintenance $132.777 $10,000 $9.346 $8,734 $8,163 $7.629 $7.130 $6.663 $6,227 $5.820
ADP & Information Systems - Automated Systems $1,557,951 $1.025,000 $4,673 $4,367 $4.081 $3.814 $3,565 $53.332 $3,114 $2.910

ADP & Information Systems $1,557,951 $1.025.000 $4,673 $4,367 $4,081 $3,814 $3,565 53,332 $3,114 52,910
Advanced Interior Communications System $320,000 $320,000
Annual Maint for automated closures/valves $66,388 $5,000 $4.673 $4.387 $4,081 $3.814 $3.565 $3.332 $3.114 $2.910
Automated DC Closures and Valves $200,000 $200.000
Fire/Smoke Detection and Alarm System $500,000 $500,000
Fire/Smoke System Periodic RenewaVUpgrade $287,538
IC Systems Periodic Replacement/Upgrade $184.024

ADP & Information Systems - LAN Backbone $2,621,487 $1,080.000 $74.766 $69,875 $187,749 $61.032 $57,039 $153,259 $49.820 $46.561
ADP & Information Systems $2.621,487 $1,080,000 $74,766 $69,875 $187,749 $61.032 $57.039 $153.259 S49.820 $46,561

LAN Annual Maintenance and Upkeep $1.062.214 580,000 $74.766 $69.875 $65,304 $61,032 $57,039 $53.307 $49,820 S46,561
LAN Installation/ backbone $1,000,000 $1.000,000
LAN Upgrades $559,273 $122,445 $99,951
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
$2,878.706 $3.879,916 52.443.109 $2.349.881 52.133.906 $1,994,305 $1,918.203 $1.741,903 S1,627,947 $1.565,825 $1,421,912 $1.972.353 $1.278,180 51,160.704 $1,084.770

$0 S762,524 s0 50 $0 $0 $0 s0 so s0 50 S387.629 $0 so so
$0 $762,524 50 $0 $0 50 s0 s0 so s0 $0 S387.629 s0 $0 s0

$762,524 $387.629
$0 S190,631 so so so $0 so $0 $0 $0 so S96,907 so s0 s0
$0 $190,631 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 so so so $96.907 SO so s0

$190,631 $96,907
so so so $0 $0 $0 $0 so s0 $0 so so so so $6
so so so s0 $0 $0 so s0 $0 W0 so $0 so s0 $0

$2,396.456 $2,239,678 $2.093,157 $1,956.222 $1,828,245 $1.708,640 $1,596,860 $1.492,392 $1,394.759 $1,303,513 $1,218,237 $1,138,539 $1.064,055 $994.444 $929,387
$2.396,456 S2.239,678 $2.093,157 $1,956,222 $1,828,245 $1,708,640 $1,596,860 $1,492,392 $1,394,759 $1,303.513 $1,218.237 $1,138.539 $1,064,055 $994,444 $929387

$31,512 529,451 $27,524 $25,723 $24,041 $22.468 M20.998 $19,624 $18,340 $17,141 $16,019 $14,971 $13,992 $13,076 $12.221
$78.781 $73,627 S68,810 $64,308 $60,101 556,170 $52,495 $49.061 $45,851 $42.851 $40.048 $37,428 534,980 $32,691 $30,552
$35.695 $33,360 $31.177 529,138 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20,775 S19.416 518,148 $16,958 $15,849 $14,812 S13,843
$89.238 $83,400 $77,944 $72.845 $68,079 563,625 $59,463 $55,573 $51.937 S48.539 $45.364 $42,396 $39,623 $37,031 $34.8o8
541.777 $39,044 S36,490 $34,103 $31.872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24.315 S22.724 $21,237 $19.848 M18.550 $17.336 $16.202
541.777 $39,044 $36.490 $34,103 $31,872 529,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315 522,724 521,237 $19,848 $18.550 $17.336 $16.202
$41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34.103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 524.315 $22.724 $21,237 $19.848 518,550 $17,336 $16,202
520,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 53.101
$20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14.893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275 $8,668 $8.101
$20.889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 S12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275 $8,668 $8.101
$83,555 $78,089 572,980 $68,206 $63,744 $59,573 $55,676 $52,034 548,630 $45,448 $42,475 $39,696 $37,099 534,672 $32.404
520.889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275 $8,668 $8.101
541.777 $39,044 $36,490 534,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315 $22,724 $21,237 $19.848 $18.550 S17.336 516,202
$41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 S16.202
$20,889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101
S49.178 $45,961 $42.954 $40.144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25.000 S23.364 521,836 520.407 $19,072
$24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918 $10,204 $9,536
$24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20.072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536
$49,178 $45,961 S42.954 $40.144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072
524,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536
573,767 $68,941 $64.431 $60,216 $56,277 $52,595 $49,154 $45,939 $42,933 $40.124 $37,500 $35,046 532,754 $30,611 528,608
524,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 511.682 $10,918 $10.204 $9,536
S24,589 $22,980 521,477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536
S24.589 $22,980 $21,477 S20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536
$24,589 $22,980 $21.477 520,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 513,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536
S24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 513,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536
S27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842
$27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842
$27.956 $26,127 $24,418 522,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 517,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842
$27,956 $26,127 $24,418 522.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 515,206 $14.211 -$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842
$27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 515,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842
$27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17.410 $'.6.271 $15.206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842
$27.956 $26.127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842
$55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37.257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 528,423 $26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21.684
$27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10.842
$27,956 $26.127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 515,206 $14.211 $13,282 512,413 $11,601 $10,842
$27.956 $26,127 $24.418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 515,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10.842
$27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 S15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10.842
$27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10.842
$27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 512,413 $11,601 $10.842
$31,151 $29.113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22.210 $20.757 $19,399 $18,130 516.944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12.081
$31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25.429 $23,765 $22.210 $20.757 $19,399 $18.130 516,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12.081
$31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19.399 $18.130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831 $12.927 $12,081
$31.151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22.210 $20,757 $19.399 $18,130 516,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831 $12,927 $12.081
$31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23.765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 516,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12.081
534,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18.927 $17,689 $16.532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495
$34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23.187 $21,670 $20,252 S18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495
$34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 518,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495
$34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23.187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16.532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495
$34,797 $32.521 $30,393 $28,405 $26.547 $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 515,450 $14,440 $13.495
$40,091 537,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30.585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21.807 $20.380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15.548
$40,091 $37.468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23.333 521.807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548
$52,009 $48,606 $45.426 $42.455 $39.677 $37,082 $34,656 $32,388 $30,270 $28,289 $26,439 $24,709 $23,093 $21,582 $20,170

$100,573 $93,993 $87,844 $82.097 $76,727 $71.707 $67.016 $62.632 $58,534 S54.705 $51,126 547,781 544,856 $41,734 $39,004
541,200 $38,505 $35.986 $33.632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15.978
$41,200 $38,505 535,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 S25,657 $23,979 522,410 $20.944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978
$46,877 S43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 520,814 $19,452 $18,180
$46,877 $43.811 $40.944 $38,266 $35,762 $33.423 $31,236 $29.193 $27,283 525,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180
$54,504 $50,938 $47.606 544,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 529,646 $27.707 $25,894 $24,200 522.617 $21,138
$62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 534.082 $31,852 $29.769 $27,821 $26,001 $24,300
$37,975 $35.490 $33.169 $30.999 $28,971 $27,075 $25.304 $23,649 $22,102 520,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727
$37,975 $35,490 S33.169 530,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25.304 $23.649 $22,102 520.656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14.727
$44,398 $41,494 $38,779 $36,242 $33,871 $31,655 $29,584 $27,649 $25,840 524.150 S22,570 $21,093 V19,713 $18,424 $17,218

$348.986 $326,155 $304,818 $284,877 $266,240 5248,822 $232,544 $217.331 $203,113 $189.825 $177.407 $165,801 $154,954 $144,817 $135,343
$348,986 $326,155 $304,818 $284,877 $266,240 S248,822 $232.544 $217.331 $203,113 $189,825 $177,407 $165,801 $154,954 $144.817 $135,343
$263,976 $246.706 $230,567 $215.483 $201,386 $188.211 $175,898 $164.391 $153,636 $143,585 $134,192 $125,413 $117,208 $109.541 $102,374
$85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 556,646 $52,940 $49.477 $46.240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968
$5,439 $5,083 54,751 $4,440 54,150 $3.878 $3,624 $3.387 $3,166 52,959 $2.765 $2.584 $2,415 S2,257 $2,109
$5.439 $5,083 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 $3,878 $3,624 $3,387 $3,166 52,959 $2,765 $2,584 $2.415 $2,257 $2,109
$5.439 $5.083 $4.751 $4,440 54,150 $3,878 $3,624 $3,387 $3,166 52,959 $2,765 $2,584 $2,415 $2,257 $2,109
$2.720 S315,177 $2,375 $2,220 $2.075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1.479 $1,383 $160,220 $1,208 $1.129 $1,055
52.720 S315,177 $2.375 $2.220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1.694 $1,583 S1,479 $1,383 $160,220 $1,208 $1.129 $1,055

52,720 S2,542 $2,375 52,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1.479 $1.383 $1,292 $1,208 $1.129 $1,055

$190,631 S96,907
$122,004 $62,021

$125,105 $40,668 $38.007 $102.123 $33,197 $31.025 $83.363 $27.099 $25,326 $68,049 $22,121 $20.674 $55,548 $18,057 $18,876
$125.105 540,668 $38,007 $102,123 $33,197 531.025 $83,363 $27.099 $25,326 $68,049 $22,121 $20,674 $55,548 $18,057 $16,878

$43.515 540,668 $38,007 $35,521 $33,197 S31,025 $28,996 $27,099 $25,326 $23,669 M22,121 $20,674 $19.321 $18,057 $16,876

$81.590 $66,602 $54,367 S44.380 $36.227
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2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,043,375 $947.480 $5885.495 $851,705 $773.426 $722,828

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0
$0 50 $0 $0 $0 50

so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 s0 s0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0

$868,586 $811.762 $758.656 $709.025 $662,640 $619.290
5868,586 $811,762 $758.656 $709,025 $662.640 $619,290

$11,421 $10.674 $9.976 $9,323 $8.713 $8,143
528,554 $26.686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,764 520,358
512,938 $12.091 $11,300 $10.561 $9.870 $9,224
532,344 $30,228 S28,250 $26,402 $24,675 $23,061
$15,142 $14.151 $13.226 $12.360 $11,552 $10.796
$15.142 $14.151 S13.226 $12.360 $11,552 $10.796
$15,142 $14,151 $13.226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796

$7,571 $7.076 $6.613 $6.180 $5,776 $5,398
$7,571 $7.076 $6.613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$30,284 $28.303 $26.451 $24,721 523,104 $21,592
$7.571 $7.076 $6.613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 511,552 $10,796
$15.142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796

$7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$17,824 $16.658 $15.569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709

$8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$8.912 $8,329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354

$17.824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13.598 $12,709
58,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354

$26,737 $24,988 $23,353 $21,825 $20,397 $19.063
$8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6.799 $6,354
S8.912 $8,329 $7,784 S7.275 $6,799 $6.354
$8,912 $8,329 $7,714 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
$8,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 56,799 $6.354

$10.133 $9.470 $8.850 $8.271 $7,730 $7.224
$10.133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$10.133 $9,470 $8,850 58.271 $7,730 $7,224
$10.133 $9,470 $8.850 58,271 $7.730 $7,224
$10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7.224
$10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$20,265 $18,939 $17.700 $16,542 $15.460 $14,449
$10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $5,271 $7,730 $7,224
$10,133 $9.470 $8.850 $8.271 $7.730 $7,224
$10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,291 $10.552 $9.862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8.050
$11,291 $10,552 $9.862 $9,216 $8,614 58,050
$11.291 $10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$11,291 $10.552 $9.862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8.992
$12,612 $11,787 $11.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 58,992
$12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 58,992
$14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11.085 $10.360
$14.531 $13,580 $12,692 $11.861 $11,085 $10.360
$18.850 $17,617 $16,465 $15,388 $14.381 $13,440
$36,452 $34.067 $31,839 $29.756 $27,809 $25,990
$14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12.190 $11.392 $10,647
$14.933 $13,956 $13,043 $12.190 $11,392 $10,647
$16.990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$16.990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$19,755 $18,462 $17.255 $16,126 $15.071 $14,085
$22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10.500 $9,813
$13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11.235 $10,500 S9.813
$16,092 $15,039 $14,055 $13,136 $12,276 $11.473

5126.489 S118,214 $110.480 $103.252 $96,498 $90,185
$126.489 $118,214 $110.480 $103.252 596,498 $90,185
$95,677 $89.418 $83,568 $7S.101 $72,992 $68,216
$30.812 $28,796 $26.912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$1,971 $1,842 $1,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1.406
$1,971 $1.842 51,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406
$1.971 $1,842 $1.722 $1.609 $1,504 $1.406

$986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703

$986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703

$45,344 $14,740 $13,776 $37.014 $12,032 $11,245
$45,344 $14,740 $13,776 $37.014 $12.032 $11.245
$15,772 $14.740 $13.776 $12,874 $12.032 $11,245

$29.572 $24,140

Nominal Enabling Tech
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Proposal Name: Design for Operabiity Maintainability
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Design for OperabilitylMaint. - Nominal
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:APACE\Projects\Design._fMDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Total $323,020,361 $256,424,170 $5,069,318 $4,737,680 $4,427,738 $4,138,073 $3,867,358
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $251,000,000 $251.000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $251,000,000 $251,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $251,000,000 $251.000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $62,915,648 $4,738,454 $4,428,462 $4,138,749 $3,867,990 $3,614,944 $3,378,452
Staffing $62,915,648 $4,738,454 $4,428,462 $4,138,749 $3,867,990 $3,614,944 $3,378,452

Enlisted\E-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 $54.144 $50,602 $47,291 $44,198 $41,306
Enlisted\E-2 - SN $1,538,458 $115,868 $108,288 $101,204 $94.583 $88,395 $82,612
Enlisted\E-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53,569 $50,064 $46.789
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $2,614,002 $196,872 $183,993 $171,956 $160,706 $150.193 $140,367
EnlistedXE-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1.019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38.403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - MK $2,549,513 $192.015 $179,453 $167,713 $156,741 $146,487 $136,904
Enlisted\E-4 - QM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - RD $509.903 $38.403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58,595 $54.762
Enlisted\E-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381
Enlisted\E-5 - BM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73.803 $68,975 $64,463
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $2,400,922 $180,824 $168,994 $157,939 $147,606 $137,950 $128,925
Enlisted\E-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\rE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\rE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6- SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645
Enlisted\E-6-'TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43.691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833

* Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - QM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978.631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134,041 $125,272 $117,077 $109,417 $102,259
OfficerAO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246.532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774
Officer\0O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75.745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005
OfficerAO-4 - Engineering $1.144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447
OfficerO-4- Operations $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65.748 $61,447
Officer\0O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100.203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132
Warrant\verage - BOSN $926,981 $69.815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777
WarranthAverage - ENG $926.981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777
Warrant\Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,104,714 $685,716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 $523,129 $488,906
Staffing $9.104.714 $685,716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 $523,129 $488,906

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,029,572 $529,428 $494,793 $462,423 $432,171 $403,898 $377,475
Officer\Average - General Detail $2.075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431

Nominal Des 4 OperMaint
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
$3.614,354 $3,377,900 $3.1 56,916 $2,950,389 $2,757,373 $2,576,984 $2.408,396 $2,250,838 $2,103,587 $1,965,969 Si1.837,354 $1 .717.153

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3.157,432 $2,950,871 $2,757,823 $2,577,405 $2,408,790 $2.251,205 $2,103,930 $1,966.290 $1,837,654 $1,717,434 $1.605,078 $1,500.073
$3,157,432 $2,950,871 $2,757.823 $2,577.405 $2,408,790 $2,251,205 $2,103,930 $1.966.290 $1,837,654 $1.717,434 $1,605.078 $1,500,073

$38,604 $36,078 $33,718 $31,512 $29,451 $27,524 $25,723 $24,041 $22.468 $20,998 $19,624 $18,340
$77,208 $72,157 $67,436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39,249 $36,681
$43,728 $40,867 $38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20,775

$131,184 $122,602 $114,581 $107,085 $100,080 $93,532 $87,414 $81,695 $76,350 $71,355 $66,687 $62,325
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315
$25,590 523.915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157
$25,590 $23.915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157

$127,948 $119,577 $111,754 $104,443 $97,611 $91,225 $85,257 $79,679 $74,467 $69,595 $65,042 $60,787
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$60,245 $56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622
$60,245 $56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311

$120,491 $112,608 $105,241 $98,356 $91,922 $85,908 $80,288 $75,036 $70,127 $65,539 $61,251 $57,244
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 ,$16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$68,495 $64,014 $59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765, $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$49,113 $45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333
$49,113 $45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333
$95,569 $89,317 $83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 $48,583 $45,404

$164,275 $153,528 $143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046
$50,472 $47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979
$50,472 $47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979
$57,427 $53,670 $50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283
$57,427 $53,670 $50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283
$66,769 $62,401 $58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722
$76,759 $71,738 $67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468
$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102
$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102
$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102

$456,922 $427,029 $399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080
$456,922 $427,029 $399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080
$352,780 $329,701 $308,132 $287,974 $269,134 $251,527 $235,072 $219,694 $205,321 $191,889 $179,336 $167,603
$104,141 $97,328 $90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477

Nominal Des 4 OperMaint
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,604,816 $1,499,828 $1,401,709 $1,310,008 $1,224,307 $1,144,212 $1,069,357 $999,399 $934,018 $872,914 $815,807 $762,437

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,401,938 $1,310,222 $1,224,507 $1,144,399 $1,069,531 $999,562 $934,170 $873,056 $815,940 $762,561 $712,674 $666,050
$1,401,938 $1,310,222 $1,224,507 $1,144,399 $1,069,531 $999,562 $934,170 $873,056 $815,940 $762,561 $712,674 $666,050

$17,141 $16,019 $14,971 $13,992 $13,076 $12,221 $11,421 $10,674 $9,976 $9,323 $8,713 $8,143
$34,281 $32,038 $29,942 $27,984 $26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $18,287
$19,416 $18,146 $16,958 $15,849 $14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
558.247 $54,437 $50,875 $47,547 $44,437 $41,530 $38,813 $36,274 $33,900 $31,683 $29,610 $27,673
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18.550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 512.360 $11,552 $10,796
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 -$7,076 $6,613 $6.180 $5,776 $5.398
$11.362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5.776 $5,398
$11.362 $10,619 $9.924 $9,275 $8.668 $8,101 $7.571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$56,810 $53,094 $49,620 $46,374 $43,340 $40,505 $37,855 $35,379 $33,064 $30,901 $28.879 $26,990
$11.362 $10.619 59.924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6.180 $55.776 $5,398
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 57.571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 512.360 $11,552 $10,796
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6.613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16.658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15.569 $14,550 $13.598 $12,709
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$53,499 $49,999 $46,728 $43,671 $40,814 $38,144 $35,649 $33,317 $31,137 $29,100 $27,196 $25,417
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 56.354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 58.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $6,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $6,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $6,271 $7,730 $7,224
$30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 58,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 58,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $1ý3,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992

*$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$42,434 $39,658 $37,063 $34,639 $32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081 $21,571 $20,160
$72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541 $55,846 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 515,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 512,962 $12,114
$25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821 $26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 512.022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609 $154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609 $154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$156,639 $146,391 $136,814 $127,864 $119,499 $111,681 $104,375 $97,547 $91,165 $85,201 $79,627 $74,418

$46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

Nominal Des 4 OperMaint
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Optimisitc
Proposal Number: 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Damage Control Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:APACE\Projects\USCGDe3.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Total $326.991.958 $256.092.906 $5.386,828 $5.034.419 $4.705.064 $4.397.256 $4.109.585 $3.840.734
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250.000.000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $60 0

Procurement $250,000.000 $250.000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $250.000.000 $250,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $66.840,754 $5,034.071 $4.704,739 $4,396.953 $4.109.301 $3.840.469 $3,589.223 $3,354.414
Staffing $66.840,754 $5,034.071 $4,704,739 $4.396,953 $4.109.301 $3,840.469 $3.589.223 $3.354,414

EnlistedE-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 $54,144 $50,602 $47.291 $44.198 $41,306 $38.604
EntistedkE-2 - SN $1.538,458 $115,868 $108,288 $101.204 $94,583 $88.395 $82.612 $77,208
EnlistedRE-3 - FN $1,307.001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 $70.184 $65,592
EnlistedfE-3 - SN $2.614,002 $196,872 $183.993 $171,956 $160,706 $150.193 $140,367 $131,184
Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54.762 $51;179
EnlistedcE-4 - DC $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381 $25,590
EnlistedE-4 - EM $1.019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67.085 $62.697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - ET 6509,903 $38.403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590
EnlistedfE-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25.590
Enlisted(E-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215.344 $201,256 $188.090 $175,785 $164,285 $153,537
Enlisted\E-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179
EnlistedKE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
EnlistedE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179
EnlistedE-4 - SS $1,019.805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $654.762 $51.179
Enlisted\E-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
EnlistedkE-5 - BM $1,200.461 $90.412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted.E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90.412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60.245
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73.803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172.437 $161.156 $150.613
Enlisted\E-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123
Enlisted'E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted.E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45.206 $42.249 $39.485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123
Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedkE-6 - EM $682,419 $51 396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $6682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51 396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44.891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34.247
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364.839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78.420 $73.289 $68,495
EnlistedE-6- MST $682.419 $51 .396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682.419 $51.396 $48.034 $44.891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 -SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39.210 $366.45 $34.247
Enlisted\E-7- ET $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50.022 $46,749 $43.691 $40.833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7- FT $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50.022 $46.749 $43.691 $40,833 $38.161
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760.412 $57.270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40.833 $38.161
EnlistedME-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40.833 $38.161
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849.413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52.221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63.973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42.628
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52.221 $48.805 $45.612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - QM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42.628
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849.413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45.612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64.377 $60,165 $56.229 $52.551 $49.113
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978.631 $73,705 $68,883 $64.377 $60,165 $56.229 $52.551 $49.113
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $2,539,116 $191.232 $178,721 $167,029 $156.102 $145.890 $136,346 $127,426
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $3,273.372 $246.532 $230,404 $215.331 $201.244 $188.078 $175.774 $164.275
OfficerO-3 - Gen Admin $1.005.717 $75,745 $70,790 $66.159 $61.830 $657.785 $54.005 $50.472
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1.005.717 $75,745 $70.790 $66,159 $61.830 $57.785 $54,005 $50,472
Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144.297 $86.182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65.748 $61,447 $57,427
Officer\O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150.549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114.853
Officer\O-5 - Operations $1.330,463 $100,203 $93.648 $687,521 $81.795 $76,444 $71.443 $66,769
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1.529,522 $115.195 $107,659 $100,616 $94.033 $87.882 $82.132 $76.759
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65.248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46.521
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant\Average - F&S $926,981 $69.815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53.262 $49,777 $46.521

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690,511 $729,835 $682.089 $637.466 $595.763 $556,788 $520.362 $486.320
Staffing $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486.320

EnlistedkAverage - General Detail $7,615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179
Officer\Average - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136.508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104.141

ADP & Information Systems -Automated Systems $460.692 $329.000 $0 $60 $0 $60 $60 $0
ADP & Information Systems $460,692 $329,000 $60 $0 $0 $60 $60 $0

Advanced Interior Communications System $140,000 $140.000
Automated DC Closures and Valves $100,000 $100,000
Fire/Smoke Detection and Alarm System $689,000 $89,000
Fire/Smoke System Periodic Renewal/Upgrade $51,182
IC Systems Periodic Replacement/Upgrade $80.511

Optimisitic Damage Control
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
$3,589.471 $3.354,646 53.135,183 $3,017,387 $2.738.390 $2,559.243 $2.391.816 $2,235,342 $2,089.105 $1,952.434 $1,824,705 $1,705.332 $1.593,768

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0 50 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

53,134,966 $2.929,875 $2,738,201 $2.559,066 $2,391.651 $2.235,188 $2,088,960 $1.952.300 $1.824.579 $1,705.214 $1.593,658 $1,489,400 $1.391,963
$3,134.966 $2.929,875 $2,738.201 $2.559,066 52.391,651 $2.235,188 $2,088,960 $1,952,300 $1.824,579 $1,705,214 $1.593.658 $1.489.400 $1.391.963

$36.078 $33.718 $31.512 $29,451 $27.524 $52,723 $24,0.41 $22,468 $20.998 $19,624 $18,340 $17.141 $16,019
$72,157 $67.436 $63,025 $58,901 $55.048 $51.447 548,081 544,936 $41.996 539,249 $38,681 534,281 532.038
$61.301 557,291 $53.543 $50,040 546,766 $43,707 $40.847 $38,175 $35.678 $33,34-4 $31.162 529,124 $27,218

$122,602 $114.581 $107.085 $100.080 $93.532 587,414 581,695 $76,350 571,355 $66.687 $62.325 558.247 $54,437

$47,831 544,702 541,777 $39.044 536.490 $34,103 $31.872 529,787 $27,838 526.017 524,315 $22.724 $21.237
$23.915 522.351 $20,889 $19.522 $18.245 $17.051 515.936 $14.893 $13.919 513.008 $12,157 $11.362 $10.619
$47,831 544,702 541,777 539,044 $36.490 $34.103 $31.872 $29.787 527,838 $26.017 $24.315 $22.724 $21.237
$23.915 $22.351 $20.889 519.522 518.245 $17,051 515,936 514.893 $13,919 513.008 $12.157 511,362 $10.619
523.915 $22.351 $20.889 519,522 $18.245 517.051 515.936 514.893 $13.919 $13.008 $12.157 511,362 $10.619
523.915 522.351 520.889 519,522 518,245 517,051 $15.936 514.893 $13.919 513,008 512.157 511.362 $10,619

$143.493 5134.105 5125.332 5117.133 5109.470 $~12,308 595,615 589,360 583,514 578,051 $72.944 568,172 563.712
$47.831 544.702 $41.777 539,044 $36.490 $34.103 531,872 $29.787 $27.838 526,017 524.315 522,724 521.237

$23,915 $22,351 $20.889 $19.522 518,245 517,051 $15.936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619

$47,831 544.702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34.103 $31,872 529,787 $27.838 526,017 524,315 522,724 521.237

$47,831 544.702 $41.777 $39,044 $36.490 $34.103 531,872 $29.787 527.838 $26.017 524,315 $22.724 $21.237
523,915 $22.351 $20,889 519.522 $18.245 $17.051 515,936 $14.893 513,919 $13,008 512,157 511,362 510,619
$558.304 552,621 $49,178 545.961 542.954 $40.144 $37.518 535,063 $32.769 530.626 528,622 526,750 525,000

528,152 $26.310 524,589 $22.980 521,477 $20.072 518.759 $17,532 516.385 515,313 514,311 513.375 512.500
556,304 552.621 549,178 545,961 542,954 540.144 537,518 $35.063 $32.769 $30,626 $28.622 $26.750 525,000
556,304 $52.621 549,178 545,961 $42.954 540,144 $37.518 $35,063 $32.769 $30.626 528,622 $26.750 525.000

$28.152 526.310 $24.589 $22,980 $21.477 520,072 $18.759 517.532 516,385 515,313 $14.311 $13,375 $12.500
5140.760 $131,552 5122,945 5114,902 5107,385 $100,360 593,794 587.658 581,924 576,564 $71,555 $68,874 562,499

528,152 526.310 524,589 522,980 521.477 $20.072 $18.759 517,532 518.385 $15.313 514,311 $13,375 $12.500
$28.152 526.310 $24.589 522,980 521,477 $20.072 $18.759 $17.532 516.385 $15.313 514,311 $13.375 $12.500
528,152 528,310 524.589 $22.980 $21.477 520,072 518,759 $17.532 $16.385 $15.313 $14.311 $13,375 $12.500
528.152 $26.310 524.589 $22,980 521.477 520,072 518,759 517.532 516,385 $15.313 514,311 $13,375 512.500
$28.152 $26.310 524,589 $22.980 $21.477 520.072 $18.759 $17.532 $16.385 515.313 $14.311 513.375 512.500
$28.152 526.310 524,589 522,980 521,477 520,072 $18.759 517,532 $16.385 515,313 $14.311 $13,375 512.500

$32.007 529,913 527.956 $26.127 524,418 522,820 $21.328 519,932 518.628 517.410 516.271 $15.208 $14.211

532,007 $29.913 527.956 $26.127 524,418 522,820 $21.328 519,932 $18.628 $17.410 $16.271 $15.206 514.211

$32,007 529,913 527,956 $26.127 524,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 518.628 $17.410 $16.271 515,206 $14.211

532,007 529,913 527.956 $26.127 524,418 522.820 521.328 519.932 $18.628 $17.410 5 16.271 $15.206 $14.211

$32.007 529.913 527,956 526,127 524.418 522,820 $21.328 519.932 518,628 $17.410 516.271 515.206 $14.211

532.007 $29.913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521.328 519.932 518,628 517,410 516.271 515,206 514,211

532,007 529,913 527.956 526,127 $24.418 522,820 521.328 $19.932 518,628 $17.410 516,271 $15.206 $14.211
564,014 $59,826 555,912 552.254 548,836 $45.641 542,655 539,865 $37.257 534,819 532,541 530.412 528.423

$32,007 529,913 $27.956 $26.127 524,418 $22.820 521,328 519.932 518,628 $17.410 516.271 $15.206 $14.211

532,007 529,913 527,956 $26.127 524,418 $22.820 521.328 $19.932 518,628 $17.410 516.271 515,208 514.211
532,007 529,913 527.956 $26.127 524.418 522.820 $21.328 $19.932 518,628 517,410 516.271 515,206 514.211

$32.007 529,913 527.956 526,127 $24.418 $22.820 $21.328 $19.932 518,628 517.410 516.271 515,206 514,211

$32.007 529.913 $27.956 526,127 $24.418 $22.820 521,328 519,932 518.628 517.410 $16,271 515,206 514,211

532,007 529.913 527,956 526,127 $24.418 $22.820 521,328 519.932 $18.628 517,410 516.271 515.2D6 514.211
535.665 533.332 531,151 $29.113 527,209 525,429 523,765 $22.210 520.757 $19.399 518,130 516,944 515,836

$35.665 533,332 $31.151 $29.113 527.209 525,429 523,765 522,210 $20.757 $19.399 518,130 516,944 $15.836
535.665 $33.332 531,151 529.113 527,209 525,429 $23.765 $22.210 520,757 519,399 $18.130 516,944 $15.836
$35.665 533,332 $31.151 529,113 527.209 $25.429 $23.765 $22.210 520.757 519.399 $18.130 516,944 $15.836
$35,665 $33.332 531.151 $29.113 527,209 525,429 523,765 522,210 $20.757 519,399 $18.130 516,944 $15.836

$39.839 $37.233 $34,797 532,521 530.393 528,405 526,547 $24.810 523,187 521.670 $20.252 518,927 $17.689
539.839 537.233 534,797 532,521 $30.393 528,405 526,547 524.810 523,187 521,670 $20.252 518.927 $17.689
539.839 537,233 $34,797 $32.521 530.393 528.405 526,547 524.810 $23.187 521,670 520,252 518,927 $17.689
539,839 $37.233 $34,797 532,521 $30.393 528.405 526,547 524,810 $23.187 $21.670 520.252 518,927 $17.689
$39.839 $37.233 $34,797 532,521 530,393 $28.405 526,547 $24.810 $23.187 521,670 520,252 518,927 $17.689
539,839 $37.233 $34,797 532.521 530.393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,167 521.670 520,252 518,927 517.689
$45.900 $42.897 540,091 537,468 535,017 532.726 $30.585 528.584 526,714 524,966 $23,333 521 .807 $20.380
$45.900 $42.897 540,091 $37.468 535,017 532,726 530,585 528,584 $26.714 524,966 523,333 521 .807 520.380

$119.090 $111,299 5104.018 597,213 $90.853 584,909 579,354 574,163 569.311 564,777 560.539 556.579 552,877
$153,528 $143,484 5134,097 5125,324 $117.126 5109.463 $102,302 $95.609 589.355 583.509 578.046 572.940 $68.168

$47.170 544,084 $41.200 538,505 $35.986 533,632 531,431 529.375 $27.453 525.657 523,979 522.410 520.944

$47.170 544,084 541,200 538,505 535,986 533,632 $31.431 529,375 $27.453 525,657 $23.979 522.410 520,944
$53.670 550,159 546,877 543,811 540,944 538,266 $35.762 533,423 $31.236 $29,193 527.283 525,498 523,830

$107.340 5100,317 $93,755 $87.621 581,889 576.532 $71.525 566,846 562,473 558,386 554.566 550,996 547,680

$62,401 558.319 554,504 550,938 $47.606 544.491 $41.581 538,860 536.318 533,942 $31.722 $29.846 $27.707
$71.738 567,045 562.658 558.559 554,728 551,148 547,802 544,675 541.752 539.021 536,468 534.082 $31.852
543,477 540,633 $37.975 $35.490 533,169 530.999 528,971 527.075 525,304 523,649 522.102 520.656 519,304

543,477 540,833 $37,975 $35,490 533,169 530,999 528,971 $27.075 525,304 $23,649 522,102 520,656 519,304

$43,477 540,633 $37,975 535,490 533,169 530,999 528.971 $27.075 525,304 523,649 $22.102 520.656 519,304

5454,505 $424.771 $396,982 5371.011 5346,739 5324,055 $302,856 $283.043 $264.526 $247.220 $231,D47 $215.932 $201,605
$454,505 $424.771 $396.982 5371.011 5346,739 $324,055 $302.856 $283.043 $264,526 $247.220 5231.047 5215.932 $201.605
$357.176 $333,810 $311,972 $291,562 5272.488 $254.662 5238.002 $222,431 5207,880 5194,280 5181,570 $169,692 $158.591

$97.328 590.961 585,010 $79,449 574,251 569,394 564,854 560,611 556,646 552,940 $49.477 $46.240 543.215

$0 $0 $0 $87.309 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0

$0 $0 $0 587,309 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$33,932
$53,377

Optimisific Damage Ccntm
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2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,533,886 $1,392,059 $1,300,989 $1.215.878 $1,136.335 51,061,995 $992,519 $927,588 $886,904 $810,191

$0 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1.300,900 $1.215,794 $1,136.256 $1,061,922 $992,450 $927,523 $866,844 $810,135 $757,135 $707,603
$1.300,900 $1,215.794 $1,136,256 $1,061,922 $992,450 $927,523 $866.844 $810.135 $757,135 $707.603

514,971 $13,992 $13,076 $12.221 $11,421 $10,674 $9,976 $9,323 $8,713 $8,14
529,942 $27,984 $26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 516.287
$25,438 $23,774 $22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16.950 $15,841 514.805 $13,838
$50,875 547,547 $44.437 541,530 $38,813 536.274 533.900 $31,683 529.610 $27,673
519.848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 514.151 513.226 $12,360 $11,882 $10,796

59.924 59.275 $8.668 58.101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 58.180 $5,776 55.398
$19,848 $18,550 $17.336 $16,202 $15,142 514.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11.552 $10,796

$9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6.613 $8,180 $5,776 $55.398
59.924 $9.275 $8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6.613 56.180 $55.776 $5.398
$9.924 $9,275 $8,668 58.101 $7,571 57.076 $6.613 56.180 55.776 $5,398

S59,544 555,649 $52.008 $48,606 545,426 $42.454 539,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,380 $11,552 $10,796

$9,924 $9,275 $8,888 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$19,848 $18,550 $17,338 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$9,924 $9.275 $8668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5.776 $5,398
523,384 $21,836 $20,407 519,072 $17,824 $16,658 515,569 514.550 $13,598 $12,709
511,682 510.918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 56.799 $6,354
$23,364 $21.836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 514.550 513,598 $12,709
523.364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$11.682 $10.918 510,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6.354
$58,410 $54,589 $51,018 547,680 $44,561 541,846 $36,921 $36,375 $33.995 $31,771
511,682 510,918 510,204 $9,536 58.912 58.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6.354
$11,682 510,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 58,329 $7,784 57.275 56,799 56.354
511,682 510.918 510,204 59,536 58,912 58.329 57,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6.354
511,682 $10.918 $10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 57,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6.354
$11.682 $10.918 510.204 59,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 56.354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 59,536 58.912 $8,329 $7,784 57,275 56,799 $6,354
$13,282 $12,413 511,601 510.842 510,133 59,470 58.850 $8,271 $7,730 57,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 510,842 510,133 59,470 58,850 58,271 57,730 57,224
513,282 $12,413 511.601 $10.842 510.133 $9,470 $8,850 58,271 57.730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 58.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
513,282 512,413 511.601 $10.842 510,133 $9,470 58.850 58,271 57.730 57,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11.601 $10,842 $10,133 59,470 58,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
513,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 59,470 58,850 58.271 57,730 57.224
526,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 518,939 517,700 516,542 $15,460 $14,449
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12.413 $11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 57,730 57.224
$13,282 $12,413 511,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 58.271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 511,601 $10,842 510,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 58,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
514,800 513,831 512,927 $12,081 $11,291 510,552 59,862 59,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $6,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 511,291 510,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 58,614 58,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 V10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
516,532 515,450 514.440 513,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 59,622 $8,992
$16,532 515,450 514.440 513.495 512,612 511,787 511.016 510,295 59.622 $8,992
$16,532 515.450 $14,440 $13,495 512,612 511,787 $11,016 $10.295 59,622 58,992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 511.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8.992
$16,532 515,450 514.440 513,495 $12,612 $11,787 511,016 510.295 59.622 58.992
516,532 515.450 $14,440 $13.495 512,612 $11.787 511,016 510,295 59,622 58,992
$19.047 517,801 516.636 515,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 511,861 511.085 510.360
519,047 $17.801 516,636 515,548 514,531 513,580 $12.692 511,861 511,085 510,360
549,418 $46,185 543,164 540,340 537.701 535,234 $32.929 530,775 528.762 526,880
563,709 $59,541 555,846 552,005 $48.603 545,423 542.452 539,674 537.079 $34,653
$19,574 $18,293 517.097 $15,978 $14,933 513,956 513,043 512,190 511,392 $10,847
$19,574 518.293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 513.043 512,190 511,392 $10,847
$22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 516.990 515,879 514,840 513,869 512.962 $12,114
544,542 541,628 $38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 529,680 527.739 525.924 $24,228
525,894 524,200 522,617 521,138 519,755 518,462 517,255 $16,126 $15,071 514,085
529,769 527.821 526,001 524,300 522,710 $21.225 $19.836 518,538 517.326 516,192
518.042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,784 512.863 512.022 511,235 $10,500 $9,813
518,042 516,861 515,758 514,727 513,764 512,863 512,022 511,235 510,500 59,813
$18,042 516,861 515,758 514,727 513.764 512,863 512,022 511,235 510,500 59,813

5188,603 5176,265 5164.733 $153,956 5143,885 5134,471 $125,674 5117.453 $109,769 $102,5688
$188,603 5176.265 5164.733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 5117.453 5109,769 $102,588
5148.215 $138,519 5129,457 $120,988 5113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619

540,388 537.746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 528,796 526,912 525,151 523,506 521.968
$44,383 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 5 0
544,383 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 $0 $0

$17,249
$27.134

OPtimisitic Damage Contro
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Optimisitc
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Multiple Crews
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:%PACEXProjects\USCGDe3.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2006 2006 2007
Total $227.122,328 $155,852,677 $5,425,063 $5,070,152 $4,738,460 $4.428,467 $4,138,754 $53.867,995 $53,614.948
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $150,000,000 $150,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $150,000,000 $150,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $150,000,000 $150,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $68,555,552 $5,163,220 $4,825,439 $4.509,756 $4,214,726 $3,938,996 $3,681.305 $3,440.471 $3,215,394
Staffing $68,555,552 $5.163,220 $4.825.439 $4.509,756 $4,214,726 $3,938,996 $3,681,305 $3,440,471 $3.215,394

EnlistedAE-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959 $57,906 $54,118
EnlistedkE-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135,360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103.265 $96,510 $90.196
Enlisted'E-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 $70,184 $65.592 $61,301
EnlistedkE-3 - SN S3,049,669 $229,684 $214,658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762 $153.048 $143,036
Enlisted'E-4 - SM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
Enlisted.E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedkE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedME-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedkE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33,543 $31,348 529,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted(E-4 - GM $509,903 $38.403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164,285 $153,537 $143,493
EnlistedME-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedkE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71.781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedAE-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
Enlisted\E-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedAE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90.412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60.245 $56,304
EnlistedAE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted•E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $4.497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedAE-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84.497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56.304
EnlistedAE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedcE-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226.030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613 $140,760
EnlistedIE-5 - QM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedrE-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedXE-5 - RM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedAE-6 - SM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedcE-6 - DC $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted'E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 -$39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedAE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495 $64,014
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - OM $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedXE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - Ur $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enliste(E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted'E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedkE-8 - GM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedkE-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56.229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978.631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Officer\O-1 -Unknown $2,539,116 $191.232 $178,721 $167,029 $156.102 $145,890 $136,346 $127,426 $119,090
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164,275 $153,528
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66.159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $W4,005 $50,472 $47.170
Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80.544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670
Officer\O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172.364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114,853 $107,340
OfficerO-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769 $62,401
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132 $76,759 $71,738
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
WarrantlAverage - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43.477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $8,518,916 $641,597 $599,623 $560,396 $523,734 $489,471 $457,450 $427.523 $399,554
Staffing $8,518,916 $641,597 $599,623 $560,396 $523,734 $489,471 $457,450 $427,523 $399,554

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $6,443,775 $485,309 $453,560 $423,888 $396,157 $370,240 $346,019 $323,382 $302,226
OfficeMverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146.064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Personnel - Policy/Procedure Study $15,360 $15,360 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Staffing $15,360 $15,360 $6 so $0 $0 $0 $0 so

OfficerAO-3 - Unknown $4,734 $4,734
OfficeAO-5 - Unknown $6,263 $6,263
WarrantXAverage - Unknown $4,363 $4,363

Other Costs - Develop Multi Crew policies $32,500 $32,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Other Costs $32,500 $32,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Policylprocedure for relief/ shore rotation/ etc. $32,500 $32,500

Optimistic Multiple Crew

G-31



2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
$3,378,456 $3,157,436 $2,950,875 $2,757,827 $2,577,408 $2,408,793 $2,251,208 $2,103,933 $1,966,292 $1,837,656 $1,717,436 $1,605,080 $1,500,075 $1,401,939

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,005,041 $2,808,450 $2,624,719 $2,453,009 $2,292,531 $2,142,553 $2,002,386 $1.871,389 $1.748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610 $1,427,673 $1,334,274 $1,246,985
$3,005.041 $2,808,450 $2,624,719 $2,453,009 $2,292.531 $2,142,553 $2,002,386 $1,871,389 $1,748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610 $1,427,673 $1,334,274 $1,246,985

$50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25,711 $24,029 $22,457 $20,988
$84,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 $45,851 $42,851 $40,048 $37,428 $34,980
$57,291 $53,543 $50,040 $46,766 $43,707 $40,847 $38,175 $35,678 $33,344 $31,162 $29,124 $27,218 $25,438 $23,774

$133,678 $124,933 $116,760 $109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89,075 $83,248 $77,802 $72,712 $67,955 $63,510 $59,355 $55,472
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $1Z157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$134,105 $125,332 $117.133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68,172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$131,552 $122.945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$33.332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15.450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$111,299 $104,018 $97,213 $90,853 $84,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185
$143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541

$44,084 $41.200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20.944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41,628
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200
$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33.169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$373,415 $348,986 $326,155 $304,818 $284,877 $266,240 $248,822 $232,544 $217,331 $203,113 $189,825 $177,407 $165,801 $154,954
$373,415 $348,986 $326,155 $304,818 $284,877 $266,240 $248,822 $232,544 $217,331 $203,113 $189,825 $177,407 $165,801 $154,954
$282,454 $263,976 $246,706 $230,567 $215,483 $201,386 $188,211 $175,898 $164,391 $153,636 $143,585 $134,192 $125,413 $117,208
$90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Optimistic Multiple Crew
G-32



2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2026 2029
$1,310.224 $1,224,508 $1,144.400 $1,069,533 $999,563 $934.171 $873.057 $815,941

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 $0
$0 $0 50 $0 $0 $0 50 $0

$1,165.407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725,757
$1,165,407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725,757

$19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$22.218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15,841 $14,805 $13,836
$51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42.319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14,151 $13.226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7.571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

552,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42.454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$17,336 $16ý202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12.709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $8,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 58,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17.700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 58,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13.495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 $9.622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$43,164 $40,340 $37.701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$55,646 $52,005 $48,603 545,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11.392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33.981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14.727 $13.764 $12,863 $12,022 $11.235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$144,817 $135,343 $126,489 $118,214 $110,480 $103.252 $96,498 $90,185
$144,817 $135,343 $126,489 $118,214 $110,480 $103,252 $96,498 $90,185
$109.541 $102,374 $95,677 $89.418 $83,568 $78.101 $72,992 $68.216
$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so
$0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Optimistic Multiple Crew
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Optimisitc
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Risk Acceptance
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:IPACE\Projects\USCGDe3.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Total $314,640,988 $254,928,545 $4,545,325 $4,247,968 $3.970,063 $3.710,339 $3,467,607 $3,240,754
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so

Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $56,057,025 $4,221,901 $3,945,702 $3.687,572 $3,446,329 $3,220,868 $3,010,157 $2,813,231
Staffing $56,057,025 $4,221,901 $3,945,702 $3,687,572 $3,446,329 $3,220,868 $3,010,157 $2,813,231

Enlisted•E-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 $54,144 $50,602 $47,291 $44,198 $41,306 $38,604
EnlistedE-2 - SN $1,538,458 $115,868 $108,288 $101,204 $94,583 $88,395 $82,612 $77,208
Enlisted\E-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53,569 $50,064 $46,789 $43,728
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $1,742,668 $131.248 $122,662 $114,637 $107,137 $100,128 $93,578 $87.456
Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
EnlistedE-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - MK $2,549,513 $192,015 $179,453 $167,713 $156,741 $146,487 $136,904 $127,948
Enlisted\E-4 - QM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-5 - BM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\IE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $1,800,692 $135,618 $126,746 $118,454 $110,705 $103,462 $96,694 $90,368
EnlistedXE-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5- RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted'ME-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
EnlistedXE-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
EnlistedXE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedXE-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 -TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedXE-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
EnlistedE-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
OfficerAO-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134,041 $125,272 $117,077 $109,417 $102,259 $95,569
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184,899 $172,803 $161,498 $150,933 $141,059 $131,830 $123,206
OfficerNO-3 - Engineering $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
Officer\O-3 - Operations $2,011,435 $151,490 $141,579 $132,317 $123,661 $115,571 $108,010 $100,944
Officer\O-4 - Operations $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427
Officer\O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $8,518,916 $641,597 $599,623 $560,396 $523,734 $489,471 $457,450 $427,523
Staffing $8,518,916 $641,597 $599,623 $560,396 $523,734 $489,471 $457,450 $427,523

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $6,443,775 $485,309 $453,560 $423,888 $396,157 $370,240 $346,019 $323,382
OfficerAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141

Personnel - Policy/Procedure Study $26,047 $26,047 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Staffing $26,047 $26,047 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

OfficerXO-3 - Unknown $4,734 $4,734
OfficerAO-4 - Unknown $5,386 $5,386
Officer\iO-6 - Unknown $7,200 $7,200
Warrant\Average - Unknown $8,727 $8,727

Other Costs - Support Risk Analysis and Assessment $39,000 $39,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Other Costs $39,000 $39,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $o

Support risk analysis study $39,000 $39,000
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
$3,028,742 $2,830,600 $2,645,421 $2,472,356 $2,310,613 $2,159,451 $2,018.179 $1,886,148 $1,762,755 $1,647.435 $1,539,659 $1,438,934 $1,344.798

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so so
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2.629,188 $2,457,185 $2,296,434 $2,146,200 $2.005,795 $1.874,575 $1,751.939 $1,637,326 $1,530,211 $1,430,104 $1,336,546 $1,249,108 $1,167,391
$2,629,188 $2,457,185 $2,296,434 $2,146,200 $2,005,795 $1,874,575 $1,751,939 $1,637,326 $1,530,211 $1,430,104 $1,336,546 $1.249.108 $1.167.391

$36,078 $33,718 $31,512 $29,451 $27,524 $25.723 $24,041 $22,468 $20,998 $19,624 $18,340 $17,141 $16,019
$72.157 $67,436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39,249 $36,881 $34,281 $32,038
$40,867 $38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,136 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20,775 $19,416 $18,146
$81,735 $76,388 $71,390 $66,720 $62,355 $58,276 $54,463 $50,900 $47,570 $44,458 $41,550 $38,832 $36,291
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,836 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619

$119,577 $111,754 $104,443 $97,611 $91,225 $85,257 $79,679 $74,467 $69,595 $65,042 $60,787 $56,810 $53,094
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619
$23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $112,500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500
$56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500
$84,456 $78,931 $73,767 $68,941 $64,431 $60,216 $56,277 $52,595 $49,154 $45,939 $42,933 $40,124 $37,500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,569 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $18,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $18,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500
$28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311I $13.375 $12.500
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14.211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14.211
$32,007 $29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14.211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211
$64,014 $59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39.865 $37.257 $34,819 $32,641 $30.412 $28,423
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211
$35,685 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836
$35,665 $33,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15.836
$35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 520.757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26.547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689
$39,839 $37.233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,589
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689
$39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 528.405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17.689
$39,839 $37.233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37.468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23.333 $21,807 $20,380
$89,317 $83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 $48,583 $45,404 $42,434 $39.658

$115,146 $107,613 $100,573 $93,993 $87,844 $82,097 $76,727 $71,707 $67.016 $62,632 $58,534 $54.705 $51.126
*$47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33.632 $31,431 $29,375 $27.453 $25,657 $23.979 $22.410 $20,944

$47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23.979 $22,410 $20,944
$94,340 $88,169 $82,401 $77,010 $71,972 $67,263 $62,863 $58,750 $54,907 $51,315 $47.958 $44,820 $41,888
$53,670 $50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33.423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830
$62,401 $58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20.656 $19,304
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28.971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304

$399,554 $373,415 $348,986 $326,155 $304,81 8 $284,877 $266,240 $248.822 $232,544 $217,331 $203,113 $189,825 $177,407
$399,554 $373,415 $348,986 $326,155 $304,818 $284,877 $266,240 $248,822 $232,544 $217,331 $203,113 $189,825 $177,407
$302,226 $282,454 $263,976 $246.706 $230,567 $215.483 $201,386 $188,211 $175,898 $164,391 $153,636 $1435685 $134.192

$97.328 $90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 569.394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,256,820 $1,174,598 $1,097,756 $1.025,940 $958,822 $896,096 $837,472 $782,685 $731,481 $683,627

$0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,091,019 $1,019,644 $952,939 $890,597 $832,334 $777,882 $726,992 $679,432 $634,983 $593,442
$1,091,019 $1,019,644 $952,939 $890,597 $832,334 $777,882 $726,992 $679,432 $634,983 $593,442

$14,971 $13,992 $13,076 $12,221 $11,421 $10,674 $9,976 $9,323 $8,713 $8,143
$29,942 $27,984 $26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $16,287
$16,958 $15,849 $14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12.091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$33,917 $31 .698 $29,624 $27,686 325,875 $24,182 $22,600 $21,122 $19.740 $18,449
$19,848 $18,550 $17.336 316.202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11.552 $10,796
$19.848 $18,550 $17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$9,924 $9,275 $8.668 38.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5.776 $5,398
$9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$49,620 $46,374 $43,340 $40,505 $37,855 $35,379 $33,064 $30,901 $28,879 $26,990
$9,924 $9.275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$9,924 $9,275 $8,688 $6,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6.613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$19,848 $18.550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 38,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 36,354
$23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,596 $12,709
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8.91 2 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $6,354
$35,046 $32,754 $30,611 $28,608 $26,737 $24,968 $23,353 $21,825 $20,397 $19,063
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $6,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 39,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 37.730 37.224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 39.216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 38,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 312.612 311.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 312.612 311,787 311.016 $10,295 $9,622 38.992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 311.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 311.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 313,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 310.360
$37,063 $34,639 $32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081 321.571 $20,160
$47,781 $44,656 $41,734 $39,004 $36,452 $34,067 $31,839 $29,756 $27,809 $25,990
319.574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 314,933 $13,956 $13,043 312,190 311,392 310,847
$19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$39,148 $36,587 $34,193 $31,956 $29,866 327.912 326.086 $24,379 $22,784 $21,294
$22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 314.840 313,869 $12,962 $12,114
$25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 318.462 317.255 316,126 $15,071 $14,085
$18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 313,764 312,863 312,022 311.235 $10,500 $9,813
$18,042 316.861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,784 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$165,801 $154,954 $144,817 $135,343 $126.489 3118,214 $110,480 $103,252 $96,498 390.185
3165,801 3154,954 $144,817 $135,343 $126.489 3118,214 3110,480 3103,252 $96,498 $90,185
$125,413 $117,208 3109,541 3102,374 395,677 $89,418 $83,568 $78,101 $72,992 368,216

$40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 30 $0 30 $0
$0 $0 $0 30 $0 $0 30 $0 $0 $0

30 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 30 30
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 30 $0
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Optimisitc
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Deck Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:APACEProjects\USCGDe3.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $326,598,487 $255,903,258 $5,376,877 $5,025,118 $4,696,372 $4,389,133 S4,109,123 $3,833,639 $3,582,840
Procurement - Advanced Corrosion Control Systems $88,338 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $88,338 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Corrosion control systems (paint! coating/ etc.) $88,338 $50,000

Procurement - Deck Machinery $100,000 $100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Procurement $100,000 $100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Automatic anchoring equipment $50,000 $50,000
Automatic Mooring Winches $50,000 $50,000

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $66,699,373 $5,023.423 $4,694,788 $4,387,652 $4.100,610 $3,832,345 $3.581,631 $3,347,319 $3,128,335

Staffing $66.699,373 $5,023.423 $4,694,788 $4,387,652 $4,100,610 $3.832,345 $3,581,631 $3,347,319 $3,128,335
EnlistedlE-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959 $57,906 $54,118
EnlistecftE-2 - SN $1,538,458 $115,868 $108,288 $101,204 $94,583 $88,395 $82,612 $77,208 $72,157
EnlistedfE-3 - FN $871.334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53,569 $50,064 $46,789 $43,728 $40.867
Enfisted•E-3 - SN $2,614,002 $196,872 $183,993 $171.956 $160,706 $150,193 $140,367 $131.184 $122,602
EnlistedkE-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedcE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
Enlisted•E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $82,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedftE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedkE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedtE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175.785 $164,285 $153,537 $143,493
EnlistedkE-4 - OM $1,019.805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedkE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
Enlisted•E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedtE-4 - TT $509.903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedtE-5 - BM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152
EntistediE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73.803 $68,975 $64.463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedtE-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84.497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463 $60.245 $56,304
EnlistedlE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3.001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613 $140,760
Enlisted\E-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152
EnlistedtE-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedcE-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 - $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
EnlistecRE-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedtE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistecRE-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistecKE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedtE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1.364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89.783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495 $64,014
EnlistedE-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
EnlistedRE-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedtE-6 -iTT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedlE-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistecRE-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35.665
EnlistedkE-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43.691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedcE-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 -YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedkE-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 S59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
EnlistedlE-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
OfficerO-1 - Unknown $2,539,116 $191,232 $178,721 $167,029 $156.102 $145,890 $136.346 $127,426 $119,090
OfficeriO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164,275 $153,528
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66.159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerNO-4 - Engineering $1.144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70.350 $65,748 $61.447 $57,427 $53,670
OfficetrO-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172.364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114,853 $107,340
Offr.eri0-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769 $62,401
OfficefiO-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115.195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132 $76,759 $71,738
WarrantiAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant•Average - ENG $926.981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43.477
WarrantAverage - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454.505
Staffing $9,690,511 $729.835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486.320 $454,505

EnlistedlAverage - General Detail $7.615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179 $357.176
OfficerAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127.578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Operations & Maintenance - Deck Machinery Maintenance $20.264 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $7,130 $0 $0
Other O & M Costs $20,264 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $7,130 $0 $0

Overhaul ) major maintenance $20,264 $7,130
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
$3.348,449 $3,129,391 $2,955,166 $2,733,331 $2,554,515 $2,387,398 $2,231,213 $2,088,870 $1,948,828 $1,821,334 $1,702,181 $1,590,824 $1,502,256 $1,389,487

$0 $0 $25,417 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $12,921 $0
$0 $0 $25,417 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $12,921 $0

$25,417 $12,921
$0 $0 $0 $0 $9 $0 $9 ss $9 $9 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0

$2,923,678 $2,732,409 $2.553,654 $2,386,592 $2,230,460 $2,084,542 $1,948,170 $1,820,720 $1,701,607 $1,590,287 $1,486,250 $1,389,018 $1,298,148 $1,213,222
$2,923,678 $2.732,409 $2,553,654 $2,386,592 $2,230,460 $2,084.542 $1,948,170 $1,820,720 $1,701,607 $1,590,287 $1,486,250 $1,389,018 $1,298,148 $1,213,222

$50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25,711 $24,029 $22,457 $20,988
$67,436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39,249 $36,681 $34,281 $32.038 $29,942 $27,984
$38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20.775 $19,416 $18,146 $16,958 $15,849

$114,581 $107,085 $100,080 $93,532 $87,414 $81,695 $76,350 $71,355 $66,687 $62,325 $58,247 $54,437 $50,875 $47,547
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68,172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $2Z724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11.682 $10,918

$131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $62,499 $58.410 $54,589
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628- $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 127,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$111,299 $104,018 $97,213 $90,853 $84,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185
$143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29.375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $67,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41,628
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200
$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821
$40,633 $37.975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265
$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201.805 $188,603 $176,265
$333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158,591 $148,215 $138,519
$90,961 $65,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746

$0 $0 $5,083 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,624 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,584 $0
$0 $0 $5,083 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,624 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,584 $0

$5,083 $3,624 $2,584
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

$1,298,586 $1,213,632 $1,134,235 $1,061,876 $990,685 $925,874 $665,303 $808,694

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,133,853 $1.059,675 $990,351 $925,562 $865,011 $808,421 $755,534 $706,106
$1,133,853 $1,059,675 $990,351 $925,562 $865,011 $808,421 $755,534 $706,106

$19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $16,287
$14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$44,437 $41,530 $38,813 $36,274 $33,900 $31,683 $29,610 $27,673
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17.336 $16,202 $15.142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5.398
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6.180 $5,776 $5,398

$52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6.613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $8,776 $5,398
$10,204 $9.536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6.799 $6,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15.569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6.799 $6.354
$51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38.921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9.536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354

-$10,204 $9.536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $5,850 58,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $5.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $5.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
$12.927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992

$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14.531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14.531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$43,164 $40,340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880

$55.646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13.956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17.097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12.962 $12,114

$38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29.680 $27.739 $25.924 $24,228
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18.462 $17,255 $16.126 $15,071 $14.085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11.235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14.727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109.769 $102,588
$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619
$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28.796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$0 $0 $0 $1,842 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $1,842 $0 $0 $0 $0
$1,842
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Optimisitc
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Bridge Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:\PACE\Projects\USCGDe3.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Total $321,676,350 $255,398,261 $5,045,104 $4,715,050 $4,406,589 $4,118.307 $3,848,885
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $62,571,637 $4,712,545 $4,404,248 $4,116,119 $3,846,840 $3,595,178 $3,359,979
Staffing $62,571,637 $4,712,545 $4,404,248 $4,116,119 $3,846,840 $3,595,178 $3,359,979

Enlisted\E-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959
Enlisted\E-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135,360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265
Enlisted\E-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 - $70,184
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $2,178,335 $164.060 $153,327 $143,296 $133,922 $125,161 $116,973
Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
EnlistedE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $184,285
EnlistecE-4 - QM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156
Enlisted\E-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 -$51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134,041 $125,272 $117,077 $109,417 $102,259
Officer\0O-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184,899 $172,803 $161,498 $150,933 $141,059 $131,830
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005
Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447
Officer\O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893
Officer\O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777
Warrant\Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,104,714 $685,716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 $523,129 $488,906
Staffing $9,104,714 $685,716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 $523,129 $488,906

Enlisted'Average - General Detail $7,029,572 $529,428 $494,793 $462,423 $432,171 $403,898 $377,475
Officer'Average - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431

Optimistic Bridge

G-40



2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

$3,597,089 $3,361,766 $3,141,837 $2,936,296 $2,744,202 $2,564,675 $2,396,892 $2,240,086 $2,093,539 Si1,956,578 $1,828,578 $1,.708,951

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,140,168 $2,934,736 $2,742,744 $2,563,312 $2,395,619 $2,238,896 $2,092,426 $1,955,539 $1,827,606 $1,708,043 $1,596,302 $1,491,871

$3,140,168 $2,934,736 $2,742,744 $2,563,312 $2,395,619 $2,238,896 $2,092,426 $1,955,539 $1,827,606 $1,708,043 $1,596,302 $1,491,871

$57,906 $54,118 $50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33.702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511

$96,510 $90,196 $84,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 $45,851

$65,592 $61,301 $57,291 $53,543 $50,040 $46,766 $43,707 $40,847 $38,175 $35,678 $33,344 $31,162

$109,320 $102,168 $95,484 $89,238 $83,400 $77,944 $72,845 $68,079 $63,625 $59,463 $555.573 $51,937

$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315

$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315

$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,.872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315

$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157

$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157

$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157

$153,537 $143,493 $134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944

$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14.893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157

$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157

$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315

$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157

$60,245 $56,304 $52,621 $49,178 545.961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32.769 $30,626 $28,622

$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311

$60,245 $56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32.769 $30,626 $28,622

$60,245 $56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28.622

$30,123 $28,152 526.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311

$150,613 $140,760 $131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 581.924 $76,564 $71,555

$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 516.385 $15,313 $14,311

$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 515.313 $14,311

$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311

$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311

$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 .$24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 516.271

534.247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 532.007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

534.247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 $32.007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271

$68,495 $64,014 $59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 526.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 518.628 517.410 $16,271

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271

$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 523.765 522.210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130

$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130

$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 531.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130

$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130

$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 522.210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130

$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252

$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252

542.628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252

$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252

$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,647 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252

$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252

$49,113 $45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333

$49,113 $45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333

$95,569 $89,317 $83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 551,983 $48,583 $45,404

$123,206 $115,146 $107,613 $100,573 $93,993 587.844 $82,097 $76,727 $71,707 $67,016 $62,632 $58,534

$50,472 $47,170 $44,064 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979

$50,472 $47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979

$57,427 $53,670 $50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 529.193 $27,283

$114,853 $107,340 $100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,646 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566

$66,769 $62,401 $58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722

$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 533.169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102

$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102

$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102

$456,922 $427,029 $399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080

$456,922 $427,029 $399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 5248,535 $232,276 $217,080

$352,780 $329,701 $308,132 $287,974 $269,134 $251,527 $235,072 $219,694 $205,321 $191,889 $179,336 $167,603

$104,141 $97,328 $90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477

Optimistic Bridge
G-41



2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,597,151 $1,492,664 $1,395,013 $1,303.751 $1,218,459 $1,138,746 $1,064,249 $994,625 $929,556 $868,744 $811,910 $758,795

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,394,272 $1,303,058 $1,217,811 $1,138,141 $1,063,683 $994,097 $929,062 $868,283 $811,479 $758,392 $708,777 $662,409
$1,394,272 $1,303,058 $1,217,811 $1,138,141 $1,063,683 $994,097 $929,062 $868,283 $811,479 $758,392 $708,777 $662,409

$25,711 $24,029 $22,457 $20,988 $19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$42,851 $40,048 $37,428 $34,980 $32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$29,124 $27,218 $25,438 $23,774 $22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15,841 $14,805 $13,836-
$48,539 $45,364 $42,396 $39,623 $37,031 $34,608 $32,344 $30,228 $28,250 $26,402 $24,675 $23,061
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$68,172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649 $52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,464 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,364
$26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589 $51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,364
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,364
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,364
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,364
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,642 $15,460 $14,449
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,650 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,642 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,648 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$42,434 $39,658 $37,063 $34,639 $32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081 $21,571 $20,160
$54,705 $51,126 $47,781 $44,656 $41,734 $39,004 $36,452 $34,067 $31,839 $29,756 $27,809 $25,990
$22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,640 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$50,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41,628 $38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609 $164,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609 $164,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$156,639 $146,391 $136,814 $127,864 $119,499 $111,681 $104,375 $97,647 $91,165 $85,201 $79,627 $74,418

$46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

Optimistic Bridge
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewmng - Optimisitc
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Engineering Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Fdenrame with Path: CAPACE\projects\USCG.De3.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Total $322,242,624 $256,225,996 $4.987.847 54,861,539 54.358.578 $4.071.569 $3.805.204 $3,556.266 $3.323.613

Procurement - Engineering Control / Monitoring $1.340,732 S850.000 s0 s0 s0 50 s0 so so
Procurement $1,340.732 $850.000 so so $0 s0 s0 $0 s0

Initial Engineering Control System Cost 5850,000 $850,000
Major Upgrade f Update $490,732

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000.000 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so s0

Procurement 5250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 so $0 $0 s0 s5 s0

Cutter System $250,000,000 $250.000,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $81.376,818 $4,622.558 54,320,148 $4,037,521 53,773,384 $3,528,527 S3,295.820 $3.080,206 $2,878,697

Staffing $81,376,818 54,822,558 $4,320,148 S4.037.521 $3,773,384 S3.526,527 $3,295.820 $3,080.206 $2,878.697

EnlistectdE-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81.216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959 557.906 $54,118

Enlisted'E-2 - SN $1,923.072 $144.835 $135,360 $126,504 $118,229 $110.494 S103.265 $96,510 $90,196

EnlistedtE-3 - FN $871.334 865,624 $81,331 $57,319 $53,569 $50.064 $46.789 $43,728 $40,867

Enlisted(E-3 - SN 53,049,669 $229,684 $214,658 5200.615 $187,491 $175,225 $163.762 $153.048 $143.036

Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 S54.762 $51,179 $47,831

Enlisted\E-4 - DC $1.019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $87,065 $62,697 $58.595 $54.762 $51,179 $47,831

Enlisted\E-4 - EM $509,903 538.403 $38.891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 527,381 $25.590 $23,915

EnlistedE-4 - ET $509.903 $38.403 535.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25.590 $23,915

Entfisted•E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 527.381 $25.590 $23,915

Enlistedit-4 - GM $509,903 $38.403 $35.891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27.381 $25.590 $23,915

Enlistedl-4 - MK $1,529,708 $115,209 $107.672 $100,628 $94,045 $87,892 582.142 $78.769 $71,746

Enlisted\E-4 - OM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54.762 $51,179 $47.831

EnlistedE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 531,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23.915

EntistedkE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $87,085 $62,697 558.695 $54.782 $51.179 $47,831

EnlistedAE-4 - SS $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54.762 $51.179 $47,831

EnlistedE-4 - TT $509.903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 525.590 $23,915

Enlisted\E-5 - BM $1,200.461 $90.412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463 $60,245 558,304

EnlistediE-5 - DC $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152

Enlisteo(E-5 - EM $600.231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 530,123 $28,152

Entisted\E-5 - ET $600,231 $45.206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 528,152

Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 530,123 $28,152

EnlistedE-5 - MK $1.800,692 $135,618 $126,746 $118,454 $110,705 $103.462 $96,694 $90,368 $84.458

EnlistedE-5 - OM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30.123 $28,152

Enfisted•E-5 - RD $800.231 $48,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152

Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 542.249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152

Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45.206 S42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123 $28.152

EnlistedcE-5 - SS 5600,231 $45,206 S42.249 $39.485 $36,902 S34.487 532.231 $30,123 $28,152

Entisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 S42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152

EnlistedxE-6 - BM $682.419 S51.396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 538,645 $34,247 $32.007

Enlistedltt-6 - DC 5682.419 $51.396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007

Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 544,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007

EnfistedcE-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 548,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $368645 $34.247 532.007

Entisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007

Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 548.034 544,891 541,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007

EnlistedcE-6 - HS $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $38,645 534,247 532.007

Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96.067 $89,783 $83,909 $78.420 $73.289 $68,495 $64.014

EnlistedkE-6 - MST $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 544,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007

Enlisted\E-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 539.210 $36.645 $34.247 532.007

Entisted'E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 544,891 $41,954 $39,210 S36,645 $34.247 $32,007

EnlistedlE-6 - RM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 544,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007

Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007

Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 S39.210 536.645 $34.247 $32.007

Enlistedl•E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46.749 $43.691 $40.833 538,161 $35,665

Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 550,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40.833 $38,161 $35,665

Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57.270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43.691 $40,833 $38.161 $35,665

Enlisted(E-7 - SS $760.412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161 $35.665

Enlisted•E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 550.022 $46,749 $43.691 $40,833 538.161 $35,665

Enlisted•E-8 - DC $849.413 563,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52.221 $48,805 545,612 $42.628 $39,839

Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52.221 $48.805 $45.612 $42.628 $39,839

EnlistedtE-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48.805 545.612 $42.628 $39.839

Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 555.876 $52.221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628 $39,839

Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63.973 $59.788 $55,876 $52.221 548,805 545.612 $42,628 $39.839

Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978.631 $73.705 $68,883 $64.377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,531 $49.113 545,900

Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 568,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49.113 $45,900

Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134.041 $125,272 $117,077 $109.417 $102.259 $95,569 $89,317

Officer\O-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184,899 $172,803 $161.498 $150.933 $141.059 $131.830 $123,206 $115.148

Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $81.830 $57,785 $54,005 550.472 $47,170

Officer6D-3- Operations $1.005,717 $75,745 $70.790 $66,159 $81,830 $57,785 $54.005 $50,472 $47,170

Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1.144.297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70.350 $85,748 $61.447 $57,427 $53.670

Officer\O-4 - Operations $2,288.593 $172,364 $161.088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122.893 $114.853 $107,340

OfticerO-5 - Operations $1,330.463 5100.203 $93.648 $87,521 $81,795 $76.444 $71.443 566.769 $62,401

Officer\O-6 - Operations $1,529.522 $115,195 $107,659 $100.616 $94,033 $87,882 S82.132 $76,759 $71,738

WarrantAverage - BOSN $926.981 $69,815 $85.248 560.979 $56,990 $53.262 $49.777 $48,521 $43,477

Warrant~verage - ENG $926,981 $69.815 $65,248 $60,979 $58,990 $53,262 $49.777 $48,521 $43.477

WarrantAverage - F&S $926,981 $89,815 $85,248 $60.979 $56.990 $53.262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - Develop CBM / RCM Policy S314,972 $23.722 $22,170 $20.720 $19,364 $18,097 $18,913 $15,807 $14.773

Staffing 5314,972 $23,722 $22.170 $20.720 $19,364 $18.097 $16,913 515.507 $14,773

Enlisted'E-8 - MK $53,088 $3.998 $3.737 $3.492 $3.264 $3.050 52.851 $2,664 $2,490

OfficereO-3 - Engineering $82,857 $4.734 $4.424 $4,135 $3,864 $3.612 $3.375 $3.155 $2.948

Officer\O-5 - Engineering $83,154 $56.263 $5.853 $5,470 $5.112 S4.778 $4.465 $4.173 $3.900

Warrant\Average - ENG $115.873 55.727 $8.156 $7,622 $7,124 58.658 $8.222 55,815 $5,435

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,104,714 $685,716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 $523.129 $488,906 $456.922 $427.029

Staffing $9.104,714 $685,716 $840.856 $598,931 $559,749 $523.129 5488,g06 5456.922 $427,029

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7.029,572 $529,428 $494,793 $462.423 $432,171 $403,898 $377.475 $352.780 5329.701

Officermverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $148.064 $136.508 $127.578 $119,231 $111.431 $104,141 $97.328

Operations & Maintenance - Engineering Control System Maint. $66,388 $5,000 $4.673 $4,367 $4,081 53.814 S3.565 $3,332 $3.114

Other 0 & M Costs $66,388 $5.000 $4,673 54,367 54,081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332 53.114

Engineering Control System Maintenance $68.388 $5,000 $4,673 $4,367 $4.081 $3.814 $3,565 $3.332 $3.114

Other Costs - CBM / RCM Support $39.000 $39,000 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 s0

Other Costs $39.000 $39,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $5 so

Support for CBM / RCM policy study $39,000 $39.000

Optimistic Engineering
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$3.106,180 $2,902,972 $3,038.402 S2.535,568 $2.369,690 $2,214,664 $2,069,779 $1,934,373 $1.807.825 $1.689,556 $1,579,025 $1.475.724 $1,544,569 $1.288.954
$0 $0 $325,344 so $0 s0 $0 $0 so s0 $0 $0 S165,388 $0

$0 $0 $325,344 s0 $s $0 $0 $s so $0 $0 S0 S165,388 $0

$325.344 $165.388

$0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 s0 so $0 $0 so s0 $6

so $0 $0 s0 $0 s0 $0 s0 $6 $0 $0 so so so

$Z690,371 S2.514,365 $2,349,874 52.196.144 $2.052.471 $1,918,197 $1.792,708 $1,675,428 $1,565,820 $1,463,383 $1,367,648 $1,278,176 $1,194,557 $1,116,408
$2,690.371 $2,514,365 $2,349,874 $2.196.144 $2,052.471 $1,918,197 $1.792,708 $1,675,428 $1.565.820 $1,463,383 $1,367,648 $1,278,176 $1.194.557 $1,116,408

S50,577 $47,268 $44.176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25.711 $24.029 $22,457 $20.988
S84.295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64.308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 $45.851 $42,851 $40,048 S37.428 $34,980
$38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27.232 $25,450 $23,785 522,229 $20.775 $19,416 $18,148 $16,958 515.849

$133.678 $124,933 $116,760 $109.121 $101,982 $95.311 $89,075 $83.248 S77,802 $72,712 $67.955 $63.510 $59,355 S55.472
$44,702 $41,777 $39.044 $36,490 $34.103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315 $22,724 S21.237 $19.48 518.550

$44,702 $41,777 $39.044 $36.490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 S26,017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19.848 $18.550
$22,351 $20.889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$22,351 $20.889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 S9,924 59,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17.051 $15,906 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275

$67,053 $62,666 $58,566 $54,735 $51.154 $47,808 $44,680 $41,757 $39,025 $36,472 $34,086 $31.856 S29.772 $27,824
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21.237 $19.848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275
$44,702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19.848 $18,550

$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$52.621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 525,000 $23.364 $21.836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 520,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $18,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10.918
$26,310 $24.589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$78,931 $73,767 $68,941 $64,431 $80,216 $56.277 $52,595 $49,154 $45,939 $42,933 $40,124 $37.500 $35.046 $32,754
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11.682 $10,918
$26.310 $24,589 522,980 $21,477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26.310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 513,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 S13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
S29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 S14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 826,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 518,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 524,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,182 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48.836 $45,641 $42,655 $39.865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 528,423 526.563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 524,418 $22.820 521.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
529,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16.944 $15,836 $14.800 $13,831
$33,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14.800 $13,831
$33.332 $31,151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16.944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18.130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 ý19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $18,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20.252 $18,927 $17,689 $1,8532 $15,450
$37.233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$42.897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26.714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$42.897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 $48,583 $45,404 $42,434 $39,658 $37,063 534,639

$107,613 $100,573 $93,993 $87,844 $82,097 $76.727 $71,707 $67,016 $62,632 $58,534 $54,705 $51.126 $47.781 $44,656
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33.632 $31,431 $29.375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19.574 $18.293
$50.159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27.283 $25,498 $23.830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 531,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58.386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41,628
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25.894 $24,200
$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 531,852 529.769 $27,821
$40,633 $37,975 $35.490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,858 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33.169 $30,999 $28.971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16.861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$13,806 $12,903 $12,059 $11,270 $10,533 $9,844 $9,200 $8,598 $8,035 $7,510 $7,018 $6.559 $6,130 $5,729
$13,806 $12,903 $12,059 $11,270 $10,533 $9,844 $9,200 S3,598 $8,035 $7,510 $7,018 $6,559 $6,130 $5,729

$2,327 $2,175 $2,033 $1,900 $1,775 $1.659 $1,551 $1,449 $1,354 $1,266 $1,183 $1.106 $1,033 $966
$2,755 $2,575 $2,407 $2,249 $2,102 $1,964 $1,836 $1.716 $1,604 $1,499 $1,401 $1.309 $1.223 $1,143
$3,645 $3,406 $3,184 $2,975 $2,781 $2.599 $2,429 $2.270 $2,121 $1,983 $1,853 $1.732 $1,618 $1,513
$5.079 $4,747 $4,436 $4,146 $3,875 $3,621 $3,384 $3,163 $2.956 $2,763 $2,582 52,413 $2,255 $2,108

$399,093 $372.984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080 $202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609
$399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217.080 $202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165.609
$308.132 $287,974 $269,134 $251,527 $235,072 $219.694 $205,321 $191,889 $179,336 $167.803 $156,639 $146,391 $138,814 $127,884

$90,961 $85,010 $79.449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56.648 $52,940 $49,477 $48.240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746
$2,910 $2,720 $2,542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1.939 $1,812 $1,694 S1,583 $1.479 $1,383 $1,292 $1,208
$2.910 $2,720 $2,542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1.694 $1,583 $1,479 $1,383 $1,292 $1,208
52,910 $2,720 $2,542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1.694 $1,583 $1,479 $1,383 $1.292 $1,208

$6 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 $s so $0 $s
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $s $s so $0
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1.204.630 $1.125.823 $1,052.171 $983,337 $919,007 £858,885 $802,696 S750.183

s0 s0 $0 so s0 $0 so $0
s0 $0 s0 s0 s0 $0 $0 so

s0 s0 $0 $0 so $0 so so
s0 $0 $0 £0 s0 $0 $0 $0

$1.043,372 $975.114 $911,322 $851,703 $795.984 S743,910 $695,243 S649,760
$1,043,372 $975,114 $911,322 $851,703 $795.984 $743,910 £695,243 £649,760

S19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16.011 $14,964 S13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$32,691 $30,552 $28,554 £26,686 $24,940 £23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$14.812 $13,843 $12,938 £12,091 $11,300 $10.561 $9,870 $9,224
$51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 S36.963 $34,545 £32,285
S17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8.668 $6.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 £7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

£26,004 $24,303 $22,713 $21,227 $19,838 $18,541 $17.328 $16,194
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 £10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13.226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796
£6,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5.776 $5,398

$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
S10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 S7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
$30,611 $28,608 £26.737 $24.988 £23,353 $21,825 $20,397 $19,063
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10.204 $9,536 $6,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6.354
$10,204 $9,536 $6,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 £6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $6,912 $6,329 $7,784 $7,275 £6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 £6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9.536 $8,912 $8.329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $6,850 $8,271 £7,730 S7.224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $5,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 59,470 $8,850 $6,271 £7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842- $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 £8,850 $8,271 S7.730 $7.224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $6,850 $6,271 S7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14.449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,880 $8,271 £7,730 57,224
$11,601 $10,842 £10,133 $9,470 $8,850 £8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8.271 £7,730 $7.224
$11,601 £10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12.927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 510,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 £10.552 $9,862 $9,216 58,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 58,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13.495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 £10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440, $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $6,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10.360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081 $21,571 $20.160
$41,734 $39,004 £36,452 $34,067 $31,839 $29,756 $27,809 $25,990
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 £13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13.043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12.962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31.758 $29,680 $27.739 $25.924 $24,228
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19.836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 £10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 513.764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$5,354 $5,004 £4,677 $4,371 $4,085 $3.818 $3,568 $3,334
$5.354 $5,004 $4,677 $4,371 $4,085 $3,818 $3,568 $3,334

$902 $843 $788 $737 $688 $643 $601 $562
$1,069 $999 $933 $872 $815 $762 $712 $665
$1,414 $1,321 $1,235 $1,154 $1,078 $1,008 $942 $880
$1.970 $1.841 $1,720 51.608 $1,503 $1.404 $1,313 $1,227

$154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$119,499 $111,681 $104,375 $97.547 $91,165 $85,201 $79.627 $74,418

$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 528,796 $26,912 $25,151 £23,506 $21.968
$1.129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703

so $0 £0 $0 s0 $0 so $0
s0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Optimisitc
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Enabling Technologies
Coats in Discounted Dollars
Fileuname with Path: C:IPACEV'rsjects\USCG De3.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $316,424,027 8256,485,462 $4,492,021 $4.198.150 S3,923,505 $3.666.827 $3,533,889 $3,202.749 $2.993.223
Procurement - Engineering Control I Monitoring $1,340.732 5850,000 s0 $0 s0 s0 50 $0 $0

Procurement 51,340,732 $850,000 $0 $0 s0 50 s0 $0 $0
Initial Engineering Control System Cost $850,000 $850,000
Major Upgrade I Update $490,732

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost 5250.000,000 $250,000,000 $0 s0 s0 s0 s0 $0 s0
Procurement $250,000,000 5250,000,000 $0 s0 50 s0 $0 s0 s0

Cutter System $250,000.000 S250.000,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $55,288.022 S4,163.984 $3,891,574 53,636,985 53,399,051 $3,176,683 52.968,863 S2.774,638 52.593.120

Staffing W55,288,022 $4,163,984 $3.891,574 $3.636,985 $3,399.051 $3,176.683 $2.968,863 52,774,638 52,593.120
Enlisted\E-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 554.144 $50.602 $47,291 $44,198 $41.306 W38.604 536.078
Enlisted'E-2 - SN $1.538,458 $115,868 $108,288 S101,204 $94,583 588.395 582.612 $77,208 572,157
EnlistedE-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53.569 $50,064 $46,789 $43.728 S40,867
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $1,742,668 $131.248 $122.662 $114,637 $107.137 $100,128 $93,578 $87.456 $81.735
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 558,595 $54,782 551,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - DC $509.903 $38.403 535,891 $33.543 $31.348 529,297 527.381 525.590 523,915
Entisted\E-4 - EM $509.903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 527.381 $25.590 523.915
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509.903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25.590 S23.915
Enfiste(E-4 - FT $509,903 $38.403 $35,891 533.543 531.348 529,297 527,381 $25.590 $23,915
EnlistedME-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 533,543 $31.348 $29.297 $27,381 525.590 523.915
EnlistedtE-4 - MK $1,529,708 $115,209 $107,672 5100,628 $94.045 $87.892 $82.142 $76,769 571,746
EnlistedE-4 - OM $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 S33,543 $31.348 $29.297 $27.381 $25,590 523.915
Enlistedcr-4 - RM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 533,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 525.590 523.915
Entistedc-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 547.831
EnlistedT8-4 -17 $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 531,348 529,297 $27.381 $25.590 523.915
EnlistedAE-5 - BM $1.200,461 $90,412 $84.497 $78,969 $73.803 $68.975 $64,463 $80.245 556.304
EnlistedEr-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 530.123 528,152
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 532.231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisteo'%E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 532,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $1,800,692 $135.618 $126,746 $118.454 $110,705 $103,462 $96.694 $90,368 $84,456
Enlisted\E-5 - GM $600,231 545.206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 532,231 530,123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 S34,487 $32,231 530.123 528.152
EnlistedYE-5 - SK $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 532.231 $30,123 528.152
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 536,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 528,152
EnlistedSE-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 534,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $38,645 $34.247 532.007
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 532.007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 536.645 $34.247 5.32007
EnlistedSE-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 534.247 532,007
EnlistedTS-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 534,247 532,007
EnlistedSE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 541.954 $39,210 $36,645 534.247 $32.007
Enlisted.E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 544,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 532,007
Enlisted.E-6 - MK $1,364.839 $102,792 596,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78.420 $73.289 $68,495 584,014
Enlisted"tE-6 - MST $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 532,007
Enlisted/E-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39.210 $36,645 534.247 532.007
Enlisted/E-6- RD $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 539,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedkE-6 - RM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39,210 $36.645 534.247 $32.007
Enlisted.E-6 - SS 882.419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisted•S-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 534.247 532,007
Enlisted\E-7- ET 5760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 W35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 535,665
Enlisted\E-7- RM $760,412 $57.270 $53,523 $50,022 546,749 543,691 $40,833 $38,161 535.665
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 543.691 $40,833 $38,161 $35.665
Enlisted'E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43.691 $40,833 $38.161 535,665
Enlisted/S-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 552,221 $48,805 $45.612 542,628 539,839
Enlisted/rE-8. EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 542.628 $39.839
Enlisted\/-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 545,612 $42.628 $39,839
Enlisted\S-8 - OM $849,413 $83,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42.628 539,839
Enlisted\S-8 - SK $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 539,839
Enlisted=E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 564,377 $60,165 $56.229 $52,851 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted/E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60.165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 545,900
OfficerAO-1 - Unknown $1.904,337 $143,424 $134,041 $125.272 $117,077 $109,417 $102,259 $95,569 589.317
Officer\0O-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184,899 $172.803 $161,498 $150,933 $141,059 $131,830 $123,206 5115,146
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1.005.717 $75.745 $70,790 $68,159 $61.830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerNO-3 - Operations $1,005.717 $75.745 $70,790 $66.159 $61,830 $57,785 $54.005 $50.472 547.170
Officer¶O-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75.275 $70.350 $85,748 $61,447 $57.427 $53.670
Officer¶O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161.088 $150.549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 5114.853 $107.340
OfficefO-5 - Operations $1.330.463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81.795 $76,444 $71.443 $86,769 $62,401
WarrantOverage - BOSN $926.981 569,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56.990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43.477
WarrantlAverage - ENG $928.981 $69,815 $65.248 $60,979 $56.990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 S43.477
Warrant/W-4 - ELC $1.083,777 $81.624 $76,284 $71,294 $66.629 $62,271 $58.197 554,390 $50,831

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $7.933,118 $597.478 5558,391 $521.860 $487.720 $455,813 $425,994 S398,125 S372079
Staffing $7.933,118 $597.478 $558,391 $521,860 $487.720 $455,813 $425,994 $398.125 5372,079

Enlisted/Average - General Detail $5.857,977 $441,190 $412.327 S385.352 $360,142 $338.582 $314,562 $293.984 $274.751
Officer/Average - General Detail $2.075,141 5156.288 $148,064 5136,508 $127.578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Operations & Maintenance - Engineering Control System Maint $66,388 $5,000 $4.673 $4,367 $4.081 $3,814 $3.565 $3.332 53,114
Other 0 & M Costs $66,388 $5.000 $4,673 54,367 $4,081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332 53,114

Engineering Control System Maintenance $66,388 $5,000 $4.673 $4,367 $4.081 53.814 $3,565 $3,332 $3,114
ADP & Information Systems - Automated Systems $460,692 $329.000 $0 50 50 s0 $0 $0 s0

ADP & Information Systems $460,692 $329,000 $0 so $0 $0 50 s0 s0
Advanced Interior Communications System $140,000 $140.000
Automated DC Closures and Valves $100,000 $100,000
Fire/Smoke Detection and Alarm System $89.000 $89,000
Fire/Smoke System Periodic Renewal/Upgrade $51.182
IC Systems Periodic Replacement/Upgrade $80.511

ADP & Information Systems - LAN Backbone $1.335.074 $540,000 $37,383 534,938 $32,652 $30.516 $135,467 $26,654 $24,910
ADP & Information Systems $1,335,074 $540,000 $37.383 $34,938 532,652 $30,518 $135,467 $26,654 524,910

LAN Annual Maintenance and Upkeep $531,107 540,000 $37.383 $34.938 532,652 $30,516 $28,519 526.654 $24,910
LAN Installation/backbone $500,000 $500,000
LAN Upgrades $303,967 $106,948
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
S2,797.405 $2.614,397 52,932,266 $Z283,515 $2,134,127 SI994,511 $1,864.029 $1,798,450 S1.628,115 $1,521.603 $1,422.059 $1.329,027 $1,490,616 $1.160.823

$0 $0 $325,344 $0 $0 $0 so $0 SO $0 so SO $165,388 $0
$0 50 $325,344 $0 $0 so so $0 $0 so $0 $0 $155,388 $0

$325,344 $165.388
$0 $0 so so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so so SO so so
$0 so SO $0 $0 $0 SO $0 so $0 $0 so so $0

$2,423,477 $2,264,931 $2,118,758 $1,978,279 $1,848,859 $1,727,905 $1,614,865 $1,509,219 $1,410,485 $1.318211 $1,231,973 $1.151,376 $1.076,053 $1,005,657
$2,423,477 $2,264,931 $2,116,758 $1,978,279 $1.848,859 $1,727,905 $1,614,865 $1,509,219 $1,410,485 $1,318.211 $1.231,973 $1,151.376 $1,076,053 $1,005,657

$33.718 $31,512 $29,451 $27.524 $25,723 $24,041 $22,468 $20,998 $19,624 $18,340 $17,141 $16,019 $14,971 $13,992
$67.436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39,249 $36,681 $34,281 532,038 $29,942 $27,984
$38,194 $35,895 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27.232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20,775 $19,416 $18,146 $16,958 $15,849
$76,388 $71.390 $66,720 $62,355 $58,276 $54,463 $50,900 $47,570 $44,458 $41.550 $38,832 53.291 $33,917 $31,698
$44,702 S41.777 $39.044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19.848 $18,550
$22,351 S20.889 519.522 $18.245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,157 $11.362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22.351 S20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15.936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11.362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275
$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11.362 $10,819 $9.924 $9,275
$22.351 $20,889 $19.522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9.924 $9,275
$22,351 $20.89 $19.522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14.893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$67,053 $62,668 $58,566 $54,735 $51,154 $47,808 $44,680 541,757 $39,025 $36,472 $34,086 $31.856 $29,772 $27.824
$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9.924 $9,275
$44,702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,938 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275
$32,621 $49.178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26.750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,838
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11.682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 522,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.832 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,82 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10,918
$78,931 $73,767 $68.941 $64,431 $60,216 $56,277 552,595 $49,154 S45,939 $42,933 540.124 $37.500 $35,046 $32,754
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 513,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13.375 $12.500 $11,682 $10,918
526.310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918
526,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14.311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 524,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 512,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,958 $28,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 516,271 S15.206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29.913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16 271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 548,836 S45.641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $28,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 519,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 515,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 517,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16.271 $15,208 $14,211 S13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$33,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18.130 $16,944 515.836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25.429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18.130 $16,944 $15.838 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831
$33.332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15.836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30.393 $28,405 $28,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252 518,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15.450
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23.187 $21,670 520,252 518,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 526,547 $24.810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 526,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18.927 $17,689 $16.532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 530,393 $28,405 526,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 520.252 $18,927 517,689 $16,532 $15,450
$42.897 $40,091 $37.468 $35.017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20.380 $19.047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35.017 532,728 $30,585 528.584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$83,474 $78,013 $72.909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 548,583 $45,404 $42,434 $39,658 537,063 $34,639

$107,613 $100.573 $93.993 $87,844 $82,097 $76,727 $71,707 $67,016 $62,632 $58,534 $54,705 $51.126 $47,781 $44,656
$44,084 $41.200 $38,505 $35.986 $33,632 $31.431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 529,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 519,574 $18,293
$50.159 $46,877 543,811 540.944 538,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23.830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54.866 350,998 $47.660 $44.542 $41.628
$58,319 $54.504 $50,938 $47.606 544,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24.200
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30.999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16.861
$40,633 537,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30.999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,856 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$47,508 $44,398 $41,494 $38,779 $38,242 $33,871 $31.655 $29,584 $27,649 $25,840 $24,150 $22.570 $21,093 $19,713

$347.738 $324,988 $303,728 $283,857 $265,287 S247,932 $231,712 $216,554 $202,386 $189,146 $176,772 S165,208 $154,400 $144,299
$347.738 $324,988 $303,728 $283,857 $265,287 $247,932 $231,712 $216,554 $202,386 $189,146 $176,772 $165,208 $154,400 $144,299
$256,777 $239,978 $224,279 $209,8606 195,894 $183,078 $171,101 $159,908 $149,446 $139,669 $130,532 $121,993 $114,012 $106.553

$90,961 $85.010 $79,449 S74.251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 S49.477 $46,240 543,215 540,388 $37,746
$2,910 $2,720 $2.542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1,479 $1,383 $1,292 $1,208
$2.910 $2,720 $2.542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1.479 $1,383 $1.292 $1,208
$2,910 $2,720 $2,542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1.479 $1,383 $1.292 $1,208

so so 587,309 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so so $44,383 $0
$0 $0 $87,309 $0 $0 $0 $0 so so $0 so $0 $44,383 $0

$33,932 S17.249
$53,377 $27.134

$23,280 $21,757 $96.586 $19,004 $17,760 $16,599 $15,513 $68,865 $13,549 $12,663 $11,835 511,060 $49,100 $9,661
$23,280 $21,757 $96,586 $19,004 $17,760 $16,599 $15.513 $68,865 $13,549 $12,863 $11,835 511.060 $49,100 $9,881
$23,280 $21,757 $20,334 $19.004 $17,760 $16,599 $15.513 $14,498 $13,549 $12,663 $11,835 $11,060 $10,337 $9,661

$76,252 $54,367 $38,763
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,084,882 $1,013,908 $947,578 $913,224 $827,651 $773.506 $722.903 $875,610

$0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 so $8 $0 $6 $0 so $0

$0 $0 $0 $6 $0 $0 $0 $0
$s $s $0 $0 s0 so $0 $0

$939,866 $878,379 $820,915 $767,211 $717,019 $670,111 $626,272 $585.301
$939,866 $878,379 $820.915 $767.211 $717,019 $870.111 $826,272 $585.301

$13,076 $12,221 $11,421 $10.674 $9,976 $9,323 $8,713 $8,143
$26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18.647 $17.427 $16,287
$14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$29,624 $27,686 $25,875 .$24,182 $22,600 $21.122 $19,740 $18,449
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7.571 $7,076 $8,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $8,398

$26,004 $24,303 $22,713 $21,227 $19,838 $18,541 $17.328 $16.194
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $8,180 $8,776 $5,398
$8,688 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,813 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $8,180 $5.776 $5,398

$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7.784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$30,611 $28,608 $26,737 $24,988 $23,353 $21,825 $20,397 $19,063
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $8,799 $8,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $8,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21.684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16.542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8.271 $7.730 $7,224
$11.601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8.850 58.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9.216 $8.614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9.862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 $9.622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12.612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12.612 $11,787 $11.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10.360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13.580 $12,692 $11.861 $11,085 $10,360
$32,373 $30,255 $28.276 $26.426 $24.697 $23,081 $21,571 $20,160
$41,734 $39,004 $36,452 $34,067 $31,839 $29,756 $27,809 $25,990
$17.097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13.043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17.097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19.452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 529,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18.462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10.500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13.764 $12,863 $12,022 $11.235 $10,500 $9,813
$18,424 $17,218 $16,092 $15,039 $14,055 $13.136 $12,276 $11,473

$134,859 $126,036 $117,791 $110,085 $102,883 $96,152 $89,862 $83,983
$134,859 $126,036 $117,791 $110,085 $102,883 $96,152 $89,862 $83,983

$99,582 $93,068 $86,979 581,289 575.971 $71.001 $88,356 $62,015
$35,276 $32.968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$1.129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 5752 $703
$1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703

50 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$9,029 $8,438 $7,886 $35,007 $8,888 $6,437 $6,016 $5,623
$9,029 $8,438 $7,886 $35,007 $8,888 $8,437 $86016 $8,623
$9,029 $8,438 $7,886 $7.370 $8,868 $86437 $6,016 $5.623

$27,637

Oplmistic Enabling Tech
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Proposal Name: Design for Operability Maintainability
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Design for Operability / Maint. - Optimistic
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:\PACEProjects\Design_f.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Total $315,075,941 $255,363,498 $4,545,325 $4,247,968 $3,970,063 $3,710,339

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,500,000 $250,500,000 $0 $0. $0 $0

Procurement $250,500,000 $250,500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0

Cutter System $250,500,000 $250,500,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $56,057,025 $4,221,901 $3,945,702 $3,687,572 $3,446,329 $3,220,868

Staffing $56,057,025 $4,221,901 $3,945,702 $3,687,572 $3,446,329 $3,220,868

Enlisted\E-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 $54,144 $50,602 $47,291 $44,198

Enlisted\E-2 - SN $1,538,458 $115,868 $108,288 $101,204 $94,583 $88,395

Enlisted\E-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53,569 $50,064

Enlisted\E-3 - SN $1,742,668 $131,248 $122,662 $114,637 $107,137 $100,128

Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595

EnlistecKE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595

Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595

Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297

Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297

EnlistecRE-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297

Enlisted\E-4 - MK $2,549,513 $192,015 $179,453 $167,713 $156,741 $146,487

Enlisted\E-4 - QM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297

Enlisted\E-4 - RM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297

Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595

Enlisted\E-5 - BM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - EM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975

Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - MK $1,800,692 $135,618 $126,746 $118,454 $110,705 $103,462

Enlisted\E-5 - QM .$600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

EnlistedXE-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 .$39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487

Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420

Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6- SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210

Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691

Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691

Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691

EnlistedXE-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691

Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691

Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805

Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805

EnlistedXE-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805

Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805

Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805

Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229

Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229

Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134,041 $125,272 $117,077 $109,417

Officer\O-2 - Unknown $2,455,029 $184,899 $172,803 $161,498 $150,933 $141,059

OfficerO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785

Officer\O-3 - Unknown $3,017,152 $227,235 $212,369 $198,476 $185,491 $173,356

Officer\0-4 - Operations $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748

Officer\O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262

Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262
Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $8,518,916 $641,597 $599,623 $560,396 $523,734 $489,471

Staffing $8,518,916 $641,597 $599,623 $560,396 $523,734 $489,471

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $6,443,775 $485,309 $453,560 $423,888 $396,157 $370,240

Officer\Average - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231

Optimistic Des 4 OperMaint
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2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
$3,467,607 $3,240,754 $3,028,742 $2,830,600 $2,645,421 $2,472,356 $2,310,613 $2,159,451 $2,018,179 $1,886,148 $1,762,755

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,010,157 $2,813,231 $2,629,188 $2,457,185 $2,296,434 $2,146,200 $2,005,795 $1,874,575 $1,751,939 $1,637,326 $1,530,211
$3.010,157 $2,813,231 $2,629,188 $2,457,185 $2,296,434 $2,146,200 $2,005,795 $1,874,575 $1,751,939 $1,637,326 $1,530,211

$41,306 $38,604 $36,078 $33,718 $31,512 $29,451 $27,524 $25,723 $24,041 $22,468 $20,998
$82,612 $77,208 $72,157 $67,436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996
$46,789 $43,728 $40,867 $38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785
$93,578 $87,456 $81,735 $76,388 $71,390 $66,720 $62,355 $58,276 $54,463 $50,900 $47,570
$54,762 $51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838
$54,762 $51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838
$54,762 $51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838
$27.381 $25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919
$27,381 $25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919
$27,381 $25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919

$136,904 $127,948 $119,577 $111,754 $104,443 $97,611 $91,225 $85,257 $79,679 $74,467 $69,595
$27,381 $25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919
$27,381 $25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919
$54,762 $51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$64,463 $60,245 $56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$96,694 $90,368 $84,456 $78,931 $73,767 $68,941 $64,431 $60,216 $56,277 $52,595 $49,154
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 S18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$32,231 $30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$73,289 $68,495 $64,014 $59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628
$40,833 $38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757
$40,833 $38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757
$40,833 $38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757
$40,833 $38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757
$40,833 $38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757
$45,612 $42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187
$45,612 $42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187
$45,612 $42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187
$45,612 $42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187
$45,612 $42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187
$52,551 $49,113 $45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714
$52,551 $49,113 $45,900 $42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714

$102,259 $95,569 $89,317 $83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983
$131,830 $123,206 $115,146 $107,613 $100,573 $93,993 $87,844 $82,097 $76,727 $71,707 $67,016
$54,005 $50,472 $47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453

$162,015 $151,416 $141,511 $132,253 $123,601 $115,515 $107,958 $100,895 $94,294 $88,126 $82,360
$61,447 $57,427 $53,670 $50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236
$71,443 $66,769 $62,401 $58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318
$49,777 $46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304
$49,777 $46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,3D4

$457,450 $427,523 $399,554 $373,415 $348,986 $326,155 $304,818 $284,877 $266,240 $248,822 $232,544
$457,450 $427,523 $399,554 $373,415 $348,986 $326,155 $304,818 $284,877 $266,240 $248,822 $232,544
$346,019 $323,382 $302,226 $282,454 $263,976 $246,706 $230,567 $215,483 $201,386 $188,211 $175,898
$111,431 $104,141 $97,328 $90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646

Optimistic Des 4 OperMaint
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
$1,647,435 $1,539,659 $1,438,934 $1,344,798 $1,256,820 $1,174,598 $1,097,756 $1,025,940 $958,822 $896,096 $837,472 $782,685

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,430,104 $1,336,546 $1,249,108 $1,167,391 $1,091,019 $1,019,644 $952,939 $890,597 $832,334 $777,882 $726,992 $679,432
$1,430,104 $1,336,546 $1,249,108 $1,167,391 $1,091,019 $1,019,644 $952,939 $890,597 $832,334 $777,882 $726,992 $679,432

$19,624 $18,340 $17,141 $16,019 $14,971 $13,992 $13,076 $12,221 $11,421 $10,674 $9,976 $9,323
$39,249 $36,681 $34,281 $32,038 $29,942 $27,984 $26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647
$22,229 $20,775 $19,416 $18,146 $16,958 $15,849 $14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561
$44,458 $41,550 $38,832 $36,291 $33,917 $31,698 $29,624 $27,686 $25,875 $24,182 $22,600 $21,122
$26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360
$26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360
$26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360
$13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180
$13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180
$13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180
$65,042 $60,787 $56,810 $53,094 $49,620 $46,374 $43,340 $40,505 $37,855 $35,379 $33,064 $30,901
$13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180
$13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180
$26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$45,939 $42,933 $40,124 $37,500 $35,046 $32,754 $30,611 $28,608 $26,737 $24,988 $23,353 $21,825
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,205 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 -$8,271

$17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271
$19,899 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216
$19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216
$19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216
$19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216
$19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216
$21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295
$21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295
$21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295
$21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295
$21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295
$24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861
$24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861
$48,583 $45,404 $42,434 $39,658 $37,063 $34,639 $32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081
$62,632 $58,534 $54,705 $51,126 $47,781 $44,656 $41,734 $39,004 $36,452 $34,067 $31,839 $29,756
$25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190
$76,972 $71,937 $67,231 $62,832 $58,722 $54,880 $51,290 $47,935 $44,799 $41,868 $39,129 $36,569
$29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869
$33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126
$23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235
$23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235

$217,331 $203,113 $189,825 $177,407 $165,801 $154,954 $144,817 $135,343 $126,489 $118,214 $110,480 $103,252
$217,331 $203,113 $189,825 $177,407 $165,801 $154,954 $144,817 $135,343 $126,489 $118,214 $110,480 $103,252
$184,391 $153,636 $143,585 $134,192 $125,413 $117,208 $109,541 $102,374 $95,677 $89,418 $83,568 $78,101
$52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151

Optimistic Des 4 OperMaint
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2028 2029
$731,481 $683,627

$0 $0
$0 $0

$634,983 $593,442
$634,983 $593,442

$8,713 $8,143
$17,427 $16,287

$9,870 $9,224
$19,740 $18,449
$11,552 $10,796
$11,552 $10,796
$11,552 $10,796

$5,776 $5,398
$5,776 $5,398
$5,776 $5,398

$28,879 $26,990
$5,776 $5,398
$5,776 $5,398

$11,552 $10,796
$6,799 $6,354
$6,799 $6,354
$6,799 $6,354

$13,598 $12,709
$6,799 $6,354

$20,397 $19,063
$6,799 $6,354
$6,799 $6,354
$6,799 $6,354
$6,799 $6,354
$6,799 $6,354
$6,799 $6,354
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224

$15,460 $14,449
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$7,730 $7,224
$8,614 $8,050
$8,614 $8,050
$8,614 $8,050
$8,614 $8,050
$8,614 $8,050
$9,622 $8,992
$9,622 $8,992
$9,622 $8,992
$9,622 $8,992
$9,622 $8,992

$11,085 $10,360
$11,085 $10,360
$21,571 $20,160
$27,809 $25,990
$11,392 $10,647
$34,177 $31,941
$12,962 $12,114
$15,071 $14,085
$10,500 $9,813
$10.500 $9,813
$96,498 $90,185
$96,498 $90,185
$72,992 $68,216
$23,506 $21,968

Optimistic Des 4 OperMaint
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Pessimistic
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Damage Control Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:tPACEXProjectstJSCGDe2.MDB

Cost Estimate hems Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Total $335,596,939 $260,474,088 $5.489,802 $5.130,656 $4,795,006 $4,481,314 $4,414,160 $3,914,153

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 s0 so $0 o$ $0 $0

Cutter System $250,000,000 $250.000,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $68,170,938 $5,134,253 $4.798,367 $4.484.455 $4,191,080 $3,916,897 $3,660,651 $3,421,170

Staffing $68,170.938 $5,134,253 $4,798,367 $4,484,455 $4,191,080 $3,916.897 $3,660,651 $3,421,170
EnlistedKE-2 - FN $769,229 $57,934 $54,144 $50,602 $47,291 $44,198 $41,306 $38,604
EnlistedE-2 - SN $1.923,072 $144,835 $135.360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265 $96,510
EnlistedRE-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 $70.184 $65,592
EnlistedýE-3 - SN $3,049,669 $229,684 $214,658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762 $153,048
EnlistedlE-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $56Z697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
EnlistedlS-4 - DC $1.019,805 $76,806. $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
EnlistedXE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
EnlistedtS-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590
EnlistedkE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted'E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
EnlistedE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230.418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164,285 $153,537
Enlisted\E-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
EnlistediE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51,179
Enlisteo'E-4 - Tr $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisten•E-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
EnlistedkE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
EnlistedtS-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68.975 $64,463 $60,245
EnlistedME-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted'E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123

EnlisteoRE-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226.030 $211,243 $197.423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613
EnlisteoRE-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted.E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123
EnlistedE-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
EnlistedlS-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123
EnlistedcE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedXE-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247
EnlistedXE-6 - EM $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954. $39,210 $36,645 .$34,247
EnlistecdE-6 - FT $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247
EnlistechE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $ 534.247
EnlistecdE-6 - HS 5682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89.783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495
EnlistedkE-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedcE-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedRE-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedkE-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedAE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - T1 $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
EnlistedXE-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
EnlistedXE-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted.E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
EnlistecRE-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
EnlistedXE-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52.221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628
EnlistedkE-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
EnlistedXE-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
EnlistedkE-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
EnlistedRE-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
EnlistecRE-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
EnlistedcE-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
OfficeriO-1 -Unknown $2,539,116 $191,232 $178,721 $167,029 $156,102 $145,890 $136,346 $127,426
OfficerO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164,275
OfficerAO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70.790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
OfficerO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
OfficerO.4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427
OfficerO-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114,853
Officer%0-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76.444 $71,443 $66,769
OfficerO-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132 $76,759
Warrant\Average - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65.248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant\Average - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521
Warrant\Average - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9.690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556.788 $520,362 $486,320
Staffing $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,615,370 $573.547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179
OfficerAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141

ADP & Information Systems -Automated Systems $7,735,490 $4,610.000 $9,346 $8,734 $8,163 $7.629 $233,146 $6.663
ADP & Information Systems $7,735,490 $4,610,000 $9,346 $8,734 $8,163 $7,629 $233.146 $6,663

Advanced Interior Communications System $500,000 $500,000
Annual Maint for automated closures/valves $132,777 $10,000 $9,346 $8,734 $8,163 $7,629 $7,130 $6,663
Automated DC Closures and Valves $154,718 $154.718
Automated Valve/Closure Overhaul and Major Mainten $202,645 $71,299
Fire/Smoke Detection and Alarm System $4,100,000 $4,100,000
Fire/Smoke System Periodic Renewal/Upgrade $2.357,813
IC Systems Periodic Replacement/Upgrade $287,538

Pessimistic Damage Control
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
$3,658,087 $3,418,773 $3.195,115 $4,790,728 $2,790,737 $2,808,165 $2,437,538 52,278.073 $2.165.284 $1,989.757 $1.859,586 $1,737,931 $1,624,234 $2,435,363

$0 $0 50 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 $0 50
so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50

S3,197,355 $2,988,182 52,792,693 52,609,994 $2,439,247 52,279,670 $2.130,532 51,991,152 $1.860,890 $1.739,149 $1,625,373 51.519,040 $1.419,664 $1,326,789
53,197,355 52,988,182 $2,792,693 52,609,994 52,439,247 $2,279,670 $2,130,532 $1.991,152 51.860,890 $1,739,149 $1.625,373 $1,519,D40 51,419,884 $1.326,789

536.078 533,718 531,512 529,451 $27,524 $25,723 524,041 522,488 520,998 $19,624 $18,340 $17,141 $16,019 $14,971
590,196 584,295 $78,781 $73,627 $688,810 564,308 560,101 558,170 552.495 $49,061 $45,851 542,851 $40,048 537,428
561,301 557,291 553,543 550,040 $48,766 $43,707 $40,847 538,175 535,678 $33,344 $31,162 $29,124 527,218 $25,438

$143,036 5133,678 5124.933 $116,760 5109,121 5101,982 595,311 589,075 583,248 $77.802 $72.712 567,955 563,510 559,355
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 539,044 536,490 534.103 531,872 529,787 $27,838 $26.017 524,315 522,724 $21,237. 519,848
$47,831 544,702 $41,777 $39.044 536,490 534,103 531,872 529,787 527.838 526,017 524,315 522,724 $21.237 519,848
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 539,044 536,490 534,103 531,872 529,787 $27.838 526.017 524,315 522.724 $21.237 519,848
523,915 522,351 520,889 519,522 518,245 517,051 515,936 514.893 513,919 513,008 512,157 511.362 510,619 59,924
523,915 522,351 520,899 519,522 518,245 517,051 515,936 514.893 513.919 513,008 512,157 $11,362 $10.619 59,924
523,915 522,351 $20,889 $19,522 518,245 $17,051 515,936 514,893 513,919 513.008 SIZ157 511,362 510,619 59,924

5143,493 $134,105 $125,332 $117,133 5109,470 $102,308 595,615 589,360 $83,514 578,051 572,944 $68.172 563,712 $59,544
$47,831 544.702 $41,777 539,044 $36,490 534,103 $31.872 529,787 $27.838 526,017 524.315 $22.724 $21.237 519,848
523,915 522,351 520,889 519,522 518,245 517,051 515.936 514,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11.362 $10.619 59,924
$47,831 $44,702 $41,777 539,044 536,490 534,103 531,872 529,787 527,83 526,017 $24.315 522.724 $21.237 519,848
$47,831 544,702 $41,777 539,044 $36,490 534,103 $31.872 $29.787 527,838 526,017 524,315 522,724 $21.237 519,848
$23,915 522,351 520,889 519,522 $18.245 517,051 515,936 514,893 513,919 513,008 512,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924
556,304 552,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 537,518 535,063 532,769 530.626 528.622 526,750 $25.000 523,364
528,152 526,310 524,589 522,980 $21.477 520,072 518,759 $17,532 516,385 515,313 514,311 $13,375 512.500 511,682
$56,304 552,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 537,518 535,063 532,769 530.626 528,622 526,750 525,000 $23,364
556,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 537,518 535,063 532.769 530.626 528,622 $26.750 $25,000 523,364
528,152 526,310 524,589 522,980 $21,477 $20,072 518,759 517,532 $16.385 515,313 514.311 $13.375 512,500 $11,682

514,760 5131,552 $122,945 $114,902 5107.385 5100.360 593,794 587,658 $81.924 $76,564 571.555 566,874 562,499 558,410
528.152 526,310 524,589 522,980 521,477 520,072 518,759 $17.532 516.385 $15,313 $14.311 513,375 512.500 $11,682
528,152 526,310 524,589 522,980 521,477 520,072 518,759 $17.532 516,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 512.500 $11,682
528,152 526,310 $24.589 522.980 $21,477 520,072 518,759 $17.532 516.385 515,313 514,311 513,375 512.500 $11.682
528,152 526,310 524,589 522,980 521.477 520,072 518,759 517,532 516,385 $15.313 514.311 513,375 512.500 $11.682
528,152 526,310 524,589 522,980 $21.477 520,072 518,759 $17.532 $16.385 $15,313 514,311 $13.375 512.500 $11.682
528,152 526,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21.477 520,072 518,759 517.532 $16.385 515,313 $14.311 513,375 512.500 511,682
532,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517,410 $16,271 515.206 514,211 513,282
532,007 529,913 $27.956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517.410 $16.271 515,206 $14.211 513,282
532,007 $29.913 527,956 526,127 $24.418 522,820 $21,328 519,932 518,628 517,410 516,271 515,206 514,211 513,282
532,007 529.913 527.956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 $18.628 517,410 $16.271 515,206 514,211 513,282
532,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 $24,418 $22,820 521,328 519,932 $18.628 517.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13.282
532,007 529,913 $27,956 526,127 524,418 $22.820 $21,328 519,932 518,628 $17,410 516,271 $15,206 $14.211 513,282
$32,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 $19.932 518,628 $17.410 516,271 515,206 $14,211 513,282
564,014 $59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 539,865 537,257 534,819 $32,541 530,412 528,423 $26,563
532,007 $29,913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517,410 516,271 $15,206 $14.211 513,282
$32,007 $29,913 $27,956 526,127 524,418 522.820 521.328 519,932 $18.628 $17,410 516,271 515,206 $14.211 $13,282
532,007 529,913 527,956 $26,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,828 517,410 516.271 $15.206 514,211 513,282
532,007 529,913 $27,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 $18.628 517,410 516,271 515.206 514,211 513,282
532.007 529,913 $27,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 $21,328 519,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 515,206 514.211 $13.282
532,007 $29,913 527,956 $26,127 $24.418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 $17.410 516,271 515.206 $14.211 513,282
535.665 533,332 531,151 529,113 $27.209 525,429 523,765 522,210 $20,757 519,399 518,130 516,944 $15,838 514.800
535,665 $33,332 531,151 529,113 527,209 $25,429 523.765 522,210 520,757 519,399 518,130 516,944 515,836 514,800
535,665 533,332 531,151 529,113 $27.209 525,429 523,765 522,210 520,757 519,399 518,130 516,944 515,836 514,800
$35.665 533,332 531,151 529,113 $27,209 $25,429 523,765 522,210 $20.757 519,399 518,130 516,944 515.836 $14.800
$35.665 533,332 531,151 529,113 527,209 525.429 523,765 522,210 $20.757 519,399 518,130 516,944 515,836 514,800
$39,839 537,233 534,797 532,521 $30,393 $28.405 526,547 $24,810 523,187 521,670 520,252 518,927 517.689 516,532
$39,839 537,233 $34,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 521.670 520,252 518,927 517,689 $16.532
539,839 537,233 534,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 521,670 520,252 $18.927 517,689 $16.532
539,839 $37,233 $34,797 532,521 $30,393 528,405 $26,547 $24.810 523,187 521,670 520,252 518,927 517,689 516,532
539,839 537,233 $34,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 521,670 520.252 $18.927 $17.689 516,532
539,839 537.233 534,797 $32,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 $21.670 520,252 518,927 $17.689 516,532
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 537,488 535,017 532,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 524,966 523,333 $21,607 520,380 519,047
$45,900 $42,897 $40,091 537,468 535,017 532,726 $30,585 528,584 526,714 524,986 523,333 521,807 520,380 $19.047

5119,090 5111.299 $104,018 597,213 590.853 $84,909 579,354 574,163 $69.311 564,777 560,539 556,579 552,877 $49,418
5153,528 $143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117.126 $109,463 $102,302 595,609 $89,355 583,509 $78,046 572,940 $68,168 $63,709

$47,170 544,084 $41,200 538,505 535,986 533,632 531,431 529,375 $27,453 525,657 $23.979 522,410 $20.944 519,574
$47,170 $44,084 $41,200 538,505 535,986 533,832 531,431 529,375 527.453 525,657 523,979 522,410 520.944 519,574
553,670 550,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 538,266 535,762 533,423 531,236 529,193 527,283 525,498 $23.830 $22,271

$107,340 $100,317 $93,755 587,621 581,899 576,532 $71.525 566,848 $62.473 558,386 554,566 550,996 $47,660 $44,542
$62,401 558,319 554,504 550,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38.860 536,318 533,942 531,722 529,646 $27.707 525,894
571,738 $67,045 562,658 $58,559 554,728 551,148 $47,802 544,675 $41,752 539,021 536,488 534,082 $31.852 529,769
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 535,490 533,169 530,999 528,971 527,075 525,304 523,649 522,102 520,656 519,304 518,042
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35.490 533,169 530,999 528,971 527.075 525,304 $23,549 522,102 520,656 519,304 518.042
$43,477 $40,633 537,975 $35,490 533,169 530,999 528,971 527,075 525,304 523,649 522,102 520,656 519,304 518,042

$454,505 $424,771 5396,982 5371,011 5346,739 $324,055 5302,856 $283,043 $264,526 5247,220 5231,047 5215,932 5201,805 $168,603
$454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 5346,739 $324,055 5302,856 $283,043 $284,526 $247,220 5231,047 5215.932 $201.605 $188,603
5357,176 $333,810 $311,972 $291,562 5272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 5194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158,591 5148,215
597,328 590,961 585,010 $79,449 574,251 $69,394 564,854 560,611 556.646 552,940 $49,477 546,240 543.215 540,388

$6,227 55,820 $5.439 51,809,723 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 53,878 539,869 53,387 $3,166 $2,959 $2,765 $919,972
56,227 $5,820 $5,439 51.809,723 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 53,878 539,869 $3,387 $3.166 52,959 $2.765 $919,972

56,227 $5,820 55,439 55,083 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 53,878 53,624 $3,387 53,166 52,959 52,765 $2,584

550,835 $36,245 525,842

$1.563,174 $794,638
$1 90,831 596,907

Pessimistic Damage Conitro

G-54



2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,418,669 $1,325.859 $1.239,121 $1,158,057 $1,100,721 $1,011,491 $945,319 $883,476 $825,678

$s $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,239,989 $1,158,868 $1,083,055 $1,012,201 $945,982 $884,095 $826,257 $772,203 $721,685
$1.239,989 $1,158,868 $1.083,055 $1,012,201 $945,982 $884,095 $826,257 $772,203 $721,685

$13,992 $13,076 $12.221 $11.421 $10,674 $9,976 $9,323 $8,713 $8,143

$34,980 $32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21.784 $20,358
$23,774 $22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15,841 $14,805 $13,836

$55.472 $51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$9.275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5.776 $5,398

$9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$55,649 $52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$18,550 $17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796

$9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$21.836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$54,589 $51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771

$10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,918 $10,204 $9.536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6.354
$10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$24,826 $23,202 $21.684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050

$13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11.291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12.612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992

$15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$15.450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 $9,622 $8,992

$15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 $8,992
$17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13.580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$46,185 $43,164 $40,340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$59,541 $55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$18,293 $17.097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$41,628 $38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27.739 $25,924 $24,228
$24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$27,821 $26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16.192

$16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102.588

$176,265 $164,733 $153.956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117.453 $109,769 $102,588
$138.519 $129.457 $120,988 $113,073 $105.676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619
$37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26.912 $25,151 $23.506 $21,968

$2,415 $2,257 $2,109 $1,971 $20,267 $1,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406
$2,415 $2,257 $2,109 $1,971 $20,267 $1,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406

$2,415 $2,257 $2.109 $1,971 $1,842 $1,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406

$18,425

Pessimistic Damage Control
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Pessimistic
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Multiple Crews
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Fdename with Path: C:APACEiProjects\USCGDe2.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $278,388,619 $206,035,610 $5,507,528 $5,147,222 $4,810,488 $4,495,783 $4,201,667 $3,926,791 $3,669,898
Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $200,000,000 $200,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $200,000,000 $200,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $200,000,000 $200,000,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $68,555,552 $5,163,220 $4,825,439 $4,509,756 $4,214,726 $3,938,996 $3,681,305 $3,440.471 $3,215,394
Staffing $68,555,552 $5,163,220 $4,825,439 $4,509.756 $4,214,726 $3,938,996 $3,681,305 $3,440,471 $3,215,394

EnlistecAE-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66.296 $61,959 $57,906 $54,118
EnlistedE-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135,360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103,265 $96,510 $90,196
EnlistedAE-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91,996 $85,978 $80,353 $75,096 $70,184 $65.592 $61,301
EnlistedcE-3 - SN $3,049,669 $229,684 $214,658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762 $153,048 $143.036
EnlistedtE--4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedlE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedkE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted•E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedlE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164,285 $153,537 $143,493
EnlistedE-4 - QM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedlE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedNE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedcE-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23.915
Enlisted'E-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78.969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistediE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
EnlistedXE-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78.969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedlE-5 - ET $1,200.461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613 $140,760
EnlistedkE-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedAE-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
EnlistediE-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedcE-5 - SS $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted'E-5 -YN $600.231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedtE-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedkE-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedaE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedtE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedlE-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68,495 $64,014
EnlistedE-6 - MST $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
EnlistedE-6 - OM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
EnlistedlE-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedAE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedlE-6 - "T $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedlE-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedcE-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523. $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedkE-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39.839
Enlisted\E-8 - OM $849.413 $63,973 , $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedE-9 - BM $978.631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
OfficerO-1 - Unknown $2,539,116 $191,232 $178,721 $167,029 $156,102 $145,890 $136,346 $127,426 $119,090
OfficerO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164.275 $153,528
OfficerO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66.159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50.472 $47,170
OfficerO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66.159 $61,830 $57.785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerAO-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80.544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670
OfficerAO-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122.893 $114,853 $107,340
Office•O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66,769 $62,401
OfficeAO-6 - Operations $1,529.522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87.882 $82,132 $76,759 $71,738
WarrantlAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69.815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43.477
Warrantl•verage - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
WarrantAverage - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637.466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505
Staffing $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505

EnlistedAverage - General Detail $7,615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179 $357,176
OfficerkAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156.288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Personnel - Policy/Procedure Study $77,555 $77,555 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Staffing $77,555 $77,555 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

EnlistediE-8 - Unknown $15,993 $15,993
Officer%O-3 - Unknown $18,936 $18,936
OfficerO-4 - Unknown $10,773 $10,773
OfficerO-6 - Unknown $14,399 $14,399
WarrantlAverage - Unknown $17,454 $17,454

Other Costs - Develop Multi Crew policies $65,000 $65,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Other Costs $65,000 $65,000 $o SO $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Policylprocedure for relief/ shore rotation etc. $65,000 $65,000

Pessimistic Multiple Crew

G-56



2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
$3.429.812 $3,205,431 $2,995,730 $2,799,748 $2,616,587 $2,445,408 $2,285,428 $2,135,914 $1,996,182 $1,865.590 $1,743,542 $1,629,479 $1.522.877 $1,423,250

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $s $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,005,041 $2,808,450 $2,624,719 $2,453,009 $2,292,531 $2,142.553 $2,002,386 $1.871.389 $1,748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610 $1,427,673 $1,334,274 $1.246.985
$3,005,041 $2,808,450 $2,624,719 $2,453,009 $2,292,531 $2,142,553 $2,002,386 $1,871,389 $1,748,961 $1,634,543 $1,527,610 $1.427,673 $1,334,274 $1,246,985

$50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41.286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25,711 $24,029 $22,457 $20,988
$84,295 $78.781 $73,627 $68,810 $64.308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49,061 $45,851 $42.851 $40,048 $37.428 $34,980
$57,291 $53,543 $50,040 $46,766 $43,707 $40,847 $38,175 $35.678 $33,344 $31.162 $29,124 $27.218 $25,438 $23,774

$133,678 $124.933 $116.760 $109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89,075 $83,248 $77,802 $72,712 $67,955 $63,510 $59,355 $55,472
$44.702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34.103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21.237 $19.848 $18.550
$44,702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18.550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78.051 $72,944 $68,172 $63,712 $59.544 $55,649
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15.936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18.550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42.954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21.836
$52,621 $49.178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$131,552 $122.945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93.794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 - $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14.800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16.532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20.252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233, $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810. $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$111,299 $104,018 $97,213 $90,853 $84,909 $79.354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185
$143.484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41,628
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200
$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18.042 $16,861

$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265
$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265
$333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158,591 $148,215 $138,519
$90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Pessimistic Multiple Crew

G-57



2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,330,140 $1,243,122 $1.161,796 $1,085,791 $1,014,758 $948,372 $886,329 $828.344

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,165,407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725,757
$1,165,407 $1,089,165 $1,017,911 $951,319 $889,083 $830,919 $776,560 $725,757

$19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$22,218 $20,765 $19,406 $18,137 $16,950 $15,841 $14.805 $13,836
$51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10.796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $8,180 $5,776 $5,398

$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,650 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,650 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8.614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8.992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$43,164 $40,340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19.452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24,228
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619
$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Pessimistic Multiple Crew
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Pessimistic
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Risk Acceptance
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:%PACErojectsUJSCGDe2.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $324,81Z060 $255.843.871 $5,249.875 $4,906,425 $4,585,444 $4.285.462 $4.005.104 $3.743,088 $3.498,213
Procurement - Ship Acqtisition Cost $250.000,000 $250,000.000 50 s0 $0 so s0 s0 so

Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 s0 s0 so so 50 s0
Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000.000

Personnel -Cutter Crew 565,480.841 $4.931,650 $4.609,019 $4,307,494 S4,025.695 $3.762.332 $3,516,198 $3.286,167 53,071,184
Staffing $65,480,841 $4,931,650 $4,609.019 $4.307.494 S4,025.695 $3.762,332 $3.516.198 $3,286.167 53,071,184

Enlistedl.E-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86.901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66.296 $61,959 $57,906 554,118
EntistedRE-2 - SN $1,538,458 S115.868 S108,288 $101.204 $94,583 588,395 $82,612 $77.208 $72.157
EnlistedTE-3 - FN $871,334 $65.624 $61.331 S57.319 $53,569 $50.064 $46.789 $43.728 $40,867
Enlistec'•E-3 - SN $3,049.669 $229,684 $214.658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163.762 $153,048 $143,036
EnlistedRE-4 - BM $1,019,805 576,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697. $58.595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedAE-4 - DC $1,019,805 $768806 $71.781 $67,085 562,697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedlE-4 - EM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58.595 $54.762 $51,179 $47.831
EnlistdcE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedlE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-4 -GM $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381 S25.590 523,915
EnlistedE-4 - MK $3.059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201.256 $188,090 $175,785 $164.285 $153,537 $143,493
Enlisted(--4 -GM $509,903 $38,403 535,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\-4 - RM $1.019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 S62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 547,831
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 571,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 554,762 $51.179 547,831
Enlisted\E-4 -T'T $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 525,590 $23,915
Enlisted'E-5 - BM $600,231 545,206 $42,249 $39,485 536,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - DC 5600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84.497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedE-5 - ET $1.200,461 $90,412 584,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68.975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedtE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 542,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 528,152
EnlistedcE-5 - MK $3,001.153 S226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613 $140,760
EnlistedE-5 -OM $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 532,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedE-5 - RD $600,231 545,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 528,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $38.902 $34.487 $32.231 $30,123 528,152
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45.206 $42.249 $39,485 536,902 534.487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted'%E-5 - SS $600.231 $45,206 542,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 542,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlistedtt-6 - BM S682,419 S51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 S32.007
Enlistea•E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedRE-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 544,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedTE-6 - FT $682.419 $51.396 548,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 -GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 532,007
Enlisted.E~-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedcE-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89.783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68.495 564,014
EnlistedtE-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 S41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 541,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007
EnlistedRE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43.691 540,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedE-7 - FT $760,412 $57.270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedrE-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57.270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 -YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43.691 540,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedNE-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 $39,839
Enlisted(E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted'.E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 S45.612 $42.628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42,628 S39,839
EnlistedfE-8 - OM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39.839
Enlisted\E-8 -SK $849.413 $63,973 $59.788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628 $39.839
EnlistedTE-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 560,165 $56.229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73.705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 549.113 $45,900
Officer\O-1 -Unknown $2,539,116 $191.232 $178,721 $167.029 $156.102 $145,890 $136,346 $127,426 $119,090
OfficerO-.2 - Unknown $3,273.372 $246,532 $230.404 $215,331 $201,244 $188.078 $175.774 $164,275 $153.528
OfficerO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50.472 $47,170
OfficerO-3 - Operations $1,005.717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57.785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86.182 $80,544 $75.275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670
OfficerO-.4 - Operations $1.144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65.748 $61,447 $57,427 $53,670
Officer\O-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87.521 $81.795 $76.444 $71,443 $66,769 $62.401
Officer\O-6 - Operations $1,529.522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $62,132 $76,759 $71.738
WarranthAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65.248 $60.979 $56.990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - ENG $926.981 $69.815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - F&S $926.981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,104,714 $685,716 $640.856 $598.931 $559,749 $523,129 $488,906 5456,922 $427,029
Staffing $9,104,714 $685.716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 $523,129 $488,906 $456,922 $427,029

EnlistedAverage - General Detail $7,029,572 $529,428 $494,793 $462.423 $432,171 $403,898 $377,475 $352.780 $329.701
OfficerAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127.578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Personnel - Policy/Procedure Study $96,505 $96,505 so so $0 $0 $0 $0 s0
Staffing $96,505 $96.505 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0

EnlistedtE-6 - Unknown $6.425 $6,425
EnlistedTE-8 - Unknown $15.993 $15,993
OfficerO-3 - Unknown $18,936 $18,936
Officer\O-4 - Unknown $10,773 $10,773
Officer\O-5 - Unknown $12,525 $12,525
OfficerO-6 - Unknown S14,399 $14,399
WarrantAverage - Unknown $17,454 $17,454

Other Costs - Support Risk Analysis and Assessment $130.000 $130,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 50
Other Costs $130,000 $130.000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so

Support risk analysis study $130,000 $130.000

Pessimistic Risk Acceptance
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
$3.269.358 $3,055,475 $2,855,584 $2,6688770 $2494.178 $2,331,007 $2.178,511 $Z035,992 $1.902.796 $1,778.314 $1,661,976 $1.553.249 $1,451,634 $1,356,667

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$2,870,265 $2,682,491 $2,507,001 $2,342,991 $2,189,712 $2.046,459 $1,912,579 $1,787,457 $1,670.520 $1,561,234 $1.459.097 $1,363.642 $1,274,432 $1,191.058
$2,870.265 $2,682,491 $2,507,001 $2,342,991 $2,189,712 $2,046.459 $1,912.579 $1,787.457 $1,670,520 $1,561,234 $1.459,097 $1,363.642 $1,274,432 $1,191,058

$50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511 $25,711 $24.029 $22,457 $20,988
$867,436 $63.025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39.249 $36,681 $34,281 $32.038 $29,942 $27.984
$38,194 $35,695 $33.360 $31.177 $29.138 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22.229 $20,775 $19,416 $18.146 $16.958 $15,849

$133,678 $124,933 $116,760 $109,121 $101.982 $95,311 $89,075 $83,248 $77,802 $72,712 167,955 $63,510 $59.355 $55,472
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31.872 $29.787 $27,838 $26.017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18.550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36.490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
144.702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31.872 $29,787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12.157 $11.362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9.275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15.936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275

$134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68,172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 $9,275
$44,702 $41,777 $39.044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315 $22,724 $21.237 $19,848 $18,550
$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550
$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30.626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$131,552 $122.945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81.924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $862,499 $58,410 $54.589
$26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11.682 $10,918
$26,310 $24.589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918
$26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918
$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10.918
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $28,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413
$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37.257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826
$29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$29,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413
$29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24.418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19.399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33.332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16.944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16.944 $15.836 $14,800 $13,831
$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16.944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$33.332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20.757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831
$37,233 $34,797 $32.521 $30,393 $28,405 $28,547 $24.810 $23,187 $21,670 $20.252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15.450
$37,233 $34,797 $32.521 $30.393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17.689 $16,532 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,632 $15,450
$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450
$37.233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20.252 $18,927 $17.689 $16,532 $15,450
$42,897 $40,091 $37.468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801
$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$111.299 $104,018 $97,213 $90,853 $84,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185
$143,484 $134.097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293
$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38.266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27.283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814
$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31.236 $29,193 $27.283 $25.498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814
$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 S44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29.646 $27,707 $25.894 $24,200
$867,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31.852 $29,769 $27,821
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33.169 $30.999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16.861
$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19.304 $18,042 $16,861

$399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080 $202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609
$399,093 $372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304,466 $284,548 $265,932 $248,535 $232,276 $217,080 $202,879 $189,606 $177.202 $165,609
$308,132 $287,974 $269,134 $251,527 $235,072 $219,694 $205,321 $191,889 $179,336 $167,603 $156,639 $146.391 $136,814 $127,864

$90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74.251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 146.240 W43.215 $40,388 $37,746
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,267,913 $1,184,966 $1.107.445 $1,034,995 $967.285 $904,005 $844,864 $789,593

$0 so $0 $0 $0 50 so $0
so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1.113,138 $1,040,316 $972,258 $908.652 $849,208 $793,652 $741.731 $693.207
$1,113,138 $1,040,316 $972,258 $908,652 $849,208 $793,652 $741.731 $693,207

$19,615 $18,331 S17.132 $16.011 $14,964 $13.985 $13,070 $12,215
$26.153 $24.442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $16,287
$14.812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10.561 $9,870 $9,224
$51.843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 56,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$52,008 $48,606 $45.426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34.655 $32,388
$8,668 $8,101 - $7,571 $7.076 $6.613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5.398

$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12.360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 S6.799 $6,354
$20,407 $19.072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13.598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17.824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12.709
$10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
$51,018 547,680 $44,561 541,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$10,204 $9.536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8.912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6.799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6.799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18.939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,642 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10,642 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9.862 $9,216 S8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13.495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10.295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11.016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16,636 $15,548 $14.531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$43,164 $40,340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13.956 $13,043 $12.190 $11,392 510,647
$17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13.956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10.647
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16.126 $15,071 $14,085
$26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17.326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10.500 $9,813
$15.758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10.500 $9,813
$15,758 $14.727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$154,775 $144,650 $135,187 $126,343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386
$119,499 $111,681 $104,375 $97,547 $91,165 $85,201 $79,627 S74,418
$35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0$0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crowing - Pessimistic
Proposal Number: 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Deck Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:%PACEProjects\USCGDe2.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $328,577,684 $256,251,276 $55468.482 $5,110.731 S4.776.384 $4.463,910 $4.342.996 3,898,952 53,643,881
Procurement - Advanced Corrosion Control Systems $605,290 $200.000 so $0 $0 $0 $142.597 $0 s0

Procurement $605,290 $200.000 $0 so s0 $0 $142.597 so $0
Corrosion control systems (paint coating/etc.) $605,290 $200.000 $142,597

Procurement - Deck Machinery $200.000 $200.000 so $0 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0
Procurement $200,000 $200,000 $0 s0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0

Automatic anchoring equipment $100,000 $100.000
Automatic Mooring Wnches $100,000 $100,000

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250.000,000 $250.000.000 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0
Procurement $250,000,000 $250.000,000 $0 $0 so $0 so $0 s0

Cutter System $250.000,000 $250.000.000
Personnel-Cutter Crew $67,735,271 $5,101.441 $4.767,702 S4.455.796 $4,164,295 $3.891,865 S3.637.257 $3.399,306 S3.176.921

Staffing $67.735,271 $5.101.441 $4.767.702 $4,455.796 $4.164.295 $3,891.865 $3.637.257 $3.399,306 $3.176.921
Enlisted\E-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86.901 $81.216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61.959 $57.906 $54.118
EnlistedTE-2 - SN $1,538.458 $115,868 $108,288 $101,204 $94,583 $88.395 $82.612 $77.208 S72.157
EnlistedtE-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53,569 $50.064 546.789 $43,728 $40,867
Enlisted'E-3 - SN $3,049,669 $229.684 S214.658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762 $153,048 $143.036
EnlistedcE-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedME-4 - DC $1,019.805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62.697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25.590 $23.915
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25.590 $23,915
EnlisteoRE-4 - GM $509,903 $38.403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27.381 $25,590 $23.915
EnlistedcE-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215.344 $201,256 $188.090 $175.785 $164.285 $153,637 $143,493
EnlistedE-4 -GM $1.019.805 $76.806 $71,781 567.085 $62.697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33.543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedRE-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedRE-4 - SS $1,019.805 $76,806 $71.781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedE-4 -TT $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enlisted\E-5 - BM $1.200.461 $90,412 $84,497 $78.969 $73.803 $68.975 $64.463 $60.245 $56,304
EnlistedXE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90.412 S84.497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
Enlisteo'E-5 - ET $1.200,461 $90.412 $84.497 $78.969 $73.803 $68,975 S64.463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistedE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 S42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedkE-5 - MK $3.001,153 $226,030 S211.243 $197.423 $184.508 $172,437 $161,156 $150,613 $140.760
EnlistedE-5 -GM $600.231 $45,206 S42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedE-5 - RD $600.231 $45,206 S42.249 $39.485 $36.902 $34.487 $32.231 $30.123 $28.152
EnlistedXE-5 - RM $600,231 $45.206 S42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30.123 $28.152
Enlisted\E-5 -SK $600.231 $45.206 S42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30.123 $28,152
EnlistedE-5 - SS $600,231 $45.206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30,123 $28.152
EnlistedE-5 -YN $600.231 $45,206 542.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28.152
EnlistedE-6 - BM $682.419 $51.396 S48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedkE-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedAE-6 - EM $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistecRE-6 - ET $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44.891 S41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51.396 $48.034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51.396 $48.034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 S32.007
EnlistedXE-6 - HS $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44.891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1.364.839 $102,792 $96,067 $89.783 $83,909 $78,420 $73.289 $68.495 564.014
EnlistedE-6 - MST $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 $32,007
Enlisted--6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedXE-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 548,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 $32.007
EnlistedE-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.964 $39,210 $36.645 $34.247 $32,007
EnlistedtE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57.270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40.833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35.665'
EnlistecdE-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 S53.523 $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40.833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57.270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 -YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 $46.749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161 $358665
EnlistedE-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52.221 $48.805 $45.612 $42.628 $39.839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42.628 $39.839
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849.413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 545,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42.628 $39.839
EnlistedtE-8 -GM $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52.221 $48.805 $45,612 $42,628 $39.839
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55.876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42.628 $39,839
EnlistedE-9 - BM $978,631 $73.705 $68,883 $64,377 $60.165 $56,229 $52.551 $49,113 $45.900
EnlistedE-9 - MK $978,631 $73.705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52.551 $49.113 $45.900
OfficerO-1 - Unknown $2,539.116 $191.232 $178.721 $167.029 $156,102 $145.890 $136,346 $127,426 $119,090
OfficernO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246.532 $230,404 $215,331 $201.244 $188,078 $175,774 $164,275 $153,528
OfficerfO-3 - Gen Admin $1.005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66.159 $61,830 $57,785 $54.005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficeriO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70.790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $564.005 $50,472 $47,170
Officer%-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80.544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61.447 $57,427 $53,670
OfficerfO-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140.700 $131,496 $122.893 $114.853 $107,340
Officear%-5 - Operations $1.330.463 $100.203 $93.648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71.443 $66,769 $62.401
OfficerO-6 - Operations $1.529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 582.132 $76,759 $71,738
WarrantAverage - BOSN $926.981 $69,815 $65,248 $60.979 $56.990 $53.262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
WarranthAverage - ENG $926,981 $69,815 S65,248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 549.777 $46,521 $43.477
WarrantAverage - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65.248 $60.979 $56.990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690.511 $729,835 $682.089 $637,466 $595.763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505
Staffing $9,690.511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595.763 $556,788 $520.362 $486,320 $454,505

EnlistecdAverage - General Detail $7.615.370 $573.647 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179 $357,176
OfficerlAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146.064 $136,508 $127,578 $119.231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Operations & Maintenance - Deck Machinery Maintenance $346,611 $20,000 $18,692 $17,469 $16,326 $15,258 $42,779 $13,327 $12,455
Other O & M Costs $346,611 $20.000 $18,692 $17,469 $16.326 $15,258 542,779 $13.327 $12,455

Annual Deck Machinery Maintenance $265,553 $20,000 $18.692 $17,469 $16.326 $15,258 $14,260 $13,327 $12,455
Overhaul I major maintenance $81.058 $28,519

Pessimistic Deck
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$3.405,496 $3.182,706 S3.096,496 S2.779.899 $2,598,037 $2,428,072 $2,269,226 $2,207.759 $1.982,030 S1.852,364 $1.731,181 S1,617.927 $1,574.101 $1.413.160

$0 S0 $101.670 $0 $0 so $0 S72.489 s0 $0 s0 $0 $51,684 $0

so $0 5101,670 so $0 $0 $0 $72,489 so so $0 $0 $51,684 $s

S101.670 S72.489 $51,684

s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so so $0 so

s0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 50 so $s $0

$0 so $0 $0 s0 s0 $0 $0 so so so $0 so so

$0 so $0 $0 SO $0 $0 so $0 so $0 so $0 $0

$2.969.085 $2.774,846 $2,593,314 $2,423.658 $2,265,101 $2,116,917 $1,978,427 $1,848.997 $1,728,035 $1.614.986 $1,509,332 $1.410,591 $1,318.309 $1,232,065

$2.969,085 $2.774,846 $2,593,314 52,423,658 $2,265,101 $2,116.917 S1.978,427 $1.848.997 $1,728.035 $1.614,986 $1,509,332 $1,410,591 $1,318,309 $1,232,065

$50,577 S47.268 $44.176 S41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31.497 $29,436 $27,511 $25.711 $24,029 $22,457 $20,988

$67,436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41.996 $39,249 $36.681 $34,281 $32,038 $29,942 $27,984

$38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27,232 $25.450 $23.785 $22,229 $20,775 $19,416 $18,146 $16.958 $15,849

$133,678 $124,933 $116,760 $109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89.075 $83.248 S77,802 $72,712 $67,955 $63,510 $59,355 $55,472

$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724 S21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$44,702 $41,777 $39.044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$44,702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9.924 $9,275

$22.351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,157 $11.362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17.051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 512,157 $11,362 $10.619 $9.924 $9,275

$134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78,051 $72,944 $68.172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649

$44.702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11.362 $10.619 $9.924 $9,275

$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22.724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26.750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836

526,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$52,621 $49.178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35.063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836

$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76,564 $71,555 $66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17.532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20.072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 524,589 $22.980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21.477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,82 $10,918

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15.206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413

$29.913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 515,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413

$59,826 $55,912 $52,254 $48,836 $45,641 $42.655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26.563 $24,826

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 512,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22.210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20.757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831

533,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22.210 $20.757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15.836 $14,800 $13,831

533,33, $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$33,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32.521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 523,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37.233 $34,797 $32.521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23.187 $21,670 $20,252 $18.927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15.450

$42,897 $40.091 $37.468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21.807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$42,897 $40,091 $37,468 $35.017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 S26.714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$111,299 $104,018 $97,213 $90,853 $84,909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539 $56,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185

$143.484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541

$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 527,453 $25.657 $23,979 $22,410 $20.944 $19,574 $18,293

S44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29.375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20.944 $19,574 $18.293

$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22.271 $20.814

$100,317 593.755 587,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 $44,542 $41,628

$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33.942 $31,722 $29.646 $27,707 $25,894 $24.200

$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821

$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25.304 $23.649 $22,102 $20,656 $19.304 $18,042 $16,861

$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28.971 $27,075 $25.304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 519,304 $18,042 $16,861

$40,633 $37.975 $35.490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264.526 $247.220 $231,047 $215.932 $201,805 5188,603 $176,265

$424.771 $396.982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047 $215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176.265

$333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238.002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158,591 $148,215 $138,519

$90,961 $55,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 $46.240 $43,215 $40.388 $537,746

$11,640 $10,879 $30,501 $9,502 $8,880 $8,299 $7,756 $21,747 $6,775 $6,331 $5.917 $5,530 $15,505 $4.830

$11,640 S1O,879 $30,501 $9,502 $8,880 $8,299 $7,756 $21,747 $6,775 $6,331 $5,917 $5,530 $15,505 $4,830

$11,640 $10,879 $10,167 $9,502 $8,880 $8,299 $7,756 $7,249 $6,775 $6.331 $5,917 $5,530 $5,168 $4,830

$20.334 $14,498 $10.337
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
S1.320,710 $1.234.308 $1,153.559 S1,122,313 S1.007.563 $941,648 $880.045 $822,472

$0 $0 so S36,850 s0 $0 $0 s0
s0 $0 so $36,850 $0 $0 $0 $0

$36,850
s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0
s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 10 $0 $0

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 10 $0 $0 $0

$1,151,462 $1,076,133 $1,005,732 $939.936 $878.445 S820,977 $767,268 $717.073
$1.151.462 $1,076,133 $1,005.732 $939,936 $878.445 $820,977 $767.268 $717,073

$19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16.011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$26,153 $24.442 $22,843 $21.349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $16,287
$14,812 $13.843 $12,938 $12,091 $11.300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42.319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$17,336 $1,202 $15.142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15.142 $14,151 $13.226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 113,226 $12.360 $11.552 $10,796
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
18,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$52,008 148,606 $45,426 142,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$17,336 $16,202 $15.142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5.776 $5,398

$17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 116.202 $15,142 $14.151 $13.226 $12.360 $11.552 $10,796
$8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6.180 $5,776 $5,398

$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15.569 $14,550 $13,598 $12.709
$10.204 $9.536 $8,912 $8.329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20.407 $19.072 $17,824 $16,658 $15.569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $6,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $6.354
$51,018 $47.680 144.561 $41,646 $38.921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$10.204 $9,536 $8.912 $8.329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7,275 16,799 $6.354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6.799 $6,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,754 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 S6.354
$10.204 $9.536 18,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
111.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
S11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 18,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $108.42 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $8.850 $8.271 $7.730 $7,224
$11.601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
S23.202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17.700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10.842 $10,133 $9.470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7.730 $7.224
$11.601 $10.842 $10.133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12.927 $12.081 $11,291 $10.552 $9,862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11.291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12.927 $12.081 $11,291 $10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12.927 S12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 $13.495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10.295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8.992
$14.440 $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11.016 $10.295 $9,622 $1,992
$14.440 $13,495 $12.612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14.440 $13.495 $12.612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8.992
S14.440 $13.495 $12.612 $11,787 $11.016 $10.295 $9,622 $8.992
$16.636 $15.548 $14,531 $13.580 $12.692 $11,861 $11.085 $10.360
$16.636 $15.548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$43.164 140.340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$55.646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42.452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15,978 $14.933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 S10,647
$17.097 $15.978 $14,933 $13.956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10.647
$19.452 $18.180 $16.990 $15.879 S14.840 $13,869 S12,962 $12.114
$38.905 S36.360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27.739 $25,924 $24.228
$22,617 $21,138 $19.755 $18,462 $17.255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26.001 $24.300 $22,710 $21.225 $19.836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12.863 $12.022 $11,235 110,500 $9.813
$15,758 $14.727 $13,764 112,863 $12,022 $11.235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,758 S14.727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11.235 $10,500 $9.813

$164.733 $153.956 $143.885 $134,471 $125.674 $117,453 $109,769 $102.588
$164,733 $153.956 $143,885 $134,471 $125.674 S117,453 $109,769 $102.588
$129.457 $120.988 $113,073 $105,676 $98.762 $92.301 $86.263 $80,619

135.276 $32.968 $30.812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23.506 $21.968
$4,514 S4,219 $3,943 $11,055 $3,444 $3,219 $3,008 $2,811
14,514 S4.219 $3,943 $11,055 $3,444 $3.219 $3,008 $2.811
$4,514 $4.219 $3,943 $3,685 $3.444 $3,219 $3.008 $2.811

$7,370
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crewing - Pessimistic
Proposal Number: 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Bridge Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:\PACEProjects\USCGDe2.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Total $328,142,616 $256,766,638 $5.389,381 $5.036.805 $4,707.294 $4,399,341 $4.111,533 $3.842,554
Procurement - Integrated Bridge System $1,575,076 $1.000.000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $1,575,076 $1,000.000 $0 $0 $0 $0 50 $0
Initial Procurement $1.000,000 $1.000,000
System Renewal/Upgrades $575.076

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Procurement $250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Cutter System $250.000,000 $250.000,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $66,810,640 $5,031,803 $4,702.620 $4,394,972 $4.107,450 $3,838,738 $3,587,606 $3,352,903

Staffing $66,810,640 $5,031.803 $4,702.620 $4.394,972 $4.107,450 $3,838.738 $3,587,606 $3,352,903
EnlistedTE-2 - FN $1,153,843 $86,901 $81.216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959 $57,906
EnlistedRE-2 - SN $1,923,072 $144,835 $135.360 $126,504 $118.229 $110.494 $103,265 $96,510
Enlisted'E-3 - FN $1,307,001 $98,436 $91.996 $85,978 $80,353 $75.096 $70,184 $65,592
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $3.049,669 $229,684 $214,658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762 $153.048
Enlisted•E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51.179
Enlisted\E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67.085 $62.697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179
EnlistedkE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $52,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51.179
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509.903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590
EnlistedkE-4 - GM $509.903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590
Enlisted\E-4 - MK $3.059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188.090 $175.785 $164.285 $153,537
Enlisted'E-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58.595 $54,762 $51.179
EnlistedME-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179
EnlistedfE-4 -SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71.781 $57,085 $82.697 $58,595 $54.762 $51.179
EnlistedkE-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381 $25.590
EnlistedkE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73.803 $68.975 $64,463 $60,245
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600.231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123
EnlistedE-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84.497 $78,969 $73,803 $68.975 $64,463 $60,245
EnlistedcE-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84.497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64.463 $60.245
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3,001.153 $226,030 $211.243 $197.423 $184,508 $172.437 $161,156 $150.613
Enlisted\E-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30.123
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32.231 $30,123
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123
EnlistedfE-6 - BM $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954- $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247
EnlistedkE-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247
EnlistedcE-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedE-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedUE-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1.364,839 $102,792 $96.067 $89,783 $83,909 $78.420 $73,289 $68,495
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 -OM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41.954 $39.210 $36,645 $34.247
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
EnlistedýE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $38,645 $34,247
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38.161
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43.691 $40,833 $38,161
EnlistedTE-7 - SS $760,412 $57.270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161
EnlistedE-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53.523 $50,022 $46,749 $43.691 $40,833 $38,161
EnlistedAE-8 - DC $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42.628
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63.973 $59.788 $55,876 $52.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
EnlistedAE-8 - OM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64.377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978.631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134.041 $125,272 $117.077 $109,417 $102.259 $95,569
OfficerAO-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175.774 $164.275
OfficerAO-3 - Gen Admin $1,005.717 $75,745 $70.790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50.472
Officer\O-3 - Operations $1,005.717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61.830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472
Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144.297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70.350 $65,748 $61,447 $57.427
Officer\O-4 - Operations $2.288,593 $172,364 $161.088 $150,549 $140,700 $131,496 $122,893 $114,853
OfficeAO-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81.795 $76,444 $71,443 $66.769
Officer\0-6 - Operations $1,529.522 $115,195 $107,659 $100.616 $94,033 $87.882 $82,132 $76,759
WarranhAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60.979 $56,990 $53,262 $49.777 $46,521
WarrantAverage - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56.990 $53.262 $49.777 $46,521
Warrantverage - F&S $926,981 $69.815 $65,248 $60.979 $56.990 $53.262 $49.777 $46,521

Personnel -General Detail (system generated) $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320
Staffing $9,690.511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486.320

EnlistedlAverage - General Detail $7,615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408.931 $382,179
OfficerAverage - General Detail $2,075.141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111.431 $104,141

Operations & Maintenance - IBS Maintenance $66,388 $5,000 $4,673 $4,367 $4.081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332
Other 0 & M Costs $66,388 $5,000 $4.673 $4,367 $4.081 $3.814 $3.565 $3.332

IBS Maintenance $66.388 $5,000 $4.673 $4.367 $4,081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332

Pessimistic Bridge
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
$3,591.172 $3.356.236 $3.136.669 $3,312.728 $2,739.688 $2,560,456 $2,392.950 $2,236,402 $2,090,D95 $1,953.360 $1.825,570 $1,706,140 $1.594.523

$0 $0 50 $381.262 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 50 s0 s0
50 $0 $0 $381,282 $0 $0 50 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$381,262
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0
$0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,133.554 $2.928.555 $2,736.967 $2,557,913 $2,390,573 $2,234,181 $2,088,019 $1.951.420 $1.823.757 $1.704,446 $1,592,940 $1.488.729 $1,391,335
$3,133.554 $2,928,555 $2,736,967 $2,557,913 $2,390,573 52,234,181 $2,088,019 $1,951,420 $1,823.757 $1,704,446 $1.592.940 $1.488.729 $1,391,335

$54.118 $50.577 $47,268 $44,176 $41.286 $38,585 536,061 533,702 $31.497 $29,436 $27.511 $25.711 524,029
$90,196 $84.295 $78.781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 $49.061 $45.851 $42,851 $40.048
$61,301 $57.291 $53.543 550,040 546.766 $43,707 540,847 $38,175 $35.678 $33,344 531,162 $29,124 527,218

$143,036 $133,678 $124,933 $116.760 5109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89,075 583,248 $77,802 $72,712 567,955 $63.510
$47.831 544,702 $41.777 $39.0"4 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 522,724 $21.237
$47.831 544.702 541,777 539,044 536,490 534.103 531.872 529,787 527.838 $26.017 $24.315 $22,724 $21.237
$47,831 544.702 541.777 539,044 536.490 $34,103 $31.872 529,787 $27.838 $26.017 524.315 $22.724 $21,237
$23.915 $22.351 520.889 $19.522 518,245 $17,051 515,936 $14.893 513,919 $13.008 512,157 $11.362 $10.619
$23.915 $22,351 $20.889 $19.522 $18,245 517.051 515,936 $14.893 513,919 $13.008 512.157 $11.362 $10,619
$23.915 $22.351 $20.689 $19,522 $18,245 $17.051 $15.936 514,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157 $11.362 $10.619

5143.493 5134,105 $125.332 $117,133 $109.470 $102,308 595,615 $89.360 583,514 578.051 $72.944 568,172 563.712
$47,831 $44,702 $41.777 539,044 536,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 527.838 526,017 524,315 522.724 $21,237
$47.831 $44.702 $41.777 $39,044 536.490 534,103 531,872 529,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315 $22,724 $21.237
$47.831 544.702 $41.777 $39.044 538,490 $34.103 531,872 529.787 527,838 526.017 524.315 $22,724 521 .237
$23.915 522.351 $20.889 $19,522 $18.245 $17,051 515,936 514,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,1.57 511.362 $10,619
556.304 552,621 549,178 $45.961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 535,063 532,769 $30.626 $28.622 $26.750 $25.000
$28,152 $26.310 524.589 522,980 $21.477 520,072 518.759 517.532 516.385 515.313 $14.311 513,375 $12.500
556.304 $52,621 549,178 545,961 542,954 540,144 537.518 $35.063 $32.769 $30.626 $28.622 526,750 $25.000
$56.304 552,621 $49.178 $45.961 $42.954 $40,144 537.518 $35.063 $32.769 530,626 528,622 526.750 525.000
$28.152 $26.310 $24,589 $22,980 521,477 520,072 518.759 $17.532 $16.385 $15.313 $14.311 $13.375 512.500

$140,760 $131,552 $122,945 $114,902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87.658 $81,924 576,564 $71.555 $66,874 $62.499
528,152 $26,310 $24.589 $22,980 521.477 520,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16.385 515,313 $14.311 $13,375 512,500
$28.152 528,310 524,589 $22,980 521,477 520,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,365 $15,313 514.311 513,375 $12.500
$28,152 $26,310 524,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13,375 512.500
$28,152 526,310 $24,589 $22,980 521,477 520,072 $18.759 517,532 516.385 515,313 $14,311 $13.375 $12.500
$28,152 526,310 524,589 522,980 521.477 520,072 518,759 517.532 $16.385 515.313 $14,311 $13.375 $12.500
532.007 529,913 $27.956 $26.127 524.418 522,820 $21.328 519.932 518,628 $17.410 516.271 $15.206 514.211
532,007 529,913 527,956 $26,127 $24.418 522,820 $21.328 519,932 518,628 $17.410 516.271 515.206 $14.211
$32.007 529,913 $27.956 $26.127 $24.418 522,820 521.328 519,932 518,628 517.410 $16.271 515,206 514,211
532,007 529,913 $27.956 526.127 $24.418 $22.820 521,328 519.932 518,628 517,410 516,271 515.206 $14,211
532,007 $29.913 527.956 526.127 524,418 522,820 $21.328 519.932 518,628 517,410 516.271 515,206 514.211
532,007 $29.913 527,956 $26,127 $24.418 522,820 $21.328 519,932 $18,628 517.410 516,271 $15.206 514,211
532.007 $29.913 $27,955 526,127 524,418 522.820 521.328 519,932 518,628 517,410 516.271 515,206 $14.211
564,014 559,826 555,912 552,254 $48.836 $45,641 542,655 539,865 537,257 $34,819 532,541 530.412 $28,423
$32,007 529.913 527.956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 $18.628 517.410 $16.271 515,206 $14.211
532.007 529.913 527.956 526.127 524.418 $22.820 $21.328 519,932 $18.628 517,410 $16.271 515,206 514,211
532,007 $29.913 527,956 526,127 524,418 522,820 $21,328 519,932 $18.628 517,410 $16.271 515,206 514,211
$32,007 529,913 527,956 526,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21.328 519,932 518,628 $17,410 516.271 515,206 $14.211
532,007 529,913 527.956 526,127 $24.418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517.410 $16.271 515,206 514,211
532,007 529,913 $27.956 526,127 524,418 522,820 521,328 519,932 518,628 517,410 $16.271 515,206 514.211
$35,665 533,332 $31.151 529,113 $27.209 525,429 523,765 $22.210 520,757 519,399 518.130 516.944 $15,836
$53,665 533,332 $31.151 529,113 $27.209 525,429 $23,765 522,210 520,757 519,399 518,130 $16.944 515,836
535,665 $33.332 $31.151 529,113 $27.209 525,429 523,765 522,210 $20.757 519,399 $18.130 516,944 $15.836
$35.665 $33.332 $31.151 $29.113 527,209 525,429 523,765 522,210 520.757 519,399 518,130 $16.944 515.836
535,665 533,332 531,151 529,113 527.209 525,429 523,765 $22,210 $20,757 519,399 518.130 516,944 $15.836
539,839 537,233 534,797 532,521 530,393 $28.405 526,547 524.810 523,187 $21,670 $20,252 518,927 $17.689
539,839 537,233 $34,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 521.670 520.252 518,927 $17.689
539,839 537.233 $34,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 524,810 523,187 521.670 520,252 $18.927 $17.689
$39,839 537,233 534,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 $26,547 524,810 523,187 $21,670 520.252 $18.927 517,689
$39,839 $37.233 534,797 532,521 530,393 528,405 526,547 $24.810 523.187 $21.670 520,252 518,927 $17.689
539,839 537,233 534,797 $32.521 530,393 528,405 526,547 $24,810 523,187 521,670 $20.252 $18.927 $17.689
$45.900 542.897 540.091 $37.468 535,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28.584 526,714 $24.966 523,333 $21,807 $20,360
$45.900 542,897 $40.091 $37.468 $35.017 $32.726 530,585 528,584 526,714 524,966 523,333 521,807 520,380
569,317 $83,474 $78,013 $72,909 568,140 563,682 559,516 555,622 $51.983 548.583 545,404 $42.434 $39,658

$153.528 5143.484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,128 $109,463 5102.302 $95.609 $89,355 $83,509 $78.046 572,940 568.168
547,170 544,084 541,200 $38.505 535,986 533,632 531,431 529,375 $27,453 $25.657 $23,979 522,410 $20.944
$47.170 $44,084 541,200 538,505 535.986 $33,632 531,431 529,375 $27.453 $25.657 523,979 522,410 520,944
$53,670 $50.159 546.877 $43,811 540,944 $38.266 535,762 533,423 531 .236 $29,193 527,283 $25.498 523,830

$107,340 $100,317 $93,755 $87.621 $81,889 576,532 571.525 $66.846 $62.473 $58.386 554.566 550,996 $47.660
$62.401 558,319 $54.504 $50,938 547,606 544,491 541,581 538,860 538,318 533,942 531.722 529,846 $27.707
$71.738 $67,045 562,658 558,559 $54.728 551,148 $47,802 544,675 $41.752 $39.021 536.468 534,082 $31.852
$43,477 $40,633 $37.975 $35,490 $33.169 530,999 $28.971 $27.075 525,304 $23.849 522,102 520,656 $19.304
$43,477 $40,633 $37,975 535,490 533,169 530,999 528,971 $27.075 525,304 $23.649 $22.102 520.656 519,304
$43.477 540,633 $37,975 535,490 533,169 530,999 $28.971 527,075 525,304 $23,849 $22.102 $20.656 $19.304

$454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 5346.739 $324,055 5302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247.220 $231.047 $215.932 $201,805
$454,505 $424.771 $396,982 $371.011 5346,739 $324,055 $302.856 $283,043 5264,526 $247,220 5231.047 $215,932 $201,805
5357.176 $333,810 $311.972 $291.562 $272.488 5254,662 $238.002 $222,431 $207,880 5194.280 $181.570 5169,692 5158.591

$97,328 590,961 585,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,384 564.854 560,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477 546,240 543,215
53,114 $2,910 52,720 $2.542 52,375 52.220 52,075 51,939 51,812 $1.694 51,583 51.479 $1.383
$3.114 52.910 $2.720 52,542 52,375 52,220 $2.075 51,939 51.812 51.694 $1.583 51.479 $1.383
$3.114 $2.910 $2,720 $2.542 $2.375 52,220 $2,075 51,939 $1.812 $1.694 $1.583 51.479 $1.383
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2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1.684,023 $1.392,719 $1,301,606 $1,216,454 $1,136,873 $1,062,498 $992.989 $928,027 $867,315 $810,575

$193,814 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $o $0 $0
$193,814 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$193,814
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $s $0

$1,300.314 $1.215,246 $1,135,744 $1,061,443 $992,003 $927,106 $866,454 $809,770 $756,794 $707,284
$1,300,314 $1.215,246 $1.135,744 $1,061.443 $992,003 $927,106 $866,454 $809,770 $756,794 $707,284

$22,457 $20,988 $19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13.070 $12.215
$37,428 $34,980 $32,691 $30,552 $28,554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$25,438 $23.774 $22,218 $20,765 $19.406 $18,137 $16.950 $15,841 $14.805 $13,836
$59,355 $55,472 $51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12.360 $11,552 $10,796

$9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $8,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$59,544 $55,649 $52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32.388
$19,848 $18,550 $17.336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7.076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398

$23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$23,364 $21,836 $20.407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15.569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$58.410 $54,589 $51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38.921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10.918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10.918 $10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13.282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$26.563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15.460 $14,449
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13.282 $12,413 $11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$13,282 $12,413 $11.601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$14,800 $13,831 $12.927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,531 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,532 $15,450 $14.440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13.495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15.450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15.450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$37,063 $34.639 $32,373 $30,255 $28,276 $26,426 $24,697 $23,081 $21,571 $20,160
$63,709 $59,541 $55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34.653
$19.574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,574 $18,293 $17.097 $15,978 $14,933 $13.956 $13,043 $12,190 $11.392 $10,647
$22,271 $20.814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$44,542 $41,628 $38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25.924 $24,228
$25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$29,769 $27,821 $26.001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$18.042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$188.603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102.588
$188,603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$148,215 $138,519 $129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105.676 $98,762 $92.301 $86,263 $80,619
$40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968

$1,292 $1,208 $1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$1,292 $1.208 $1,129 $1,055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$1,292 $1,208 $1,129 $1.055 $986 $921 $861 $805 $752 $703
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crowing - Pessimistic
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Engneering Strategy
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Pat5 C:PACEV'rc\USCGDe2.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total $331.841,283 $259.959.750 $5,354,906 $5,004.585 $4,677,182 $4,371.198 $4,085.232 $3,817,974 S3.5688200
Procurement- Engineering Control I Monitoring S5.633,537 $4,100,000 s0 so s0 $0 s0 $0 so

Procurement $5,633,537 $4,100.000 $0 o $ so $0 so $0
Initial Engineering Control System Cost $4.100,000 $4,100,000
Major Upgrade I Update $1,533,537

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000,000 so so $0 $0 so $0 so
Procurement $250,000,000 $250,0000000 so so $0 $s $0 $0 so

Cutter System $250,000,000 $250,000,000
Personnel - Cutter Crew $64,925,330 $4,889,812 $4,569,918 $4.270.951 $3,991,543 $3.730,414 $3,486,368 53,258,288 $3.045.129

Staffing $64,925,330 $4,889,812 S4.589,918 $4.270,951 $3,991,543 53.730.414 $3,486.368 $3.258,288 $3.045,129
Enristed'S-2 - FN $1.153.843 S86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $81,959 $57,906 554.118
Enlisted\E-2 - SN $1,923.072 $144,835 $135,360 .$126,504 $118,229 $110.494 $103,265 $96.510 $90.196
EntistedlE-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53,569 550,064 $46.789 W43,728 540,867
EnlistedE-3 - SN 53,049,669 $229,684 $214,658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762 $153,048 $143,038
Enlisted•E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 554,762 $51,179 $47.831
Enlisted\E-4 - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58,595 $54,762 $51.179 $47.831
EnlistedtE-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $57,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762 $51.179 547,831
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31.348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915

-EnlistledE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
Enfisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38.403 535,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistaldE-4 - MK $2,549,513 $192,015 $179,453 $167,713 $156,741 $146.487 $136,904 $127,948 $119.577
EnlistecdE-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62.697 $58.595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedE-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 533.543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25.590 523,915
Enrilstedl-4 - RM $1,019,805 $78.808 $71,781 $87,085 $62,697 558,595 $54,762 551,179 $47,831
Enlisted\.E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 $51,179 $47,831
EnlistedkE-4 - TT $509,903 $38.403 $35,891 533,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915
EnlistedlE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 560,245 356.304
EnlisteaNE-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $38,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 528,152
EnlistedkE-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 558.304
EnlistecE-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304
EnlistecRE-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedlE-5 - MK $1,800,692 $135,618 $126.746 $118,454 $110,705 $103,462 $96,694 $90.368 584.456
EnlistedtE-5 - OM $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39,485 $38,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152
EnlistedcE-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $3W,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45.206 $42,249 $39.485 $38,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - SK $600.231 $45.208 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedaE-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 542,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30,123 $28,152
EnlistedE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41.954 $39,210 $36.645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedtE-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 539,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 532.007
EnlistediE-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 538,645 $34,247 $32.007
EnlistedE-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedtE-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289 $88,495 $64,014
EnlistedF-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 534,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $368645 $34,247 S32,007
EnlistedkE-6- RD 5882.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-68- RM $682,419 $51.396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 532,007
EnlistedtE-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 541,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007
EnlistedE-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $368645 $34,247 $32,007
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 543,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enlisteod\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
Enfisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 S38.161 $35,665
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,181 335,865
EnlistecdE-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35,665
EnlistedE-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 548,805 $45,612 542,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 548,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 539,839
EnlistedkE-8 - OM $849,413 $63.973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 563,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839
EnlistedlE-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49,113 $45,900
EnlistedE-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 $49.113 $45,900
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143.424 $134,041 $125,272 $117,077 $109,417 $102.259 $95,589 $89,317
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215.331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164,275 $153,528
OfficerO-3 - Gen Admin $1.005.717 $75,745 $70.790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerNO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 $50,472 $47,170
OfficerO-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61.447 $57.427 $53,670
Officer¶O-4 - Operations $2,288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140.700 5131,495 $122.893 $114,853 $107,340
OfficerO-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $68,769 $62,401
OfficerO-6 - Operations $1,529.522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,816 $94,033 $87.82 $82,132 $76,759 S71.738
Wrranhaverage - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53.262 $49,777 $48,521 $43,477
Warrant\Average - ENG $926.981 $69.815 S65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777 $46,521 $43,477
WarrantAverage - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $80,979 $58,990 $53,262 S49,777 546,521 $43,477

Personnel - Develop CBM/I RCM Policy $1,196,352 $90,103 $84,208 $78,699 $73,550 $88,739 $64,242 $60.039 $56,111
Staffing $1.196,352 590,103 584.208 $78,699 $73,550 $68.739 $64,242 $60,039 $56,111

Enlisted\E-6 - ET £85,302 $8,425 58.004 $5,611 $5,244 $4,901 54,581 $4.281 $4,001
EnlistedkE-8 - MK $318,530 $23,990 $22,420 $20,954 $19,583 $18,302 $17,104 $15.985 $14.940
OfficerO-3 - Engineering $251.429 $18,936 $17,697 $18,540 $15,458 $14,446 $13,501 $12,618 $11.793
Offi cer4- Engineering $143,037 $10,773 $10,068 $9,409 $8,794 $8,218 $7.681 $7,178 $6.709
Officer•O-5 - Engineering $166.308 $12,525 $11,708 $10.940 $10,224 $9,556 $8.930 $8,346 $7,800
WVarrant\Average - ENG $231.745 517,454 $16,312 $15,245 $14,247 $13,315 $12,444 $11,630 $10,859

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9.690.511 $729,835 5882,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362 $486,320 $454,505
Staffing $9,690.511 $729,835 5882,089 $637,466 $595,763 $558,788 $520,362 $486.320 5454,505

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,615.370 $573,547 S536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931 $382,179 S357,178
OfficerAverage - General Detail $2,075,141 $158,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119,231 $111,431 $104,141 $97,328

Operations & Maintenance - Engineering Control System Maint. S265,553 $20,000 $18,692 $17,469 $16,326 $15,258 $14,260 $13,327 $12,455
Other & M Costs 5285,553 $20,000 $18,692 $17.469 $16.326 $15,258 $14,260 $13,327 $12.455

Engineering Control System Maintenance $265,553 $20,000 $18,692 $17,469 $16.326 $15,258 $14,260 $13,327 $12,455
Other Costs - CBM / RCM Support $130,000 $130,000 $0 so $0 $0 so so so

Other Costs $130,000 $130,000 so so $0 $0 so $0 $0
Support for CBM / RCM policy study $130.000 $130,000
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$3,334,766 53,116,604 $3,929,413 $2,722,163 52,544.077 $2,377,642 S2,222.096 52,076,725 S1.940,864 51,813,892 $1,695,226 $1,584,323 S1,997.514 $1,383.809

so so $1,016,699 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $516.838 so

$0 $0 $1,016.699 $0 s0 $0 $0 s0 50 s0 $0 $0 S516,838 s0

$1,016,699 
$516.838

s0 s0 $0 $0 s0 $0 s0 s0 $0 $0 0 $80 s0 s0

$0 $0 s0 $0 $0 50 $0 $0 $0 so $0 so $0 $0

$2.845,915 S2.659,734 $2,485,732 $2,323,114 $2,171,135 $2,029,098 $1,896,353 $1,772.293 $1,656,349 $1,547,989 $1,446,719 $1,352.074 $1,263,620 $1.180,954

$2.845,915 $2,659,734 S2,485,732 52,323.114 S2,171,135 $2,029,098 $1,896,353 $1.772.293 $1,656,349 51,547,989 51,446,719 $1,352.074 $1,263,620 S1,180.954

$50,577 $47,268 544,176 $41.286 $38,585 $36.061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 527,511 $25,711 $24,029 $22,457 $20.988

$84,295 $78,781 $73,627 $68,810 $64,308 $60,101 $56,170 $52,495 549,061 $45,851 $42,851 $40,048 $37,428 $34.980

538,194 $35,695 533,360 $31,177 529.138 $27.232 $25.450 $23,785 $22.229 $20,775 $19.416 $18,146 $16,958 $15,849

$133,678 S124,933 $116,760 $109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89,075 583,248 $77,802 $72,712 $67.955 S63,510 $59,355 $55,472

S44,702 $41,777 $39.044 $36,490 534,103 $31.872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19.848 $18,550

544.702 $41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 524.315 $22,724 S21,237 $19,848 $18,550

544,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36.490 534,103 $31,872 $29,787 527,838 S26,017 $24.315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$22.351 520,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619 $9.924 $9,275

$22,351 $20.889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619 $9.924 $9.275

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14.893 $13,919 $13.008 512,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 59.275

$111,754 $104,443 $97,611 $91,225 $85,257 $79,679 $74,467 $69.595 $65,042 $60.787 $56,810 $53,094 $49,620 W46,374

$44,702 541,777 $39,044 $36.490 $34.103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24.315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

522,351 520,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14.893 513,919 $13.008 $12.157 $11,362 $10.619 $9,924 59.275

$44,702 $41,777 539,044 $36,490 $34.103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 526,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19.848 $18,550

$44,702 541,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 531,872 $29,787 527,838 $26.017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550

$22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275

$52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32.769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23.364 521,836

526,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20.072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14.311 $13,375 $12.500 $11,682 $10.918

$52,621 $49,178 $45.961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 $30.626 528,622 $26,750 $25,000 523,364 521,836

$52,621 549.178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32.769 530,626 528,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23.364 821.836

$26,310 $24.589 522,980 521,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 514.311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$78,931 $73,767 368,941 $64,431 $60,216 $56,277 $52,595 $49,154 S45.939 $42,933 $40,124 $37.500 $35,046 $32.754

$26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 . $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 S22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10.918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 515,313 $14,311 $13.375 $12,500 $11,682 510.918

$26,310 524,589 $22,980 $21,477 520,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 511,682 $10,918

$26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15.313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

529,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12.413

-529,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,E820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$59,826 $55,912 $52.254 $48,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37.257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 526,563 $24,826

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13.282 $12.413

$29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16.271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413

529,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413

$33,332 $31,151 529,113 $27.209 $25.429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14.800 $13,831

$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25.429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13.831

$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 527,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$33,332 $31,151 $29,113 527,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 523.187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 =30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24.810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 530,393 $28.405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16.532 $15,450

$37,233 534,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 521,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450

$42.897 $40,091 $37,468 S35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801

$42.897 $40,091 $37.468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,594 $26,714 $24.966 $23,333 521,807 520,380 $19,047 $17,801

$83,474 $78,013 $72,909 $68,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 $51,983 $48,583 545,404 $42,434 539,658 $37,063 $34,639

$143,484 $134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046 $72,940 $68.168 $63.709 $59,541

$44.084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293

$44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27.453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19.574 $18,293

$50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283 525,498 $23.830 $22,271 $20,814

$100,317 $93,755 $87,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62.473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 $44.542 $41,828

$58,319 $54,504 $50,938 547,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200

$67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41.752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821

$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33.169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,189 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25.304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 528.971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861

$52,440 549,010 $45,804 $42,807 540,007 $37,389 $34,943 $32,657 $30,521 $28,524 $26,658 $24,914 $23,254 $21,761

$52,440 $49,010 $45,804 $42,807 $40.007 $37,389 $34,943 $32,657 $30,521 $28,524 $26,658 $24,914 $23,284 $21,761

$3,739 $3,495 $3,266 $3.052 $2,853 $2,666 $2,492 $2,329 $2,176 $2,034 $1,901 $1,776 $1,660 51,552

$13,962 $13,049 $12,195 $11,397 $10,652 $9,955 $9,304 58,695 $8.126 $7.595 $7,098 $6,633 $6,199 $5.794

$11,021 $10,300 $9,626 $8,996 $3.408 $7.858 $7,344 $6,863 $6,414 $5,995 $5.603 $5,236 $4,893 S4,573

$6,270 $5,860 $5,476 $5,118 $4,783 54,470 $4,178 $3,905 $3,649 $3,410 $3,187 $2.979 S2,784 $2,602

$7.290 $6.813 $6,367 $5,951 $5,561 $5,198 $4,858 $4,540 $4.243 $3,965 $3,706 $3,463 $3,237 $3,025

$10,158 $9,494 $8,873 $8,292 $7,750 $7,243 $6,769 $6,326 $5,912 $5,525 $5,164 $4.826 $4,510 $4,215

$424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231.047 $215.932 $201,805 $188.603 5176,265

$424.771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324.055 $302,856 $283,043 $264.526 $247.220 $231,047 $215,932 5201,805 5188.603 $176,265

$333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207.880 5194,280 $181,570 $169,692 $158,591 $148,215 $138,519

$90,961 $85,010 $79.449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56.646 $52,940 $49,477 $46,240 543,215 540,388 $37,746

$11,640 $10,879 $10.167 $9,502 $6,880 $8,299 $7,756 $7,249 $6,775 $6.331 $5,917 $5,530 $5,168 $4,830

$11,640 $10,879 $10,167 $9,502 $58880 $8,299 $7,756 $7,249 $6,775 $6,331 $5,917 $5,530 $5,168 $4.830

$11.640 $10,879 $10,167 $9,502 $8,880 $8,299 $7,756 $7,249 $6,775 $6,331 $5,917 $5,530 $5,168 $4,830

$0 $0 so $0 $s $0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so

$0 so $0 $0 o o $0 $ so $0 $0 so so so so
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1.293.280 $1.208.673 $1.129,601 $1,055,702 $986,637 $922,091 $861,767 $805,390

so so $0 $0 so $0 $0 $0
50 $0 $0 $0 50 $0 50 so

so so 50 so 50 so so so
so so $0 so so so $0 so

$1,103.695 $1,031,491 $964,010 S900,944 $842,004 $786.919 $735,439 $687.326
$1,103.695 $1,031.491 $964,010 S900,944 $842,004 $786,919 $735,439 $687,326

$19.615 S18,331 $17.132 $16.011 $14,964 $13,985 513,070 $12.215
S32,691 S30,552 S28.554 $26,686 $24,940 $23,308 $21,784 $20,358
$14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$51,843 $48,451 $45.281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 532,285
$17.336 S16.202 S15.142 $14,151 $13,226 $12.360 $11,552 $10.796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 513,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17.336 516,202 $15,142 514,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11.552 $10.796
$8.668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $86,613 $86.180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7.076 $86,613 $86,180 $5,776 $5,398
$8,668 $8.101 $7,571 $7,076 $56,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5.398

$43,340 $40.505 $37,855 $35,379 533.064 $30,901 $28,879 $26,990
$17,336 $16.202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11.552 $10,796
58,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $86,613 $58,180 $5,776 $5,398

517,336 $16,202 $15.142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$8.668 $8,101 $7.571 $7,076 $86,613 $8.180 $5,776 $5,398

$20.407 $19.072 $17.824 $16.658 515,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
S10,204 $9.536 58,912 $8.329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $86,354
$20.407 $19,072 $17.824 $16.658 $15,$69 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16.658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$10,204 S9.536 58,912 58,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $86,354
$30,611 S28,608 $26,737 524.988 $23,353 $21,825 $20,397 $19,063
$10,204 $9.536 58,912 58,329 $7,784 $7,275 $86,799 $86,354
$10,204 $9,536 S8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7.275 $6,799 $86.354
$10.204 $9,536 58,912 58,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $86,354
$10.204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 86,354
$10,204 S9.536 $8,912 58,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $86,354
510.204 $9.536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $86,799 $6,354
$11.601 510,642 $10,133 $9,470 58,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7.224
$11.601 $10.842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11.601 $10,842 $10.133 $9,470 $8.850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 510,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 59,470 $8,850 58.271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 58,271 57,730 57,224
$23,202 521,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11.601 $10,842 $10.133 $9.470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 57,224
$11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8.271 $7,730 57.224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$11,601 S10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7.224
$11.601 $10,842 $10,133 $9.470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$12.927 $12.081 $11.291 $10,552 $9,862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9.862 $9.216 $8,614 $8,050
S12,927 $12.081 $11.291 $10,552 S9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8.050
$12.927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8.614 $8,050
$12,927 $12.081 $11,291 $10,552 $9.862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$14,440 S13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14,440 $13.495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14.440 $13,495 $12.612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$14.440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 $8,992
$14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$16.636 $15,548 $14.531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$16.636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11.085 $10,360
S32.373 $30,255 $28.276 $26.426 $24,697 $23,081 $21,571 $20,160
$55.646 $52.005 $48,603 $45.423 $42.452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$17,097 $15.978 $14.933 $13.956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$17,097 $15.978 $14,933 $13.956 S13.043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$19,452 518.180 S16.990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$38,905 $36,360 $33,981 $31.758 $29,680 $27.739 $25,924 $24,228
$22.617 $21,138 $19,755 $18.462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$26.001 $24,300 $22,710 $21.225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16.192
$15,758 S14.727 $13,764 S12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10.500 $9,813
$15.758 $14,727 $13,764 $12.863 $12,022 $11.235 510,500 $9.813
$15.758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
520.337 519,007 $17,763 $16,601 $15,515 514,500 $13.552 $12,665
$20.337 $19.007 $17,763 $16,601 $15.515 $14.500 S13.552 $12,665

$1.450 $1,355 $1,267 $1.184 $1,106 $1,034 $966 $903
$5,415 $5,061 $4,730 $4,420 $4,131 $3,861 $3.608 $3.372
$4,274 $3.995 $3,733 $3,489 $3.261 $3.047 $2,848 $2,662
$2,432 $2,272 $2,124 $1.985 $1,855 $1,734 $1,620 $1,514
$2,827 $2,642 $2,469 $2.308 $2,157 $2,016 $1,884 $1,761
$3.940 $3,682 $3,441 $3,216 $3,005 $2,809 $2,625 $2,453

$164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134.471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
S164,733 $153,956 $143.885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619
535,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968
$4,514 $4.219 $3.943 $3,685 $3,444 $3,219 $3,008 $2.811
$4,514 $4,219 $3,943 $3,685 $3,444 $3,219 $3,008 $2,811
$4,514 $4,219 $3,943 $3,685 $3,444 $3,219 $3,008 $2,811

$0 $0 s0 so so $0 $0 s0
$0 so $0 so so $0 $0 $0
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Proposal Name: USCG Deepwater Crowing - Pessimistic
Proposal Number. 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Altemative Name: Enabing Technologies
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Fidename wilh Path: C:WPACEIProjectsXUSCGDe2.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Total $336,752.762 $263.453,949 S5.268.177 $4.923.530 $4.927.949 $4,300,401 S4,090.365 $4,022,674 53.510,409 S3,280.756
Procurement- Engineering Conrol I Monitoring $5,633,537 $4,100.000 $s $0 s0 $0 so $0 $5 so

Procurement $5,633,537 $4.100.000 $0 $0 so s5 so s5 so so
initial Engineering Control System Cost $4.100,000 $4.100,000
Major Upgrade I Update 51,533.537

Procurement - Integrated Bridge System $1.575,076 $1.000.000 $0 $0 so so so s0 $0 s0
Procurement $1.575,076 $1,000.000 $0 $0 s0 s0 $0 s0 so so

Initial Procurement $1,000.000 $1,000,000
System RenewabtUpgrades $575,076

Procurement - Ship Acquisition Cost $250,000,000 $250,000.000 $0 $o so so $0 so so so
Procurement S250,000,000 $250,000,000 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $0 $s s0

Cutter System $250.000.000 $250,000,000
Personnel-CutterCrew $63.151.712 $4,756.233 $4,445.078 54,154,278 $3,862.503 $3.628,507 53,391,128 $3,169,279 $2,961,943 $2.768.171

Staffing $63.151.712 S4.756,233 $4,445,078 $4.154,278 $3,882,503 53,628,507 $3.391,126 S3.169,279 $2,961,943 $2.768.171
EnlistedE-2 - FN $769.229 557,934 $54,144 $50,602 $47.291 $44,198 541,306 138.604 $36,078 S33,718
EnlistedlE.2 - SN 51,923,072 $144.835 $135.360 $126,504 $118,229 $110,494 $103.265 $96.510 $90,196 384,295
EnfistedE-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $61,331 $57,319 $53.569 550.064 S46.789 543,728 S40.867 $38,194
Enlisted.E-3 - SN $2,614.002 $196,872 $183,993 $171,956 $160.706 $150,193 $140,367 $131.184 $122.602 $114.581
EnistedlE-4 - BM 51,019.805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $562,697 $58,595 554,762 551.179 $47.831 $44.702
EnlstedxE-4 - DC $1.019.805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58.595 554,762 551,179 $47.631 $44.702
Enisted'%E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76.806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 158,595 $54,762 $51,179 547.831 $44,702
EnSistecdE-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $535,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23.915 $22,351
EnllstedXE-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915 $22.351
EnistecPE-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381 $25,590 $23,915 $22,351
Enlisted'E-4 - MK $2,549,513 $192,015 $179,453 $167,713 $156.741 $146.487 $136,904 $127,948 $119,577 $111,754
Enlistad"E-4 - OM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 558,595 $54,762 $51.179 547.831 $44,702
Engstleo•E-4- RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67.085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762 551.179 $47.831 $44.702
EnlistedE-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,800 $71,781 $67.085 562,697 558,595 $54.762 S51.179 $47,831 $44,702
EnfstclE-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381 $25,590 $23,915 $22.351
EnlistedrE-5 - BM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73.803 $68,975 $64,463 $60,245 $56,304 $52,821
EnristedE-5 - DC $600.231 $45.206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152 $26,310
EnfistedlE-5 - EM $1.200,461 $90.412 $54,497 $78,969 $73.803 $68.975 $64.463 560.245 $56.304 $52,621
EnlistedlE-5 - ET $1,200.461 $90.412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 568,975 $64.463 $60,245 $56.304 $52.621
Enistaed.-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32.231 $30.123 $28,152 $26.310
Enfisted\E-5 - MK $1,800,692 $135,618 $126,746 $118,454 $110.705 $103.462 $96,694 $90,368 S84.456 $78.931
Enisted\E-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 $3,6902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152 $26.310
Enlisted\E-5- RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152 $26.310
Enosted\E-5 - SK $600.231 $45.206 542,249 $39,485 $36.902 $34.487 $32,231 $30.123 $28,152 $26.310
EnlistedE-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34.487 $32,231 $30,123 628,152 $26.310
Entsted\E-5 - YN 5600,231 $45,206 $42.249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231 $30,123 $28.152 $26,310
EnlisteddE-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
EnlistedIE-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007 $29,913
Entstad\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48.034 544,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36.645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Entisted[E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Entisted\S-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 548,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 _$36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Entisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 551,396 $48.034 $44,891 $41,954 $39.210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Enlisled\E-6 - HS $682.419 $51.396 $48.034 544,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $69,783 $53,909 $78,420 $73,289 $68.495 $64,014 $59,826
Enfsted\E-6 - MST S682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Enlisted•E-6 -OM $682,419 551,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32.007 $29,913
Enlisted•E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
Enlisted\E.6 - RM $682,419 551,396 $48,034 544,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34.247 $32,007 $29,913
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682.419 $51,396 $48.034 $44.891 $41,954 $39,210 536.645 $34,247 $32,007 $29,913
EntisteE.6 - TT $682.419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645 $34,247 $32,007 $29.913
EnlistedfE-7 - ET $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46.749 $43.691 $40,833 538,161 $35.665 $33,332
EnlistedKE-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833 $38,161 $35.665 $33,332
Enlistnd\E-7 - RM $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 543,691 540,833 $38.161 $35,665 $33.332
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760.412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 543.691 $40,833 $38.161 $35.665 $33,332
EnlistedaE-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50.022 $46,749 $43,691 $40.833 138,161 $35.665 $33,332
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 548.805 $45,612 542,628 $39,839 $37,233
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849.413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48.805 $45,612 $42,628 539.839 $37,233
EnlisteoWE-8 - GM $549,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45.612 $42,628 $39,839 $37.233
Enisted\E-8 -OM $849,413 $63,973 559,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,839 $37,233
Enfisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59.788 $55,876 552.221 $48,805 $45,612 $42,628 $39,639 $37,233
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64,377 $60,165 $56.229 $52,551 $49.113 $45,900 $42,897
Enlsted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68.883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551 549,113 $45.900 $42,897
OfficerO-1 - Unknown $1,904,337 $143,424 $134,041 $125,272 $117.077 $109,417 $102,259 $95,569 $89,317 $83,474
OfficerhO-2 - Unknown $3.273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774 $164.275 $153.528 $143,464
Officer3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 175,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005 550,472 $47,170 $44,084
Officer¶O-3 - Operations $1.005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61.30 $57,785 $54,005 $50.472 $47,170 $44,084
Officer%0-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61.447 $57,427 $53,670 $50.159
Officer0-4 - OperatiSons $2.288,593 $172,364 $161,088 $150,549 $140,700 $131.496 $122.893 $114,853 $107,340 $100.317
OfflicerO-5 - Operatons $1,330,463 $100.203 $93.648 $57.521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443 $66.769 $62,401 $58,319
Officer-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115.195 $107,659 $100.816 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132 $76,759 $71,738 $567,045
WarranvtAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $560.979 $56,990 $53.262 $49.777 546,521 $43.477 $40,633
WarrantAverage - ENG $926,981 $69,815 565,248 $60,979 $56.990 $53,262 $49,777 $46.521 $43.477 $40.633
Warrant\W-4 - ELC $1,083.777 $81,624 $76,284 $71,294 $66.629 $62,271 $58.197 $54,390 $50,831 547.506

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9.104,714 $685.716 $640,856 $598.931 $559,749 $523,129 $488.906 $456,922 5427,029 $399.093
Staffing $9.104,714 $685,716 $640,856 $598,931 $559,749 5523.129 5488.906 $456,922 $427,029 $399,093

Enlistedvverage -General Detail $7,029,572 5529.428 $494.793 $462.423 $432.171 $403,898 S377,475 $352,780 $329,701 S308.132
Officer-Average - General Detail $2,075,141 $156.288 £146,064 $136.508 $127,578 $119,231 $111.431 $104,141 $97,328 $90,961

Operations & Maintenance. Engineering Control System Maint. $265,553 $20,000 $18,692 $17,469 $16,326 $15,258 $14,260 $13.327 $12,455 $11.640
Other O & M Costs $265,553 $20,000 $18.692 $17,469 $16.328 $15,258 $14,260 $13.327 $12,455 $11,640

Engineering Control System Maintenance $265,553 $20,000 $18,692 $17,469 $16,326 515,258 $14,260 $13.327 $12.455 $11,640
Operations & Maintenance - IBS Maintenance $66.388 55.000 $4,673 $4.367 $4,081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332 $3,114 $2.910

Other 0 & M Costs $66,388 $5,000 $4,673 54.367 54.081 $3,814 $3,565 $3,332 $3,114 $2,910
IBS Maintenance $66,388 $5,000 $4,673 $4,367 $4.081 $3,814 $3,565 $3.332 $3.114 $2,910

ADP & Information Systems - Automated Systems $1.339,960 $727.000 $9,346 $8,734 $8.163 $7,629 $78,428 $6,663 $56,227 55,820
ADP & Information Systems $1,339,960 $727,000 $9,346 $8,734 18,163 $7,629 $78,428 $6,663 $6,227 $5,820

Advanced Interior Communications System $500.000 $500,000
Annual Maint for automated closures/valves $132.777 $10,000 $9,346 $8,734 $5.163 $7,629 $7,130 $6.663 56,227 55,820
Automated DC Closures and Valves $217.000 $217,000
Automated Valve/Closure Overhaul and Major Mainten $202.645 $71,299
IC Systems Periodic ReplacementlUpgrade $287,538

ADP & Information Systems - LAN Backbone $5,615,822 $2,160,000 $149.533 $139,750 $457,127 $122,063 $114,078 $373.152 $99,640 $93,121
ADP & Information Systems $5.615,822 $2,160.000 $149.533 $139.750 $457,127 $122,063 $114,078 $373,152 $99,640 $93,121

LAN Annual Maintenance and Upkeep $2.124,428 $160,000 $149,533 $139.750 $130,608 $122,063 1114.078 $106.615 $99,640 $93,121
LAN Installation/ backbone $2,000.060 $2,000.000
LAN Upgrades $1,491,394 $326,519 $266,537

Pessinistic Enabling Tach

G-71



2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2018 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
$3,283,700 $4.504,966 $2,678,074 $2,680.478 52,339,133 52.186,106 $2.224.313 £1,909,430 $1.784,514 $1,786,115 $1,558,663 $2,290.096 51,458.002 $1.272.334 $1.189.097 $1,190.164

$0 $1,016,699 $0 50 £0 s0 $0 s0 s0 $0 $0 5516.838 so so so $0
$0 $1,016,699 50 s0 s0 $0 so $0 so so $0 $516,838 s0 so so so

$1.016.699 £516,838
S0 $381,262 s0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 s0 s5 50 £193,814 $0 s0 so s0
$£ 0 381,262 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so s0 $0 S193,814 $80 0 s0 so

$381,262 $193,814
so so so $0 so so so so so so $0 so so so so so
$s so so $0 so so so s0 so $0 so so $0 $0 so so

$2.587,076 $2.417,828 $2,259,652 $2,111,824 51,973,668 $1,844,549 $1,723,878 £1,611,101 51,505.702 $1,407,198 $1.315,138 $1229.101 51,148.693 $1,073,544 $1.003,313 $937.675
$2.587,076 $2.417,828 $2.259.652 $2,111,824 $1,973.668 $1,844,549 $1,723,878 $1,611,101 $1,505,702 £I,407,198 $1,315,138 £1,229,101 £1,148.693 51,073,544 $1,003,313 £937.675

$31,512 $29,451 $27,524 525,723 $24,041 522,468 $20,998 $19,624 $18,340 $17,141 £16,019 £14.971 $13,992 $13,076 $12,221 £11,421
$78.781 $73,627 $68,810 $64.308 $60,101 $56.170 $52,495 $49,061 $45,851 $42,851 $40,048 $37.428 $34.980 $32,691 $30.552 $28,554
S35,695 $33.360 $31.177 $29,138 $27,232 525,450 $23,785 522,229 $20,775 $19,416 $18,146 S16.958 $15,849 $14,812 £13,843 $12.938

$107,085 $100,080 $93,532 $87,414 $81,695 $76,350 $71,355 366,687 $62,325 $58,247 $54,437 $50,875 $47,547 $44,437 $41,530 $38,813
$41,777 S39.044 $36,490 $34,103 831,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17.336 516,202 S15,142
541,777 S39,044 $36,490 834.103 831,872 $29,787 £27,838 $26,017 524,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15.142
$41,777 $39,044 £36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 522,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 £16,202 £15.142
520,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 511,362 £10,619 59,924 $9275 $8,668 £5,101 $7,571
520,589 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9275 $8.668 $8,101 $7,571
520.889 $19,522 $18,245 £17,051 £15,936 £14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157 $11,362 $10,619 59,924 $9,275 $58,668 $8,101 $7.571

5104,443 $97,611 $91,225 $85,257 $79,679 $74,467 $69,595 $65,042 880,787 $56,810 $53,094 $49,620 $46,374 543,340 540,505 837,855
541,777 $39,044 £36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 £15,142
$41.777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 $22,724 $21,237 $19,848 818,550 £17,336 $16,202 $15.142
$41,777 839,044 £36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315 522,724 $21,237 $19,548 518,550 $17,336 $16,202 515.142
$20,889 $19,522 $18,245 817,051 315,936 $14,893 £13,919 $13,008 $12.157 $11,362 $10,619 £9,924 $9,275 $8.668 58,101 £7,571
549,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 S35,063 $32,769 $30,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 S23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824
S24,589 $22,980 S21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 £16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10.204 $9,536 58,912
$49,178 $45.961 $42,954 $40,144 $37,518 835,063 $32,769 $30,626 £28,622 $26,750 525,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19.072 $17,824
549.178 $45,961 $42.954 $40,144 $37,518 $35,063 $32,769 830,626 $28,622 $26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 £17.824
$24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 £15,313 £14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 £10,918 $10,204 $9,536 58,912
$73,767 $68,941 $64,431 $60,216 $56,277 $52,595 $49,154 $45,939 $42,933 $40,124 $37,500 $35,046 $32,754 $30,611 $28,608 $26,737
524,589 £32,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912
£24,589 £22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 58,912
524,589 522,980 $21,477 £20,072 $18,759 $17,532 316,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 58,912
$24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912
$24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 317,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311 $13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 £9,536 58,912
$27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 521,328 519,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 £10,842 $10,133
$27,956 $26,127 324,418 522,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 £16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 £10,842 510.133
$27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 516,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13.282 $12,413 $11.601 £10,542 510.133
$27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14.211 $13,282 $12.413 £11.601 £10,842 510.133
$27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 318.628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 £12,413 £11,601 $10.842 $10,133
$27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 £14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10.133
$27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 £10,842 $10,133
$55,912 $52,254 548,836 $45,641 $42,655 $39,865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541 $30,412 $28,423 $26.563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265
$27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22.820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133
£27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 £11.601 $10.842 $10,133
$27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 5I0,133
$27,956 $26,127 $24.418 522,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 £17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 310,842 $10,133
527,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 £13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 £10,133
S27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271 $15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12.413 $11,601 $10.542 $10.133
$31,151 $29,113 $27.209 $25,429 $23,765 522,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291
$31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12.927 $12,081 $11,291
$31,151 $29,113 £27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 £18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 512.927 $12,081 $11,291
$31,151 £29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 £15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291
$31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 £22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130 $16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 812,927 $12,081 $11,291
$34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 £24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 £16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612
$34.797 $32,521 830,393 $28,405 $26.547 $24.810 $23.187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14.440 $13,495 $12,612
$34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 £15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612
$34.797 $32.521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612
$34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,167 $21,670 $20,252 $18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612
$40,091 837,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,9866 $23,333 821.807 $20,380 £19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 £14,531
$40,091 $37,468 $35,017 $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333 $21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531
$78,013 $72,909 $88,140 $63,682 $59,516 $55,622 £51,983 $48,583 $45,404 $42,434 $39,658 837.063 $34,639 $32,373 $30,255 $28,276

$134,097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 £89,355 583,509 $78,046 $72.940 $68,168 $63,709 £59,541 $55,646 $52,005 548,603
$41,200 838,505 $35,986 833,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 514,933
$41,200 $38,505 $35,986 833,632 $31.431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979 $22,410 $20,944 £19,574 £18,293 $17,097 $15,978 £14,933
$46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 831.236 $29,193 $27,283 $25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 £18.180 $16.990
$93,755 587,621 $81,889 $76,532 $71,525 $66,846 $62,473 $58,386 $54,566 $50,996 $47,660 544,542 $41,628 $38,905 $36,360 $33,981
$54,504 $50,938 $47,606 544,491 $41,581 $38,860 836,318 $33,942 $31,722 $29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200 $22.617 $21,138 $19,755
$62,658 £58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,752 $39,021 $36,468 $34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821 $26,001 $24,300 $22,710
$37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 525,304 £23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19.304 $18,042 $16.861 $15,758 $14.727 £13,764
$37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25.304 $23,649 $22,102 $20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 £13,764
$44,398 541,494 $ £38,779 $36,242 $33,871 $31,655 £29,584 $27,649 $25,840 $24,150 $22,570 $21.093 $19.713 $18,424 $17,218 $16,092

$372,984 $348,583 8325,779 8304,466 8284,548 $265,932 $248.535 $232,276 $217,080 $202,879 $189,606 $177,202 $165,609 $154,775 5144.650 $135,187
8372,984 $348,583 $325,779 $304.466 $254,548 £265,932 $248,535 $232,276 £217,080 $202,879 $189,606 £177.202 $165,609 $154.775 $144,650 £135,187
$287,974 $269,134 $251,527 $235,072 $219,694 $205,321 $191,889 $179,336 $167,603 £156,639 $146,391 £136,814 S127,864 $119,499 $111,681 $104,375

$85,010 £79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 360,611 856,646 £52,940 $49,477 S46,240 S43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 £32,968 $30,812
$10.879 $10,167 $9,502 $8,880 $8,299 37,756 $7,249 $6,775 $6,331 $5,917 $5,530 $5,168 $4,830 54,514 $4.219 S3,943
$10.879 $10,167 39,502 $8,880 $8,299 $7,756 $7,249 $6,775 $6,331 $5,917 $5,530 $5.168 $4,830 54,514 $4,219 S3,943
$10,879 $10,167 39,502 $8,880 $8,299 $7,756 $7.249 36,775 $8,331 $5,917 $5,530 $5,168 $4,830 54,514 $4,219 S3,943
$2.720 $2,542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 £1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1,479 $1,383 $1,292 $1,208 £1,129 £1,055 $986
$2,720 $2,542 $2,375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 81,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1.479 $1,383 $1,292 $1,208 £1,129 $1,055 $986
$2.720 $2,542 $2.375 $2,220 $2,075 $1,939 $1,812 $1,694 $1,583 $1,479 $1,383 $1,292 $1,208 $1,129 $1.055 £986
$5.439 $246,549 $4,751 $4,440 $4,150 83,878 $39,869 $3,387 $3,166 $2,959 $2,765 $125,333 $2.415 $2257 $2,109 $1,971
$5,439 $246,549 $4,751 $4,440 $4.150 33,878 $39,869 $3,387 $3,166 52,959 $2,765 $125,333 $2,415 $2,257 52.109 $1,971

$5,439 $5,083 $4.751 $4,440 $4,150 $3,878 $3,624 $3,387 53.166 $2,959 $2,765 $2,584 $2,415 52,257 $2,109 £1,971

$50,835 836,245 $25,842
$190,631 $96,907

8304,603 581.336 $76,015 $248,647 $66,394 $62,051 $202,970 $54,198 $50,652 $165,684 $44,241 $41,347 $135,247 $36,114 $33,752 $110,402
£304,603 581,336 $76.015 5248,647 $66,394 $62.051 $202,970 S54,198 $50,652 $165,684 544,241 $41.347 $135,247 $36,114 833,752 $110,402

587,029 581,336 $76,015 $71,042 $66,394 $62.051 $57,991 $54,198 $50,652 $47,338 544,241 $41.347 $38,642 $36,114 £33.752 831,543

$217,573 $177,605 $144,978 £118,346 $96,605 $78,559
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2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1.057,028 S970,657 $971.528 $847,810 $792,345

so so so so so
so so $0 $s s0

so so so so so
SO $0 $6 so so

$0 so so s0 s0
so s0 so so so

$876,332 $819.002 $765,422 S715,348 $668,550
$876,332 $819,002 $765,422 $715,348 $668,550

$10.674 $9,976 £9,323 $8,713 $8,143
S26.686 $24.940 $23,306 $21.784 $20.358
$12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$36,274 S33.900 S31,683 $29,610 $27,673
$14.151 S13,226 S12,360 $11,552 $10,796
S14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
S14,151 $13,226 S12,360 $11.552 $10,796
S7.076 6,613 $8,180 98,776 $5,398
$7.076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
S7.076 $6.613 $6,180 95,776 $5,398

$35,379 $33,064 S30.901 $28,879 $26,990
$14.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$14,151 913,226 $12,360 $11.552 $10,796
914.151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796

$7.076 S6.613 S6.180 98,776 $5,398
$16,658 $15.569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709

$8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6.354
S16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
916.658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709

S8.329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
924,988 923.353 $21,825 $20,397 $19,063

$8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$8,329 $7.784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$8.329 $7.784 $7.275 $6,799 $6,354
99.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
59,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$9.470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$9,470 $8.850 $8,271 $7.730 $7,224

918,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$9,470 $8,850 $8,271 S7,730 $7,224
$9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$9.470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
S9.470 $8.850 $8,271 S7.730 $7,224
$9,470 $8.850 $8,271 S7.730 $7,224
$9,470 $8.850 $8,271 97,730 $7,224

$10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 98,050
$10,552 S9.862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$10.552 $9.862 $9,216 S8.614 $8,050
$10.552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$10,552 S9.862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 S8,992
$11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$11.787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 98,992
$13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
926,426 $24,697 $23,081 $21.571 $20,160
$45,423 942,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$13,956 S13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10.647
$13.956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 910,647
$15.879 $14,840 $13.869 912,962 $12,114
$31,758 $29,680 $27,739 $25,924 $24.228
318.462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$21.225 $19.836 $18.538 $17,326 $16,192
$12.863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9.813
$12,863 S12.022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$15,039 $14,055 $13,136 $12.276 $11.473

$126.343 $118.077 $110.353 $103,133 $96,386
$126.343 $118,077 $110,353 $103,133 $96,386

$97,547 $91,165 $85,201 $79,627 $74.418
$28,796 $26,912 S25.151 $23,506 S21,868

93,685 $3,444 93,219 $3,008 $2,811
$3,685 $3,444 $3,219 $3,008 92.811
S3,685 $3,444 $3,219 $3,008 $2,811

$921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$921 $861 $805 $752 $703
$921 $861 $805 $752 9703

$20.267 91,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1,406
$20,267 $1.722 91,609 $1.504 $1,406

$1.842 $1,722 $1,609 $1,504 $1.406

$18,425

$29,480 $27,551 $90.121 $24,064 $22,490
$29,480 S27.551 $90,121 $24,064 $22,490
S29,480 927,551 $25,749 $24,064 $22,490

S64,372
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Proposal Name: Design for Operability Maintainability
Proposal Number 3001
Proposal Version: 1
Alternative Name: Design for Operability/Maint. - Pessimistic
Costs in Discounted Dollars
Filename with Path: C:APACE\ProjectsXDesign.f.MDB

Cost Estimate Items Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Total $326,671,353 $257,161,485 $5,291,107 $4,944,960 $4,621,458 $4,319,120 $4,036,561
Procurement- Ship Acquisition Cost $251,500,000 $251,500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Procurement $251,500,000 $251,500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Cutter System $251,500,000 $251,500,000

Personnel - Cutter Crew $65,480,841 $4,931,650 $4,609,019 $4,307,494 $4,025,695 $3,762,332 $3,516.198
Staffing $65,480,841 $4,931,650 $4,609,019 $4,307,494 $4,025,695 $3,762,332 $3,516,198

Enlisted\E-2 - FN $1.153,843 $86,901 $81,216 $75,903 $70,937 $66,296 $61,959
Enlisted\E-2 - SN $1,538,458 $115,868 $108,288 $101,204 $94,583 $88,395 $82,612
Enlisted\E-3 - FN $871,334 $65,624 $81,331 $57,319 $53.569 $50,064 $46,789
Enlisted\E-3 - SN $3,049,669 $229,684 $214,658 $200,615 $187,491 $175,225 $163,762
Enlisted\E-4 - BM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54.762
Enlisted•E- - DC $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - EM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - ET $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - FT $509,903 $38,403 $35.891 $33,543 $31,348 $29.297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - GM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - MK $3,059,415 $230,418 $215,344 $201,256 $188,090 $175,785 $164,285
Enlisted\FE-4 - QM $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - RD $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27,381
Enlisted\E-4 - RM $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - SS $1,019,805 $76,806 $71,781 $67,085 $62,697 $58,595 $54,762
Enlisted\E-4 - TT $509,903 $38,403 $35,891 $33,543 $31,348 $29,297 $27.381
Enlisted\E-5 - BM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39.485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - DC $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - EM $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463
Enlisted\E-5 - ET $1,200,461 $90,412 $84,497 $78,969 $73,803 $68,975 $64,463
Enlisted\E-5 - FT $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - MK $3,001,153 $226,030 $211,243 $197,423 $184,508 $172,437 $161,156
Enlisted\E-5 - QM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - RD $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - RM $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted'E-5 - SK $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - SS $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted\E-5 - YN $600,231 $45,206 $42,249 $39,485 $36,902 $34,487 $32,231
Enlisted'E-6 - BM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - DC $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - EM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enhisted\E-6 - ET $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - FT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - GM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - HS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - MK $1,364,839 $102,792 $96,067 $89,783 $83,909 $78,420 $73,289
Enlisted\E-6 - MST $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - QM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - RD $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - RM $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - SS $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-6 - TT $682,419 $51,396 $48,034 $44,891 $41,954 $39,210 $36,645
Enlisted\E-7 - ET $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - FT $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - RM $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - SS $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-7 - YN $760,412 $57,270 $53,523 $50,022 $46,749 $43,691 $40,833
Enlisted\E-8 - DC $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - EM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - GM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - MK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - QM $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-8 - SK $849,413 $63,973 $59,788 $55,876 $52,221 $48,805 $45,612
Enlisted\E-9 - BM $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551
Enlisted\E-9 - MK $978,631 $73,705 $68,883 $64,377 $60,165 $56,229 $52,551
Officer\O-1 - Unknown $2,539,116 $191,232 $178,721 $167,029 $156,102 $145,890 $136,346
Officer\O-2 - Unknown $3,273,372 $246,532 $230,404 $215,331 $201,244 $188,078 $175,774
Officer\O-3 - Gen Admin $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005
OfficerAO-3 - Operations $1,005,717 $75,745 $70,790 $66,159 $61,830 $57,785 $54,005
Officer\O-4 - Engineering $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447
Officer\O-4 - Operations $1,144,297 $86,182 $80,544 $75,275 $70,350 $65,748 $61,447
OfficeAO-5 - Operations $1,330,463 $100,203 $93,648 $87,521 $81,795 $76,444 $71,443
OfficerAO-6 - Operations $1,529,522 $115,195 $107,659 $100,616 $94,033 $87,882 $82,132
WarrantxAverage - BOSN $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777
WarrantAverage - ENG $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777
WarranthAverage - F&S $926,981 $69,815 $65,248 $60,979 $56,990 $53,262 $49,777

Personnel - General Detail (system generated) $9,690.511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362
Staffing $9,690,511 $729,835 $682,089 $637,466 $595,763 $556,788 $520,362

Enlisted\Average - General Detail $7,615,370 $573,547 $536,025 $500,958 $468,185 $437,556 $408,931
Officer\Average -General Detail $2,075,141 $156,288 $146,064 $136,508 $127,578 $119.231 $111,431
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
$3,772,487 $3,525,688 $3,295,036 $3.079,473 $2,878,012 $2,689,731 $2,51 3,767 $2,349,315 $2,195,621 $2.051,983 $1,917.741 $1 .792,281

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$3,286,167 $3,071,184 $2,870,265 $2,682,491 $2,507,001 $2,342,991 $2,189,712 $2,046,459 $1,912,579 $1,787,457 $1,670,520 $1,561,234
$3,286,167 $3,071,184 $2,870,265 $2,682,491 $2,507,001 $2,342,991 $2,189,712 $2,046,459 $1,912,579 $1,787,457 $1,670,520 $1,561,234

$57,906 $54,118 $50,577 $47,268 $44,176 $41,286 $38,585 $36,061 $33,702 $31,497 $29,436 $27,511
$77,208 $72,157 $67,436 $63,025 $58,901 $55,048 $51,447 $48,081 $44,936 $41,996 $39,249 $36,681
$43,728 $40,867 $38,194 $35,695 $33,360 $31,177 $29,138 $27,232 $25,450 $23,785 $22,229 $20,775

$153,048 $143,036 $133,678 $124,933 $116,760 $109,121 $101,982 $95,311 $89,075 $83,248 $77,802 $72,712
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27,838 $26,017 $24,315
$51,179 $47,831 $44.702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27.838 $26.017 $24,315
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12.157
$25.590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,869 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157

$153,537 $143,493 $134,105 $125,332 $117,133 $109,470 $102,308 $95,615 $89,360 $83,514 $78.051 $72,944
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13,008 $12,157
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13,919 $13.008 $12,157
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29.787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315
$51,179 $47,831 $44,702 $41,777 $39,044 $36,490 $34,103 $31,872 $29,787 $27.838 $26,017 $24,315
$25,590 $23,915 $22,351 $20,889 $19,522 $18,245 $17,051 $15,936 $14,893 $13.919 $13,008 $12,157
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24.589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30.123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22.980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$60,245 $56,304 $52,621 $49.178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $375618 $35,063 $32.769 $30,626 $28,622
$60.245 $56,304 $52,621 $49,178 $45,961 $42,954 $40,144 $37.518 $35.063 $32.769 $30,626 $28,622
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311

$150,613 $140,760 $131,552 $122,945 $114.902 $107,385 $100,360 $93,794 $87,658 $81,924 $76.564 $71,555
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21.477 $20,072 $18.759 $17,532 $16,385 $15,313 $14,311
$30,123 $28,152 $26,310 $24,589 $22,980 $21,477 $20,072 $18,759 $17,532 $16.385 $15,313 $14,311
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29.913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18.628 $17.410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19,932 $18,628 $17.410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22,820 $21.328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27.956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21.328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$68,495 $64,014 $59.826 $55,912 $52.254 $48.836 $45,641 $42,655 $39.865 $37,257 $34,819 $32,541
$34.247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24.418 $22.820 $21.328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19,932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26,127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18.628 $17,410 $16,271
$34,247 $32,007 $29,913 $27,956 $26.127 $24,418 $22,820 $21,328 $19.932 $18,628 $17,410 $16,271
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31,151 $29.113 $27,209 $25,429 $23.765 $22.210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35,665 $33.332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25.429 $23.765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35.665 $33,332 $31,151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$38,161 $35,665 $33,332 $31.151 $29,113 $27,209 $25,429 $23,765 $22,210 $20,757 $19,399 $18,130
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34.797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37.233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26.547 $24,810 $23,187 $21.670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23.187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37.233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23.187 $21,670 $20,252
$42,628 $39,839 $37,233 $34,797 $32,521 $30,393 $28,405 $26,547 $24,810 $23,187 $21,670 $20,252
$49.1 13 $45,900 $42.897 $40,091 $37.468 $35,017 $32,726 $30.585 $28,584 $26,714 $24,966 $23,333
$49,113 $45,900 $42.897 $40,091 $37.468 $35.01? $32,726 $30,585 $28,584 $26.714 $24,966 $23,333

$127.426 $119,090 $111,299 $104,018 $97.213 $90,853 $84.909 $79,354 $74,163 $69,311 $64,777 $60,539
$164,275 $153,528 $143,484 $134.097 $125,324 $117,126 $109,463 $102,302 $95,609 $89,355 $83,509 $78,046

$50,472 $47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29.375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979
$50,472 $47,170 $44,084 $41,200 $38,505 $35,986 $33,632 $31,431 $29,375 $27,453 $25,657 $23,979
$57,427 $53,670 $50,159 $46.877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29,193 $27,283
$57,427 $53,670 $50,159 $46,877 $43,811 $40,944 $38,266 $35,762 $33,423 $31,236 $29.193 $27.283
$66,769 $62,401 $58,319 $54,504 $50,938 $47,606 $44,491 $41,581 $38,860 $36,318 $33,942 $31,722
$76,759 $71,736 $67,045 $62,658 $58,559 $54,728 $51,148 $47,802 $44,675 $41,.752 $39,021 $36,468
$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,849 $22,102
$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102
$46,521 $43,477 $40,633 $37,975 $35,490 $33,169 $30,999 $28,971 $27,075 $25,304 $23,649 $22,102

$486,320 $454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324.055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047
$486,320 $454,505 $424,771 $396,982 $371,011 $346,739 $324,055 $302,856 $283,043 $264,526 $247,220 $231,047
$382,179 $357,176 $333,810 $311,972 $291,562 $272,488 $254,662 $238,002 $222,431 $207,880 $194,280 $181,570
$104,141 $97,328 $90,961 $85,010 $79,449 $74,251 $69,394 $64,854 $60,611 $56,646 $52,940 $49,477
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
$1,675,029 $1,565,448 $1,463,035 $1,367,323 $1,277,872 $1,194,273 $1,116.143 $1,043,124 $974,882 $911,105 $851,500 $795,794

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$1,459,097 $1,363,642 $1,274,432 $1,191,058 $1,113,138 $1,040,316 $972,258 $908,652 $849,208 $793,652 $741,731 $693,207
$1,459,097 $1,363,642 $1,274,432 $1,191,058 $1,113,138 $1,040,316 $972,258 $908,652 $849,208 $793,652 $741,731 $693,207

$25,711 $24,029 $22,457 $20,988 $19,615 $18,331 $17,132 $16,011 $14,964 $13,985 $13,070 $12,215
$34,281 $32,038 $29,942 $27,984 $26,153 $24,442 $22,843 $21,349 $19,952 $18,647 $17,427 $16,287
$19,416 $18,146 $16,958 $15.649 $14,812 $13,843 $12,938 $12,091 $11,300 $10,561 $9,870 $9,224
$67,955 $63,510 $59,355 $55,472 $51,843 $48,451 $45,281 $42,319 $39,551 $36,963 $34,545 $32,285
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$68,172 $63,712 $59,544 $55,649 $52,008 $48,606 $45,426 $42,454 $39,677 $37,081 $34,655 $32,388
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$22,724 $21,237 $19,848 $18,550 $17,336 $16,202 $15,142 $14,151 $13,226 $12,360 $11,552 $10,796
$11,362 $10,619 $9,924 $9,275 $8,668 $8,101 $7,571 $7,076 $6,613 $6,180 $5,776 $5,398
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$26,750 $25,000 $23,364 $21,836 $20,407 $19,072 $17,824 $16,658 $15,569 $14,550 $13,598 $12,709
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$66,874 $62,499 $58,410 $54,589 $51,018 $47,680 $44,561 $41,646 $38,921 $36,375 $33,995 $31,771
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,764 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $6,329 $7,764 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$13,375 $12,500 $11,682 $10,918 $10,204 $9,536 $8,912 $8,329 $7,784 $7,275 $6,799 $6,354
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $9.271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$30,412 $28,423 $26,563 $24,826 $23,202 $21,684 $20,265 $18,939 $17,700 $16,542 $15,460 $14,449
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$15,206 $14,211 $13,282 $12,413 $11,601 $10,842 $10,133 $9,470 $8,850 $8,271 $7,730 $7,224
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$16,944 $15,836 $14,800 $13,831 $12,927 $12,081 $11,291 $10,552 $9,862 $9,216 $8,614 $8,050
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9.622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$18,927 $17,689 $16,532 $15,450 $14,440 $13,495 $12,612 $11,787 $11,016 $10,295 $9,622 $8,992
$21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$21,807 $20,380 $19,047 $17,801 $16,636 $15,548 $14,531 $13,580 $12,692 $11,861 $11,085 $10,360
$56,579 $52,877 $49,418 $46,185 $43,164 $40,340 $37,701 $35,234 $32,929 $30,775 $28,762 $26,880
$72,940 $68,168 $63,709 $59,541 $55,646 $52,005 $48,603 $45,423 $42,452 $39,674 $37,079 $34,653
$22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$22,410 $20,944 $19,574 $18,293 $17,097 $15,978 $14,933 $13,956 $13,043 $12,190 $11,392 $10,647
$25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,840 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$25,498 $23,830 $22,271 $20,814 $19,452 $18,180 $16,990 $15,879 $14,640 $13,869 $12,962 $12,114
$29,646 $27,707 $25,894 $24,200 $22,617 $21,138 $19,755 $18,462 $17,255 $16,126 $15,071 $14,085
$34,082 $31,852 $29,769 $27,821 $26,001 $24,300 $22,710 $21,225 $19,836 $18,538 $17,326 $16,192
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,661 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813
$20,656 $19,304 $18,042 $16,861 $15,758 $14,727 $13,764 $12,863 $12,022 $11,235 $10,500 $9,813

$215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$215,932 $201,805 $188,603 $176,265 $164,733 $153,956 $143,885 $134,471 $125,674 $117,453 $109,769 $102,588
$169,692 $158,591 $148,215 $138,519 $129,457 $120,988 $113,073 $105,676 $98,762 $92,301 $86,263 $80,619

$46,240 $43,215 $40,388 $37,746 $35,276 $32,968 $30,812 $28,796 $26,912 $25,151 $23,506 $21,968
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